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.\BSTRACT 

Absolute electron impact ionization cross sections have been measured for CH4 and the 

methyl halides CH3F, CH3Cl, CH3Br and CH3I. A theoretical model has been developed 

which predicts absolute maximum cross sections in good agreement with these measurements 

and also with results published in the literature for a range of small molecules. In addition. 

thP model is able to qualitatively reproduce the recently observed orientation dependence of 

the electron impact ionization process. The dependence of the ionization cross section on 

molecular pola.rizability has been investigated and general expressions for the calculation of 

ma.·dmum electron impact ionization cross sections have been deduced. 

State specific cross sections have been measured for collisional attenuation of upper Stark 

state selected beams of CH3F with a range of scattering gases inside a hexapole collision 

chamber. Cross sections are found to in the range between 246 and 654 A. This corresponds 

to a range interaction involving the transfer of tiny amounts of energy, consistent with 

ui\I.r ±1 rotational transitions. 

The parameters affecting orientation of upper Stark state selected beams have been in

vestigated. The minimum uniform electric fields required to maintain spatial orientation for 

beams of CH3F, CH3Cl, CH3Br and CHsi have been measured and rationalised in terms of 

the hyperfine interaction between the rotational angular momentum and nuclear spin of the 

beam molecules. The time for which orientation is retained under field free conditions has 

lw1~u cuusiclerecl. 

A t:rossed beam ion imaging experiment has been designed and constructed for the in

vestigation of collisions between electrons or ions and spatially oriented molecules. Software 

for aw:tlyHiug the data obtained from these experiments has been developed and tested on 

simulated images. 
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I:'\TR 0 D U CTI 0 N 

The work described in this thesis falls into two sections. The first part, reported in Chapters 

1 nnd 2, concerns experimental and theoretical studies into the process of electron impact 

ionization. Chapters ~ to 10 involve the design and characterisation of a crossed molecular 

beam ion imaging experiment for the study of electron and ion collisions with spatially ori

eute<l molecules. A brief introduction and chapter summary is included at the front of each 

section. 



Part I 

ELECTRON IlVIPACT IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS 

EXPERII\IIENT AND THEORY 



INTRODUCTION 

Electron impact ionization plays a major role in many areas of physics and chemistry. Elec

tron bombardment is one of the most commonly used methods for ion production in mass . 

spectrometry, having first been used for this purpose by Dempster in 1918.1 The majority of 

ionization thresholds reported in thermochemical databases were determined through elec

tron impact ionization studies. 2-"1 The process is also widely used to produce ions for use in 

chemical dynamics studies, perhaps most notably in selected ion flow tube (SIFT) studies of 

ion-molecule reactions. 5 In addition to providing insight into the mechanism of the ionization 

process. accurate ionization cross sections are widely used in modelling studies involving a 

diverse range of systems, from fusion plasmas to radiation effects in medical and materials 

sc1ence. 

While a great deal of data is available on ionization thresholds for electron impact ioniza

tion, the number of measurements of absolute cross sections for the process remains relatively 

small, and there is as yet no single theoretical model which can accurately reproduce cross 

sections for every class of molecule. Measurements of cross sections are almost exclusively 

'bulb' type experiments, involving passage of an electron beam through a gas filled colli

sion chamber, so that the result obtained is always an average over molecular orientation. 

Iu a recent series of electron-oriented molecule crossed beam experiments carried out in this 

l!:roup,0
-H electron impact ionization of symmetric top molecules in a spatially oriented molec

nlar beam demonstrated the orientation dependence of the ionization cross section for the 

first time. 

The following two chapters each begin with a literature review of currently available 

t,edmiques. Chapter 1 is concerned with experimental measurement of cross sections, while 

Chapter 2 concentrates on theoretical models for predicting these quantities. Original re

search iu each of these areas is presented in the second part of each chapter. 

The crossed beam experiments mentioned above are ohly able to determine relative ion

ization c:ross sections; absolute cross sections for the molecules studied have not previously 



lleml mea:mred. In Chapter 1 beam-gas measurements of absolute cross sections for methane 

;1wl the methyl halides are presented. The development of a theoretical model for calculation 

uf the maximum electron impact ionization cross section is detailed in Chapter 2. This model, 

lm11ecl on a simple electrostatic treatment of the interaction between an electron and a target 

molecule. allows the orientation dependence of the cross section to be investigated, one of 

the objectives being to rationalise the results of the oriented beam experiments. A second 

model, ba8ed on the observed dependence of the electron impact ionization cross section on 

the molecular polarizability, is also discussed. The results of these calculations are compared 

with two of the major current theories available in the literature for the calculation of electron 

impact ionization cross sections. 



1. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION 

CROSS SECTIONS 

1.1 Experimenta.l requirements 

The experimental determination of a total electron impact ionization cross section requires 

the measurement of four quantities: 9 

1. the electron current r- of the ionizing electron beam of known energy: 

2. the ion current J+ produced through collisions of the electron beam with the target 

gas: 

:3. the number density n of the gas; 

4. the path length l over which the ions are collected. 

Such an experiment generally consists of passing a beam of electrons of known energy through 

a collision cell containing a gas sample of known temperature and pressure and detecting the 

retlulting ion and electron currents. 10 

If the ion detection is mass selective then partial ionization cross sections O'i may be 

determined, corresponding to the production of i electrons and an ion or ions having total 

charge +'i!O. Some systems allow the counting cross section O'c Li O'i, also known as the ion 

production cross section, to be obtained, but in general the measured quantity is the total, 

gross, or electron production cross section O't = Li iO'i· The total cross section is determined 

from the listed quantities using the Beer-Lambert law. 

(1.1) 

iu whkh r- is the electron beam current incident on the collision cell, J+ is the positive ion 

<·.nneut re:·mlting from electron impact ionization processes within the cell, n is the number 

< leusity of the sample gas inside the cell and l is the path length over which ions are formed. 

The qnautity (I- - J+) is the electron beam current transmitted through the collision cell. 
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Since 'I).(Jtl is much less than unity the exponential may be approximated by the first two 

tenus of its Taylor expansion, leading to the more commonly used expression: 

J+ 
- = nli7t I- ( 1.2) 

There are several criteria which must be fulfilled for any measuring apparatus in order to 

emmre that. accurate ionization cross sections are obtained. 11 

1. The gas pressure must be kept low enough to preclude scattering of the electron beam. 

This requires a pressure of less than 10-8 Torr. 

2. To prevent space-charge effects in the electron beam the beam current should be kept 

to below 10- 6 

3. The electron current to all electrostatic elements apart from the electron collector must 

be minimised. The electron current collected must be independent of the potential 

applied to the collector, again to guarantee complete collection of the electron beam. 

4. In order to ensure that all the ions produced are recorded, the potential on the ion 

collector must be large enough so that the measured ion current has become independent 

of the collector potential. If a magnetic field is used to constrain the electron beam to 

an axial flow the ratio of ion to electron currents must be independent of the magnetic 

field strength. Inclusion of a magnetic field for confinement of electrons to the beam 

axis has the added advantage of preventing further ionization of the target gas by high 

energy secondary electrons produced in the primary ionizing collisions: the primary ion 

is accelerated away from the collision region to the collector plate with minimal risk of 

further encounters with primary or secondary electrons. 

1.2 Literature rev-iew: Experimental techniques for the measurement of electron 

impact ionization cross sections 

1.2.1 Tlw condenser plate metlwd 

The coud<~nser plate method is the most commonly used technique for measuring the electron 

impact ionization cross section of a static gas target. One of the earliest designs was that 

of Compton and Van Voorhis. 12 Electrons were produced at a molybdenum filament in 

the source chamber and focused into a gas filled scattering chamber through a metal tube 
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sPpara.tiug the two chambers. The resulting ions were collected on a set of five wires in a 

circular arrangement around the outside of the scattering chamber, while the electrons were 

detected on a further set of wires at the far end of the chamber. The pressure was mea.sured 

using a McLeod gauge. Attempts at wire wrapping the chamber in order to produce an 

<Lxial magnetic field to constrain the electron beam were unsuccessfuL making it necessary 

to ctpply a large negative potential to the ion collector and leading to poor resolution of the 

dt~cnoll <energy. This problem was overcome by setting up an integral equation to represent 

the observations and solving it by differentiating the experimental curve. 

Tate and Smith 13 improved the above design, surrounding the instrument with a solenoid 

to provide a magnetic field which helped to define the electron beam and also facilitated the 

separation of the electrons and ions for ion collection, without introducing a large uncertainty 

into the electron energy. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1.1 

collimating 
lenses 

plate 

~~sh~ield ~ ~ ~ ~~ =::::':r"======' 

filament ~ n~===T= 

Figure 1.1: Tate and Smith ion source 

Electrons are emitted from a resistively heated tungsten filament and pass through a 

sd of collimating lenses which accelerate and focus the beam before it enters the ionization 

chamber. A field of around 5 V em -l is maintained between the repeller and ion collector 

plates to accelerate positive ions formed in the ionization chamber towards the collector. 

Gna.rd plates situated on either side of the collector ensure homogeneity of the electric field 

in the region of ion collection. At the end of the ionization chamber the unscattered portion 

of the electron beam passes through a final collimating lens and stTikes the electron collector. 

Th() ion and electron currents are measured using sensitive ammeters attached to the ion and 

dectron c:ollector plates respectively. It is important that the electron collector is kept at a 

high positiv<~ potential with respect to the Faraday cage to ensure that all the electrons are 

collected on the plate and not lost to the chamber walls. 

Tate and Smith used this apparatus to measure cross sections fm helium, neon, argon, and 

men:ury14 and later molecular targets. 15 These results achieved much higher accuracy than 
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;my previom; measurements dne to the well defined path length and more accurate knowledge 

of the electron energy for the Tate and Smith ion source. 

( )ver thirty years later Rapp and Golden 16 made a series of measurements of atomic and 

molecular electron impact ionization cross sections using an essentially unchanged Tate and 

Smith type design. Two different kinds of measurements were possible. Total ionization cross 

sections conld be measured by maintaining an electric field between the repeller and collector 

snfficieut to collect all the positive ions formed in the fixed path length on the ion collector. 

The device could also be used to study dissociative ionization by reversing the field so that 

ion::; were collected on the positive plate. Becuse the ions had to move against a retarding 

field to reach the plate, only dissociated ions, which had gained kinetic energy during the 

<lissociation process, could reach the detector. 

The electron impact ion source designed by Tate and Smith has a great deal of versatility. 

It has been used in many subsequent experiments and the basic design is still used today; the 

results of recent measurements are still in good agreement with the original values determined 

by Tate and Smith in their work carried out during the 1930's. 

1.2.2 Tl1e Lozier tube 

This type of device has been used by several groups for a variety of different studies, including 

the determination of appearance energies and kinetic energies of ion fragments produced 

in electron impact induced dissociation processes10• 17 as well as the measurement of total 

ionization cross sections. The basic system is shown in Figure 1.2. 

/'hield electrometer guard cylinder 

)on collecting cylinder 
/ 

L_j 
collimating 

lenses 

\ 
cylindrical 

gauze 
direction 
defining system 

Figure 1.2: Lozier tube 

The electron beam is treated in the same way as in the Tate and Smith source. Electrons 

ar<c formed at a heated filament and accelerated through a series of three lenses into the 
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ionization chamber. A magnetic field supplied by an external solenoid constrains the electrons 

r.o move along the axis, and they are detected on a Faraday plate. As it pa.sses through the 

ionization chamber the electron beam is contained within a cylindrical gauze. Surrounding the 

g<mze is a direction defining system consisting of a series of thin cylindrical disks, supported 

()1] three slotted bars. This in turn is enclosed by an ion collecting cylinder, electrometer 

guard cylinder. and shield. 

hms i<mned in collisions of the target gas with the electron beam pass through the gauze 

and a small proportion, whose direction of motion is almost perpendicular to the electron 

beam. pa.ss through tl;~.e defining system towards the ion collector. To measure the kinetic 

energy of the ions a radial electric field is applied between the disks of the direction defining 

system and the collector. The gauze is present so that an electric field may be applied between 

this and the defining system, if required, to prevent negative ionic products of dissociation 

processes from reaching the detector. 

Tat~:~ aud Lozier18 first used the device to measure quantities such as the kinetic energy 

distribution of the ions produced at a specified electron energy. the minimum energy required 

to produce ions of a specified energy, and the relative efficiencies of production of ions of a 

specified energy as a function of incident electron energy. This final measurement is effectively 

a determination of a relative electron impact ionization cross section. Absolute cross sections 

cannot be measured using the Lozier tube since the collection efficiency for the ions is less 

than 100%, and is in fact unknown in practice. In order to obtain the true cross section 

the data has to be normalised to the results of a previous measurement made using some 

other technique. Even after normalization the anisotropy of the angular distribution of the 

dissociated products leads to significant errors in the determination of total electron impact 

ionization cross sections using this method. Also, Tozer19 noted that for polyatomic molecules 

it is likely that different dissociation products will have different collection efficiencies, so that 

the method of normalization employed may not be particularly reliable in these cases. 

1.2.:3 Tile summation metlwd 

Iu the snmmatjon method a mass spectrometer is used to detect the ions in place of the simple 

Faraday plate-electrometer arrangements used in the systems discussed so far. The measured 

quantities a.re partial ionization cross sections rather than gross cross sections, since each type 

of ion fi:agment resulting from a.n electron impact has a different mass to charge ratio and is 
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therefore ciet.eded separately. Since the detection efficiency is not unity. only relative cross 

sections may be measured in this way, as for the Lozier tube experiments. and the results must 

ht~ normalized against a known measured value of the absolute cross section. Care must be 

taken to <'nsnre that the ion collection efficiency inside the mass spectrometer is independent 

( lf the mass to charge ratio of the ion, and also of the energy of the ionizing electron. If these 

n;quiremems are satisfied then the resulting partial ionization cross sections are all on the 

sauw scale awl differ from the absolute values only by a common constant factor determined 

by the collection efficiency of the mass spectrometer. The unnormalized total cross section 

b determined from 

(1.3) 

This quantity can be compared to a known value of the cross section determined by some 

other method. often the condenser plate method, in order to obtain the normalization factor 

required for correction of the measured partial ionization cross sections. If a value for the 

nbsolute cross section is unavailable it is often acceptable to assume that the normalization 

factor is the same as that for some other target molecule for which the partial cross sections 

have been measured and the total cross section is known, as shown by Mark and Egger,20 

who normalized the cross section for PH:3 using the normalization constant determined from 

measurements on argon. This constant had been calculated as the ratio of the total cross sec

tiuu measured by the summation method to that obtained by Rapp and Englander-Golden21 

n:oing the condenser plate method. 

Oue the first studies using the summation method was that of Kistemaker et al,22 

who memmrecl the electron impact ionization cross section of H20 using a special cydoidal 

nmss spectrometer with an extremely high ion extraction efficiency in order to avoid mass 

( li:ocrimination eff(~cts. The data was normalized against measurements made in the same 

hi Jmatory using a condenser plate source. The same study was repeated by Mark and 

Egger:2:! with a few improvements to the method, giving results in fairly good agreement with 

Kistemaker. The summation method of determining electron impact ionization cross sectons 

lm::: siuee been applied to a wide range of atomic and molecular targets. 
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1.2.4 Othel' experimental methods 

In addition to the methods described above, there are several other techniques which have 

been successfully used in the experimental determination of electron impact ionization cross 

sections. 

Nottingham and Bell24
•25 developed a method specifically for the purpose of accurately 

< k:tPnniuing the absolute electron impact ionization cross section of mercury. A semicircular 

electron velocity analyser included in their design allowed very high energy resolution, since 

only electrons of the required velocity emerged from the analyser into the ionization chamber. 

Other aspects of the experiment were similar to the condenser plate method. 

Another type of measurement uses so called 'gas filled counters'. 9 This method has mainly 

been used to determine electron impact ionization cross sections at fairly high energies of 

12;reater than 100 e V and is therefore well suited for making measurements for comparison 

with the predictions of the Bethe theory26 (see Chapter 2). The method was first suggested 

by GraJ27 and measurements have since been carried out by McClure28 and more recently by 

Rieke and Prerejchal. 29 The electrons are produced from a beta emitter and velocity selected 

analyser. The analysis is based on the application of Poisson statistics to the 

collision process. The probability P that an electron passes through the ionization chamber 

without ionizing a target molecule is measured and can then be used to determine the cross 

:-i("ction r.r via the relation 

-In (P) nlO" (1.4) 

where n is the number density of the target gas and l is the path length through the chamber. 

The method of crossed beams was originally introduced into this field by Boyd and Green30 

and Fite and Brackman31 to enable cross section measurements to be carried out on species 

that are unstable at ordinary temperatures and pressures. The method has both advantages 

awl dit>advantages over the techniques described so far. The much lower number density 

and smaller collision region compared to other methods translates into low signal levels, 

which generally makes modulation of the signal necessary in order to separate it from the 

hackgronnd. Because the target can no longer be treated as stationary with respect to the 

incoming electron beam, the cross section is no longer given by the simple relation 

J+ 
- = nla 
I- (1.5) 
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and tlH~ correct expression is 

+ ( ') 2)1/') 
I- = v~ + vt - CJ(E)RF 
I V(Ue 

(1.6) 

where t!v <md u1 are the electron and target beam velocities (assumed to be perpendicular), R 

is the number of target molecules per second arriving at the target detector. E is the energy of 

rdative motion of the target and electron, and F is a measure of the beam overlap. Because 

of the difficulty in determining R experimentally, cross sections determined via crossed beam 

experiments often need to be normalized against a known value, as described above for the 

Lozier tube and summation methods. 

The stability of species in a molecular beam makes it possible to measure cross sections for 

many species which would be impossible to obtain by any other method. The development of 

orient.ed beam techniques has also allowed an orientation effect on the ionization cross section 

to be demonstrated for the first time. Experiments carried out on oriented molecular beams 

of a series of symmetric top molecules6- 8 showed that a distinct preference for ionization exists 

when the electron approaches the positive end of the molecular dipole. One of the advantages 

of the crossed beam technique is that the initial velocities of the collision partners are well 

defined. If a moveable time-of-flight or ion imaging detection system is used products may be 

detected as a function of scattering angle and velocity, creating the possibility of investigating 

the dynamics of the ionization process in ways which are inaccessible by other methods. A 

HystP-m designed to carry out these experiments is described in Chapter 10. 

1.3 Experimental measurement of absolute electron impact ionization cross sections 

HJr CH1, CH,3F, CH3Cl, CH,3Br and CH,3I 

As mentioned previously, research has recently been carried out into the orientation depen

dPuc<" of electron impact ionization cross sections for a series of methyl halides.6- 8 Following 

tlwsE: expE:riments a simple model was developed which allows total electron impact ioniza

tion cross sections to be calculated as a function of molecular orientation. The model was 

fonud to <1ualitatively reproduce the orientation dependence observed experimentally, but 

there w<~re no published measurements of the absolute cross sections for the methyl halides 

against which to judge the values predicted by the modeL A decision was made to make 

measurements of these cross sections using a condenser plate type ionization celL 

The ionization cell used for these measurements is a modified version of the condenser 
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plate type ion source used by Tate and Smith and described in Section 1.2.1. The cell was 

designed by Sean Harris, a previous doctoral student, and had previously been used to make 

preliminary measurements of the maximum electron impact ionization cross sections for the 

iw-:rt gases and several small molecules, though it had not been extensively characterised or 

nsed to determine the energy dependence of the cross section. The cell is shown in Figure 

1.:3. 

Teflon 
insulator 

Gas inlet 

Ceramic 
Baratron spacers 

ceramic 
insulator 

Magnet 

Figure 1.3: Electron impact ionization cell used for measuring ionization efficiency curves for 

methane and the methyl halides 

The device is housed inside a vacuum chamber with a typical background pressure of 

aronncl w-r; Torr. Electrons are formed at a resistively heated rhenium filament. A shield 

held at a potential of -15 V relative to the filament serves to repel the electrons towards a set 

of three stainless steel lens elements which collimate the beam. The lenses each have a 1 mm 

aperture in the centre for the beam to pass through and are spaced 2 mm apart. The electron 

t·mergy is controlled through vmiation of the potential of the filament relative to the ground 

potential of the collision region. The beam enters the collision cell through the third lens 

dement, which is insulated from the cell and maintained at ground potential. A magnetic 

tield generated by 20 nun diameter rare earth cobalt permanent magnets situated at each 
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t:nd of the beam path constrains the electron beam to the axis*. The magnets are rated at 

H200 Gauss at the pole face, and the magnetic field strength at the centre of the collision cell 

vnts measured with a Hall probe to be 700 Gauss. 

The collision cell is cylindrical, with a radius of 5 mm and a length of 11 mm and is 

machined from stainless steel. The inside surfaces are coated with colloidal graphite to prevent 

:mrfa<:e scattering of charged particles; this is important since the walls of the collision cell also 

:-:erv<~ as the ion collector. Two diametrically opposed 3 mm diameter apertures are drilled 

through the wall of the collision cell. The gaseous sample is admitted through one aperture 

via a Leybold-Hearaeus needle valve, while the other is a port for a high accuracy 0.05 Torr 

full scale MKS baratron used for monitoring the pressure in the cell. The temperature of 

the gas sample is assumed to be the same as that of the collision cell walL and is measured 

using a chromel-alumel thermocouple attached to the outer surface of the collision chamber 

and read by a Doric digital pyrometer. 

After traversing the collision cell, the electron beam passes through two further lens 

elements before being collected on a Faraday plate. The ion currents from the collision cell 

wall and electron current fro1n the Faraday plate are recorded using Keithley Model 486 

p icurnmneters. 

Ion trajectories through the system were simulated using Simion6.0.32 There were two 

main objectives to this modelling exercise: 

1. the electrostatic lens potentials could be optimised for production of a well focused 

electron beam. The optimised potentials used in the experiments are shown in Figure 

1.3; 

2. the distance over which newly formed ions reached the detector, i.e. the path length l of 

Equation 1.2, could be determined. This was found to be 13.3 mm and was independent 

of the ma:os of the ion used in the simulations within the uncertainty of the calculation 

method. 

The effect of the collision cell and Faraday plate potentials on the ion and electron currents 

waH measured. A~:~ expected, the signal levels increased with increasing detector potentials, 

h!v<:liug off at a collision cell (positive ion collector) potential of -10 V and a Faraday cup 

"""''"Jl"' mP~>mr.•rt in the absence of the magnetic field were identical to those measured with the magnets 

installed, within the limits of experimental reproducibility. 
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(dectron collector) potential of +3 V for an electron energy of 70 eV. Further increases in the 

magnitudes of these potentials had no effect on the collection efficiency. The values of these 

thre:oholds tor ma.'{imum ion and electron collection were found to scale with the square root 

of the electron energy i.e. linearly with the electron velocity. For the experiments described, 

the ion collector was set at a potential of -20 V and the electron collector at + 10 V. With 

these potentials the ratio of the ion current to electron current using argon as a test gas was 

independent of the eell pressure over the range 5 X w-6 to 1 X w-3 Torr. All cross section 

meastirements were made at a cell pressure of between 2 and 6 x 10-4 Torr. Electron currents 

were kept below 100 nA to exclude space charge effects, and typical ion currents were in the 

range 1 to 100 pA. 

picoammeter 
(electron current 

detector) 

thermocouple 

picoammeter 
(ion current 
detector) 

Figure 1.4: Measurement of an electron impact ionization cross section. Test gas is admitted to the 

chamber and ionized by the electron beam. The pressure and temperature of the test 

gas, and the eleetron and ion currents are measured and used to calculate the ionization 

cross section from Equation 1.9. 

The experiment is illustrated in Figure 1.4. In practice, the measurement of an ionization 

dticiem:y curve proceeds as follows. The cathode potential is adjusted to set the electron 

energy to the desired value, usually close to the ionization threshold. After zeroing the 

picoanuneter used to detect the electron current to the Faraday plate, a current of aroumd 

2.6-2.7 A is passed through the filament and the electron current allowed to stabilize. The 
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Table 1.1: Comparison of maximum electron impact ionization cross sections measured with the 

ionization cell shown in Figure 1.3 for the inert gases with literature values. 

He 

Ne 

Ar 

Kr 

I at (this work) at (literature) I 
0.39±0.05 

0.63±0.03 

2.81±0.03 

3.50±0.10 

5.10±0.13 

0.37,16,33,34 0.3835 

0.72,33 0.74,35 0.7816 

2.54,33 2.70,35,36 2.8616 

3.70,35 3.72,33 4.2616 

4.59,37 4.98,35 5.4616 

filmnent current is kept fairly low to generate an electron current which does not exceed 

100 nA as the electron energy is increased, preventing any significant space charge effects. 

The picoammeter monitoring the current to the ion collector is zeroed and the target gas 

admitted to a pressure of around 3 x 10-4 Torr. Once the ion current has stabilized the 

electron current, ion current, gas temperature and pressure are recorded. Usually several 

measurements are made and the results averaged. These steps are repeated as the electron 

energy is increased. 

The ideal gas law is assumed, so that the number density n for the gaseous sample may 

be determined from the measured temperature T and pressure P. 

n 
p 

kBT 
(1.7) 

where is Boltzmann's constant. The ionization cross section at each electron energy may 

then be determined by rearranging Equation 1.2 

(1.8) 

Using the path length of 13.3 mm determined from the trajectory simulations described 

earlier, and carrying out the required unit conversions, the electron impact ionization cross 

;-;ectiou may be determined from the numerical expression 

(1.9) 

iu which aucl I~ are mea.sured in nA, T in Kelvin and P in Torr. 

At> a tf:::;t of the experimental setup, the first cross sections to be measured with the 

ionization cell were those of the inert gases. These cross sections have been measured previ

ously by several groups16' :33- 35, 37 and make good standards for comparison. Ionization cross 
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sections were measured for He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe at an electron energy of 80 eV, near the 

maximum in the ionization efficiency curves. These cross sections were in close agreement 

with previously recorded values and are shown in Table 1.1. The standard deviations shown 

were calculated over 15-20 repeated determinations of the maximum ionization cross section. 

This data will be compared with the results of theoretical calculations in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1.5: Experimentally measured ionization efficiency curves for methane and the methyl halides. 

The ionization efficiency curves determined by this method for methane and the methyl 

halides are shown in Figure 1.5. The maximum in the ionization efficiency curve moves to 

lower electron energy as the molecular mass increases, with a shift of around 20 e V between 

CH.'lF and CH3l. This effect has also been observed previously in both experimental and 

theoretical data on the series of inert gases, and a possible reason for the shift will be explored 

in Section 2.2.1. Methyl fluoride has a somewhat broader peak than the other methyl halides, 

bnt otherwise the curves all exhibit a similar shape. The maximum cross section for CH3 Cl 

of 6.92 A2 is significantly lower than the previously published value of around 9.4 A2 , but 

the results for CH4 are in good agreement with literature values. Literature values were not 

available for comparison in the cases of the remaining methyl halides. These cross seetions 

will be compared with theoretical results in the following chapter. 



2. THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION 

CROSS SECTIONS 

2.1 Literature Re1dew: Theoretical methods for the calculation of electron impact 

ionization cross sections 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Electron impact ionization is a difficult problem to treat rigorously using quantum mechanical 

methods, one of the main reasons being that the exit channeL consisting of two free elec

trom; in the field an ionized atom or molecule, constitutes a complex quantum many body 

:)ystemY In addition, there are also the usual considerations of coupling effects, target polar

ization and other factors which are involved in all electron~atom scattering calculations. For 

these reasons attention has been focused on the development of approximate methods which, 

while physically reasonable, are manageable for use in numerical calculations. The result is a 

wide range of semi-empirical and semi-classical methods for calculating the ionization cross 

section, in addition to the more rigorous quantum mechanical approaches. 

Qmmtnm mechanical methods, while only applicable to a small number of systems, can 

p;iw Vf:ry detailed information. They are able to take into account quantum phenomena such 

as resonance effects, exchange and electron correlation, which cannot be treated using semi

(~mpirieal and semi-classical theories but can have a significant effect on the experimentally 

mea~:mred cross section. Though quantum scattering calculations have not been carried out 

on the systems studied in this work, a brief description of the quantum mechanical treatment 

of (~lect.ron impact ionization has been included both to show the current state of knowledge 

i11 this an~a, <md also to illustrate some of the difficulties which have led to the widespread 

iuten~st in semi-classical and semi-empirical treatments of the electron impact ionization 

process. 
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2.1.2 Qwwtum nwcluwical calculations and the partial wave approximation 

The many body problem is now fairly easy to deal with for bound systems. and can also be 

r·~xtencled to the case of a bound system in the presence of a single free electron. However, so far 

it has not been possible to apply similar methods to a system containing two free electrons, 

for which the exit channel of the electron impact ionization process provides an example. 

Several groups38 have applied perturbation methods in an attempt to solve this problem. 

Fa<leev:39 nsed a different approach and reformulated the three body problem in terms of an 

infinite number of two body problems. While these are no longer difficult to solve in theory, in 

practice they are still computationally unmanageable. So far these kinds of approaches have 

only been applied to very light atoms such as hydrogen or helium. Almost all calculations 

on many electron systems use some variation on the partial wave approximation. 

ln partial wave theory, free electrons are treated as waves. An electron with momentum k 

has a wavefunction1jJ(k r), which is expressed as a linear combination of angular functions

the spherical harmonics Yim ( (}, cp )-and radial functions Rz (k, T). 

·;f;(k, r) = L CzmYirn(B, ¢)Rz(k, r) (2.1) 
lm 

The radial function is a solution to the associated radial Schrodinger equation. 

[ 
1 d2 l ( l + 1) ] k2 

- 2 dr2 + 
2

7'2 + V(r) Rt(k, r) = 2Rt(k, r) (2.2) 

in which V(T) is the potential experienced by the free electron and largely determines the 

functional form of Rz (k T). There are several variants of the partial wave approximation, 

fliffering in the furictional form used for the potential V ( r). In the simplest treatment, 

known as the plane wave Born approximation, the potential is set to zero. The target atom 

has no interaction with the electron, and the resulting radial functions are the spherical 

Bessel functions. Because of its relative simplicity this method has been widely applied.40- 46 

The first improvement to this treatment is to assume that the free electron undergoes a 

Conlomb interaction with an effective nuclear charge Z centred on the ionized target atom, 

i.e. 11(T) 
r In this case the R1 (k, T) are Coulomb functions, and this treatment is 

t.herefon~ known as the Coulomb approximation. Nussbaumer and Moores47•48 have used 

this form to carry out calculations for several ionic targets. A further improvement is to 

include a term describing the potential due to the electrons of the atomic target-the so 

called 'distorted wave approximation'-so that V(r) = ~ + Velec· This type of potential 

lu1s been used in the study of both atomic and ionic targets.49- 56 
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Dnring the scattering process the incident electron approaches the target with energy 

E. interacting via the Coulomb potential V12 (r1, T2) with the electrons of the target. An 

inelastic transition scatters the free electron into a final state of energy E f. at the same time 

aK a bonnd electron is ejected into a state of energy Ee. Considering only the first order 

perturbation, the matrix element describing this direct interaction is 

where the w<wefunctions 1/Jb, 1/Ji, 1/Je and 

scattered electrons respectively. 

(2.3) 

describe the bound, incident, ejected and final 

The state to state transition probability, or probability of ionization, is proportional to 

the square of this matrix element. 

(2.4) 

Incorporating the required kinematic factors transforms the transition probability into a cross 

Kection. 

where L is the total angular momentum of the electron~target system. 

is obtained by integrating over the final states of the electrons. 

(2.5) 

total cross section 

(2.6) 

According to the so called 'half range Born' approximation, the upper limit is given by 

Em ax 1 ( E Eo), where Eo is the ionization potential of the target. 

vVhen treating the electron impact process quantum mechanically there are several phe

nomena which should be taken into account. Resonances in the cross section, electron cor-

relation between the various electrons involved in the process, and also exchange due to the 

indistinguishability of the electrons can all contribute to the cross section and have not been 

included in the treatment so far. 

Exdmnge 

There are two types of exchange to be considered. Potential exchange between a free electron 

and a bound target electron is analagous to the type of exhange encountered in Hartree~Fock 
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cakul<Ltious on bound state systems, and can easily be included in a frozen core aproximation 

h.v iucorporatin~ non-local terms in V';,!ec· Scattering exchange between the two final state 

free electrons is much more difficult to deal with. The exchange scattering matrix element is 

(2.7) 

so that the total ionization probability including exchange is 

(2.8) 

The first two terms are the direct and exchange ionization terms, while the remaining term 

i;.; an interference term. A is a phase factor related to the relative phases of the two matrix 

elements and depends on the interaction between the two electrons. There are several com

monly used choices for A. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation A = 0, the interference 

term is ignored, and since the exchange cross section is often comparable to the direct cross 

section the total cross sections obtained are usually far too large. A more realistic approxi

umtion is the Born-exchange approximation, of which there are two variants. In the Peterkop 

hJrnmlation51 A is set equal to unity, maximising the interference term and minimising the 

total exchange contribution. In the Rudge and Schwartz formulation58 A is chosen to cancel 

the imaginary part of the scattering matrix element. For both methods the cross section 

calculated including exchange is not too different from the direct cross section, and both give 

comparable results. 

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the same final state orbitals are used to calculate 

both matrix elements. In the Born-exchange approximation overlapping orbitals in a matrix 

element must be calculated in the same potential so that orbitals on opposite sides of the 

Hcattering matrix remain orthogonal. In practice the fast final state partial wave is calculated 

using the potential of the ion (anN 1 electron system) and the slow ejected electron wave 

in the potential of the initial target (anN electron system). This choice gives total electron 

impact ionization cross sections in good agreement with experiment for light atoms and ions. 

R<~smutllces 

R<~Honaw:es arise when the energy of the bound target system is the same as that of the ionized 

:-;tat<~ in the presenc:e of a free electron, and can occur in either the entrance or exit channels 

of the electron impact scattering process. Resonances involving the incoming electron lead 
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t.o spikes in the total cross section at specific incident electron energies corresponding to 

thP resonance state, while resonances involving the ejected electron appear as spikes in the 

(mergy differential cross section fJ(E, Ee, E1 ). Since an exit channel resonance will contribute 

to the total cross section at all incident electron energies above its threshold. it leads to sharp 

steps in the total cross section at the corresponding threshold energy. These resonances can 

b(" considered as excitation into a configuration which is autoionizing and are often called 

'<')xcitation-autoionization' resonances. 

Usually a cross section is first calculated ignoring resonances and the cross sections cor

responding to excitatir,m of autoionization resonances involving the ejected electron are then 

added. This assumes that all atoms excited to the resonance state will autoionize, which is 

not true for highly charged ions: as the ionic charge increases, the rate of relaxation to a 

true bound state of the N electron system through photon emission becomes faster than the 

rate of autoionization from the resonance state. In these cases the contribution from excita-

tions must be modified by multiplying the resonance cross section by an effective branching 

ratio for antoionization versus stabilization. Accounting for resonances can make quantum 

mechanical calculations of electron impact ionization cross sections very complicated and 

various different approaches have been attempted to simplify the problem:59 , 60 

Correlation 

Correlation generally has only a minor effect on electron impact ionization cross sections clue 

to the two body nature of the Coulomb operator _L which governs the interaction. The 
T12 

most important correlation corrections to a Hartree-Fock ground state wavefunction usually 

iuvolve doubly excited determinants or 'pair correlations'. Since -1- is a two body operator. 
' r12 

the total wavefunctions on either side of an interacton matrix element can only differ by 

a maximum of two electrons. One of these electrons is the scattered electron undergoing 

<L transition from the incident to the final scattered state, while the other is the orbital 

corresponding to the bound electron, which becomes the ejected electron wave. If a double 

excitatio11 is included in the wavefunction for the entrance channel the initial and final total 

wav<~funetions differ by too many electrons and the matrix element disappears. If the double 

('xcit;atiou is included in both the entrance and exit channels the matrix element no longer 

disappears, but the contribution to the cross section is usually still small since the 'excited' 

matrix element does not generally add in phase to the ground state matrix element. It is 
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umch more difficult to treat electron correlation between the two final state free electrons, 

«nd so far the effects of such correlations have not been included in calculations. 

Partial wave methods have been widely used and tested on a variety of systems ( see9 

and references therein). They are usually accurate to better than 50% for total ionization 

cross sections of light atoms. Very heavy atoms have been less successfully treated due to the 

increasing contributions of resonances and electron correlation effects, although cross sections 

accurate to within a factor of two have been obtained in some cases.'16 At present quantum 

mechanical calculations using the partial wave method are limited to atomic or ionic targets. 

2.1..'3 Semi-empirical and semi-classical calculations 

Due to the complexity of a quantum mechanical treatment of electron impact ionization for 

all but relatively simple systems, a large number of semi-empirical and semi-cla..'lsical models 

have been developed. A common shortfalling of these treatments is that they often make 

basic assumptions which can limit their range of validity to fairly small classes of atomic 

or molecular targets. However, the more successful of such theories apply to broad classes 

of species, and can be extremely useful for generating cross sections in the absence of good 

experimental data. Comparing the results of these calculations with experiment also gives 

some insight into the validity of the approximations and assumptions on which the models 

are based. 

Semi-empirical treatments of the electron impact process attempt to formulate fairly 

simple equations containing parameters determined experimentally in order to reproduce 

the measured cross section and possibly determine cross sections for systems which have 

uot been studied experimentally. Semi-classical treatments make classical approximations to 

simplify the full quantum mechanical scattering problem. They commonly contain empirical 

adjustable parameters determined from a best fit to known experimental data. Several fairly 

major approximations must be made in going from the quantum mechanical to the semi

dassieaJ treatment,61 in which the collision must be treated according to classical laws of 

motion. The initial state of the bound electron must be described classically in terms of some 

kiucl of classical orbit. Various approaches have assumed this electron to be either at rest, 

orbiting at a constant velocity, or to have some predetermined velocity distribution.62 Because 

the three body problem is difficult to deal with, the binary-encounter approximation is often 

used to simplify the electron impact process to a two body problem. This simplification 
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was first introduced by Thomson, 53 who treated the ionization process as a simple two body 

mllision between the incident electron and an atomic or molecular electron in the target. 

Ionizing collisions may be classified as either fast or slow depending on the relative mag

uitndes of the incoming electron velocity and the mean orbital velocity of the atomic or 

molecular electron in the target. Different approximations can be made for the two cases. 

The Born approximation is often applied to fast collisions,26 , 6'1 while classical scattering 

t.heorins such as the binary encounter approximation63 may be used for slow collisions. 

A point to bear in mind when using these semi-empirical and semi-classical approaches 

1s that they can gene~·ally only give either partial cross sections CYi, the cross section for 

production of an ion of charge i in a collision, or counting cross sections Ei ai, the sum 

of all partial c:ross sections. Most experiments measure the total ion current produced by 

all ionization processes, and the cross sections derived from such measurements will usually 

always be greater than the counting c:ross section. For example, a doubl~' charged ion will 

contribute twice the current of a singly charged ion, so that unless the number of ionization 

events can be measured, the quantity measured experimentally is Ei iai. 

The Lotz eqn<ition 

One of the most widely used empirical expressions for the electron impact ionization efficiency 

curve was that proposed by Lotz. 65- 67 His equation was designed to reproduce cross sections 

for single ionization of atoms and ions from the ground state, and could be used to fit nearly 

all available experimental results from threshold to 10 ke V to within 10%. 

An atomic electron contributes an individual cross section aei to the total ionization cross 

section a- whenever the incident electron energy E is greater than the binding energy Ei of 

the (~leetronic shell to which the atomic electron belongs. 

N 

a= Lai 
i=l 

(2.9) 

where a; = nwre·,, n.i is the number of equivalent electrons in subshell i, and N is the number 

of snbshells present. According to Bethe64 and Rudge and Schwartz,·58 the cross section for 

snbshell ·i is given by 

ln (E/Ei) 
a-i(E) = aini EEi (2.10) 

where a.; is a constant between 2.6 and 4.5 x 10- 14 cm2eV2 . Extensive trials for fitting the 

cross section yielded a relatively simple expression with three adjustable parameters ai, bi 
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;md c;. 

(2.11) 

total electron impact ionization cross section is then 

(E) LN ln(E/Ei)(l b. -Cj(j-1)] 
a = a·n· - ·e ' 

t 2 EE· ~ 
i=l t 

(2.12) 

In the above sum the i = 1 term corresponds to the outermost electronic shelL the i = 2 term 

to the next inner subshell, and so on. Near threshold when the incident electron energy E is 

approximately equal to the ionization potential E 1 , Equation (2.12) reduces to 

(2.13) 

so that the cross section is proportional to 

found that 

- 1. For large electron energies E > > Ei it is 

(2.14) 

aini ___ ____,___:_:_ 
EEi 

ln(E) 
~ aini EEi 

lnE 
ex 

E 

The Lotz equation therefore has the correct functional energy dependence for both small and 

large energies of the colliding electron. 

Lotz also showed that in most cases Equation 2.12 could be substituted for the simpler 

form 

a(E) = a[l - be-e( (2.15) 

in which N = 2 or 3 usually gave good results. 

Tile Bell equation 

Bell and coworkersn8 surveyed a wide range of experimental data on electron impact ionization 

< d" light atom::; and ions and found that the cross sections could all be fitted to the same simple 

a.ualytic expre::;sion. 

a(E) (2.16) 
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iu which E is the incident electron energy, l is the ionization potential of the atom or ion, 

and if i:> the number of subshells. The coefficients Bi are determined by a least squares fit to 

t.he experimental data. with two or three coefficients being sufficient to reproduce the cross 

H(~ction in many cases. The coefficient A is a Bethe coefficient which may be calculated either 

by fitting the equation 

1 
o-(E) = IE[Aln (E)+ B] 

to the high energy form of the Born approximation, or from the equation 

A= _2_ /co a-ph dE 
1f(X }I E 

in which a-ph is the photoionization cross section, and a is the fine structure constant. 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

The Bell equation gives the correct behaviour for the ionization cross section at both high 

and low impact energies. cases where autoionization is important it is not always possible 

to reproduce the cross section from the single equation above, but if the equation is used in 

two separate one from the ionization threshold to the autoionization threshold, and the 

second above the autoionization threshold, a good fit to the cross section may be obtained 

over the entire range. 

Both the Lotz and Bell equations have been used with great success to obtain analytical 

expressions for atomic and molecular cross sections from experimental data. However, since 

they are based on a well chosen Rarameterised function, rather than on a physical model of the 

ionization process, their application is limited to fitting experimental data and neither gives 

any great insight into the physical process of electron impact ionization process. Calculation 

of iouization eross seetions from first principles for comparison with experiment requires 

rather more sophisticated theories. 

Kistemaker's modified additivity rule 

The original additivity rnle put forward by Otvos and Stevenson,69 according to which a 

molecular ionization (:ross section is given by the sum of the cross sections of the constituent 

atoms, was based on Bet.he's observation64 that the probability of ionization of an atomic 

t~ledron iu the n, l atomic orbital is approximately proportional to the mean square radius 

of the orbital They showed that the rule is generally valid for hydrocarbons, but tends to 

overe;;timate the cross section in a significant number of cases. 
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Kistemaker et az7° suggested that the model could be improved by taking into account 

tlu~ orientation dependence of the cross section. In the case of a long chain hydrocarbon it 

s<~ems reasonable to assume that the cross section for an electron approaching the molecule 

'head on' will be very different from that for one approaching side on due to the vastly 

<lifferent cross sectional areas which the target presents to the electron in the two orientations. 

Kistemaker used the additivity rule to determine 'parallel' and 'perpendicular' cross sections 

by summing known cross sections of atoms or molecular fragments. vVhen considering the 

long chain hydrocarbon CH3(CH2)nCH3 for example, the parallel cross section (}II would be 

taken a::-; the cross sect.ion for a methyl fragment, while the perpendicular cross section (} .L is 

t;lw :mm 2(}cH3 + ncrcH2 • The measured cross section is an average over all orientations and 

is given approximately by 

1 
- ((}!I + 2(} .L) 
3 ' 

(2.19) 

Using this approach gives a significant improvement over the original additivity method 

for large hydrocarbons. This method is limited by the fact that either experimental or 

theoretical electron impact ionization cross sections for the various molecular fragments must 

be known, but in cases where these quantities are available it provides a simple method for 

approximating cross sections for large molecules, which may or may not be known, from 

previously existing data on smaller species. 

The Deutsch-I\Ilark (Dlvl) method 

This formalism was originally devised to describe single ionization of ground state atoms, 

lmt has since been successfully applied to the calculation of electron impact ionization cross 

sections for a range of molecules, radicals, clusters and excited state atoms. Like many of the 

semi-empirical and semi-classical methods used to describe the electron impact process, the 

theory has its roots in work carried out by J. J. Thomson,63 who used classical mechanics to 

derive an expression for the atomic electron impact ionization cross section. 

(2.20) 

in which (J,o iB the Bohr radius; Nn is the number of electrons in the nth subshell; Ef is the 

ionization potential of hydrogen; and u = EE , where E is the energy of the incident electron. 
:Jzn 
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Grysinski improved the model by assuming a c6ntinuous velocity distribution for the 

;ttomic electrons. :-l leading to the following expression. 

(2.21) 

where 

f(u) =- --1 ('It- 1) 
u u+1 ( 

2 
1 + 3 (1 (2.22) 

A further improvement is the incorporation of quantum mechanical considerations, such as 

nxchange effects. 72 but the theory still fails to predict the correct magnitude of the ionization 

cross section for several fairly simple atoms such as neon, nitrogen and fluorine. Deutsch 

and Mark compared the classical model with the theory developed by Bet he. 64 Bethe's 

calculations showed that the ionization cross section for an atomic electron is approximately 

proportional to the mean square radius (T;1) of the n, l electronic shell to which the electron 

belongs. Experiment had also shown a correlation between the maximum in the atomic 

cross seetion and the sum of the mean square radii of all outer electrons. This led to the 

replacement of the Bohr radius with the radius of the corresponding subshelL so that the 

ionization cross section was now given by 

a L 9nl7iT;lNnd('u) (2.23) 
n,l 

where T~1 is the mean square radius of the n, l shelf3 and the quantities 9nl are empirically 

(letermined weighting factors. This equation gives improved agreement with experimental 

re~mlts except in cases involving strong autoionization channels, where additional corrections 

are necessary. 7 4 

The weighting factors Ynl were initially calculated by Bethe as a function of n and l 

nsing; hyclrogenic wavefunctions. Deutsch and Mark determined these generalised factors via 

a fitting procedure using the inert gases and uranium as test cases. Later, when a more 

sophiticated fitting procedure was used, it was found that the product of the weighting factor 

awl the binding energy for a specific set of n, l and Nnl values is independent of the atomic 

HmnlH~rJ" This allowed a weighting factor matrix, with elements YntEnt, to be constructed, 

from which weighting factors can be extracted for any atomic orbital once the binding energy 

of an electron occupying the orbital is known. Using the weighting factor matrix, inner atomic 

orbitals tend to receive a much lower weight than previously. These orbitals, having a large 
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binding energy, would not be expected to contribute much to the cross section except in the 

cn}-)e of very high energy collisions, requiring incident electron energies of hundreds or even 

thousands of electron volts. There are also significant changes in the weighting factors for 

valence orbitals, so that using the new set of 9nl values leads to considerable changes in the 

calculated cross section. 

The DM method may be extended to allow calculation of molecular ionization cross 

sections using a modified form of Otvos and Stevenson's additivity rule.69 whlch assumes 

tha,t the molecular ionization cross section is equal to the sum of contributions from the 

constituent atorns. The sum over atomic energy levels is now replaced by a sum over the 

molecular orbitals. The core orbitals, having large binding energies, contribute very little 

to the cross section and may be omitted from the sum. In the calculations reported here 

the ionization cross sections were only determined up to an energy of 200 eV. so that only 

molecular orbitals with a binding energy less than this value were included in the sum. 

(2.24) 

where ·u . .i = 

In order to use the DM method a population analysis must be carried out to determine 

, the contribution of each atomic orbital to the molecular orbitals considered. For this 

series of calculations a Mulliken population analysis at Hartree-Fock level was chosen. The 

minimal ST0-3G basis set was used in these calculations since larger basis sets would have 

made the analysis prohibitively time consuming. According to a Mulliken analysis76 the 

orbital population is given by 

N{nl = ni(cJi + ~ CjiSjr,;cr,;i} 

k 

(2.25) 

where ni is the occupation number of molecular orbital i, Cji and Cki are the molecular orbital 

coefficients of atomic orbitals j and k in molecular orbital i, and Sjk is the overlap integral 

between atomic orbitals j and k. 

Tlw Binaq-encounter Betlle (BEB) rnetlwd 

The BEB theory is a simplified version of the binary-encounter dipole (BED) model devel

oped by the same authors. 77 It is based on a combination of two earlier theories known to 

accurately describe high and low energy collisions respectively. Collisions occuring at low 
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incident dectron energies are described well by the Mott theory, 18 originally developed for 

collisions between t.wo electrons. High energy collisions, occuring at high impact parameters. 

wen~ shown by Bethe64 to occur mainly through the dipole interactions between the atom 

and the Rlectron. The Mott theory for low energy collisions may be augmented by the sym

metric form of the binary-encounter theory, 79 which assigns a velocity distribution to a target 

electron instead of a wave function. However, because the dipole contribution is still lacking, 

tlu~ croc;s section is not well described at high energies, when the majority of collisions are 

di8taut and the dipole interaction dmninates. 

The BED model e~mbines this augmented form of the Mott cross section with the Bethe 

cross section to give an expression which describes the electron impact ionization process over 

the entire energy range. The ratio between the binary-encounter and Bethe theories is set by 

requiring the form the binary-encounter theory in the high electron energy limit to match 

that of the Bethe theory, both in the predicted cross section and in the so called 'stnpping 

crotls section' . The BED model leads to an expression for the energy distribution of the 

ejt:cted electron's energy differential cross section for each atomic or molecular orbital. 

The total cross section is found by integrating J~'J,r over the allowed range of W i.e. from 0 

to ~(T- B), where T is the energy of the incident electron and B is the binding energy of 

the atomic electron, and is given by 

8 [ Ni t- 1 lnt ] 
a-1(t) = 

1 
D(t) lnt + (2 + N )(-- -.-

1
) t+u+ t t~ 

(2.26) 

T U where t = 13 is the reduced incident electron energy; u = 13 is the reduced orbital kinetic 

PlH:rg;y: 8 in which R 13.6 eV is the ionization potential of the 1s orbital of 

hy(lrogen; D(t) = _l_df(w)dw with w = :. and Ni f
0
00 dfd(·wv]dw. 

w+l dw Ji , 

quantities required for each orbital in order to carry out a BED calculation are 

therefore the binding energy B, average orbital kinetic energy U, orbital occupation number 

N and dipole oscillator strength . The parameters U and B are easily calculated using 

:my atomic or molecular wavefunction package. The average orbital kinetic energy U is a 

tlH~oretical quantity which cannot be directly measured, but if available experimental values 

of the binding energy B may be used. This is especially useful in the case of the lowest 

' TlH~ stopping cross section describes the efficiency of a collision of a heavy particle and an electron in 

causing a losR of kinetic energy of the heavy particle80 It is used to evaluate the 'stopping power' of the 

target medium for electrons and is given by the integral of the product of the energy loss cross section and 

the energy loss of the incident electron. 
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binding energy in order to ensure the correct threshold is obtained, though according to 

Hwang et o.l"31 using theoretical values of B leads to better agreement near the peak in the 

ionization efficiency curve. It is not so straightforward to obtain dipole oscillator strength 

. The calculation of this quantity requires that the wavefunctions of both the initial and 

continuum states are known, and the calculation of excited state wavefunctions is difficult. In 

consequence, values for this parameter are only available for a fairly small number of atomic 

and molecular species. 

The BEB model was developed to overcome this problem. The dipole oscillator strength is 

assumed to have a simple form based on the approximate shape of the function for ionization 

of ground state hydrogen. 

df 

dw 

N 

(w + 1)2 

The integrated cross section per orbital is then given by 

o-BEB 
S [ln(t)(l-2_)+ 1 -~_In(t)] 

t + 1£ + 1 2 t2 t t + 1 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

In the expressions for the BED and BEB cross sections for each orbital the first log 

term represents large impact parameter collisions dominated by the dipole interaction. The 

remaining terms represent low impact parameter collisions, described by the augmented Matt 

cro::;s section. The second log function describes interference between direct and exchange 

scattering which is included in the Mott cross section. 

For molecules containing heavy atoms, i.e. atoms with electrons occupying shells with 

principal quantum number n greater than two, the cross sections obtained using this expres

siml are often significantly smaller than experiment. This is largely due to the fact that the 

atomic orbitals with these higher principal quantum numbers tend to have very large orbital 

kinetic energies, and a molecular orbital which essentially has the character of one of these 

atomic orbitals will contribute little to the ionization cross section since the quantity U ap

pears in the denominator of Equation (2.28). This problem can be rectified82 once a Mulliken 

aualy::;is has been carried out to determine the composition of each molecular orbitaL If a 

molecular orbital has more than a 90% contribution from an atomic orbital (or orbitals) with 

n 2: :3 then the orbital kinetic energy is divided by the principal quantum number n before 

bt~iuf.!; substituted into Equation (2.28). While this is a purely empirical correction, it can led 

to <1 great improvement in the agreement of the BEB cross section with experiment. 
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Tlw .Tn.in-Kllare model 

I11 a similar approach to that used in deriving the BED theory described above, Jain and 

Khare":3· "4 divided ionizing collisions into two categories: soft or glancing collisions involving 

a small energy transfer between the incident electron and the target molecule, and hard 

collisions with a large amount of energy transfer. For high energy incident electrons and 

a small energy transfer the Born-Bethe approximation is valid and a( E. E), where E and 

r nne the energies of the incident and ejected electrons respectively. is proportional to the 

( lifferential oscillator strength. For hard collisions the cross section is described by Mott 

scattering theory. The Born-Bethe and Mott cross sections are given by 

4rra5R
2 

1 df l (CE) 
E WdW n 

(2.29) 

0 s - +----:-4rra
2 
R

2 
[ 1 1 1 ] 

E E2 E(E- E) (E- E)2 

where W is the energy loss suffered by the incident electron during the collision, R is the 

Rydberg co11stant. Sis the number of electrons which can participate in hard collisions, d%' 
is the differential oscillator strength, and C is a collisional parameter defined by Miller and 

Platzman.85 

For ionization of a molecule by an incident electron of energy E, with production of a 

secondary electron of energy E, Khare86 proposed the following semi-empirical relations. 

a(E, E) = a(E, W) h(E, E)aaa(E, e) 

a(E, e) a(E, W) = h(E, e)alvi(E, E) 

for I :::; W :S: W o 

E+I 
for Wo :::; W:::; -

2
-

(2.30) 

wlwre I is the ionization potential and W 0 is the threshold in the energy loss between the 

secondary electron being formed by soft and hard collisions. A suggested value was (I +60) 

eV. The functions h and hare introduced to extrapolate the cross sections to the low energy 

region where the Born-Bethe and Matt cross sections are expected to give results which are 

too high. 

h 
2W- 1) ln (1 + C(E- I) 

E ln(CE) 
(2.31) 

2W-I 
E 

1 

These expressions for the cross section give a discontinuity at W = Wo. To rectify this 

the two expressions for W < W0 and W > Wo were combined to give a' single relation to 
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dt-oscribe the cross section over the entire energy range. 

a( E. E) a(E, W) = .f{ (E, E)aBB(E, E)+ f~(E. E)aM(E. E) 

where and .f~ extrapolate to low energies as before and also control the mi.-x:ing of the 

Born-Bethe and Matt cross sections. 

f{ = _1_ (l _E_ln(1 + C(E -1)) 
1 + E - I ln ( C E) 

(2.33) 

j•l ') = E3 ( I) -....,€3:-+-c~g 1 - -

The parameter Eo was.chosen for best agreement with the experimental data of Opal et al87 

at an incident electron energy of 500 e V. 

Jain and Khare applied this expression to the calculation of ionization cross sections for 

C02, CO, H2 0, CH4 and NH3 and achieved fairly good agreement with experiment for all 

cases apart from CO. where the cross section was too low, though the ionization efficiency 

curve still had the correct functional form. However, as in the case of the BED theory the 

requirement of knowing differential oscillator strengths for the target molecule severely limits 

the number of systems to which the Jain-Khare theory can be applied. 

A simple electrostatic ab initio model for calculation of maximum ionization 

c1·oss sections 

Th(~ new model is based on a very simple analysis which considers the electron impact event 

in terms of an electrostatic interaction6 between the target and the incoming electron. During 

the electron impact process, the target atom or molecule experiences the Coulomb electro

static field of the approaching electron. The electrostatic model supposes that when the 

rermlting interaction potential exceeds the ionization potential of the target, ionization can 

oecnr as the atom or molecule absorbs energy from the field. For the purpose of the calcu

l;ttions a 'threshold separation', Tth is defined. This is the separation between the electron 

and the molecular centre of mass at which the interaction potential is eq-qal to the ionization 

potential of the molecule. As the electron-molecule separation decreases the Coulomb po

tnntial (~xperiencecl by the target will increase, so that Tth represents the maximum distance 

at which ionization may occur. A molecular orbital package such as GAUSSIAN9488 may be 

used to determine the value of Tth, and conversion of this quantity into a cross section yields 

the maximum in the ionization efficiency curve. A useful property of these calculations is 
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tlw fact that. because the z-matrix input to the electronic structure calculations specifies a 

n:lative orientation of the electron and the molecule, the method can be used to calculate 

the d<~penrlence of the maximum cross section on the direction of approach of the incident 

dectrou, effectively allowing the 'shape' of the ionization cross section to be investigated. 

The first step in calculating an electron impact ionization cross section using the elec

trostatic model is to optimise the molecular geometry. The vertical ionizaion potential is 

calculated by taking the difference in the energy the positive ion at the neutral geometry 

and the zero point energy of the neutral molecule. Alternatively, an experimentally deter-

ionization potential may be used. A 'threshold energy' Eth 1 the energy of the system 

at which the model predicts ionization will occur, must now be determined. This is simply 

the neutral energy Eo plus the Coulomb potential due to the electron at the threshold im

pact parameter Tth, or, since the Coulomb potential at ionization is equal to the ionization 

potential I of the molecule, 

=Eo I (2.34) 

Next, a series of single point energy calculations is carried out on the neutral molecule in the 

presence of a charge distribution consisting of a single electron. The initial guess electron

molecule separation is modified in an iterative procedure until the energy of the system 

converges to the threshold energy, at which point electron--molecule separation is equal 

to Tth· vVhen the threshold separation has determined the ma.'Cimum electron impact 

ionization cross section for the orientation under consideration is given by 

2 a= 1fTth (2.35) 

In generaL measurements of electron impact ionization cross sections are carried out on 

randomly oriented molecules, so that the total ionization cross section is given by the average 

over a.ll possible orientations of the molecule with respect to the incoming electron. Because 

the input for the GAUSSIAN calculations requires that the charge distribution be entered in 

Cartesian coordinates, a eonvenient approximate total cross section can be found using the 

prPs<:ut 1w~thod by averaging the cross sections for approach along each of the positive and 

m~g11tiw: Cartesian axes. Induding a larger number of approach directions in the average 

wonld improve the value of the total cross section, but information concerning the effect of 

mientation on the electron impact ionization process is lost in the averaging process. 
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The model has been tested on the inert gases and a range of small molecules, and gives 

good agreement with experimental results. where available, in almost all cases.89 The method 

will be discussed further in relation to the orientation dependence of the electron impact 

ionization cross section in Section 2.3.3. 

While the electrostatic model is almost unique in its ability to predict orientation effects 

f()r electron impact ionization, it also has a number of limitations. The method does not take 

into account the actual trajectory of an approaching electron; the calculations are on a static 

syt>tem of a molecule and a stationary charge. The model can therefore provide no information 

on the electron energy dependence of the cross section, yielding only the ma.ximum in the 

ionization efficiency curve. 

2.2.1 Tl1e correlation between molecular polarizability volume and electron impact 

ionization cross section 

The polarizability ap of an atom or molecule describes the ease with which an electric field 

can induce a dipole in the system. The relationship between the electric field vector E and 

the induced dipole vector fL* is 

(2.36) 

Polarizability should strictly be described by a second rank tensor. However, in practice the 

term 'polarizability' usually refers to an average over all orientations, and it is this scalar 

quantity rather than the polarizability tensor which is more commonly used to describe the 

n~:-;ponse of au atom or molecule to an electric field. The average polarizability is generally 

converted to units of A:~ and expressed as a polarizability volume a. 

The relationship between the maximum in the electron impact ionization efficiency curve 

and the polarizability of the ionized atom or molecule was first noted by Franklin, Field 

;mel LampeD0 in 1057. The observation was rationalised in terms of the dependence of both 

atomic polarizability and atomic electron impact ionization cross section on the dipole matrix. 

The correlation was next reported for several series of organic molecules by Bartmess and 

G(~ordiaclis.'ll and has more recently been noted by Nishimura and Tawara,92 who reasoned 

that J:iJr a given electron energy the electron impact ionization cross section should correlate 

strongly witb the total number of electrons present and also with the molecular dipole po

lmizability. This was shown to be the case for a range of simple hydrocarbons, suggesting 
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that the incident electron recognises not only all the electrons in a molecule, but also to some 

( !eg;ree the structure of its electron cloud as reflected by the polarizability 

A literature study of atomic and molecular electron impact ionization cross sections and 

polnrizabilities has shown that for both atomic and molecular species there is a clear linear 

relationship between the maximum electron impact ionization cross section and the polariz

ability volume a. A linear relationship has also been shown to exist93 between the ma..··dmum 

cross section and the quantity ( , where Eo is the ionization potential. 

For atomic species the proportionality constants depend on the position of the element 

iu the periodic table, i;'lith group I and II metals, main group elements and transition metals 

lying on separate curves. Plots of the two correlations are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 

The dependence of the maximum cross section on a has been explained previously by Lampe 

and coworkers. 90 The dependence on 1/ 2 may be explained qualitatively from simple 

electrostatic arguments as follows: 

For an atom with polarizability a: the approach of an electron will induce a dipole moment 

(2.37) 

when~ E is the field experienced by the atom due to the presence of the electronic charge. 

The electrostatic potential associated with a dipole field has the form 

r:b = p cos(} 
· 4JT~:0r2 

(2.38) 

where (} is the angle from the dipole axis. The potential energy of the electron in the induced 

dipole field is therefore 

V = -(pe ( 2.39) 

aeE 

in which e is the electronic charge and (} 0 since the induced dipole is along the vector 

coum~cting the atom and approaching electron. The Coulomb field E which the electron 

(~X!~rts on the molecule is 

E= 
e 

(2.40) 
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Figure 2.1: Correlation of atomic maximum electron impact ionization cross sections (See75 and 

references therein) with polarizability volume a.94 values for linear fits and linear 

fits through the origin (solid and dashed lines respectively) are as follows: Main group 

elements: 0.9692 and 0.9900, Transition metals: 0.8608 and 0.9870, Group I Metals: 

0.7776 and 0.9751, Group II Metals: 0.9577 and 0.9870 

and fmbstitnting this into Equation (2.39) gives 

e2 a v = ------::--:::- ( 2.41) 

If it is assumed that when this potential exceeds the atomic ionization potential then the atom 

can absorb energy from the field and be ionized, then the maximum impact parameter bmax 

ccm he relate<l to the ionization potential E0 . Under this assumption the maximum impact 

par;uneter for which ionization can occur corresponds to the case in which the Coulomb 

pot(mtial is equal to the ionization potential, giving 

e2 o~ 
(2.42) 

and therefore 

(2.43) 
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Figure 2.2: Correlation of atomic maximum electron impact ionization cross sections (15 and refer-
1/2 

enc:es therein) with ( ;;: ) . The short clashed line is the prediction of the electrostatic 

model described in the text. r 2 values for linear fits and linear fits through the origin 

(solid and dashed lines respectively) are as follows: Main group elements: 0.9791 and 

0.9916, Transition metals: 0.9035 and 0.9849, Group I Metals: 0.8123 and 0.9873. Group 

II .tvietals: 0.9406 and 0.9944 

The maximum cross section is then 

(Jma:'C 
2 

Jrbmax 

( ) 

1/2 e a 

4Eo Eo 

For cv. in A 3 and Eo in e V, the maximum cross section may be written 

( ) 

1/2 

Clmax = 11.92 ;O 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

This <'~cpmtion rationalises the observed ( ~o) 112 
dependence of the atomic maximum electron 

impact ionization cross section. Though there is a slight zero offset, the slope predicted 

from (2.45) matches the data for the main group elements fairly closely, as shown in Figure 
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2.2, suggesting that this simple electrostatic model may offer a useful representation of the 

ionization process. 
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Figure 2.3: Correlation between molecular maximum electron impact ionization cross sec

tion 16• 70· 89 • 92 • 9•5• 96 and polarizability volume. r 2 is 0.9687 for the linear fit (solid line) 

and 0.9801 for the linear fit through the origin (dashed line). 

1 '2 
The same correlations between a max, a and ( JI

0
) 

1 
are found for molecular targets, as 

:ilwwn in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The effect occurs even when the molecule has a permanent 

<lipole moment. This may indicate that any effect of the permanent dipole on the maximum 

cros:i section averages to zero in a randomly oriented sample, while the average polarizability, 

;md therefore average induced dipole, is always non-zero. 

Least squares fits to the data shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.4 provide a series of empirical 

expressions, summarized in Table 2.1, for predicting maximum electron impact ionization 

cross sections. With the exception of the Group I and II metals and transition elements, for 

which only a few data points are available, the correlation coefficients r for the linear least 
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Figure 2.4: Correlation between molecular maximum electron impact ionization cross sec-
1/"' 

tionH;, 70, 89. 92, 95.96 and ( ;
0

) -. 1 2 is 0.9451. 

square fits are around Q_ggt. In most cases, a linear least squares fit and a linear fit forced 

through the origin give very similar results, the notable exception being the plot of maximum 

cross sections as a function of ( Jf
0

) 

112 
for molecules. 

The calculation of molecular ionization efficiency curves 

Further investigation into the correlation between the electron impact ionization cross section 

and the molecular polarizability can give some insights into the energy dependence of the 

cross section. 

The polarizability volume may be envisaged in terms of a sphere of charge which is 

distorted 'isotropically'--in the sense that the same distortion arises regardless of the incident 

(lirection of the ionizing electron-as an electron approaches, giving rise to an induced dipole 

The quantities reported in the figure captions are r2 values 
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Table 2.1: Relationships for the calculation of maximum total electron impact ionization cross sec

dons from polarizabilities a and ionization potentials Eo based on fits to literature ex

perimental data. 

rYnmx as a function of o; Linear fit Linear fit through origin 

Mrtin group elements cr = 1.190a + 0.490 a= 1.275a 

Group I metals 
I 
a = 0.131a + 2.394 a= 0.185a 

Group II metals a= 1.162a + 3.391 (}" = 1.774o: 

Transition metals a = 3.362a + 1.681 (}" = 4.481o: I 
Molecules (}" 1.418a + 0.310 cr 1.455o: 

. . ( ·f/2 
CT max as a functwn of . f;Jo. 

Main group elements (}" 9.635 ( :0 r 12 
_ 0.718 (}" 8.734 (Eo) l/2 

( r/2 ( ) 1/2 Group I metals 0" = 2.637 Eo - 0.166 a = 2.583 Eo · 
( r/2 (}" = 4.234 ( 

1/2 
Group II metals a = 4.505 Eo - 0.591 

1/2 
5.499 (Eo) 1/2 Transition metals (T 8.041 (Eo) 2.960 (}" 

( :) 1 '2 Molecules 0" = 17.973 Eo, I - 4.135 NA 

= aE. The radius the 'polarizability sphere' is given by 

(2.46) 

If the molecular electronic charge is considered to be equally distributed throughout the 

polarizability volume, it is possible to determine a root-mean-square (rms) radius for the 

electron distribution 

7'rms = /IT a (2.47) 

awl a corresponding 'effective diameter' drms for the molecule. 

(2.48) 

Ionization efficiency curves rise sharply from a threshold energy, the ionization potential, 

r.o ;1 peak croHH Hection at around 50-120 e V, declining again at higher energieH. Assuming 

that the ionization cross section is dependent on the interaction of an electron wave with the 

molecule, the peak in the ionization efficiency curve might be expected to correspond to a 

'rm;onance condition' in which the de Broglie wavelength of the incident electron matches the 
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molecular diameter defined above. The electron wavelength is given by 

)., - h - (_}_~}__) 
- p- 2meE (2.49) 

in which p, m and E are the momentum, mass and energy (in eV) of the electron and h 

is Planck's constant. Setting )., equal to drms gives an expression for the electron energy at 

which the ionization cross section is a maximum. 

E - 5h2 (47f) 213 
-2'3 -- - a' max- 24me 3 (2.50) 

This expression predicts the position of the maximum accurately for a wide range of molecules 

and depends only on the molecular polarizability volume. The rms molecular diameter was 

calculated for a series of molecules and is plotted against the electron wavelength at the peak 

in the measured ionization efficiency curve in Figure 2.5. The correlation is essentially exact 

within expected experimental errors. 
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Figure 2.5: The dependence of the position of the peak in the ionization efficiency curve on the rms 

molecular diameter. 

The ionization cross section will fall off as the electron wavelength becomes longer or 

Hhorter than the molecular diameter, since the interaction of the molecule with the de Broglie 

wave will become weaker. The functional dependence of the cross section on the de Broglie 
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wavelength was modelled with the expression below, which essentially assumes the percentage 

cleviation from the maximum cross section is proportional to the percentage deviation of the 

de Broglie wavelength of the electron from drms· 

crcxl (2.51) 

The abovP expression may be scaled by the maximum cross section to give 

( 
JA. AmaxJ) 

cr = crmax 1 - Amax (2.52) 

Substituting for A. and, Amax from Equations (2.49) and (2.50) gives 

~. ~ (411') 1/3 (~) 1/2 _ 2 ~ (3a) 1/3] 
2 V 3 3a 2meE V 5 411' (2.53) 

The maximum cross section used may be an experimental value, a value calculated using the 

BEB, DM or electrostatic models described earlier, or may be obtained from the empirical 

relationships between maximum cross section and polarizability listed in Table 2.1. 

The above function generally falls off too rapidly after the peak for small molecules, when 

compared with the experimental results of Rapp and Englander-Golden16 and Djuric et al,95 

though the ionization efficiency curves of the methyl halides97 are fairly closely matched. 

Another problem is that the threshold, while reasonably accurate for the methyl halides, is 

often overestimated by up to 10 or 20 eV for smaller molecules. 

In order to improve the threshold behaviour, the function which appears in the 

classical binary encounter treatment of electron impact ionization, 17 was incorporated. This 

function was normalised to a peak value of unity through multiplication by the factor -rr=~"n

and added to the right hand side of Equation (2.53). The resulting expression is normalised 

to the maximum cross section by the factor leading to the following relation between 

tlu~ ionization cross section and the electron energy. 

rTmax [ ( Ernax 

2 Emax-

or alternatively 

(2.54) 

in which Amax is found from Equations (2.50) and (2.49). This modification improves the 

predicted threshold to within 1 or 2 eV in most cases. Clearly, the derivation of Equations 
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2.2.1 is far from rigorous. However, the expression is found to reproduce experimentally 

measured ionization efficiency curves surprisingly well considering the simplicity and ease 

of application of the model on which it is based. Since the model does not have the ht' 
dependence at high energies which is a well documented prediction of the Bet he theory, 64 

there will be an increasing discrepancy with experiment as the collision energy is increased. 

Evm1 so. the model performs well within the energy range investigated in this work. The 

functional form of Equation 2.54 means that there is a discontinuity in the derivative of 

the function at the maximum, when .A = Amax, but this affects only a small region of the 

ionization efficiency CLJ.rve, and satisfactory values of the cross section are still obtained over 

this region. The only parameters required in order to apply the model are the ionization 

potential and polarizability volume of the target molecule, and Equation 2.2.1 provides a 

useful expression for gaining a rough idea of the form of the ionization efficiency curve in 

situations where theoretical rigour is not critical. The results of the model will be compared 

with those of the DM and BEB theories in Section 2.3. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Initio Calculations based on the electrostatic model 

The maximum electron impact ionization cross sections predicted by the electrostatic model 

(Section 2.2) have been determined for the inert gases and a range of small molecules89 ' 98 

and compared with ionization cross sections reported in the literature. The effect of the basis 

set and level of theory used in the molecular orbital calculations on the final cross section 

obtained has been investigated and found to follow systematic trends. 

Iuert Gnses 

Tlw iuert gases provided ideal candidates for exploring the effect of changing the basis set 

and level of theory in these calculations, since their spherical symmetry makes the cross 

S<:H:tion independent of the relative orientation of the electron and target. Calculations were 

carried ont88 first at Hartree-Fock (HF) level, and later using fourth order M6ller-Plesset 

p<~rtnrbation theory (MP4) as well as coupled cluster (CCSD(T)) and quadratic configuration 

interaction ( QCISD(T)) methods. Initially calculated ionization potentials were used in the 

calcnlations, but the effect of using experimental values was also investigated. The calculated 
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maximum electron impact ionization cross sections and ionization potentials are shown in 

Tnble 2.2 

Table 2.2: ~Iaximum electron impact ionization cross sections for the inert gases calculated using 

the electrostatic modeL 

Atom Method IP / eV 

calc expta caleb 

He HF /6-31G* 23.43 24.59 0.38 

HF /6-311G** 23.44 0.44 

MP4/6~311G** 24.28 0.43 

CCSD (T) /6-311 G ** 24.28 0.43 

QCISD(T)/6-311G** 24.28 0.43 

)/e HF/6-31G* ! 19.65 21.56 1.05 

HF /6-311G** 19.75 1.03 
i 

MP4/6-311G** 21.13 1.01 

CCSD(T) /6-311G** 21.06 1.09 

I 
QCISD(T)/6-311G** 21.06 1.01 

I QCISD(T) /6-311G**(2df) 21.29 1.05 i 

QCISD(T) /6-311 G**(3df) 21.34 1.09 

Ar HF /6-31G* 14.66 15.76 2.62 

HF /6-311G** 14.63 2.66 

MP4/6-311G** 15.28 2.60 

CCSD(T)/6-311G** 15.12 2.61 

QCISD(T)/6-311G** 15.22 2.60 

Kr HF/6-31G* 13.18,14.00 3.52 

HF /6-311G** 13.16 3.61 

IviP4/6-311G** 13.82 3.50 

CCSD(T)/6-311G** 13.80 3.51 

QCISD(T)/6-311G** 13.80 3.50 

I Xe HF/3-21G* 11.44 12.13 4.24 

"from re11"'""'Le~ 
1
' CroRs sections obtained using the calculated ionization potential 

' Cro~s sections using the experimental ionization potential 
'
1 from references 16 • 33- 37 

Cross Section/ A2 

calcc expt<~ 

0.37 0.37.0.38 

0.44 

0.43 

0.43 

0.43 

1.00 o.72. o.74, o.78 1 

0.99 

1.00 

1.08 

0.99 

1.04 

1.08 

2.53 2.54. 2.70, 2.86 

2.56 

2.56 

2.56 

2.56 

3.42 3.70. 3.72, 4.26 

3.50 l 
3.48 

l 3.48 

3.47 

4.13 1 4.59, 4.98, 5.46 

With the exception of neon, for which the cross section is overestimated by around 20%, 

then~ i:o good agreement between calculated and experimental cross sections. In general, 
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expanding the basis set leads to an increase in the calculated ionization cross section. while 

moving to a higher level of theory with the same basis set leads to a decrease. Both of these 

effects are small however, and there is little gain in carrying out expensive calculations when 

a simple Hartree-Fock treatment is sufficient to reproduce experiment satisfactorily. Similar 

results are returned when the calculated ionization potential is replaced by the experimental 

valne. As expected, for cases in which the calculated ionization potential is less than the 

experimental value, the calculated cross section is higher due to the fact that the Coulomb 

potential reaches the ionization energy at a larger interparticle separation. 

For these atomic ~pecies it is also possible to develop an alternative approach to that 

described in Section 2.2.1 for predicting the electron energy at which the maximum cross 

Hection is obtained. It is assumed that the electron is ionized from the highest lying occupied 

atomic orbital. This valence electron is treated as a particle in a classical orbit for which an 

orbital frequency may be calculated. The inbound electron is treated as a wave, and it is 

assumed that coupling between the bound and projectile electrons, leading to energy transfer 

and ionization, is most likely to occur when the frequency of the projectile electron wave 

matches the orbital frequency of the bound electron. 

The energy of the bound electron is the sum of kinetic and potential energy components. 

=K+V (2.55) 

The kinetic energy K is due to the classical orbital motion, while the potential energy V is 

the Coulomb potential experienced by the bound electron as a result of the effective nuclear 

charge 

v Zeffe 
(2.56) ---

41fEQT 

where 

Zeff Z-S {2.57) 

Iu the above equation Z is the nuclear charge and Sis the screening factor. 73 which accounts 

for shielding of the nuclear charge by atomic electrons in inner shells. The kinetic energy 

K E V may then be determined using the total binding energy for the highest occupied 

orbital returned from the molecular orbital calculations. For a particle in a classical circular 

orbit the kinetic energy may also be written 

K = lJw2 = lmer2w2 (2.58) 
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Table 2.3: Comparison of experimental and calculated positions of the peak in the ionization effi-

ciency curves for the inert gases. 

J Atom Peak position / e V 
I 

I model experiment (approximate) 

I 
He 95 110 

Ne 154 160 

I Ar 

I 

71 75 

I 

Kr 63 65 

Xe 57 55 

where I is the moment of inertia, w the angular velocity, me the mass, and r the orbital 

radiu8 of the bound electron. The orbital frequency is then given by 

v- w _1 {21( 
- 2Jf - 1f v ;;:;;:x (2.59) 

The peak in the ionization efficiency curve appears when this orbital frequency is equal to 

the frequency of the incoming electron wave, giving the energy at the peak as 

Emax = l"w = ii ~ v ;;:;;:x (2.60) 

When this model is applied to the inert gases the experimentally observed trend in Emax is 

reproduced. The calculated energies are compared with the experimental results of Stephan et 

az75 in Table 2.3. The electron energy at the peak in the cross section generally decreases with 

increasing atomic mass, with the exception of neon, for which the experimentally measured 

maximum occurs at a much higher energy. The anomaly in the case of neon is thought to be 

clue to the fairly small orbital radius for the highest occupied orbital. The 2p shell of Ne has 

a radius of 0.:35 A. similar to the 0.30 A radius of the ls shell in He. However, the orbital 

kinetic energy for Ne is much greater, leading to a higher peak energy. The orbital radii for 

the remaining inert gases are significantly larger than He and Ne, and since the factor r 2 

appears in the denominator of Equation (2.60) the energy of the peak decreases again for 

the8e heavier atoms. 

1Holecnles 

BaHed ou the result8 for the inert gase8, only HF /6-31G* level calculations were carried out for 

tlH: majority of molecular 8pecies. The results of these calculations and available experimental 
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data are shown in Table 2.4. More detailed results, including threshold distances 7'th for the 

v<trious molecular orientations, are included in Appendix A. Except for C02, and possibly CO 

and NH;i. depending on which of the experimental values is correct, there is good agreement 

lH~tween the calculated and experimental maximum electron impact ionization cross sections. 

The overestimation of the cross section in the case of C02 is thought to be an artefact of the 

averaging procedure described in Section 2.2. Most of the molecules can be considered to 

be broadly spherical in shape, so that averaging over the six directions of electron approach 

defined by the positive and negative cartesian axes centred on the molecular centre of mass 

gives a reasonable approximation to the orientation averaged molecular cross section. For a 

linear molecule such as C02 using this procedure leads to too great a weight being given to 

approach along the principal axis the molecule and the cross section is correspondingly too 

high. will be explored in Section 2.3.3, it is possible to extend the idea of an ionization 

cross section into three dimensions to give a 'volume of ionization'. An alternative averaging 

procedure is then to use the mean radius of the ionization volume to determine the cross 

section. 99 This approach generally yields a lower cross section than cartesian averaging 

for polyatomie molecules and a higher cross section for diatomics. For most molecules the 

values obtained using the 'volume averaging' method are within 10% of those obtained using 

cartesian averaging, while for C02 there is a 25% decrease in the calculated cross section, 

giving a value of 4.00 A 2, closer to the experimentally determined value 3.55A 2. 

The effects of changing the level of theory and basis set on the cross section were investi

gated for two representative molecules, CO and H2 0, and the results are illustrated in Tables 

2.5 and 2.6. For both molecules there is a significant increase in the ionization potential 

and decrease in the ionization cross section on moving above Hartree-Fock level. The HF 

calculations using the 6-31G* and 6-311G** basis sets show the same increase in calculated 

cross section on expansion of the basis set which was observed for the inert gases. The in

cn~ase is not simply due to a change in calculated ionization potentiaL since for CO the 

HF/6-:HlG** ionization potential is larger than the HF/6-31G* value, while for H20 the 

n~w~rse is true. The same trend is reproduced in the MP2 calculations on CO. 

For H:lO the cross sections calculated using any method above Hartree-Fock level are 

virtually identical, regardless of the basis set used. This is thought to be coincidental, since 

Higuificant variation in the critical distances calculated for electron approach along each axial 

( lin~ction was noted, even though the changes cancelled in the averaging procedure. The cross 
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Table 2.4: 'Cartesian averaged' maximum electron impact ionization cross sections for small 

molecules calculated using the electrostatic model 

Molecule IP/eV Cross section/ A 2 

calc expta caleb calcc 

H2 15.30 ' 15.43 0.95 0.94 

N2 18.06 15.58 2.40 2.61 

02 12.88 12.07 2.87 ' 2.97 

co 12.86 14.01 2.91 2.84 

N.O 9.75 9.26 3.42 3.52 

H20 10.25 12.61 2.42 2.11 

C02 12.16 13.77 5.62 ' 5.35 

NH3 8.25 10.16 3.58 3.17 

CH4 12.11 12.51 3.90 3.83 

" From references2- 4 

" Cross sections obtained using calculated ionization potentials. 

c Cross sections obtained using experimental ionization potentials. 

J From references15
• 
96

•
100

-
107 

exptd 

0.97 

2.53 

2.62~2.98 

2.05-2.66 

3.15 

2.05 

2.05, 3.55 

2.4-3.01 

3.7 

I 
' 

for CO is much more sensitive to a change in the level theory used. an increase in 

the level of theory generally leading to a decrease in the calculated cross section as observed 

for the inert gases. contrast to H20, calculations at MP4 and QCISD(T) levels gave 

significantly different results, with the latter returning a cross section almost equal to the 

Hartree-Fock value. 

Again, these effects are small and in general Hartree-Fock level calculations give reason

able agreement with experiment. 

2.:1.2 Comparison of theories 

The maximum electron impact ionization cross sections predicted by the electrostatic model 

for a range of small molecules are compared with the results of BEB and DM calculations 

ancl with experiment in Figure 2.6. Results obtained using both types of averaging proce

dure describecl in Section 2.3.1 are shown, though volume averaging was not carried out for 

<~V(~ry molecule :-;tuclied. DM calculations were not carried out for CHCI3 since the popula

tion analysis would have been prohibitively time consuming. The maxima predicted by the 
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Table 2.5: Effect of level of theory and basis set on electron impact ionization cross section of CO 

calculated using the electrostatic model 

Method IP I eV Cross section I A 2 

Experiment 14.01 2.05-2.66 

HF I6-31G* 12.86 2.91 

HF I6-311G** 12.88 2.93 

MP2I6-31G* 14.02 2.79 
I 

MP2I6-311G** I IMP2I6-31G* 14.16 2.82 I 
MP·4I6-31.1G** I IMP2-6-31G* 14.16 2.81 

QCISD(T)I6-311G** I IMP2I6-31G* 13.69 2.88 

Table 2.6: Effect of level of theory and basis set on electron impact ionization cross section of 0 

calculated using the electrostatic model 

Method IP I eV Cross section I A 2 

Experiment 12.61 2.05 

HF I6-31G* 10.25 2.42 

HF I6-311G"'* 10.29 2.48 

MP4I6-311G** I IMP2I6-31G* 11.60 2.34 

CCSD(T)I6-311G** I IMP2-6-31G* 11.57 2.34 

QCISD(T)I6-311G** I IMP2I6-31G* 11.57 2.34 

QCISD(T)I6-311G**(2df)l IMP2I6-31G* 11.77 2.35 

QCISD(T)I6-311G**(3df)l IMP2I6-31G* 11.77 2.34 

electrostatic model agree with the DM and BEB results in most cases. 

Obviously, when compared with the DM and BEB theories, which return the full ioniza

tion efficiency curve, the electrostatic model is limited since it can only give the peak value. 

However, a:s shown in Section 2.3.3, this is compensated for in part by the orientation infor

mation which the model can supply. The conceptual simplicity of the model is also appealing. 

Iu Figure 2. 7, the ionization efficiency curves predicted by the polarization model are 

shown aloug with the experimental results of Rapp and Englander-Golden, 16 Djuric et al95 

and Harri~ e.t al'J7 for a range of molecules. The BEB and DM curves are also shown for 

compari~on. In all cases the BEB model reproduces the experimental results very closely, 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of electrostatic, BEB and DM models for calculation of the maximum in 

the ionization efficiency curve with experiment for a range of small molecules. 

with the polarizability model also showing good agreement in most cases. The DM cross 

sections are generally too large, with the peale appearing at too low an electron energy, and 

also tend t.o fall off too fast at high energies. The poor performance of this model may be 

due in part to the low level of theory used in carrying out the population analyses for the 

molecules studied, since the atomic orbital populations greatly affect the final cross section 

returned by the theory. 

One of the principal disadvantages of the polarizability model is the discontinuity at the 

p(~ak, though with some refinement of the model it is probable that the discontinuity could 

1 H~ eliminated. It should also be remembered that the polarizability model can only give the 

shape of the ionization efficiency curve, and the results must be scaled by the maximum cross 

section to give the actual cross section as a function of energy. The method does have the 

Higuificant advantage that no knowledge of the molecular orbitals involved is needed; the only 

(pmntities required are the ionization potential and the polarizability volume, both of which 

an~ widely available in the literature for most species. 

Of the three theories used in the calculation of electron impact ionization efficiency curves, 

t.iw B EB model of Kim and Rudd shows the closest agreement with experiment for the systems 
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Figure 2. 7: Comparison of the polarization model (solid line) with DM (long dashed line) and BEB 

(short dashed line) calculations and experimental results (open circles)16•95 •97 for N2 , 

CO. C02. HzO and NH3 . 

studied, a significant achievement since this is the only theory which has no dependence on 

experimentally determined quantities or empirical parameters. The polarizability model gives 

reasonable agreement for the molecular systems investigated over the energy range studied, 

though at high energies it will break down since it lacks the 

E -7 oo predicted by Bethe.64 

dependence in the limit as 

2.:J..'3 Tl1e effect of orientation on the electron impact ionization cross section 

Iu ca.nying out calculations using the electrostatic model, the positions of all the atoms in 

the target molecule relative to the ionizing electron must be specified as part of the input 

to the molecular orbital code used to calculate the threshold separation. This has the result 

that the cross section obtained is a function of the relative orientation of the electron and the 

target molecule, and that the model should provide a method for investigating the orienta-

tion dependence the electron impact ionization cross section. The recent crossed particle 
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beam experminents of Aitken and coworkers6 have shown that the electron impact ionization 

cross sections for several symmetric top molecules are dependent on the electron·-molecule 

orientation. It was found that ionization is more likely if the electron impacts on the posi

tive cmd of the molecular dipole, suggesting that molecules exhibit a shape with respect to 

dectron impact ionization. These shapes are amenable to calculation using the electrostatic 

model; if calculations are carried out for a range of impact angles it is possible to map an 

·electron impact ionization surface', an extension of the concept of an ionization cross section 

imo three dimensions. The surface essentially represents an equipotential surrounding the 

molecule; according to. the model ionization occurs when an electron penetrates the surface. 

The ionization cross section for a particular orientation is equivalent to the cross sectional 

area of a slice through the surface. 

Ionization surfaces have been calculated for several of the molecules considered in Section 

2.:3.1 and are shown in Figures 2.8 2.9. Because the available graphics package108 could 

only be used to plot single valued functions it was necessary to construct the complete enclosed 

surface fi:om two separate plots. This was not possible for molecules such as ammonia and the 

methyl halides, which do not possess a suitable plane of symmetry, so that only the relative 

cross sections presented to an electron approaching from the two ends of the molecular dipole 

an~ shown for CH3 Cl and NHg. 

The surfaces shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 support the experimental conclusion that 

electron impact ionization cross sections are strongly orientation dependent. In all cases the 

cross section is greater for impact on the positive end of a dipolar molecule, in qualitative 

agreement with the experimental results of Aitken et al. 6 This is intuitively correct since 

the incoming electron, carrying a negative charge, is more strongly attracted to regions of 

poBitive charge. 

Many of the models which are currently used for the calculation of ionization efficiency 

cnrvf~B rely on some form of the additivity rule,69 in which a molecular ionization cross section 

iH treated as a sum of the cross sections of the constituent atoms, to extend their field of 

validity from atomic to molecular species. Theories incorporating this rule are generally fairly 

successful at reproducing the energy dependence of molecular electron impact ionization cross 

sec:tions. The ionization surfaces presented here clearly show distinct 'spheres of ionization' 

u~utred on each atom, giving an indication that the representation of a molecular cross section 

as a snm of atomic cross sections may be very close to the true ca..'le and providing validation 
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for oml the fundamental assumptions implicit in many of the current theories of electron 

impact ionization. 
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Figure 2.8: Electron impact ionization surfaces for a series of small molecules 
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..• 

Figure 2.9: View from either end of the molecular dipole of the electron impact ionization surfaces 

for NH3 and CHs Cl. 

It should be noted that the form of the molecular electron impact ionization surface will 

be energy dependent. The steric ratio R for electron impact ionization is defined as the 

ratio of the ionization cross section at the positive end of the molecular dipole to that at the 

negative end. 

R= 
(!_ 

(2.61) 

Experiments have shown that for CH3Cl the steric ratio decreases by approximately 14% 

as the electron energy is decreased from 240 to 100 eV. 7' 8 As the electron energy decreases 

towards the threshold for ionization and the electron wavelength increases to molecular di

UH:mHious, it i;; expected that the ionization surfaces would smoothly lose their shape, trans

forming to spherical symmetry and shrinking as the threshold energy is approached. As the 

electron energy is increased above the maximum in the ionization efficiency curve-the energy 

eorresponding to the plots shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9-the shapes would be expected to 

sharpen up slightly as the electron wavelength decreases below atomic orbital dimensions. 

The orientation dependence of the electron impact process for the methyl halides was also 

investigated using the DM method and compared with experimental results for CHaCl. It is 

ac;snmed that an electron incident on the negative end of the molecular dipoles results in elec-
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Figure 2.10: Steric ratio as a function of electron energy for CH3 Cl (solid line) and CH3Br (dashed 

calculated using the DM theory. 

tron loss from an atomic orbital centred on the halogen atom, while an electron approaching 

the positive end leads to electron loss from a carbon or hydrogen orbital. A cross section 

for the halogen end may then be calculated by summing only over chlorine atomic orbitals, 

;wJ similarly for the methyl end by summing over carbon and hydrogen orbitals. The steric 

ratio R is then given by the ratio of these two cross sections. Since the DM theory gives the 

cross section as a function of electron energy the energy dependence of the steric ratio may 

he calculated, and it is found that the decrease in R with decreasing electron energy observed 

experimentally is correctly reproduced. This energy dependence is shown for the molecules 

CH:,Cl and CH::1Br in Figure 2.10. 

The influence of fragmentation processes occuring during electron impact ionization on 

t.he steric ratio are indirectly accounted for in the method described above. The major 

fragmentation product in the electron impact ionization of CH3Cl is . It is thought 

that this is formed through broadside collisions between the electron and the molecule, which 

result in electron loss from the C-Cl bond, while end on collisions yield the molecular ion 

throngh electron loss from an orbital centred on the chlorine atom or the methyl group. 

Tlw simple scheme described above of dividing the molecule into a chlorine atom and a 

methyl group incorporates broadside collisions, and therefore fragmentation channels of the 

ionization process. 
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The measured value6 of the steric ratio for the total ionization cross section of CH3 Cl at 

an electron energy of 200 eV is 1.6. At this energy the DM model gives 1.3. The electrostatic 

model yields a value of 1.4 for sterie ratio at the maximum in the ionization efficiency 

curve. The two theories are seen to be in good agreement with each other and in reasonable 

agreement with experiment. The DM results for .CH3Br are very similar to those for CH3Cl, 

as shown in Figure 2.10. The electrostatic model predicts a steric ratio of 1.5, again in good 

agreement with the DM theory, though no experimental measurements were available for 

comparison in this case. 



Part II 

DESIGN AND CHARACTERISATION OF AN 

ELECTRON/ION-l\IIOLECULE CROSSED BEAM :MACHINE FOR 

FUTURE STUD!ES 



INTRODUCTION 

The following chapters will detail the design and characterisation of a crossed beam ion imag

ing experiment for the study of collisions between electrons or ions and oriented molecules. 

The first major consideration for these experiments was the need for an ion source capable 

of producing a pulsed high intensity, low energy ion beam suitable for collision studies. Design 

and characterisation of the source is described in Chapter 7. The beam crossing region is 

based around an ion optics assembly which provides the electric fields necessary for orienting 

the molecular bearn and directing ionic collision products towards the ion imaging detector. 

Dedicated pulsed electronics units were built in the Electronics Workshop to provide the 

required electrostatic potentials. A new lid was required for the scattering chamber in order 

to allow the ion imaging detection system to be mounted directly above the beam crossing 

region. These components are detailed in Chapter 10. Further modifications to the molecular 

beam machine included the addition of two new vacuum chambers, one to house a resonance 

cell used in characterisation of the molecular beam, the other to accommodate the ion source 

or electron gun. The molecular beam machine as it now stands is described in Chapter 3 

A discussion of the preparation of rotationally state selected and spatially oriented molec

ular beams of symmetric top molecules is presented in Chapter 4. A range of experiments, 

described in Chapters 5 and 6, were carried out to characterise the molecular beam. Beam 

velocity distributions and intensity profiles were measured using standard methods. Ra

diofrequeucy resonance spectroscopy was employed to investigate the rotational quantum 

state distribution within a beam of CH3F and to determine the effect of factors such as 

hexapole voltage and beam temperature on the distribution. CHsF was chosen for the study 

Hiuce its rotational spectrum is not complicated by nuclear quadrupole coupling. 

Upper Stark state selected molecular beams are known to be attenuated by MJ changing 

colliHionH with background molecules when the pressure within the hexapole is high. Cross 

H(:ctioutJ for theHe collision processes have been determined previously109 from measurements 

of hexapole focusing as a function of background gas pressure within a single hexapole collision 



cell. However, these experiments were limited by poor resolution and also by the fact that 

complete single state selection was not possible due to several rotational states focusing at the 

same hexapole voltage. The R.F resonance technique allows truly state selective measurement 

of cross sections and was employed to carry out a thorough study into lvf1 changing collisions 

of CH:1F with a range of scattering gases. The cross sections measured were found to be in 

good agreement with the earlier results. 

Attention was turned next to an investigation into the various factors affecting spatial 

orientation of the molecular beam. The minimum field strengths required to orient beams 

of methyl halide molecules between a pair of homogeneous field plates were measured and 

mmpared with various results presented in the literature. The presence of charged reagents 

and products in the planned crossed beam experiments requires that any orienting fields are 

switched to ground potential before the collision event. If orientation effects are to be ob

served the delay between switching the field plates and release of the ion or electron beam 

must be less than time it takes for the molecular beam to spatially deorient. Little or no 

consideration has been given to these 'scrambling lifetimes' in literature and there have 

been no published measurements of this parameter. The likely timescale of the deorienta

tion process has been considered in terms of the hyperfine interaction between the rotational 

motion and nuclear spin of a symmetric top molecule. Various attempts were made to exper

imentally verify these predictions but were complicated by the velocity distribution within 

the molecular beam. Suggestions are made for future experiments which should eliminate 

the problem. 

Software has been developed for the determination of product ion differential cross sec

tiom; and translational energy distributions from the raw ion images obtained in the crossed 

lH~am experiments. Experience in use of the data analysis techniques used in this part of 

tlw project, and in the analysis of results from several of the crossed beam characterisa

tion <~xperirnents, was gained during six months spent working with the reaction dynamics 

groups of Dr Mark Brouard and Professor John Simons {Physical and Theoretical Chemistry 

Laboratory, University of Oxford). An overview of these techniques is given in Chapter 8. 

Tlw work carried out at Oxford, a study into the stereodynamics of the H+H20--tOH+H2 

n~nctimL is presented in Chapter 9. The data analysis software developed for the ion imaging 

<:xpnriuumts is described in Chapter 10. 

The various components for the crossed beam experiments have now been assembled and 



installed inside the molecular beam machine. Preliminary experiments to check the complete 

system an~ discussed in Chapter 10, together with a discussion of problems encountered which 

willueed to be overcome before the crossed beam experiments are carried out. 



3. :\IOLECULAR BEAM MACHINE 

3.1 Introduction 

The molecular beam machine used in the present work is a highly versatile instrument capable 

· of producing focused bearns of rotationally state selected and spatially oriented symmetric 

top molecules for use in a variety of single beam and scattering experiments. The apparatus 

has been developed over a period of several years, with frequent modifications and extensions 

being made to accomodate changes in research interests. Initially it consisted of two vacuum 

chambers; the first housed a supersonic nozzle source and the second a quadrupole mass 

spectrometer detector. The two chambers were separated by a skimmer assembly and a flight 

tube. In this configuration it was used in the measurement of beam velocity distributions, 

dm;ter size distributions and appearance potentials of cluster ions.?, uo, 111 

A change in research area from investigations of clusters to oriented molecule work7 

prompted the first major modifications to the machine, involving the addition of two chambers 

between the nozzle source and detector chambers to hold the 833 mm long hexapole used 

for state selection and orientation of the molecular beam. During this stage the hexapole 

field was characterised and its focusing effect on a wide range of symmetric top molecules 

( letermined from the relative intensities of arrival time distributions for pulsed beams as a 

function of hexapole voltage. 

The next stage in the development of the machine extended its capabilities into crossed 

beam work. The size of the nozzle source chamber was increased as part of an effort to improve 

the pumping capacity and a differentially pumped buffer chamber was installed between 

the nozzle source chamber and the first hexapole chamber. These modifications allowed 

higher nozzle source stagnation pressures and/ or nozzle open times than were previously 

:tttaiuable, while still maintaining a high quality vacuum in the hexapole chambers during 

I H~am operation. The most important aspect of the modifications was the addition of a custom 

made scattering chamber, described in more detail in Section3.6. Research carried out during 

this phase of the machine's development includes the electron impact ionization asymmetry 



Pxperiments mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, 6- 8 and the upper Stark state collisional relaxation 

crosN :>f~ction measurements109 ' 112 discussed in Chapter 6. 

Several modifications were required in order to carry out the experiments described in 

this thesis. Two new vacuum chambers were added to accommodate a resonance cell for 

molecular beam spectroscopy and an ion or electron source for crossed beam experiments. The 

resonance cell chamber was installed between the first and second hexapole chambers, while 

the second new chamber was added as a side arm to the scattering chamber, perpendicular 

to the molecular beam axis. In addition to solving the problem of limited space in the 

scattering chamber, hqusing the ion source in a separate chamber allows differential pumping 

and maintains a clean, oil-free vacuum in the scattering chamber. The final major change 

was a new lid for the scattering chamber, designed to accomodate the ion imaging detection 

system used in the crossed beam experiments. 

The components of the molecular beam machine in its current configuration will be de

scribed in more detail in the following sections. The machine is illustrated in Figure 3.1. A 

schematic of the internal components is presented in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the molecular beam machine. Chambers discussed in Sections 3.2 to 3.6 are labelled. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the internal components of the molecular beam machine. 

3.2 Nozzle source chamber 

supersonic 
nozzle 

The nozzle source chamber is designed around an 811 Huntington Laboratories six way cross 

with 1011 OD stainless steel ConFlat flanges on each face. This chamber has the highest 

pumping requirements due to the large gas load introduced when the supersonic nozzle source 

is operating. The chamber is pumped by a 5300 fs- 1 (for air) Varian VHS-10 oil diffusion 

pump backed by a 1080 fmin- 1 Alcatel 2063C mechanical pump. The mechanical pump is 

connected to the outlet of the diffusion pump with a length of flexible stainless steel bellows 

and can be isolated by an Airco Temescal 311 Fig 5121 gate valve. A 1011 gate valve separates 

!;he diffusion pump assembly from the chamber via a spacing spool attached to the bottom 

face of the six way cross'. In order to allow rough pumping of the machine the diffusion pump 

can be bypassed; the chamber is then pumped directly by the mechanical pump through a 

separate length of stainless steel bellows which is normally isolated from the chamber by a 

Huntington Laboratories ES-150 high vacuum bellows valve attached to a side flange of the 

SlX way cross. 

The top face of the cross carries a liquid nitrogen trap which provides cryogenic pumping 

for the chamber. A copper baffle, suspended from the trap by copper plates on either side of 

tlw nozzle source, is positioned in the spool above the diffusion pump to reduce backstreaming 

of diffusion pump oil vapour into the vacuum chamber. One side arm of the chamber is taken 

up with a glass window, the other with an ion gauge and the high vacuum valve to the 

medmnical pump. The nozzle source chamber is attached to the buffer chamber through a 



1011 to 811 OD ConFlat adapter flange. 

3.2.1 Alignment rods 

The various internal components of the molecular beam machine are mounted on a pair of 

10 mm alignment rods which extend from the nozzle source chamber to the end of the second 

hexapole chamber. The rods are fixed in place parallel to the beam a.,"'{is and each consist of 

two sPctions. The of rods making up the first section are cold pressed into flanges situated 

at either end of the buffer chamber and extend only from the nozzle source chamber to the 

first hexapole chambel'. These are used to align the supersonic source, skimmers and a 

rotating chopper to the beam axis. A communicating set of rods, on which the hexapole and 

resonance cell are mounted, are held in position by ball joints at the buffer chamber end and 

an anchor plate (shown in Figure 3.3) bolted to the chamber wall at the scattering chamber 

end. 
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Figure 3.3: The aligment rod and hexapole assemblies. 
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The nozzle source, skimmers, hexapoles and detector must be in near perfect aligment 

iu order to maintain the integrity of the molecular beam as it travels from the nozzle source 



dmmber to the scattering chamber. During the alignment procedure a He-Ne laser (Applied 

Laser Systems. 670 mn 5 m\i\1) is substituted for the supersonic nozzle. allowing the beam 

path to be visualised. A pair of centre-drilled perspex blocks are placed on the alignment 

rods between the laser and the first skimmer. the three apertures provided by the two blocks 

and the skimmer defining the beam axis. Once the laser beam is aligned to this a.xis the 

hexapoles, hexapole exit aperture and beam detector can be centred to the laser beam. The 

rod arrangement described above means that the front end of the hexapole is automatically 

aligned to the beam axis, and the back end can be adjusted by loosening the bolts which fix 

the perspex alignment. rod mount and pivoting the entire assembly on the ball joints. Small 

corrections in the position of the quadrupole mass spectrometer used to detect the molecular 

beam are possible by adjusting a stand which sits on the floor of the scattering chamber and 

supports the weight of the quadrupole assembly. 

3.2.2 Supersonic nozzle source and carriage assembly 

The supersonic nozzle source assembly is mounted on a linear motion feedthrough attached 

to an 811 OD flange. which seals onto vacuum chamber via a 10" to 8" adapter flange. 

Since the beam source chamber is accessed regularly for alignment of the hexapoles and 

quadrupole mass spectrometer, a Viton 0-ring seal replaces the usual copper ConFlat seal 

on the 8" flange. To further aid access to the chamber, the 811 flange is bolted to a stand 

attached to a translator plate on the machine support frame, so that the entire assembly 

simply slides out and is supported during alignment. 

The nozzle source itself fits into an aluminium carriage which slides onto the alignment 

rorb, ensuring that the molecular beam is directed along the axis of the machine. Three 

different types of supersonic supersonic nozzle sources have been used, depending on whether 

a continuous or pulsed molecular beam is required. The nozzle source assembly and the three 

supersonic nozzle sources are shown in Figure 3.4 

The continuous nozzle source consists of a small cavity with a 75JLm orifice, to which 

tlw beam gas is supplied through a gas inlet feedthrough in the 8/f OD flange via a length 

of r diameter :-;tainless steel bellows. For pulsed beam applications this nozzle is replaced 

with either a piezoelectric nozzle source (Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut, der Universitiit 

Ziirkh) or an electromagnetically operated nozzle (General Valve Corporation model9-181). 

The 70 Jl,m orifice of the electromagnetic nozzle is sealed with a small teflon poppet which 
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Figure 3.4: Cutaway views of: a) the continuous nozzle source; b) the electromagnetic pulsed noz

zle source; and c) the piezoelectric pulsed nozzle source; d) top view of nozzle source 

assembly 

fits inside a spring loaded plunger. When a solenoid inside the nozzle source is energised the 

plunger is drawn back against a spring, allowing gas through the orifice. On de-energisation 

the nozzle reseals under the action of the spring. One of the major problems with this type of 

nozzle source is that as the teflon poppet wears flakes of teflon to block the orifice. The spring 

loading mechanism can also cause bounce in the sealing mechanism, leading to double pulses 

of gas escaping from the source. For these reasons the piezoelectric nozzle source is generally 

nHed when a puhmd beam is required. The piezoelectric nozzle source has a 70 /Jill orifice in 

a small gas reservoir which is sealed with a plunger mounted onto the front of a piezoelectric 

crystal (Physik Instrumente P-286.20). When a voltage is applied the crystal deforms and 

pulls the plunger back, allowing the beam gas to escape into the vacuum chamber. The 

frequency at which the nozzle operates can be varied from 0 to 500 Hz with open times 

continuously variable from 0.1 to 3 ms. Recently the control unit for the piezoelectric nozzle 

has been modified to allow a voltage to be applied to the crystal continuously. The nozzle 



sonrce can now be used to generate either a pulsed or continuous molecular beam, eliminating 

the need for ±i:equent interchanging of the supersonic nozzles for different types of experiments. 

•) •) 
tJ.J Buffer chamber 

A Huntington Laboratories 6" six way cross with 8" OD ConFlat flanges forms the buffer 

chamber. The chamber is pumped by a 2400 Cs-1 Varian VHS-6 diffusion pump backed by 

a 700 i:min- 1 Edwards E2M40 mechanical pump. 

3.3.1 Skimmers 

The bufi'er chamber is separated from the nozzle source and first hexapole chambers by a 

pair of metal plates which slide onto the alignment rods and fit tightly into the arms of the 

chamber. Each plate has a conical electroformed nickel skimmer (Beam Dynamics) mounted 

in the centre through which the molecular beam passes. The first and second skimmers have 

apertures of 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm respectively and the position of the nozzle source is adjusted 

on linear translator in order to optimise the nozzle-skimmer distance (see Section 4.1.2. 

3.3.2 Rotating chopper 

A rotating chopper is installed in the buffer chamber to allow beam modulation when the 

continuous supersonic nozzle source is in use. The chopper consists of a rotating blade 

(lriven by a vacuum rated synchronous motor which mechanically gates the molecular beam. 

The blade was cut to give beam modulation with a mark space ratio of one, suitable for 

applications using the lock-in technique described in Section 5.4. An optical switch straddling 

the chopper blade produces a TTL signal corresponding to the open phase of the chopper, 

providing a dean frequency reference. The frequency at which the beam is chopped can be 

varied over the range 0-800 Hz. 

3.::1 Hexapole and C field chambel's 

The first hexapole chamber is a designed around a Varian 611 four way cross with 811 OD 

fianges. A partition is installed between the first hexapole chamber and the C field chamber 

to provide a well defined collision path length for molcular beam attenuation experiments 

in whkh the first hexapole is pressurised and used as a collision cell (Chapter 6). The 



partition is made from two pieces of thin stainless steel sheet, which clamp together over the 

a1ignment rods and bolt to the inside wall of the C field chamber. A 10 rmn central aperture 

allows for passage of the molecular beam and additional clearance holes accomodate electrical 

r:ormections to the first hexapole. 

The C field chamber was fabricated in the department's Mechanical vVorkshop and takes 

the fmm of a square box with 811 ConFlats machined on three side faces. On the remaining side 

mul the base of the chamber are two 811 OD ConFlat flanges mounted on short spigots. The 

lid is removable and seals on a Viton 0-ring. The second hexapole chamber is a Huntington 

Laboratories 6" six way cross with 811 OD ConFlat flanges and forms a continuous volume 

with the C field chamber. The three chambers are pumped by two 1200 es-1 Varian VHS-4 

diffusion pumps attached to the first and second hexapole chambers. The pumps are isolated 

from the chambers by Airco Temescal 5010 gate valves and backed by a 34:5 £min-1 Alcatel 

2021 mechanical pump and a £min-1 Alcatel 2004A mechanical pump respectively. The 

diffusion pump on the first hexapole chamber can be bypassed through a Veeco high vaccum 

bellows valve attached to the side port of the gate valve to allow rough pumping of the 

chamber with the 2021 mechanical pump. In addition to the two diffusion pumps, there 

is a 400 es-1 (for N2 ) Alcatel 5400 turbomolecular pump attached to the top of the first 

hexapole chamber and backed by a second Alcatel 2021 mechanical pump. The 5400 and a 

lmger tnrbomolecular pump attached to the underside of the scattering chamber are used 

for pumping overnight, when the diffusion pumps are valved off from the machine. two 

tnrbo pumps maintain an overnight pressure of between 10-6 and w-5 Torr. During the 

day, the smaller turbomolecular pump is isolated from the chamber by a V 1\ T ultrahigh 

vacuum CF 150 pneumatic gate valve. A doughnut shaped liquid nitrogen trap mounted on 

an interface Hauge between the C field and second hexapole chambers provides additional 

cryogenic pumping. 

Tlw positive and negative high voltages required for the two sets of hexapole rods are 

snppli(~(l through two pairs of high voltage feedthroughs. For the first hexapole these are 

located on one of four 2 r flanges attached to the 811 flange on one side of the c field chamber' 

while the feedthroughs for the second hexapole are mounted on two separate 2f' flanges on 

the top of the second hexapole chamber. At present the hexapoles are operated at the same 

volt<tge and the two sets of feedthroughs are linked externally, though experiments planned 

fm the future will require that the voltages can be varied independently. 



The remaining three 2 f' flanges on the side of the C field chamber are used to mount an 

ion gauge, an MKS 1000 Torr Baratron used for monitoring the pressure during venting or 

rough pumping of the machine, and a multipin electrical feedthrough carrying the RF and 

DC potentials for the radiofrequency resonance celL 

A scattering gas can be admitted to the first hexapole chamber for molecular beam atten

nation experiments using a Leybold Heraeus 283-41 DN 10 KF variable leak valve mounted 

on a 2f' flange on the side of the chamber. The leak valve has been modified for computer 

controlled operation using a Howard Industries 1-19-4307 stepping motor connected to a Cry

tallap STD-206 driver .unit and interfaced to a PC. The pressure in the first hexapole chamber 

is monitored by au ion gauge and an MKS 690 baratron, both attached to side flanges in 

the four way cross. During attenuation experiments the baratron is used to calibrate the ion 

gauge to allow pressure measurements to be taken below the sensitivity range of the baratron. 

3.4.1 Hexapoles 

The hexapole assembly is shown in Figure 3.3. Each hexapole consists of a set of six l" 
diameter stainless steel centreless ground rods 530 mm long, screwed into a pair of perspex 

supports mounted on the alignment rods, which fix the hexapole rods on an inscribed radius of 

4. 7 4 mm. Keyhole shaped slots machined between in the supports between the rod positions 

minimise discharging across the perspex surface when high voltages are applied to the rods. 

A pair of Glassman EH 0-10 kV power supply units provide the positive and negative high 

voltages required to operate the hexapole. The perspex mounts are designed to slot over the 

alignment rods, locating the hexapoles on axis inside the machine. An adjustable iris at the 

end of the second hexapole, usually set to a diamter of around 2 mm, forms the exit aperture 

from the hexapole region. The iris is mounted on a can which pushes into the interface flange 

hetw<~en the scattering chamber and the second hexapole chamber. 

:3.4.2 R.adioti·equency resonance cell 

Two re~mnance cells with different plate geometries, both shown in Figure 3.5, have been 

1tsecl in the work described in this thesis. The cell designs and principle of operation will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The eells are interchangeable and either can be positioned 

on the alignment rods between the first and second hexapole on a pair of perspex mounts (not 

shown in figure). Electrical feedthroughs lead from each of the four elements of the cell to 



n, vacuum feedthrongh on the side of the C field chamber and supply the required operating 

voltages to tlw cell. The cell is enclosed in a Faraday cage to prevent any appreciable field 

Jwnet.ration into the cell from the hexapole rods. 10 nun holes in each end of the cage allow 

passage of the molecular beam. 

BACK FRONT 

Figure 3.5: a) Split parallel plate and b) double parallel plate RF resonance cells used in the mea

surement of relative populations of rotational quantum states in beams of symmetric 

top molecules. The DC field orients the symmetric top molecules while the RF field 

stimulates ~Ivi transitions between the rotational states present in the molecular beam. 

Arrows indicate the beam direction. 

3.5 Ion source chamber 

The ion source chamber was fabricated in the Departmental Mechanical Workshop and at 

present is used to accomodate either the ion source described in Chapter 7 or the Pierce 

electron gun described in Chapter 10. The cubic design is similar to that used for the C 

field chamber, the main difference being that the lid is not removable. The front face of the 

chamber is fitted with a short spigot terminating in an 811 ConFlat flange which forms the 

S(~al to the scattering chamber. A 611 ConFlat machined into the back face of the chamber 

serves as the attachment point for the ion source / electron gun assembly. One side face 

has f(mr 2 f' ConFlats used for an ion gauge and electrical feedthroughs, and 8" ConFlats 

an~ machined into the remaining three faces. The chamber is pumped by a Varian VHS-6 

diffusion pump backed by a 726 lmin- 1 Varian SD700 mechanical pump, which also backs 

tlH~ t.nr!Jomolecular pump on the scattering chamber. A 611 gate valve is used to isolate the 

cliifu:::;ion pump from the chamber when required. 
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The ion and electron sources, detailed in Chapters 7 and 10, can be interchangeably 

mounted onto the front end of a Huntington Laboratories PM-600 xyz translator which 

a.ttaches to the ion source chamber on the side opposing the scattering chamber. The front 

('mluf the assembly extends through the ion source chamber into the scattering chamber. The 

high operating temperatures and porous components of the ion source mea:n that degassing 

can be a. problem on the first few heating cycles after initial pumpdown. For this reason, 

when the ion source is in place a cylindrical partition is fitted into the interface flange between 

the ion source and scattering chamber to allow the source to be differentially pumped. The 

partition also provides. electrical shielding, preventing stray electric fields from the ion source 

lenses from penetrating into the scattering chamber. The partition is usually removed when 

tlw electron gun is installed. A small grounded can attached to the gun itself terminates field 

lines from the lens elements, and differential pumping is not necessary. 

3.6 Scattering chamber 

The scattering chamber was designed to provide a beam crossing region which can be cus

tomised for a wide variety of experiments. The chamber consists of a base, mid-section 

ancllid which seal together on BS-470 Viton O~rings. An assortment of 2f' and 811 flanges 

around the sides of the chamber provide spaces to mount detectors, feedthroughs and other 

apparatus, while drilled and tapped holes on a 1"grid on the inside of the mid-section facil

itate installation of vacuum components within the chamber. Several more flanges are set on 

spigots into the base of the chamber. The original lid was not suitable for the requirements of 

the crossed beam experiment described in Chapter 10, and a second lid, described in Section 

10.2.4, was fabricated for this work. The new lid accomodates the ion imaging detection 

Hystem, electrical feedthroughs and an ion gauge. 

The microchannel plate detectors of the ion imaging system should be kept in an oil free 

vacuum environment, and for this reason the scattering chamber is pumped by an 880 £s-1 

(for N2) Alcatel5900CP turbomolecular pump. The turbo pump shares a foreline and backing 

pnmp with the 6" diffusion pump on the ion source chamber. A liquid nitrogen trap located 

on the base of the chamber provides cryogenic pumping. 

l11 addition to the field plate assembly and flight tube required for crossed beam exper

im<:nts, which will be described in detail in Chapter 10, the scattering chamber also houses 

detecton; for both the charged and neutral beams and the ion imaging system for product 



ion detection. The molecular beam is monitored using an Extranuclear Laboratories 4-270-9 

quadrupole mass spectrometer fitted with the electron impact ion source from a Vacuum 

Generators SXP-300 quadrupole. The electron beam can be monitored using either a Fara

<lay cnp rleteetor or the purpose designed phosphor sereen described in Section 10.2.2. The 

dectron detector is replaced with the Vacuum Generators quadrupole for ion beam detection. 

Collision products are detected using a custom designed Photonic Science Ltd. ion imaging 

system mounted to a 6 11 flange on the scattering chamber lid. The imaging system and 

al:lsociated electronics will be described in more detail in Chapter 10. 

3. 7 Gas handling and liquid nitrogen system 

All gases are supplied to the machine through r diameter copper pipe and/ or stainless 

steel bellows. Valves are generally of the Swagelock JN type. A vacuum line pumped by an 

Edwards mechanical pump to which cylinders can be attached is used to prepare gas mixtures. 

The pressure in the line is monitored by an MKS 221AA 10,000 Torr baratron. The line is 

nsed to admit gas to the supersonic nozzle source and also for admitting a quencher gas to the 

hexapole region during beam attenuation experiments. The vacuum line can be divided into 

two halves for these experiments, allowing the two supplies to be controlled independently. 

When the continuous nozzle source is used the line to the nozzle is fitted with an MKS Type 

250B flow controller coupled to a Type 2218D 1000 Torr baratron, allowing the nozzle source 

stagnation pressure to be accurately controlled. 

As mentioned in previous sections, each diffusion pump is fitted with a baffled liquid 

nitrogen trap to prevent backstreaming, and several other traps in various locations around 

the machine provide extra cryogenic pumping of condensable gases. The traps are filled 

through a series of insulated 3/8 11 copper pipes which form a continuous network. A timer 

n~g;nlates filling of the traps from a 75 L dewar pressurised from a cylinder of oxygen-free 

nitrogen (BOO gases). The same line that serves the liquid nitrogen system is also used 

for venting the machine through a feedthrough valve in the front flange of the nozzle source 

chamber. A second cylinder of nitrogen is used to pressurise the pneumatically operated 

gcd;e valves which isolate the two turbo pumps on the C field and scattering chambers to the 

machine. 



3.8 Computer interfacing 

Several of the electronics units used with the molecular beam machine are computer inter

f<Lcerl. allowing automated data collection in a wide range of experiments. The PC through 

which these components are interfaced is a 486 fitted with both PCL-7388 D /A and PCL-

8255 D /D I/ 0 cards in addition to the usual serial and parallel interface ports. The two 

Glassman high voltage power supplies used for the hexapoles are set to the required voltage 

by a 0-10 V signal from a 12 bit digital to analog converter interfaced through the PCL-8255 

digital card. The DC voltage applied to the RF cell is also controlled by a 0-10 V signal from 

the 7388 card. An RS.:232 serial interface is used to retrieve information on current settings 

a.wl frequency reference from the lock-in amplifier used in the RF spectroscopy experiments. 

Analog signals from the lock-in amplifier, the quadrupole mass spectrometers, and several 

other units, are sent to the PC through the 7388 card. Pressure measurements can be taken 

from either the baratron or the ion gauge on the hexapole collision cell chamber through an 

RS-232 serial interface, and the pressure in this chamber is set by using a stepping motor, 

controlled through an IEEE parallel interface, to regulate the Leybold-Heraeus leak valve on 

the side of the chamber. 



4. THEORY OF ROTATIONALLY STATE SELECTED AND SPATL\LLY 

ORIENTED :VIOLECULAR BEAi\IIS 

Molecular beams have revolutionised the fields of spectroscopy and chemical dynamics, pro

viding a directed soun;:e of internally cold molecules with a well defined velocity distribution. 

Quantum state selection provides a further degree of refinement, and can be achieved using 

either laser techniques or, in the case of certain types of molecules, electric fields. The ex

periments described in Chapters 5, 6 and 10 involve the use of a beam of spatially oriented, 

rotationally state selected symmetric top molecules. The following sections detail the various 

factors involved in beam production in the molecular beam machine described in Chapter 3. 

4.1 j.Jolecular beam sources 

A molecular beam is formed when gas from a containment reservoir flows through an orifice 

into a vacuum. The flow characteristics of the beam depend on the value of the Knudsen 

number. defined as 

( 4.1) 

in which (p is the diameter of the orifice and A is the mean free path of the molecules inside 

the source. Molecular beam sources fall into two categories, depending on whether Kn is 

1-!;reater than or less than unity. If Kn > 1 the source is effusive. If Kn < 1 it is supersonic. 

4.1.1 Effi1sive sources 

In an effnsive source the diameter of the orifice is less than the mean free path of the molecules 

iu the source, so that most molecules arriving at the aperture pass through it without un

dergoing a collision. The velocity distribution of the gas inside the source is Maxwellian.113 

2 
:r>.r ( ) 4no v -v2jv2 d lv 8 v dv = -e mp v 

'/);~ 
mp 

(4.2) 
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where Vmp = J2kT jm is the most probable velocity and no is the number density inside the 

Honrce. 

Since the molecules leave the source without undergoing a collision it might be expected 

that t.hiH distribution is maintained in the effusive beam. HoweYer, because molecules travel

ling at a high velocity inside the source encounter the aperture more frequently than slower 

moving molecules and therefore have a higher probability of exiting the source, the velocity 

rlistribution in the beam is skewed relative to the source veloctity distribution. The beam 

velocity distribution is therefore: 

( 4.3) 

The spatial distribution of molecules leaving the source has a cosine dependence on the 

angle () between the molecular velocity vector and the beam ~'<is. The emitted intensity in 

molecules per steradian w is 

I(w)dw 
1 
-n0vA cos 8dw 
41f 

(4.4) 

In the above equation A is the area ofthe orifice and v = (8kT/-nm) 112 is the average velocity 

of the molecules in the source. The total rate of effusion is found by integrating Equation 4.4 

over the two polar angles () and ¢ to give 

(4.5) 

Effusive sources produce very low intensity beams compared to the supersonic sources 

to he discussed in the next section. This problem can be largely overcome by using laser 

drilled multichannel arrays in place of a single aperture, 114 giving huge increases in intensity 

while retaininp; the angular distribution of the beam. 115 Interference between gas fiow from 

iwlividual channels can be neglected in most cases, so that the equations used for a single 

channel or orifice also apply for a source with multiple channels. 

One of the main advantages of the effusive source is that the rate of effusion, and also 

the velocity and angular distributions in the beam, can be calculated from kinetic gas theory. 

Becanse essentially no collisions oceur as molecules leave the source the beam gas is in thermal 

<~qnilihrinm and contains a well defined equilibrium distribution of vibrational and rotational 

st.at(~s. Thi::; distribution of internal states can be altered by heating or cooling the source, 

and the reHnlting distributions are still well characterised. However, the fact that the beam is 
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thermal, with a wide thermal velocity and angular distribution, also has several disadvantages. 

ThP wide angular distribution of molecules leaving the source means that collimation is 

essential in order to obtain a directed beam. Since most molecular beam experiments require 

a f~Lirly monoenergetic beam a velocity selector is required in order to obtain a beam of the 

desired energy from an efl'usive source. In addition to making velocity selection necessary, 

the thermal velocity distribution also means that the energy range available using an effusive 

beam is limited. The beam energy can be increased by heating the source. though only to 

energies up to around 0.1 eV. Effusive sources are useful when beams of low vapour pressure 

materials are required114 and are most often used in the preparation of beams of alkali metal 

atoms such as potassium and sodium. 

4.1.2 Supersonic somces 

Supersonic or nozzle sources have a distinct advantage over effusive sources in most appli

cations, producing a high intensity beam with a narrow velocity distribution. During the 

supersonic expansion, internal energy of the gas inside the source is converted into transla

tional kinetic energy of the beam. Because the nozzle diameter is greater than the mean free 

path of the molecules inside the source, multiple collisions occm as the gas passes through 

the throat of the nozzle. These collisions transfer momentum to the axial direction giving a 

high velocity along the axis and a small random velocity perpendicular to the axis. Since the 

translational kinetic energy of the beam is provided by the internal energy of the molecules 

in the nozzle rather than from an external source, the beam molecules are internally cold. 

Structure of tlle supersonic expansion 

The structnre of a supersonic expansion is very different to the cos() flux distribution produced 

from an effusive source. Inside the nozzle source the gas is in the 'stagnation state' at pressure 

Po and temperature T0 . The gradient Po- Pb between the pressure inside the source and the 

background pressure in the vacuum system causes the gas to accelerate through the converging 

uozzle as the area decreases towards the source exit. In order to obtain a supersonic expansion 

the pressure ratio Po/ P11 must exceed the critical value114 

G= (';1) (4.6) 
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where r is the ratio of heat capacities Cp/C1,. If Po/ Pb < G then the flow exits subsonically, 

t.lw <"xit pressure at the nozzle is nearly equal to the background pressure Pb and there is no 

further expansion. When Po/ Pb > G then the Mach number !VI at the nozzle is equal to one. 

TlH~ l\!Iax:h number is defined as the ratio of the mean velocity u of the gas molecules to the 

local Bpeed of sound. 

!VI= u 
(7kTo/m) 

(4.7) 

Under these conditions the exit pressure is equal to Po/ G, approximately one half of the 

stagnation pressure (since G:::;;; 2), and is independent of the background pressure. Because 

t.he pressure at the nozzle exit is now greater than the background pressure the gas expands 

under the boundary conditions imposed by the background pressure. As a supersonic flow 

expands, NI increases as the flow increases so that the gas is travelling faster than the local 

speed of sound beyond the nozzle exit. This has some interesting consequences. 

Information is transferred at the speed of sound. Once the gas begins to expand from 

the source exit, lVI increases so that the flow is moving faster than the rate of information 

transfer. The gas flow has no 'knowledge' of the boundary conditions downstream (i.e. the 

background pressure Pb) and overexpands. This leads to the formation of a series of shock 

waves; very thin nonisentropic regions characterised by large density, temperature, pressure 

and velocity gradients. formation of shock waves provides a mechanism for slowing the 

supersonic flow and reducing the Mach number to subsonic values so that the flow can adjust 

to downstream boundary conditions. The structure of a supersonic expansion is shown in 

Figure 4. L There are two sections to the shock wave system; the Mach disk shock normal to 

the beam axis, and the barrel shock which is cylindrically symmetrical about the beam axis. 

The iHentropic region in the centre is known as the 'zone of silence'. As the gas continues to 

<:xpand the collision frequency in this region drops to zero, freezing the internal energy and 

velocity distributions of the beam gas at much lower characteristic temperatures than the 

stagnation temperature T0 

Sldmmers 

In on ler to <~xtract a molecular beam from the expansion a skimmer is placed on axis with 

its tip sampling the zone of silence. The position of the skimmer is important. If it isplaced 

too far from the nozzle the turbulence of the Mach disk and barrel shock waves will disrupt 
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Figure 4.1: Structure of a supersonic expansion. 
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the flow of the beam. The position XM of the Mach disk, measured in nozzle diameters d, 

has been found empirically116 to be given by 

XM. = O.G7 Po 
( )

1/2 

r1 pb 
(4.8) 

The of the skimmer must therefore be closer to the nozzle than this distance. However, 

if skimmer is too close to the nozzle it will act as a virtual source and produce an effusive 

beam. In order to obtain an ideal beam, which has high intensity, a high velocity along the 

axis, and a small velocity spread, the skimmer must be designed so that it disturbs the beam 

as little as possible. In practice, this means that the following requirements must be met117 

1. The edges of the skimmer orifice should be as sharp as possible. 

2. There tdumld be a small exterior angle at the orifice to ensure the shock wave is 'at-

tached'. 

:5. The interior angle should be large to prevent scattering of beam molecules by molecules 

reflected from the skimmer surface. 

The region of the expansion sampled by the skimmer is essentially collision free* and the 

lHcam which is formed exhibits the characteristics of free molecular flow. 

· There is st.ill a small probability of collisions due to the width of the (narrow) velocity distribution of the 

molflcnles in the beam 
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Beam clwracteristics 

\1\Thilr~ it i::; not po::;sible to derive the complete velocity distribution for a supersonic beam from 

fin-:t principles, several important properties can be determined from simple thermodynamic 

(:onsiderations if the expanding gas is assumed to be ideaL 

Dnring the supersonic expansion process the total enthalpy of the gas inside the source is 

converted into translational kinetic energy of the beam, so that the maximum possible kinetic 

energy, corresponding to the case in which all the enthalpy of the gas inside the nozzle is 

converted to translational energy, is given by 

{To CpdT 
}1! 

(4.9) 

where H 0 and T0 are the total enthalpy and temperature of the gas inside the source, and Tf 

is the final temperature of the beam. Assuming that the heat capacity Cp is independent of 

temperature over this range, so that Cp = and that the final beam temperature is very 

low, so that - TJ :::::: To, then the maximum or terminal velocity of the beam is 

_ ( 2kT0 -'-) 

1
/

2 

Umax-
1 m 1 

(4.10) 

This expression has been found to accurately agree with experiment in most cases. Exceptions 

or:cnr when the approximations made in the derivation are not valid, such as in the case of 

NO, for which the heat capacity varies markedly with temperature over the range of interest. 

In these cases the integration in Equation 4.9 must be carried out in full. 

A molecular beam is often characterised in terms of the parameters a, S and lvf. 113 

. ~- .,., 

C~ 
(2:) 1/2 

s u 
> 1 

a 

1\II 
.u = (~) 1/2 s (4.11) = 

('ykTjm) 

in which u is the mean flow velocity of the beam. The quantity a is the most probable random 

velocity in the beam, and gives a measure of the width of the speed distribution in the beam. 

The :-;peed ratio S is an indication of the degree of monochromaticity in the beam, and the 

Mach number 1\II, mentioned previously, is the ratio of the beam velocity to the local speed 

of :-;omHL Once the Mach uumber is known, several thermodynamic variables of the free jet 

may be calculated. 114 Using the definition of M and Equation 4.9 leads to an expression for 
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tlu~ ratio of the beam temperature to the source temperature. 

T 

To 
( 1 + "! 2 1 M2) -1 

The beam velocity can then be written in terms of M as 

( 

~ ) 1/2 ( ) -1/2 
u = lvf 

1 ~0 
1 + 1 ~ 1 

lY£
2 

The mtio of the pressure in the beam to that inside the source is given by 

p 

Po (~) = 1+ 1--M2 
( 

- 1 ' ) -1/(1-1) 

2 
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(4.12) 

( 4.13) 

(4.14) 

The velocity distribution of particles within a supersonic molecular beam cannot be directly 

calculated as it can for an effusive beam. However, it has been found that the distribution 

can be fitted well by a three dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann type distribution centred on 

the mean flow velocity u 

(v)2 (-(v u)2) f (v) = N ~ exp a 2 
( 4.15) 

where N is a normalisation coefficient. The mean flow velocity u and mean random velocity 

o: may be determined by fitting Equation 4.15 to time of flight data from pulsed molecular 

beam experiments. no 

Seeded beams 

From Equation 4.10 it is seen that the velocity of a molecular beam depends on the mass 

and heat capacity of the beam gas, so that for a given species there is a characteristic beam 

vdocity. In many scattering experiments it is important to be able to control the energy of 

the reagents in order to set the collision energy for the scattering process under study. This 

recptires a method for controlling the velocity of the beam. In an effusive beam, the velocity 

can be altered to a certain extent by heating or cooling the gas in the source, though in 

pmetice n rotating drum or toothed wheel is used. In a supersonic beam velocity control is 

g-enerally achieved by seeding. If a mixture of gases is expanded through a supersonic nozzle 

the final velocity of the beam is determined by the average mass and heat capacity of the 

r.;m;c~s in t;he mixture. Equations 4.12 to 4.14 can still be used with the appropriate mean 

valw~~s ·(h and ;;y. Seeding a molecule of molecular mass rn into a carrier gas with a molecular 

lll<H:lS greater than m results in a lower flow velocity than that for a pure beam, while seeding 
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into a lighter gas gives a higher velocity. The ratio of seed to carrier gas can be altered to 

g;iv<~ beam velocities which span the range between the terminal velocities of the seed and 

earner gat:~. 

4.2 Rotation of symmetric top molecules 

A t:Jymmetric top molecule has equal moments of inertia about two of its three principle axes. 

The moments of inertia about the two equal axes, I.r. and Iy, are usually both designated IE, 

while is labelled either I;t or Ic depending on whether it is smaller or larger than lB. If 

is smaller than IE, as in the case of CH3Cl, the molecule is a prolate symmetric top. If it 

is larger, as for CHCl3, the molecule is an oblate symmetric top. 

A symmetric top molecule possesses a permanent electric dipole moment. This can be 

ntilised for state selection and orientation of these molecules in the presence of an electric 

field through the first order Stark effect. 

The Stark energy of a dipolar molecule is defined as the interaction energy between the 

moleeular eleetric dipole fJ, and an applied electric field E, and is given by the projection of 

the dipole onto the electric field. 

W -fJ, · E -fJ,E cos e (4.16) 

iu which (} is the angle between the electric field vector and the molecular dipole. The negative 

sign reflects the fact that an electric dipole vector is defined to point towards the positive 

tmd of the dipole, while an electric field vector points towards decreasing field. 

For convenience, two reference frames are defined. The first is a laboratory (lab) frame 

comprising a set of 'space fixed' axes XY Z, in which the Z axis is parallel to the electric 

field direction. The second is a 'moving' frame defined by a set of 'molecule fixed' axes xyz, 

iu which the z axis lies parallel to the molecular symmetry axis. 

4.2.1 The mtational Hamiltonian 

Thl~ kinetic energy of a symmetric top molecule rotating about a fixed point in space is, 

Erot = 

= ( 4.17) 
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where 111 and = Iz are the moments of inertia perpendicular and parallel to 

t.lw molecular axis. and /r:, .111 and .lz are the angular momenta about the molecular axes. 

In orcler to reference these angular momenta back to the lab frame, Euler's angles 8, ¢ 

and x me introduced. e and ¢ are the usual polar angles describing the orientation of the 

molecular z axis in the lab frame coordinate system, while X is the angle of rotation about 

the molecular axis. The rotations required to map XY Z onto xyz, as shown in Figure 4.2, 

are: 

l. (pzt maps (X, Y, Z) onto (X', Y', Z) 

2. f)Y' maps (X',Y',Z) onto (X",Y',z) 

3. xz maps (X", Y',z) onto (x,y,z) 

Figure 4.2: Euler's angles relating the set of molecule fixed axes xyz to a set of space fixed a.xes 

XY Z for a symmetric top molecule 

Iu order to obtain the rotational Hamiltonian for the system, the angular momentum 

op<~rators J", .i,1 and .Jz must be determined. The operator corresponding to the component 

< Jf tlH~ total angular momentum along a given axis118 is -in ;,p , where cp is the angle of 

rotation about the axis. Euler's angles involve rotations by angles ¢, fJ and X about the Z, Y' 

aud z axes reHpectively. The operators for the components of the total angular momentum 

t </>Z indicate:-; a rotation by angle ¢ about the Z axis. 
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lying along these three axes are therefore 

·~ () 
-'lt1 D¢ 

, a 
]yt = -tli

()() 

a -in
ax 
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( 4.18) 

Expressions must now be found which relate the molecule fixed angular momentum operators 

.f~:, ]!J and Jz to the operators defined in Equation 4.18. Jz is given directly by the above 

equation. while the remaining two operators may be obtained as follows: 

By definition. JY' is the scalar product of the total angular momentum J and a unit 

vector ey' lying along the Y 1 axis. 

]y, ey'. J (4.19) 

If we write J as 

(4.20) 

in which ex, ey and ez are unit vectors along the x, y and z axes, JY' becomes 

(4.21) 

Each of the scalar products in the above equation is simply the cosine of the angle between 

the two unit vectors involved. These angles are easily determined from Figure 4.2, and the 

resulting scalar products are: 

eyt ·ex 

ey' · ey 

cos ( ~ - x) = sin X 
2 

cosx 

= 0 

Snb:stitnting these values into Equation 4.21 gives 

]yt = (sinx)Ja: +(cos x)ly (4.22) 

The component of angular momentum along the Z axis, J z, may be determined as a sum 

of scalar products in the Bame way. The analagous expression to Equation 4.21 is 

( 4.23) 
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From Figure 4.2 it can be seen thatt 

( ez · ex") cos x = -sine cos ¢ 

ez · ey = - ( ez · ex") sin x = sin fJ sin¢ 

cose (4.24) 

Substitution of Equations 4.24 into Equation 4.23 leads to 

= -(sinfJcosx)Jz + (sinfJsinx)Jy + (cosO)Jz (4.25) 

Equations 4.22 and 4.25 can now be solved simultaneously to obtain lx and ly as functions 

of J z, ]y, and Jz, yielding 

lx = -cosxcscfJJz +sinxJy, +cosxcoteJz 

sinx esc fJJz +cos xh·, - sinx cot (}Jz ( 4.26) 

Substituting the operator forms of J z, ]y, and from Equation 4.18 into the above expres-

siam> for and Jy leads to expressions for the angular momentum operators Jx, Jy and Jz 

iu terms of Euler angles (}, ¢ and X· 

( a a a) -in - cos x esc(} fJ¢ + sin x f)(} + cos x cot e ox 

( a a . 0 a) 
sin x esc fJ¢ + cos X f)(} - sm X cot ox 

. a 
-in-ox (4.27) 

Eqnation4.17, describing the classical rotational kinetic energy of a symmetric top molecule, 

can now be used with the above operators to determine the Hamiltonian for the system. The 

rotational Hamiltonian will involve the squares of the angular momentum operators defined 

Iu Eqnatimt~ 4.23 ez · ex" was found by projecting ez onto the negative X" a.'\:is: 

r. 
ez · exu = ~cos ( ~ ~ 0) ~sin(} 

2 
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in Equation 4.27, namely: 

::~2 ::~2 :~2 
•} . 2 v ') v 2 2 v 

-fi.- [ sm X (_)()2 +cos- X csc2 0 a(p +cos' X cot 0 ax2 

a2 a2 a2 
-2 sin X cos X esc 0 aea¢ + 2 sin X cos X cot 0 aeax - 2 cos

2 
X esc(} cot 0 B¢ax 

. a a . a 
+ cos

2 x cote ()f) + 2 sin x cos x cot fJ esc fJ o¢ - sin x cos x(l + 2 cot2 0) ox ] 

;:l2 ::~2 ;:J2 
r ) V ·2 2 V ·2 2 V 
cos~ X 002 + sm X esc 0 o¢2 + sm X cot 0 

0
X2 

a2 az (_)2 
sin X cos X esc 0 BOo¢ - 2 sin X cos X cot 0 oOox - 2 sin

2 
X esc 0 cot fJ o¢ox 

2 . a a 2 a 
+sin xcoteae 2sinxcosxcot0cscea¢ +sinxcosx(1+2cot e) ax] 

(4.28) 

The Hamiltonian is then given by: 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation for a freely rotating symmetric top is outlined 

in Appendix 

iu which 

In the absence of an electric field the energy levels are given by 

Eo 
h 

BJ(J + 1) + (C B)K2 (4.30) 

(4.31) 

It can be shown that J(J + l)fi. is the square of the total angular momentum, 1iK is 

its projection on the molecular axis z, and filvf.J its projection on the space fixed axis Z. 

The parameter li:max is defined in Appendix B. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the motion of 

a qnantnm medmnical symmetric top is precessional, in analogy to its classical counterpart. 

The molecule fixed axis precesses about the total angular momentum vector J at an angle 

defined by the quantum number K. The preeessional motion of J around the space fixed Z 

axis is described by the quantum number 1\11]. 
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z 

Figure 4.3: Precessional motion of a symmetric top molecule. 

'When a symmetric top molecule is subjected to an electric field, the Hamiltonian Ho, given 

by Equation 4.30, is modified by the interaction of the molecular dipole with the electric field 

by an amount corresponding to the first order Stark energy W1. 

= H0 pEcose ( 4.32) 

The coordinate system is chosen such that the electric field lies along the space fixed axis Z. 

The Stark energy represents a fairly small alteration to the zero field rotational energy and 

consequently first order perturbation theory can be used to obtain the eorrection to the zero 

order energy. This correction is given by119 

- pE (cos e) (4.33) 

when~ '1/Jo are the zeroth order wavefunctions described in Appendix B and (cos 0) is the 

average of cos 0 over the precessional motion about J. 

If the product K NI.! is greater than zero the energy of the state is decreased relative to 

the field free case. These states are termed lower Stark states and are attracted to regions 

of high electric field. Conversely, if KM1 is less than zero the energy is increased relative to 

!:he field free case, the molecule is in an upper Stark state and is repelled by an electric field. 

If K1\!f.t is equal to zero the Stark energy is zero and an electric field has no effect on the 
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~ymmetric top molecule. The fact that upper and lower Stark states undergo very different 

trajectories in an electric field due to their differing Stark energies forms the basis for the 

technique of hexapole state selection of symmetric top molecules. 

-L3 Trajectories of symmetric top molecules through a hexapole electrostatic field -

upper Stark state selection 

A hexapole consists of a set of six rods arranged at the points of a regular hexagon. The 

hexapole field is generated by application of positive and negative voltages to alternate rods. 

As is the case for quad'rupoles, octapoles, and any generalised 2n-pole, an ideal hexapole field 

is generated when the rods are of hyperbolic cross section. However, the difficulties implicit 

in machining hyperbolic rods means that they are rarely used in practice. and a hexapole 

is usually composed of 6 circular rods evenly spaced on an inscribed radius ro as shown in 

Figure 4.4. If the inscribed radius is chosen so that the curvature of the circular rods is a 

close approximation to that of hyperbolic rods at r0 then the electric field produced inside 

the hexapole will be very close to that of the ideal case. 

In order to determine the trajectory followed by a symmetric top molecule as it traverses 

the hexapole field, it is necessary to set up and solve the relevant equations motion for the 

system. The step is to determine the Stark energy of a symmetric top in the hexapole 

field. 

The electric potential of the (ideal) hexapole field in cylindrical coordinates§ (r, ¢,d) is 

V(r,¢) Vo (;
0

)

3 

cos3¢ ( 4.34) 

where Vo is the magnitude of the voltage applied to the rods. The electric field is therefore 

E = -vV 
a a D 

-( er + e,/J + az ez)V(r, ¢) 

2 3 

3Vo r·., cos 3(p er - 3Vo (!_) sin 3¢ e,p 
T 0 ro 

(4.35) 

where ( er, e,/n ez) are the unit vectors associated with the cylindrical coordinates r ,¢ and z. 

The magnitude of the electric field is simply 

E (4.36) 

'i (.,., <f;) are the usual polar coordinates as shown in Figure 4.4. d is t,he distance along the hexapole 
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Figure 4.4: a) The hexapole entrance: nozzle exit angle and velocity and hexapole acceptance angle 

defined by second skimmer are shown; b) Cross section through the hexapole showing 

electric field lines, inscribed radius r0 and polar coordinates (r, ¢);c) Experimental setup 

and the 

for the preparation of state selected spatially oriented molecular beams. 

order Stark energy is therefore 

W1 = -pE(cos B) 

= -3pVo 
KNIJ 

J(J + 1) 
(4.37) 

It is now straightforward to set up the radial equation of motion for the system. The 

radial force exerted on the dipole by the hexapole field is 

mr = aw1 
OT 

_ 6pVo KM.1 ·r 
T~ J(J + 1) 

(4.38) 

where ·? represents the second derivative of r with respect to time. The equation of motion 

it:> then 

.. 
6

ttVo KM.1 T+ -- 7' rm·5 J(J + 1) 
0 (4.39) 

Thi::; falls into a well known class of second order differential equation. There are three 

daHHeR of Holntion, depending on whether KNi] is positive, negative or zero. For the case 
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where Kl'vf.1 is positive (lower Stark states) the general solution is 

where A and B are constants, and 

w= (6VoJ.1, jKM1l )
112 

mr5 J(J + 1) 

91 

(4.40) 

( 4.41) 

is the angular velocity of the trajectory. These trajectories are divergent and will be lost from 

the beam via collisions with the hexapole rods. When K J'vf1 is zero the hexapole field has no 

effect on the molecul~· dipoles since they are perpendicular to the field, and the molecules 

follow straight line trajectories through the hexapole: 

r(t) At+ (4.42) 

For the case where Kl'vf] is negative (upper Stark states) the general solution is 

r(t) =A sin (wt) + B cos (wt) ( 4.43) 

In this case w is the angular frequency of the sinusoidal trajectory followed by the molecule 

as it passes through the hexapole. Upper Stark state molecules undergo simple harmonic 

motion in the hexapole field and are focused onto the hexapole axis at some point in the 

trajectory. This forms the basis of rotational state selection using a hexapole field and will 

be discussed in more detail in section 

The hexapole therefore acts to filter out lower Stark states from the beam, allowing only 

states for which KJ.''vf.J :S: 0 to pass through the rods. It is fairly straightforward to determine 

the value of the constants A and B in terms of the nozzle exit angle a, the nozzle exit velocity 

v. and the distance l from the nozzle to the second skimmer, which defines the entrance to 

the hexapole. These parameters are shown in Figure 4.4 

Time t 0 is defined as the instant at which the molecule enters the hexapole. At this 

instant the radial displacement from the centre of the hexapole is 

T(O) = l tan a::::::> la (4.44) 

The approximation tan a a is valid since the nozzle exit angle a is very small (of the order 

of 0.25 degrees). The radial velocity at t = 0 is 

i·(O) = vsina ::::::> va ( 4.45) 
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In order to find the constants A and B for each of the three cases (Klvh positive, negative 

and zero) these values are substituted into the general solutions and their derivatives. For 

npper Stark state molecules Equation 4.43 gives: 

r(O) B = la 

i·(O) Aw va (4.46) 

The full solution for the convergent trajectory of an upper Stark state molecule through the 

hexapole is therefore: 

r(t) 

For an = 0 state the solution is 

la cos (wt) + va sin (wt) 
w 

r(t) (vt+l)a 

and for a lower Stark state or divergent trajectory 

r ( t) = ~ [ ( l + v ewt + ( l - ! ) e -wt] 
2 w w 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

fraction of lower Stark state molecules which are successfully transmitted through the 

hexapole is small these states will not be included in the following discussion. The 

J( iVJJ 0 states are not affected by the hexapole field and simply add a constant background 

to any observed upper Stark state focusing effect. The fraction of KMJ 0 states which 

survive the entire trajectory through the hexapole will be fairly small, since unless the nozzle 

exit angle a is very close to zero the trajectories of these molecules will diverge to a radial 

displacement exceeding the hexapole exit aperture and will not be transmitted. 

tively only those molecules travelling along the hexapole axis will exit, and it is fairly simple 

l:o remove these remaining molecules from the beam by placing a beam stop at some point 

along the hexapole axis~. Any molecules travelling along the axis will then collide with the 

beam stop and be lost from the beam. The diameter of the beam stop is critical, since it 

must be able to quench the KMJ = 0 states, while having little effect on the transmission 

probability of the focusing upper Stark state molecules. With a beam stop in place, a beam 

containing essentially only upper Stark states is transmitted by the hexapole. 

1l In mlclition to removing lvf 0 states from the beam, beam stops are also commonly used to remove 

harmonics from the beam. To remove the first harmonic a beam stop is required at the halfway point along 

the hexapnle field. To remove the second harmonic requires a beamstop a third of the way along etc. 
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-4.4 Conditions for successii1l transmission through the lwxapole 

It has already been shown that for the most part only upper Stark states can successfully tra

verse a hexapole field. However, within this category there are several geometrical conditions 

which must be satisfied: 

1. The molecule must enter the hexapole. This requires that the nozzle exit angle a is 

less than the acceptance angle aaa defined by the size of the aperture in the second 

skimmer. In addition to this constraint on the maximum value for a, there will also be 

a constraint on ~he minimum allowed angle if a beam stop is present at the beginning 

of the hexapole . In this case entrance condition is abs < a < aaa. 

2. The displacement of the molecule must not exceed the inscribed radius of the 

hexapole at any point along its trajectory. This condition also a constraint on 

o:. At the point of maximum displacement along the trajectory the radial velocity is 

zero. Frmn Equation 4.47, 

r(t) -law sin (wt) + va cos (wt) = 0 

wt= (_::._) 
wl 

(4.50) 

In to find the range of a for which the trajectories stay within the inscribed radius 

of the hexapole, the above expression is substituted back into Equation 4.47 with r(t) 

set to To, and the resulting equation is solved for a 

va 1 v 
·ro lacos(tan-1(v/wl))+-sin(tan- (-l)) 

w w 

l 
1 va vjwl 

a + 
· (1 + (vjwl)2)1/2 w (1 + (vjwl)2)1/2 

va (w2[2 ) 1/2 
---r- + 1 w v 

wro ( v2 ) 1/2 
::::} atrans 2 2 2 v w l +v 

(4.51) 

The angle O:trans represents the maximum nozzle exit angle for which an upper Stark 

state molecule can be successfully transmitted through the hexapole rods. 

:L The molecule must exit the hexapole i.e. the radial displacement at the end of the 

lwxapole must be less than the radius of the exit aperture Tea· This can also be rephrased 

in terms of a limit on the nozzle exit angle a. The molecule will exit the hexapole at a 
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time iexit = lhex/v, where lhex is the length of the hexapole. The ma..-..::imum angle aea 

satisfying the above condition is found from 

l (wlhex) + V . (wlhex) acos -- sm --
v w v 

Tea 

:::} aea = l cos (wlhex/v) +~sin (wlhex/v) 
(4.52) 

From these three conditions it is seen that the maximum angle ama.' at which a molecule 

can leave the nozzle and still survive a trajectory through the hexapole is the smaller of the 

three angles aaa, atraj and aea· 

Molecules leaving the nozzle at a given angle a and velocity v can be projected onto a 

circle of radius l tan a ::::: at the hexapole entrance. Assuming the angular distribution 

of beam molecules necu· the hexapole axis is uniform, the number of molecules reaching the 

entrance to the hexapole at any given angle a is proportional to the circumference of this 

circle. 

(4.53) 

The fi:ac:tion of molecules entering the hexapole which are successfully transmitted is therefore 

(4.54) 

where p cosO. The probability of transmitting a given IJKNIJ >state is found by inte

grating A(Vo, v, p) over the velocity distribution f ( v) of the molecules in the beam (given in 

Equation 4.15) 

The total transmission at a given hexapole voltage is then 

T(Vo) = L PJIGYIJ (Vo)fJI< 
Jl{j\'[J 

where .f.JK is the fraction of molecules in state IJK >. 

S(I, K)(2J + l)e-Wo/kTrot 

v 00
_ v.! _ S(I K)(2J + l)e-Wo/kTrot 

Ld-0 L.tK--.1 ' 

(4.55) 

(4.56) 

(4.57) 

Iu tlw above equation W0 is the rotational energy in the absence of an applied electric field 

and the 5' (I, K) are the statistical weighting factors or degeneracies for the states due to 

tmch·:ar spin. 120 These weighting £'actors are given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Statistical weighting factors for symmetric top molecules. n is an integer. 

f{ 0 S(1, K) 412 + 41 +a 

K = 3n S(I, K) = 2(412 + 41 +a) 

K =!= 3n S(1,K) = 2(412 + 41) 

4.5 Selection of I J K 1\l.J > states 

The fi:equency of the sinusoidal oscillation of an upper Stark state molecule passing through 

a hexapole depends oF both its rotational state and the hexapole voltage. Consequently, 

in addition to filtering out lower Stark state molecules, the hexapole can also be used to 

preferentially focus specific rotational states. The period of a complete oscillation is 2rr / w. 

Since a molecule will focus back to the axis in half a complete oscillation the distanced along 

the hexapole axis at which it focuses is given by 

vrr 
d = Vtfoc = 

w 
( 4.58) 

Subc;titnting Equation 4.41 for w and rearranging gives the voltage at which a particular 

J.l K lvJJ > state will focus at a given distance along the hexapole field. 

(4.59) 

If d in the above equation is set to the length of the hexapole the desired state will be 

focused onto the exit aperture at the voltage Vfoc, and in the ideal case of the aperture being 

:-;mall enough to prevent non-focused states from passing through, the beam which leaves the 

hexapole will consist of molecules in a single J J f{ MJ > state. In practice, since a decrease 

in the size of the exit aperture is accompanied by a considerable reduction in beam signal, 

the resolving power of the hexapole for individual states must be compromised in order to 

nltaiu acceptable signal levels. Usually this means that other states with a similar focal 

length will also be transmitted by the hexapole, though the selected state will dominate the 

transmitted beam. It is also possible to select various harmonics of the fundamental frequency 

of the sinusoidal trajectories by setting d to the appropriate fraction of the hexapole length 

(rlhex/2 for the first harmonic, dhex/3 for the second harmonic and so on) when calculating 

the focusing voltage. 
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4. 6 Orientation 

A;-; described above, the molecules in the molecular beam transmitted by the hexapole are 

<l.ll iu npper Staxk states. They are aligned with their dipoles opposing the applied electric 

field, bnt they are not yet oriented in space since the hexapole field is inhomogeneous. In 

order to spat.ially orient the beam it is allowed to pass adiabatically into a region of weak 

homogeneous electric field maintained between a pair of parallel plates positioned directly 

aJter the hexapole. As the beam leaves the hexapole the molecular dipoles rotate in space to 

Une up against the new homogeneous field and orientation is achieved. Experiments described 

in Chapter 5 indicate that a field of around 2 V cm- 1 or more is required in order to achieve 

mieutation. 

The degree of orientation is determined by the rotational states of the molecules in the 

beam. The average angle between the electric field vector and the molecular dipole for a 

given IJKNIJ > state is given by 

Kl\lf} 
< cos e > = J ( J + 1) ( 4.60) 

For illustration. the average values of () for the first few rotational states are given in Table 

4.2. 

In practice, there will be a distribution of states, and therefore orientations, entering the 

lwmogeneous orienting field. The distribution of orientations in the beam as it leaves the 

hexapole can be found from Equation 4.56 by inclusion of the orientation probability density 

function F.1 K M.r (Vo) in the summation over I J K M.J > states. 

P(Vo, p) = L PJI<I\{1 (p)F.JI<M.r (Vo)fJI( 
JKMJ 

(4.61) 



5. MOLECULAR BEAM CHARACTERISATION 

This chapter describes experiments carried out to investigate the properties of the state se

lected molecular beams produced in the molecular beam machine described in Chapter 3. 

Beam intensity prof:ile.s and parallel velocity distributions have been measured using varia

tions on standard techniques, an RF electric resonance spectroscopy cell has been used to 

interrogate the rotational quantum state distribution within the beam, and the effects of 

spatial orientation and deorientation on the beam signal have been examined. 

6.1 Nozzle source 

As described in Section 3.2.2, several types of supersonic nozzle source have been used in the 

molecular beam machine for various different applications. Most of the experiments described 

here were initially developed using the continuous nozzle source. The principal disadvantage 

of this source is that the available pumping speed limits the maximum nozzle stagnation 

pressure to around 150-200 Torr and introduces the requirement of a flow controller to step 

clown the much higher pressure in the gas line to this range. Replacement of the continuous 

nozzle with a piezoelectric nozzle, which can be used in either pulsed or continuous mode, 

has largely removed the limitation on the stagnation pressure since effective size of the 

nozzle aperture, and therefore the gas flow rate from stagnation chamber into the vacuum 

systern, can be eontrolled by varying the high voltage applied to the piezoelectric crystal. The 

planned addition of a second 10" diffusion pump to the nozzle chamber in the near future will 

lead to a further increase in the attainable stagnation pressure. A high stagnation pressure 

is desirable since it leads to an improved supersonic expansion and a colder molecular beam. 

Beam profile 

For measurements of the beam intensity profile the beam signal is monitored as a razor blade 

is stepped through the beam. The blade is mounted at 45° to the beam axis on a linear 



translator positioned in front of quadrupole mass spectrometer. The beam signal falls 

beam is progressively blocked from reaching detector by the razor blade. and 

PV(mtually reaches a constant value. A plot of signal against razor blade position represents 

the integral of the beam intensity profile. The profile itself is easily recovered by numerically 

differentiating the beam signal with respect to the position of the blade. 

The focusing effect of the hexapole electric field is clearly seen when beam profiles are 

measured in the presence and absence of a voltage on the hexapole rods. Figure 5.1 shows 

profiles a beam of CH3F at hexapole voltages of 0 and ±5000 V. in which the hexapole 

Pulmncement is clearly evident. FWHM for the focused beam is approximately 2 mm, 

and for the unfocused beam approximately 3 mm, though this is largely determined by the 

(liameter of the hex11pole exit aperture. 
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Figure 5.1: Intensity profiles for focused (diamonds) and unfocused (squares) beams of CH3F. 

Parallel 1relocit.Y clist;ribution 

Traditionally, beam velocity distributions for continuous molecular beams have been mea

:-:mrecl by chopping the beam with a rotating slotted blade. The slot is generally very narrow 

so that only a short pulse of gas is allowed past the chopper. The distribution f ( t) of flight 

timex is then measmed and converted to a velocity distribution f(v) = f(ljt), where lis the 

distauce from the chopper to the detector and t is the flight time. In order for the experimen

tally determined velocity clit~tribution to accurately reflect the true distribution within the 

beam factors such as the shape of the slot in the chopper blade and the electronic response 



fnnction of the detector, both of which tend to broaden the time of flight profile, must be 

carefully corrected for. 

Iu the present experiments a variation on the standard chopped beam method was used. 

The existing chopper blade had previously been cut so that the beam was chopped with a 

mark space ratio of one for use in experiments involving a lock~in amplifier. This meant 

that the method described above could not be used without carrying out modifications to 

the chopper. Instead, a digital storage oscilloscope was used to capture the falling edge of 

the quadrupole mass spectrometer signal from the chopped beam, which contains all of the 

r<~qnired velocity information. Fitting of the signal to Monte Carlo simulations of the decay 

allows the velocity distribution within the beam to be determined. The simulations are based 

around the trial distribution Equation 4.15: 

. 2 -·m(v u) 2 

f(v)dv=Av exp 2k1\l dv (5.1) 

in which ·tn is the molecular mass of the beam u is the mean flow velocity of the beam. 

/,: is Boltzmann's constant, 1\i is the parallel translational temperature of beam and A is 

<L nonnalization constant. This expression has been shown previously110 to provide a good 

description of parallel velocity distribution in a supersonic molecular beam. Simulations 

of the effect of parallel translational temperature on the velocity distribution and signal 

decay of the chopped beam are shown in Figure 5.2 for a beam with a mean flow velocity of 

600 ms- 1. 

steps involved in the Monte Carlo simulation program beamvel, included in Appendix 

mP as follows: 

1. For each trajectory a molecular velocity Vi is selected using a random number generator, 

accorded a weight Wi from Equation 5.1 and converted to a flight time tofi beween the 

chopper and the detector. 

2. A time t; is then randomly selected over the interval of interest (usually 0-5 ms from 

the time at which the beam is chopped) and the contribution Si to the time of flight 

signal at time t;. from a molecule travelling at velocity Vi is determined. For any time 

le::>s than the flight time of the molecule from the chopper to the detector (ti :::; tofi) 

the signal from the molecule is set to Wi, while at times greater than tofi, when this 

velocity eomponent has been chopped from the beam, it is set to 0. 
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Figure 5.2: Effect of on a) the parallel velocity distribution and b) the detected decay signal of a 

chopped supersonic molecular beam with a mean flow velocity of 600 ms-1 . 

Table 5.1: Optimised values of mean flow velocity u and parallel translational temperature T11 for 

continuous molecular beams '. 
Beam gas CH3F CH3Cl CH3Br CF3H CCl3H 

u / ms-1 690 553 423 482 410 

111 }( 35 40 35 35 35 

:3. The times ti are binned into discrete units for output and the corresponding signals 

'"i :-mmmed within each bin to give the final time of flight distribution, which is then 

normalised to the experimental data set. The parameters u and 111 of Equation 5.1 are 

varied in the input in order to optimise the fit between the calculated and experimental 

data. 

M(~a.surements were made on neat beams of CHaF, CH3Cl, CH3Br, CF3H and CChH at 

stagnation pressure::; of 100-150 Torr. Fitted profiles together with the corresponding velocity 

distribution are shown in Figure 5.3. The optimised values of u and 111 for each profile are 

given in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.3: Experimental (black line) and simulated (grey line) time of flight profiles and extracted 

velocity distributions for supersonic molecular beams of symmetric top molecules. 
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5.4 Rotntional quantum state populations 

Hclative populations of the rotational states present in the molecular beam were measured 

nsing radiofi:equency electric resonance spectroscopy. The experimental arrangement of a 

pair of hexapoles separated by a resonance cell was described in Chapter 3. According 

to convention~ the two sections of hexapole are referred to as the A and B fields, while 

the resonance field constitutes the C field. The resonance field consists of perpendicular 

components DC and RF fields and can be tuned to excite specific transitions amongst 

rotational states of symmetric top molecules entering the RF cell.121 

A symmetric top niolecule in an electric field has a first order Stark energy given by 

w K.lv[j 
-p,E J(J + 1). (5.2) 

The spectroscopic selection rules for rotational transitions of symmetric top molecules in 

an inhomogeneous electric field are* 

6.J 0, ±1 

IlK 0 

0,±1 (5.3) 

In the current experiments the beam is irradiated with RF tuned to specific 6.M1 = ±1 

transitions, so that 6.J 0 and the energy of a transition is given by 

6.W - E KlVIJ [M - (M ± 1)] 
p J(J + 1) J J 

K 
±p,E J(J + 1) (5.4) 

In order to excite a !l!v[j transition the frequency of the microwave radiation must satisfy 

lw 6.W, so that 

ftE 
hv 

J(J + 1) 
K 

(5.5) 

This shows that in order to record a spectrum of the j J K > states in the molecular beam 

("itller the DC field strength E or the RF frequency v must be swept while the other is held 

coustant. Ia order for a transition to occur there must be some component of the exciting 

Hnggests that t::.M:.J > ±1 transitions are possible under some circumstances. 
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m(liation along the transition dipole of the molecule. Because the transition dipole moment 

of a symmetric top is orthogonal to the molecular axis, the RF radiation which excites the 

D.i\1J transitions must have a component at right angles to the DC field. with which the 

molecular axes align. Two RF cell geometries satisfying these requirements were designed 

aucl tested and are shown in Figure 3.5 of Chapter 3. The first, design a) in the figure, is based 

on the cell geometry used by Wiediger et al121 and consists of a pair of split polished copper 

parallel plates across which a DC field is applied. Each plate is sectioned into two pieces in 

such a way that when an additional RF potential is applied to half of each plate a component 

of the oscillating field. is present perpendicular to the DC field. The second design, b) in 

3.5, consists of two pairs of polished copper parallel plates mounted at right angles 

to each to form a narrow, open ended box. A DC field is established between one pair 

of plates and RF is applied across the other. Four different electrical supply configurations 

were considered for the second cell. The performance of the two cells, and the four possible 

configurations for cell b), was evaluated by comparing scans of a single spectral line collected 

nnder identical conditions for the five cases. These scans are shown in 5.4. The split 

plate cell is seen to give superior resolution and is preferred for carrying out spectral scans of 

the rotational states in the beam. However, the second cell gives significantly higher signal 

amplitudes. probably due to the more favourable relative orientations of the RF and DC 

electric vectors, and was chosen for the attenuation experiments described in Chapter 6. The 

broader resonances obtained using the second cell are also an advantage for these experiments, 

which involve tuning the resonance field to an individual quantum state. As shown in Figure 

5.4, arrangements (iv) and (v) give comparable signal intensity and peak shape. Arrangement 

( v) is preferred clue to the relative simplicity of the electronic configuration required. 

In the present experiments DC field is swept at constant RF. Because the number of 

molecules which undergo transitions is only a very small fraction of the total beam intensity 

the lock-in technique is used to record a spectrum. A lock-in amplifier measures very small 

AC signals and is essentially a filter tuned to the frequency of the signaL In addition to 

the :-;ignal input, a lock-in amplifier requires a reference input (i.e. the signal modulation 

freqnency) with which to set the bandpass filter, and also the phase difference between the 

n~f<)nmce ti:equency and the oscillation of the signal. 

The RF applied to the cell is fixed at between 1 and 3 MHz with an amplitude of around 

1.5 V and is supplied by a Hewlett Packard 33120A waveform generator. The RF amplitude 
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Figure 5.4: Scans of the 1111 > peak using (i) the split parallel plate resonance cell and (ii)-(v) 

four different electrical supply configurations for the double parallel plate resonance cell. 

Scans were run at a hexapole voltage of 2000 V with an RF frequency of 2 MHz and RF 

amplitude of 1 V 

is modulated by a square wave with a duty cycle of 0.5 and a frequency of usually between 

100 and 500 provided by the frequency generator of a Goldstar OS-9020G oscilloscope. 

Th<~ sqnare wave also provides the reference to a Stanford Research Systems SR510 lock-in 

amplifier. The phase on the lock-in is set to compensate for the delay between the modulation 

applied to the RF cell and the modulation in the detected signal introduced by the flight time 

of the beam from the cell to the detector. The DC field is provided by Spellman MS0.3N12/C 

and MS0.3P12/C computer controllable power supplies and is typically swept in steps of 0.1 V 

or less. During the half cycle when the RF is applied to the cell, b.lvlJ = 1 transitions occur, 

couvertirw; npper Stark state molecules with M.1 1 to M.J = 0 states which no longer 

focm> iu the B field and are consequently lost from the beam. This results in the molecular 

1 H~alll si~nalmeasurecl 11t the quadrupole mass spectrometer dropping by typically around 1% 



relative to the half cycle when the RF field is off and no transitions are occuring. The resulting 

AC signal from the mass spectrometer is supplied to the input of the lock-in amplifier, and 

Uu~ r lifference signal ( S(RF' on) S(RF off)) yields a spectrum of the rotational states present 

in the beam when plotted against the DC potential applied to the RF cell. Figure 5.5 shows 

three such spectra for CH3F measured under different experimental conditionst. Spectra a) 

and b) were recorded at hexapole voltages of 3000 V and 5000 V respectively for a neat 

hc~a.m of CH:3F. The effect of the hexapole voltage on the focusing of different states is clearly 

seen in the differing peak intensities for the two spectra. For example, in moving from 

3000 V to 5000 V. peaks corresponding to the Jll J33 > and 144 > states decrease in 

intensity. while those for the j43 >, j31 >, j52 > and j73 > states increase. Higher jJK > 

states appearing at DC potentials greater than LlQ V are focused only at the higher hexapole 

voltage and do not appear at all in the 3000 V spectrum. 

A comparison of spectra b) and c) shows the effect of seeding on the rotational state 

distribution. Spectrum c) was recorded under identical conditions to b) but using a beam 

10% CH:3F seeded in an argon carrier gas instead of a neat CH3F beam. Seeding should 

lower the rotational temperature of the beam, and this is seen to be the case. While the 

neat beam spectrum displays a large number peaks corresponding to quantum states up 

to J 8, the seeded beam is dominated by three peaks, corresponding to the [21 J31 > 

and [41 > states, in decreasing order of intensity, with virtually no contribution from higher 

J states, indicating a much colder beam. 

In principle, if the rotational state distribution is known it should be possible to determine 

the rotational temperature of the molecular beam. However, the signal measured at the mass 

spectrometer for each rotational state is not only a function of its thermal population, but 

ahm of its hexapole transmission characteristics. Because the transmission characteristics of 

each state depend on the potential applied to the hexapole rods, this factor would have to be 

eliminated by averaging spectra measured over a wide range of hexapole voltages. In practice 

it is almost impossible to keep the experimental conditions constant for long enough to make 

this approach feasible. 

t The spurious background signals observed at DC voltages below around 5 V were found to be due to the 

inability of the Spellman 300 V power supplies to deliver these low voltages incrementally. The problem has 

since hPen rectified replacing these supplies with a pair of 0-30 V supplies manufactured in the department's 

ElHctronics Workshop. An example of a spectrum run with the new power supplies can be found in Figure 

G.:3. 
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The RF resonance technique shows great promise as a method state selection for 

investigations into the effect of reagent quantum state on collision processes. If the resonance 

cell i:o tuned to modulate the population of a particular rotational state, products of collisions 

with that state shonld show the same modulation. In a series of experiments to be described 

in Clmpter 6, this technique has been applied to the measurement of collisional relaxation 

cross sections for selected rotational states of CH8F with a range of scattering gases.124 

In experiments for which resonance tagging of states is not appropriate, the ability to 

easily record a spectrum of the rotational states present in a molecular beam will allow 

Rignificant state selection to be achieved simply by optimisation of the system for transmission 

of the state of interest. This can largely be accomplished through control of the supersonic 

expansion. use of seeded beams, and careful choice of the hexapole voltage. 

5.5 Orientation properties of symmetric top molecules 

In addition to being used for the resonance spectroscopy experiments described in Section 

5.4 and Chapter 6, the RF cell can be used simply to provide a region of homogeneous field 

for orienting the molecular beam as it exits the first section of hexapole. The experimental 

<trrangement of two sections of hexapole separated by a region of uniform electric field al

luws the orientation characteristics of the beam to be investigated through a study into the 

effect of the homogeneous field strength on the beam signal detected at the quadrupole mass 

spectrometer. 

If the C field is non-zero the molecules make adiabatic transitions from the A field into 

the C field, and from the C field into the B field. They remain in the same rotational 

state throughout their trajectories through the system and will virtually all be transmitted 

throngh the B field to detector. If the C field is zero the Stark energy levels become 

degenerate and the }d.J quantum number is undefined. The molecular dipoles are no longer 

'tied' to a direction defined by the local electric field vector and hyperfine coupling between the 

rotational motion and nuclear spin of the beam molecules, discussed in more detail in Section 

5.G.2. result::; in spatial deorientation as the beam passes through the field free region. If 

complete sp~ttial scrambling occurs in this region the molecules will have random orientations 

' as they enter the B field, and the orientation of any given molecule with respect to the field 

din;ct.ion in the hexapole will determine whether it becomes an upper Stark state, lower Stark 



state, or J( 1\lh = 0 state in the B field. The upper Stark state component of the beam will be 

transmitted to the detector, but a significant fraction of the beam will be lost as non-focusing 

::1tates in the B field. This leads to a considerable drop in the beam signal relative to the 

case when the C field is non-zero, a phenomenon which can be used to probe the various 

factors affecting orientation of the beam, such as the minimum field strength required and 

the timescale over which scrambling occurs. 

Brooks et al 125 were the first to use a split hexapole-parallel plate C field arrangement 

to investigate the effect of the uniform electric C field strength on the dipole scrambling of 

quantum state selected beams of symmetric top molecules. They concluded that a minimum 

nniform field of 10 V em -l is required to preclude deorientation in the C field with subsequent 

degradation of focusing in the B field. Kaesdorf et al126 used a hexapole field to state select 

CH:3I molecules for a study of the angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy of oriented 

molecules. In to minimise the effects of electric field on the photoejected electrons, the 

molecular beam was directed through a slowly decreasing uniform orienting electric field. The 

molecules experienced a field strength which reduced from 10 to 0.3 Vcm-1 over a distance 

of 360 mm. Since an orientation effect was observed in these experiments, some of 

spatial orientation was preserved during passage through the weak field. 

Ghandi and Bernstein127, 128 investigated the effect of uniform orienting field strength 

on t;p;~tial orientation over the range from 0 to l. 0 k V em - 1 by measuring the spatial distribu

tion of product ions produced from polarised laser photofragmentation of CH3L The angular 

ilistribution of product ions allowed the ratio of upper to low.er Stark states in the original 

beam to be determined as a function of the uniform orienting field strength for the jlll > 

and 1222 rotational states. Molecules in the jlll > state spent 350 J.LS in transit through 

the uniform field before encountering the laser beam, while the flight time for the j222 > 

:-;tate was 640 {M>. original degree of orientation for a molecular beam of CH3I could be 

recovered providing the uniform field strength exceeded 0.3 Vcm-1 for the 1222 > state and 

O.G Vnu- 1 for the jlll > state. In addition, it was shown that even though the rotational 

angular momentum J couples with the nuclear spin I through the hyperfine interaction in 

the weak orienting field to yield an ensemble of IF J J( I 1\lh > states, they are decoupled as 

tlH~ beam pa:>ses from the weak field region into a strong field. The ensemble is restored to 

its migiualj.JKM.J > clh;tribution for electric field strengths of around 300 Vcm-1 or more. 



5.5.1 Bemn attenuation due to dipole scrambling 

The effect of spatial scrambling in the C field region on the total beam signal was investigated 

1 >y nwasuring hexapole transmission curves (beam signal as a function of hexapole voltage), 

first with a field of 20 V em -l between the parallel plates of the RF celL then with zero field. 

results of these measurements for the four symmetric top molecules st.udied are shown 

'in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Hexapole transmission curves for beams of CH3 F, CH3 Cl, CH3Br and CH3I for C fields 

of 20 and 0 Vcm- 1. 

As deHcribed in Chapter 4, focusing of upper Stark states to the beam axis when potentials 

are applied to the hexapole rods leads to an increase in signal, usually referred to as the 

hexapole enhancement. For the purpose of this study the enhancement is defined as the ratio 

of the beam signal with the hexapole field on to that with the field off. At a hexapole potential 

of ±GOOO V the enhancement is found to decrease by around 40% when the homogeneous 

field iu the C region is Hwitched off. The overall signal attenuation has contributions from 



each of the IJ J{ > rotational states present in the beam according to the differing numbers 

of possible 111.! sta.tes. If it is assumed that after spatial scrambling has occured in the C field 

n~p;ion. a given I J J{ > state entering the B field repro jects in the strong inhomogeneous field 

to e(1nal populations of the possible lviJ states. it may be expected that the fractional 

drop in signal for the state should be roughly equal to Kj(2K + 1}, the fraction of beam 

molecules entering non-focusing lower Stark states. This was tested by carrying out Monte 

Carlo simulations of molecular trajectories through the system+. If the C field is on, a 

molecule remains in the same state for its entire trajectory; if the field is zero the molecule 

is randomly assigned to a new lvh state as it enters the B field. trajectory is weighted 

n.ecording to the rotational state distribution calculated using statistical thermodynamics. 

The number of successful trajectories (i.e. trajectories that reach the detector) for zero and 

uon-zero C fields are used to determine hexapole enhancments for the two cases averaged 

over the rotational state distribution within the beam. Simulated measured ratios of the 

hexapole enhancement with the C field off to that with the C field on at a hexapole voltage 

of 5000 V and beam rotational and translational temperatures of 30 K are shown in Table 

5.2, and are seen to be in fairly close agreement. Each simulated value is determined from 

the fate of 10,000 trajectories flown through the system. 

Table 5.2: Measured and calculated ratios of hexapole enhancements with zero C field to those with 

non-zero C field. 

Enhancement ratio 

Beam Expt Calc 

CH:3F 0.67 0.74 

CH3Cl 0.62 0.74 

CH3Br 0.69 0.69 

CH3I 0.73 0.68 

5.5.2 H.Yperfine coupling 

Stmtial deorientation of oriented symmetric top molecules under field free conditions oc

cnrs through the hyperfine interaction, in which the rotational angular momentum J of the 

tuolt,cul<~ coupl<~s with the total nuclear spin I. Coupling between the two angular momentum 

t Tlw program nsecl to carry out these calculations, enhance, is included in Appendix F. 



vectors splits the IJI0.1.r > rotational state distribution into an ensemble of IF JKilvfJ > 

~tate~, in which the new total angular momentum quantum number F is given by the vector 

;.;mu of J and I and can take the values IJ + Jl, IJ +I -11, ... , !J J1. The effect of hyperfine 

cunpling on spatial orientation, which depends on the first order Stark effect for its success, 

depends on the relative magnitudes of the Stark and hyperfine splittings. Hyperfine coupling 

can be divided into weak field and strong field cases. 120 Intermediate field cases are more 

complicated to treat. and will not be discussed here. 

Weak field case 

In the weak field case the Stark energy is much smaller than the hyperfine energy, and the 

hyperfine levels are only slightly perturbed by the electric field. In this case J-L precesses about 

the total rotational angular momentum J 1 J precesses around the total angular momentum 

F 1 and F precesses around the electric field vector E. The precessional motion around the 

electric field is slow compared to the interaction between J and I and does little to affect the 

hyperfine coupling. The molecular state is well described by the quantum numbers I, J, F 

1\llr :\IIJ is no longer a good quantum number since it is not a constant of the molecular 

motion. Averaged over time the angle between the molecular dipole and the electric field 

vector is given by 

where 

cos()= COS()l(JCOS()JpCos()pE 

cos eJ(.J -

cosOFE 

K 

J 
.]2 + - J2 

2JF 
J\1p 

F 

The Stark energy is therefore 

w -J-LEcos () 

Jl.Kl\lfp(J2 + p2- I2)E 
2.J2p2 

flK[.l(J + 1) + F(F + 1) - I(I + 1)]MpE 
2.J(.J + 1)F(F + 1) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 



Strong field case 

In the strong field case the Stark energy is much greater than the hyperfiue energy. The 

precession of J around E is so fast that the nuclear orientation cannot respond on the same 

timescale. and I and J are said to be decoupled. Because the vector sum of I and J is not 

constant under these conditions, F is no longer a good quantum number, and the state is 

(lescribed by the quantum numbers J, 1'vh, J and MJ, where Jvfr is the projection of I onto 

the field direction. The Stark energy levels are the same as for the case in which there is no 

hyperfine coupling. 

rotational spectra discussed in Section 5.4, in which the observed peaks correspond 

to 6.Jvl.r rather than 6.lvlp transitions, indicate that the strong field regime provides an 

appropriate description of the hyperfine coupling in the current experimental arrangement 

when C fields of greater than a few volts per centirnetre are established. The upper limit for 

the 'strong field' description is set. by the position of the peak corresponding to the jll > 

rotational state, appearing at a field strength of 4.2 Vcm- 1. 

The spin-rotation energy is given to first order byl29 

(5.9) 

where C is the spin-rotation matrix. For a symmetric top molecule Cxx = Cyy -:f. The 

average these components over molecular orientation, C !(2Cxx + Czz), should give 

a rough idea of the magnitude of the expected hyperfine interaction energies EsR· These 

values130 are given for CH3F, CH3Cl, CH3Br and CH3I in Table 5.3. The estimated hyperfine 

energies are of the order of 4 x 10-30 J. For the 1111 > state at an electric field strength of 

4.2 Vc:m- 1 the Stark energy is 1.29 x w-27 .J, nearly three orders of magnitude larger than 

the hyperfine energy, indicating that the assumption of strong field conditions is valid. 

D.!J.:J Orienting field requirements 

The minimum required orienting field can be measured directly by monitoring the beam signal 

as a function of the electric field established between the two parallel plates at constant 

hexapole voltage. The voltages applied to both sets of hexapole rods were kept fixed at 

±5000 V fm' these experiments. At> shown in Figure 5. 7, as the C field strength is increased 

th(~ lH~am signal rises. This is due to the fact that as a field is established it becomes possible 

for tlw beam molecules to undergo adiabatic transitions into the C field and remain in upper 
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Table 5.3: Estimate of the hyperfine interaction energy for the methyl halides based on the spin

rot ·1 tion matrix elements ,,,J 

J\;Iolecnle C:~::r: I kHz Cyy I kHz C = 1(2C1:x + Cyy) I kHz EsR = hC I J 

CH:3F 0.8 14.66 5.42 3.59x1o-30 

CH~5 Cl 1.5 15.0 6.0 3.98x1o-30 

cHrcl 1.5 15.0 6.0 3.98x 10-30 

CH~9Br 1.301 16.271 6.291 -U7x1o-30 

CH~1 Br 1.849 15.819 6.506 4.31x10-30 

CH;3I 1.744 15.494 6.327 4.19x 10-·30 

Stark states which focus in the B field. The rise in signal is steep at first, but starts to level 

off above field strengths of 1 V em -l. Orientation is essentially complete at field strengths 

greater than 3 or 4 V em - 1 . These results are consistent with the data obtained by Kaesdorf 

et al. who reported orientation effects in the photoionization of CHsi with orienting fields 

as low as (). 3 V em - 1 . While this is lower than the field strength required to fully orient a 

hemu of symmetric top molecules, the present experiments show that a significant fraction 

of the beam is oriented at this potential, and small orientation effects should be observable. 

The field strength required for complete orientation appears to vary slightly amongst the 

four molecules studied, with CH3Cl and CH3Br orienting at lower fields than CH3F and 

CH:1I. though the differences are quite small. The reason for the observed variation is not 

imm.ediately apparent, since there are several factors affecting orientation which should be 

considered. The magnitude of the molecular dipole moment and total nuclear spin, as well 

as the beam velocity, which determines the length of time for which molecules experience the 

C field, and beam rotational temperature, which determines the distribution of rotational 

states within the beam, all differ for the four methyl halides studied and are all likely to 

affect orientation to some degree. 

These mea:mrements of the minimum orienting field required were carried out for a beam 

containing a distribution of rotational states determined by the rotational temperature. It 

is interesting to compare these results with the experiments carried out by Ghandi and 

I3r~mst(~in, l~K in which the field dependence of orientation for single rotational states of CHsi 

was rletenniued. The measured field strengths of 0.3 Vcm- 1 and 0.6 Vcm-1 required for 

compld(~ orientation of the 1111 > and 1222 > states are significantly lower than the values 
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Figure 5. 7: Rise in beam signal with increasing C field as adiabatic transitions into and out of the 

uniform field become possible. 

measured for the distribution of states present in the beams used in this work. A likely 

explanation for the dependence of the required orienting field on rotational state is as follows. 

The molecules orient through an interaction between the molecular dipole J-L and the electric 

field E. The energy of interaction is simply the Stark energy J-LE < cos e >, where e is the 

angle between the two vectors and < cos e >= A(J~·i). It seems a reasonable assumption 

that orientation becomes possible when the interaction energy reaches some threshold value 

T1Vthresh, so that the required minimum orienting field for a given state is 

E _ Wthresh J(J + 1) 
JKi\IJ - J-L KMJ (5.10) 

If this assumption is valid, then plotting the beam orientation data from single state ex

p<)riments against J-LE < cos e > rather than against E should give similar curves for each 

rotational state, which reach a constant value at a similar value of the ordinate. Though 

Ghandi and Bernstein made measurements for only two rotational states of CH3I, use of 

their data to test the ideas described above seems to support the hypothesis (Figure 5.8). 

R.acliofrequency resonance spectroscopy of CH3F and CH:) Cl beams 121, 131 indicates that 

rotatioual states np to J = 7 are present in appreciable amounts in the beams used in the 

present work. Higher J states will tend to increase the required orienting field measured in 

experiments which average over all rotational states present, explaining the higher measured 
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Figure 5.8: Ratio of upper to lower Stark states as a function of a) homogeneous field strength E 

and b) < cos (J > for CH3 I. Data from Reference. 128 

values when compared with the single state data of Ghandi and Bernstein. If the value of 

l1Vthresh determined from Bernstein's data is used to average EJKM1 for CH3I over the states 

up to J = 7, complete orientation is predicted at a field strength of 3.9 Vcm-1, in accord 

with the field strength at which the beam signal levels off for CH3I in Figure 5. 7. 

5.5.4 .1\Jean deorientation lifetimes 

time required for complete spatial scrambling is an important factor in the design of 

any experiment which seeks to investigate orientation effects on physical and chemical pro

cesses involving oriented beams. Knowledge of the lifetime is of heightened importance when 

reagents or products of a process carry an electrical charge, since under these conditions a 

field free region is almost always required at some point in the experiment in order to prevent 

the orienting field from perturbing charged particle trajectories. Harland et al6 set a lower 

limit for the orientation lifetime during an investigation of orientation effects on electron 

impact ionization cross sections for a range of symmetric top molecules. In their experiments 

ionizing collisions between crossed beams of electrons and oriented molecules occured between 

a pair of field plates which provided the homogeneous field orienting the molecular beam. 

In OJ:(ler to eliminate any effects of the orienting field on the electron beam, the field was 

switched to ground a short time before each pulse of electrons entered the crossing region. 

Au mi(mt.ation effect was observed with a delay of 0.1 J.LS, indicating that spatial scrambling 

was not occuring on this time scale. 

Since spatial scrambling takes place through the hyperfine interaction, it might be ex-



pect<~<l that. the lifetime for scrambling should be of the order of the hyperfine precessional 

period. Section 5.5.2 it was noted that the hyperfine frequencies for the methyl halides 

Htudied here are of the order of 6 kHz. This corresponds to a precessional period of around 

150 Jl.S. If scrambling occurs on this timescale it should be accessible to experimental mea-

Hnrement. 

The most straightforward way to measure a deorientation lifetime would be to use a fast 

oscilloscope to record the beam signal as a function of time after switching the C field to 

ground. U ufortunately, the signal decay due to spatial scrambling is massively broadened by 

the beam velocity dist~ibution, making extraction of a decay constant impracticable. 

The time for which the beam experiences field free conditions may be controlled by pulsing 

the potential applied to the parallel plates of the RF cell to ground potential for set intervals. 

If the pulse is longer than the time it takes for the molecular dipoles to spatially scramble, a 

dip in beam signal is observed, as shown Figure 5.9 for a pulse width of 250 ps. The 

observed dip is delayed relative to the voltage pulse by the flight time of the beam from the 

parallel plates to the detector and broadened by the beam velocity distribution. 

Figure 5.9: 

Trace:1: 
Beam signal 

+-signal with non-
·• zero C field 

+-signal with zero 
C field 

in the CR3F beam signal observed on pulsing the C field to ground. The upper 

trace shows the beam signal while the lower trace shows the potential difference applied 

across the parallel field plates. 

The 'height' of the dip should be directly proportional to the amount of spatial scrambling 

occming within the zero field interval, and it was hoped that this could be used in the 

tneasnrement of deorientation lifetimes. Experiments were conducted in which the signal dip 



was measmecl as a function of the zero field time. If it is assumed that spatial scrambling 

follows tin.;t order kinetics, the dip in beam signal, S(6.t), where 6.t is the zero field interval, 

is g;iven by, 

(5.11) 

where Smax is the maximum dip in the signal, k is the first order rate constant and T is its 

reciprocal, the time constant or mean lifetime for scrambling. 

A plot of the signal clip against the zero field time should therefore be an inverted expo

nential function whiclLCan be fitted to obtain the time constant for deorientation. In practice, 

however, it was not possible to fit the data in this way to obtain reasonable, reproducible 

for the decay constant. It is thought that there are two major problems with this 

approach. The first is the short length of the C field region. This limits the maximum zero 

field time to the flight time of the beam through the RF cell. For CH3F this flight time is 

rcronnd 200 ps, roughly the same as the expected value for the constant. severely limiting 

the mnge over which meaningful data can be collected. A second. related consideration is 

that nmny of the beam molecules will exit the C field region before experiencing the entire 

width of the zero field pulse. Because the distribution of velocities within the beam leads to 

a broad time of flight distribution of molecules arriving at the detector, the signal detected 

at any one instant will have contributions from molecules which have experienced zero field 

conditions for the entire range of times from 0 up to 6.t. means that the signal is not 

strictly described by Equation 5.11, but is in fact some kind of integral over this·function. 

field plate 
potentials 

laser pulse 

polarized laser 
beam 

t•O 

picoammeters 

Figure 5.10: Experimental arrangement required for the measurement of deorientation lifetimes for 

a beam of oriented symmetric top molecules in field free space. 



It would appear that the distribution of velocities within the molecular beam precludes 

using the split hexapole / C field arrangement to measure time dependent orientation proper

ties. However, the technique used by Bernstein and coworkers127
, 
128 to measure the required 

orienting field could easily be adapted for measurement of deorientation lifetimes. The re

quired experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 5.10. The upper Stark state selected 

molecular beam is oriented by a uniform electric field maintained between a pair of homo

geneous field plates. At t = 0 the field plates are switched to ground potential and after a 

set delay 6.t a polarised laser beam is used to photoionize the beam. Product ions striking 

the two field plates ar~ detected by a pair of sensitive picoammeters, and a plot of the ra

tio of the two signals against should give the deorientation decay curve, from which the 

scrambling lifetime can be extracted. fact, it is possible to extract an approximate value 

lifetime for CH3I from the published results of Ghandi Bernstein. 128 on 

the of orientation measured under zero field conditions after the 640 p,s flight time 

to the ionization region for the 1222 > state, the orientation lifetime can estimated to be 

approximately 220 p,s. This is roughly the value which would be expected from the analysis 

out in Section 5.5.2. It should be possible to carry out these experiments in near 

future. 



6. CPPER STARK STATE COLLISIONAL RELAXATION CROSS SECTIONS 

FOR SINGLE ROTATIONAL STATES OF CH3 F 

6.1 Intmduction 

It. has been noted8' 112 that in experiments involving hexapole state selected and oriented 

molecular beams, orientation effects may disappear when the background pressure within the 

hexapole is high. has been attributed to collisions between upper Stark state molecules 

and background gas atoms or molecules. These rotationally inelastic collisions convert an 

upper Stark state, following a focusing trajectory through the hexpole, to a non focusing 

state via 6.J and/ or 6.1\11 transitions. The experiments discussed in this chapter use the 

n~sonance technique described in Chapter 5 to characterise the attenuation process. The 

results can be directly compared with a previous study carried out by Blunt et al.l09 

Measurements of state resolved rotationally inelastic collision cross sections were first 

carried out by Toennies and coworkers132~ 135 in the early 1960's on diatomic molecules. 

these experiments an electrostatic quadrupole filter was used to prepare a rotationally state 

sdectecl beam of TlF, which was then focused into a gas filled collision chamber. A second 

quadrupole filter placed slightly off axis was used to analyse the state distribution of the 

Hcatterecl beam molecules. Cross sections for b.J transitions were measured for a variety 

of scattering gases and were found to be highly dependent on the scattering species. Total 

r:ollisional attenuation cross sections for the J = 2 rotational state of TlF ranged from 152 A2 

nsing He as the scattering gas, to 2140 A 2 using NH3 . In a later study1:36• 137 crossed molecular 

hemm; were used to investigate the inelastic collision cross sections of CsF seeded in Xe with 

a rauge of st:atterers, including the inert gases, N2 , C02 , CH4 , SFG and symmetric top alkyl 

lmlides. The n:::e of c:rm;secl beams greatly improved the resolution by narrowing the velocity 

distribution of the scattering gas relative to the 'bulb' type experiment. Cross sections 

reported for (6.J 1, 2; 6.MJ = 0, 1) transitions ranged from 0.5 to 620 A2 depending on 

the particular transition and also on the scattering gas. 
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Blnut et nl 109 have recently published collisional attenuation cross sections for neat and 

seeded beams of CH3Cl with a range of scatterers. A hexapole electrostatic filter was used 

for state selection and the hexapole chamber itself was pressurized for the attenuation exper

iments. Cross sections were found to lie in the range from 200 for neat CH3Cl on Ne to 

670 for a beam of 5% CH3Cl in Xe on N2 • Collision cross sections of CH3F with various 

::>c:att<~ring gases were also measured. 138 

It was ::>hown in Chapter 5 that molecular beam radiofrequency electric resonance spec

troscopy is a highly useful technique for interrogating the rotational states present in a molec

ular beam of oriented -~ymmetric top molecules, and might also prove useful for tagging indi

vidual rotational states in studies of collision processes. This chapter presents an application 

of the resonance technique to the determination of collisional attenuation cross sections for 

rotationally state selected molecular beams. Cross sections with a range scattering gases 

have measured for the Ill>, )21 > and )31 > jJK > states of CHgF. 

Experimental 

The molecular beam machine used to perform these experiments was described in Chapter 3. 

The continuous nozzle source was used, with stagnation pressures of typically 100-200 Torr. 

hexapole exit aperture was set to 2.5 mm. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the first hexapole 

chamber is separated from the adjoining chambers by a skimmer with a 1.5 mm aperture at 

one and a stainless partition with a g mm aperture at the other end. The chamber 

tlm:o fonns a collision cell which can be pressurised with a scattering gas during attenuation 

(~xperiments, providing a known path length over which collisional attenuation of the beam 

can occur. There is a small amount of scattering gas leakage fi:om the first hexapole chamber 

into the adjacent chamber, which houses the RF cell. However, the pressure in the second 

chamber never rises high enough during the course of an experiment to cause significant 

attenuation uf the beam in this chamber, remaining always at least an order of magnitude 

low(~r tlmn the pressure in the collision cell. 

The double parallel plate resonance cell (design b) of Figure 3.5) was chosen for use in 

t:Jw ("XP(~riments described here. The larger signal amplitude compared with the split parallel 

plat(: cdl is an advantage and the broader resonances facilitate in tuning of the cell to a 

particular rotational state. Operation of the resonance cell was described in detail in Section 

G.4. c~ffect of RF amplitude on the beam signal for this cell is shown in Figure 6.1. The 
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Figure 6.1: Effect of RF amplitude on the resonance signal measured for the 121 > peak of a 10% 

CH3F / Ar beam at a hexapole voltage of 3000 V and RF frequency of 2 TviHz. 

signal increases with increasing RF amplitude as increasing numbers of molecules undergo 

transitions. However, signal saturation becomes a problem at very high amplitudes. An 

mnplitude 1.0 Vpp was chosen for the current experiments. 

Iu order to measure a collision cross section the DC potential is tuned to the energy 

(d. the desired rotational state and the hexapole high voltage is set for transmission of the 

state. Gat> is admitted to the first hexapole chamber through a Leybold Hearaeus leak valve 

which is computer controlled using a Crystalap STD206 stepping motor. The pressure is 

mmally incremented from around 4 X w-6 Torr to 3 X w-5 Torr in steps of 1 X w-6 Torr. 

modulated signal detected by the lock-in amplifier is measured as a function of the 

scattering gas pressure and converted to a cross section. 

TlH~ cross section obtained in a beam attenuation experiment is determined from measured 

quantities using Beer's law 

(6.1) 

in which I and Io are the transmitted and incident beam intensities, n is the particle number 
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Figure 6.2: Ion gauge calibration curves for He, Ne, Ar, Xe, C02, CH4, CHsF and SF0 . HPS919 ion 

gauge readings are plotted against MKS670 baratron readings for each gas. Ion gauge 

correction factors for each species are given in parentheses. 

density in the collision region, f is the path length through the collision region, O" is the cross 

section, P is the pressure in the collision region, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the 

temperature of the collision gas. 

In the current experiments the A field region is pressurized, defining the path length as 

the distance from the second skimmer to the exit aperture of the first hexapole, 0.548 m. 

The pressure in the collision cell can be accurately measured using a Model 690A high 

accuracy (0.15% of reading) 0.1 Torr MKS Baratron with Model 670 signal conditioner down 

to pressures of 1 x 10-5 Torr. For the current experiments an MKS Instruments Model 

010 hot cathode controller coupled to a Duniway T-100-K ion gauge is calibrated against the 

Baratron over the range from rv0.5 mTorr to 1 X w-·5 Torr. The ion gauge can then be used to 

111ake absolute pressure measurements over the range of interest. Ion gauge calibration curves 

an~ shown in Figure 6.2. Pressure measurements using the 919 controller are reproducible 

to within ±5%. The absolute accuracy of the cross section is dominated by the pressure 

llH!asurements: 0.15% above 1 X w-5 Torr and up to 5% for pressures below 1 X 10-5 Torr, 

according to instrument specifications. In practice, the attenuation curves show no obvious 

difference where measurements overlap these ranges and the absolute accuracy of the cross 

sections reported in this work is thought to be better than 5%. 
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Figure 6.3: a) Resonance spectrum of the rotational states present in a seeded beam of 10% CH3 F / Ar 

at a hexapole voltage of 4000 V, RF frequency 2 MHz and amplitude 1 V: 

transmission curves for the 1111 >, 1211 > and 1311 > rotational states. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

hexapole 

All of the experiments described here were carried out using a seeded beam of 10% CH3F in 

argon. Initially, a resonance spectrum was measured in order to identify the rotational states 

present in the beam. This spectrum is shown in Figure 6.3 along with hexapole transmission 

f:urves (resonance signal as a function of hexapole rod voltage) for each major component of 

thP beam. 

Reasonable signal levels could be obtained for three rotational jJK > states; jll >, 

j21 > and \31 >. Cross section measurements made at each of the maxima in the hexapole 

tramnnission curves show an unexpected dependence of the measured cross section on the 

hexapole voltage, with cross sections measured at low hexapole voltages 2000 V) tending 

to he significantly higher than those at higher voltages, often by around 15%. This effect 

<tppf~ars to be assodated with the differing amplitudes of the fundamental, first harmonic 

alHl second harmonic trajectories of the symmetric top molecules through the hexapole at 

snccf~ssiv0ly higher hexapole voltages. The presence of the resonance cell should have the 

smallest effect on the second harmonic type trajectories, due to their lower maximum radial 

displacement and the fact that the molecules are travelling almost parallel to the axis when 

they enter the resonance cell. For this reason, all cross sections were measured at a hexapole 
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voltage of 5200 V. This choice had the additional advantage that unlike the first or second 

harmonics, which appear at significantly different hexapole voltages for the various states, 

reasonable signal levels could be obtained for all three states at a single hexapole voltage. 

Five to ten repeated measurements were averaged to give the reported cross sections, shown 

in Table 6.1. A typical data set is shown in Figure 6.4. 

Table 6.1: Collisional attenuation cross sections for individual rotational states of a seeded beam of 

10% CH3 F with a range of scatterers at a hexapole voltage of 5200 V. 

State Scatterer a I A2 a I A 2 
· 

(resonance method) (hexapole collision cell138) 

1111 > He 246 ± 6 247 

1111 > Ar 284 ± 10 270 

illl > 
I 

Xe 317 ± 25 319 

1111 > N2 ~190 ± 21 390 I 

illl > C02 287 ± 16 -

1111 > CH4 376 ± 44 

1111 > CH3F 654± 40 

1111 > SFG 316 ± 19 -

1 > 350 ± 24 

1311 > Ar 366 ± 17 -

The c:ross sections presented in Table 6.1 correspond to internuclear separations over the 

range from 8.8 to 14.5 A. It has been shown previously109 that the velocity dependence 

of these c:ross sections is consistent with a long range interaction based on dispersion and 

dipole-induced dipole contributions and that cross sections calculated assuming !:!,.MJ only 

tranHitions, which involve energies of < 1 Jmol-1 give values close to those measured. 

The crosH :-~ectious for collisional attenuation of the Jl11 >, J211 > and 1311 > states by 

argon are seen to increase with increasing J, from 284 A 2 for the 1111 > state to 366 A 2 for 

the !Jll > state. As J increases, the spacing of the Stark energy levels, and therefore the 

energy which must be transferred during a collision in order for a change in lYIJ state to take 

place, decreases. High impact parameter collisions should therefore become more efficient as 

J increases, leading to the observed increase in the attenuation cross section. 

Attenuation cross sections for the 1111 > state were measured for a wide range of scattering 
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Figure 6.4: A typical data set used to determine the cross section for collisional attenuation of the 

1111 state of CHsF by A.r at a hexapole voltage of 5200 V. 

gasetl. Data from earlier experiments of Blunt et al109' 138 were available for comparison in 

case of the inert gases and nitrogen. In the previous experiments a single long hexapole 

collision cell replaced the double hexapole resonance cell arrangement used in the work 

reported here. Hexapole transmission curves were measured as a function of scattering gas 

pressure in the hexapole and collisional attenuation cross section for a given hexapole 

voltage was determined from the Beer-Lambert law as described in Section 6.2. Cross sections 

fm individual rotational states can in theory be obtained once the hexapole voltage at which 

they focus is known. However, in practice the resolution of the experiment is fairly low, and 

the ;;ignal at a given hexapole voltage will have contributions from several states other than 

the one of interest. It was only possible to extract cross sections for the Ill > state with any 

degree of certainty. Despite these limitations, the cross sections measured using this technique 

;m~ found to be in good agreement with those measured using the current method, in which 

the only contribution to the signal is from the rotational state to which the resonance cell 

ic; tuned. The excellent correspondence between the two sets of data inspires confidence in 

the reliability of the resonance method for the measurement of collisional attenuation cross 

c;ections. 

Iu addition to the measurement of cross sections for comparison with previous data, a 

:-;eries of measurements was made using SF6 , CH4 , CH3F and C02 as scattering gases. As 



(), Stark state collisional relaxation cross sections 126 

expected, there is a general increase in the cross section with increasing molecular size, and a 

large cross section for resonant scattering from CH:3F. The uncertainty associated with this 

cross section is a little higher than for other scattering gases due to lower signal to noise 

for these measurements. This is thought to be due to low levels of CH3F leaking from the 

collision cell chamber into the chamber housing the quadrupole mass spectrometer, increasing 

tlH\ background level of CH3F which is superimposed on the weak beam signal. 

These Ineasurernents of MJ changing collision cross sections for state selected molecular 

beams of CH3F seeded in have shown that radiofrequency resonance methods provide a 

powerful technique for: determining the properties of individual rotational states in a beam 

of symmetric top molecules. In the future the technique could be very useful for tagging 

individual states in crossed beam experiments. 



7. DESIGN AND CHARACTERISATION OF A LOW ENERGY ION SOURCE 

F<)R CROSSED BEAM EXPERilVIENTS 

The ion source described here was developed for use in the ion imaging experiments detailed 

in Chapter 10. It is ba,sed around a design used by Vietzke et al139- 141 in the early 1970's for 

production of low energy halide ion beams suitable for use in the measurement of excitation 

functions for the gas phase reactions of Cl-, Br- and r- with CH4 and CH3F. Alkali metal 

and halide ions are formed through surface ionization of alkali metal halide vapour incident 

on a hot film of lanthanum hexaboride. A multistage electrostatic lens system positioned 

directly ahead of the ionizer has been designed to focus the low energy ion beam into the 

beam crossing region. 

7.1 Ion production on a heated LaB6 surface 

The thermionic emission properties of the alkaline earth and rare earth borides have been 

well studiecl. 142 These materials emit copious quantities of electrons from their surface at 

temperatures above approximately 1000°C. Lanthanum hexaboride, with its low work func

tion of 2.66 eV, gives the highest emission, a property which has led to its widespread use as 

a filament material for applications in ga.·s chromatography, mass spectrometry, and electron 

microscopy. 142- 147 The structure of LaB6 is based around a three dimensional boron lattice, 

into which La atoms are embedded in the interlattice spacings. The valence electrons of La 

an:; not involved in bonding to the boron lattice and are free to move within the solid, giving 

a metallic character to the material. In combination with the strong bonds between lattice 

boron atoms this provides not only good electrical conductivity, but also high thermal and 

chemical stability. On heating, La atoms at the surface evaporate away from the stable boron 

framework and are immediately replaced by diffusion of metal atoms from within the solid. 

This numns that an active cathode surface is always maintained and makes LaB6 an ideal 

filament materiaL 

Iu <H ldition to thermionic emission of electrons, positive and negative ions may also be 



produced from the LaB6 surface when suitable precursor atoms or molecules are present. 

A:1 an example, Fujii et al 144 observed emission of negative ions such as CN-. PO-, POi 

and P0;3 from an electrically heated filament coated with a mixture of LaB6 and Si02 when 

nitrogen or phosphorus containing compounds were present. The ion source described here 

was designed to produce ions from alkali metal halide vapour incident on an LaB6 surface at 

high temperature. Emission of both Cs+ and Cl- has been observed from CsCl vapour, with 

seworal additional ionic species detectable under certain conditions (Section 7.3.1). 

The concentration of neutrals and ions on a heated surface at thermal equilibrium is 

described by the Saha-Langmuir equation.148 For a given atomic or molecular system the 

ratio of ionic to neutral species at thermal equilibrium at temperature Tis given by. 149, 150 

no 
--'!.. exp -g· ( 6.) 
go kT 

(7.1) 

where ni and no are the densities of the ionic and neutral species desorbed from the surface, 

and .9i and go are the statistical weights of the ground states of the ionic and neutral species. 

6. is a function of the ionization potential (IP) or electron affinity (EA) of the neutral and 

the work function ( ¢) of the surface, and is given by ¢ - I P for positive ion formation and 

EA. - (p for negative ion formation. It can be seen from Equation 7.1 that ionization will 

be most efficient when there is a large difference between the work function of the surface 

and the electron affinity or ionization potential of the precursor neutral. Vietzke et al140 

assumed that halide ions were formed through ionization of the neutral halogen atom on the 

LaBG surface. The electron affinities of the halogens are from 0.5 to 1 e V higher than that of 

LaB(i, ranging from 3.063 eV for iodineto 3.613 eV for chlorine, with fluorine and bromine 

lying between the two extremes at 3.448 and 3.363 eV respectively;94 all four can therefore 

be ionized by La.Br;. While this explains halide ion production, it does not give insight into 

the medmni~m of Cs+ production. The ionization potential of Cs is 3.893 e V, too high for it 

to lH~ iuuizecl by La.Bfi, with its work function of just 2.66 eV. 

A literature search revealed several postulated mechanisms for negative surface ionization 

processes, mostly related to alkali metal thermionic ionization detectors. All involve ionization 

of a neutral atomic or covalently bonded molecular species on the surface. 

Kolb et al suggested a gas phase chemiionization reaction occuring on emission of excited 

1motnl atoms from a rubidium surface as a mechanism of operation for their alkali-silicate 



bead thermionic ionization detector for nitrogen and phosphorous containing compounds. 

(7.2) 

Iu the above equation M is the metal atom emitted from the surface and R is a radical. 

The~ above mechanism is feasible whenever the electron affinity of the radical exceeds the 

ionization potential of the excited metal atom. This obviously requires that the alkali metal 

is evaporated from the glass bead. However, it has been shown by Brazhnikov and cowork-

that good detection sensitivity is obtained using this type of thermionic ionization 

detector even when evaporation is prevented by using non volatile alkali salts in the filament, 

a property which is clearly inconsistent with the suggested mechanism. 

Au alternative mechanism, which does not require the metal atoms to leave the surface, 

was proposed by Olah and coworkers. 149 In this mechanism radicals are adsorbed onto the 

surface and the metal atoms then catalyse electron transfer to the radicaL resulting in the 

formation of a negative ion. When a negative bias is applied to the surface the ions are 

released. 

Rvap -+ Rads 

M + Rads -+ ]VJ+ + R~ds 

R~ds -+ R~as 

1VJ+ + e- -+ 1VI (7.3) 

These two mechanisms are possibilities for production of Cl- ions from CsCl incident 

on a hot LaB6 surface, but it seems unlikely that chlorine is initially present as a neutral 

atom. There are several mechanisms for ion production which seem reasonable based on the 

thermodynamic data152 shown in Table 7.1 for the species expected to be present on the 

HHrface. 

1. Electron transfer from CsCl to a La+ ion on the LaB6 surface leads to production of 

C:-;+ ions and neutral La and Cl. 

CsCl +La+-+ Cs+ + Cl +La .6.H = 3.08 e V (7.4) 

The difference between the electron affinity of Cl and the work function of LaB6 means 

that the chlorine atoms produced in the above reaction can undergo negative surface 



Table 7.1: Thermodynamic data for the species involved in ionization of CsCl on a lanthanum hex

aboride surface 

Species L::. Ht I eV IP I eV EA I eV ¢I eV 

Cl0 1.26 - 3.607 -

ct- -2.549 - - -
Cs0 0.816 3.893 - -

cs+ 4.709 - - -

CsCl -2.705 - - -
La0 4.463 - -

La+ 10.057 -

LaB6 - 2.66 

ionization to give Cl-. 

Cl -¢ = 1.233 eV (7.5) 

The first step in this mechanism is 3 e V endothermic in the gas phase due to the high 

bond stTength of the Cs-Cl bond. HoweveT adsorption to the LaB6 surface may well 

weaken this bond and make this process more energetically favourable. La+ ions have a 

fairly high electron affinity of 5.61 eV and it is possible that a fairly strong physical or 

chemical bonds to the electronegative chlorine atom may be formed before the electron 

transfer takes place. There are several alternatives to the second step. In addition to 

undergoing surface ionization the neutral Cl radicals may also undergo recombination 

on the surface to form Cb. Alternatively Cl may be desorbed from the surface before 

either of these processes can occur. 

2 Cl -+ Cb 

Cl(ads) -+ Cl(g) (7.6) 

These competing processes may help to explain the fact that the detected positive ion 

emission current from the ion source is always considerably larger than that for negative 

ion emission. 

2. The ;,;econd mechanism is initiated by electron attachment and subsequent fragmenta

tion of the CsCl, either in the gas phase or on the surface, followed by charge transfer 



between the neutral Cs produced and a La+ ion. 

CsCl + e- -+ Cs + Cl

Cs +La+-+ Cs+ +La 

t.H 1.4 eV 

t.H = -1.72 eV 

(7. 7) 

(7.8) 

The charge transfer step should be highly efficient since it is a fairly exoergic process. 

While this mechanism cannot explain the difference in the signal sizes for positive and 

negative ions, it does have the advantage of a lower energy barrier. at least in the gas 

phase, for the first step. 

3. A third possiblity is that the CsCl dissociates into neutral Cl and Cs on the LaB6 

Hurfaee. Negative surface ionization of Cl would then lead to ci- ion formation (second 

Htep of mechanism 1), while charge exchange between Cs and La+ ions as in the second 

step of rnechanism 2 would result in the production of Cs+ ions. 

7.2 Ion source design 

The basic components of the ion source are a silica oven, which acts as the alkali metal salt 

reservoir. a resistively heated porous graphite disk coated with LaB6 on which ionization 

occurs and a series of plane element electrostatic lenses for extraction and focusing of the ion 

!wauL In addition, some mechanism is required for removal of electrons from the beam when 

the source is being used for negative ion production. This problem is discussed in Section 

7.3.1*. 

The ion source assembly is shown in Figure 7.1. Two flanges joined together by three 

circular rods form the basic support structure. The base flange is mounted onto the 611 flange 

of a Huntington Laboratories PM-600 xyz translator. This allows the ion source position to 

IH" a<ljm;ted to facilitate alignment of the ion beam with the molecular beam axis when the 

soun:(; is installed in the molecular beam machine. The small oven, in which alkali halide 

v;tpour is formed prior to ionization, consists of a length of silica tubing wrapped in fibreglass 

insulation material. For the measurements described in this chapter the oven wa.c; packed 

with CsCL 

A major problem associated with using LaB6 as an ionizing material is its high reactivity 

with refractory metals at the temperatures required for ion formation. At high temperatures 

' If tlw uv<m is not filled the ion source could be used as a highly efficient electron gun with a few modifi

cations to t.he len:> :;ystem. 
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Figure 7.1: Cutaway view of the halide ion source. 
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boron atoms diffuse into the metal substrate and lanthanum atoms evaporate from the surface 

as the LaB5 structure disintegrates. In applications where filaments directly coated with LaB6 

powder have been used, the emission of electrons falls off rapidly after just a few hours of 

operation due to this degradation process.139 These problems are overcome in the ion source 

described here by using graphite as the substrate onto which LaB5 is coated. 

The electrical heating circuit is made up of three graphite parts. A 1 mm thick disk of 

pmous graphite is sandwiched between two concentric graphite tubes as shown in Figure 7.2. 

A ceramic centre ring separates the two tubes and aligns the components of the ionizer tip. 

Because LaB5 powder does not bind well to graphite, it is formed into a slurry with ethanol 

and deposited onto the top face of the porous disk using an eye-dropper. As the alcohol 

evaporates the LaB6 remains behind as a stable layer and is baked153 onto the graphite 

surface as the tip is heated to operating temperature. It was found that if the LaB5 is coated 

too heavily onto the graphite disk the negative ion signal becomes unmeasurably small. This 

i::-; possibly due to space~charge effects caused by electrons emitted from the hot LaB5 surface 

which scatter the negative ions before they can be focused by the lens system. 

A Hpring loading system ensures a good electrical contact between the graphite parts and 

helpH to keep the various components centred along the length of the source. The spring 

it.Helf is housed inside a short length of stainless steel tube centred on the base flange of the 

Hource and presses against the ceramic stopper at the base of the oven. A second stopper, 
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Figure 7.2: Components of the graphite tip for the halide ion source. All dimensions in mm . . 

with a small aperture to allow alkali halide vapour from the oven through to the ion source 

tip, fits between the front end of the oven and the holder for the inner graphite tube. The 

small graphite disk is pressed into the front end of the inner graphite tube and is held firmly 

between the two concentric tubes, the outer of which is fixed in place on the front support 

fianv;e of the source, by pressure from the spring at the base of the source. A pair of copper 

bars mounted to the support flanges of the source form the electrical connection from the 

outer graphite tube to the vacuum feed through via a length of copper braid, while four lengths 

of copper braid attached to the stainless steel holder for the inner graphite tube form the 

connection to the negative terminal of the feedthrough. A ceramic heat shield encasing the 

graphite section of the source reflects heat back towards the tip. The high current required 

to heat the tip, typically around 60 A at 3-4 V, is supplied by an Oxford Instruments MK3 

DC power e>npply. 

Initially the oven was wrapped in nichrome wire and separately heated to produce alkali 

halide vapour. However, it was found that enough heat was transferred from the tip of the 

Honrce to make this unnecessary, and the wire wrapped oven was replaced with the thermally 



insulated silica tube described earlier. A thermocouple located beneath the fibreglass insula

tion and in thermal contact with the outer oven wall indicates that the oven typically reaches 

temperatures of around 300-500° C. Alkali halide vapour produced in the oven passes along 

the inner graphite tube and diffuses through the heated porous graphite disk. with ionization 

occ:nring as it strikes the LaB6 surface. Typical operating temperatures for the resistively 

heated tip are in the range 1300-1500°C. The tip is biased positive or negative depending 

on the polarity of the ion beam required. 

The temperature of the tip and also of the alkali halide oven are monitored using C type 

(tungsten vs tungsten/26% rhenium) thermocouples. The C type thermocouple is calibrated 

up to 2800° C and provides the highest calibrated temperature of any wire thermocouple. 

A standard calibration curve for this thermocouple154 is shown in Figure 7.3. As discussed 

in Section 7.3.1, the positioning of the thermocouple relative to the tip meant that further 

tem.perature measurements with an optical pyrometer were necessary in order to accurately 

calibrate the thermocouple reading to the ion source tip temperature. 
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Figure 7.3: Standard calibration curve for a C type (tungsten vs tungsten/26% rhenium) thermo

c:ouple.l54 

7.2.1 Electrostatic lens system 

For crossed beam experiments an ion beam is required with a well defined translational energy 

of typically less than 10 eV. This provides an energy range of up to four or five electron volts 

above the reaction threshold of the endoergic reactive collisions to be studied. It is well 
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Figure 7.4: Electrostatic lens system used for extraction and focusing of a low energy ion beam. 

known that in the energy region below 100 e V space charge effects can have a major impact, 

not only on the intensity, but also the beam shape and energy of an ion beam. Simpson 

and Kuyatt 155 showed that a further limit is imposed on the beam current at low energies, 

in addition to the space-charge limit, due to thermal effects at the emitter surface. These 

limitations can be overcome if the thermal energy of the ions and the space-charge effects 

are decoupled by first accelerating the ions to a fairly high energy, and then decelerating to 

the required energy; the so called 'multistaging principle'. This technique was first applied 

to the production of low energy ion beams by Haskell and coworkers in 1966.156 

The halide ion source incorporates a multistage lens system consisting of seven electro

static plane lens elements, as shown in Figure 7.4. The first four elements comprise the 

extraction and acceleration stage, while the final three lenses form the deceleration section. 

The lenses are mounted on a set of three stainless steel rods bolted to the front flange of 

the ion sonrce. Ceramic spacers isolate each lens from the rods and from adjacent elements. 

Small springs located at the front end of the lens system prevent damage to the ceramic 

components during the heating and cooling cycle by allowing for thermal expansion. Initially 

the lenses were all constructed from 0.9 mm thick stainless steel. However, preliminary tests 



f->howed that stainless steel could not withstand the high temperatures to which the first lens 

dement is expm;ed, and to solve this problem a water cooled copper lens was constructed (for 

full cletaib see Appendix E). Eventually this was replaced with a molybdenum element, the 

high melting point of which eliminated the need for water cooling. 

SIMION6.032 calculations were carried out to simulate ion trajectories through the system. 

and indicated that a well collimated beam should be obtainable down to energies as low as 

0.5 eV. During experimental testing of the ion source it was found that a fairly intense ion 

signal could be measured for energies as low as 0.1 eV, particularly for positive ions. 

7.3 Characterisation 

7.3.1 Temperature pmfile of the tip 

Before coating the porous graphite tip with LaB6 and packing the oven with the alkali halide 

salt, an optical pyrometer was used to measure the dependence of the tip temperature on the 

heating power. lens system was removed and the ion source mounted in a test chamber 

with a window directly in front of the tip. A modified Varian AA3 AC high current/low 

voltage power supply was used to supply the heating current for these measurements, though 

this was replaced at a later stage by a DC supply to enable the ion source tip to be floated at a 

constant potential so that the ion energy could be controlled. The optical pyrometer could be 

used to measure temperatures above 800° C by viewing the ion source tip through the window 

in the vacuum chamber. It was found that once the temperature reached approximately 

1100° C temperature was linearly proportional to the heating power. This dependence is 

shown in Figure 7.5. 

The thermocouple which records the temperature of the tip is located as close to the tip as 

pm;sible, in contact with the inner graphite tube. Comparing the thermocouple temperature 

readings, using the calibration curve shown in Figure 7.3, with the temperatures measured 

using the optical pyrometer indicates that there is a significant temperature differential be

tween the graphite disk and the position of the thermocouple. It was therefore necessary to 

n~calibrnte the thermocouple to the optical pyrometer reading so that the thermocouple could 

be nsecl independently to measure the temperature of the tip. The temperature differential 

waH found to have a linear dependence on temperature and is plotted in Figure 7.6 in terms of 

the measured emf at the thermocouple and a 'corrected' emf. The corrected emf is the ther-
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Figure 7.5: Dependence of ionizer temperature on heating power. 

mocouple emf which corresponds to the optical pyrometer reading and was calculated using 

the standard C-type thermoeouple calibration curve in Figure 7.3. This linear relationship 

can be used to correct the standard calibration curve to give the true tip temperature as 

a function of the emf induced across the thermocouple. The calibration curve is shown in 

Figure 7.6. A polynomial fit to the curve provides an analytic expression for the temperature 

corresponding to a given thermocouple reading. 

T -778.453 + 442.997V 48.0841 V2 

+3.01098V3
- 0.0919914V4 + 0.00116595V 5 (7.9) 

The thermocouple which monitors the alkali halide oven temperature is used with the 

standard calibration curve. Since the oven temperatures are at the lower end of the ther

mocouple range and the position of the thermocouple means the reading may not accurately 

represent the temperature inside the oven near the front end, where most of the vapourisation 

occurs, the thermocouple reading is only used as an indication of the oven temperature. This 

temperature is not. critical so long as it is high enough to ensure a significant vapour pressure 

of the alkali halide salt. 
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Figure 7.6: a) Temperature differential between inner graphite tube and porous graphite tip; b) 

Calibration curve for C type thermocouple used to measure temperature of ion source 

Element Voltage bias I V Electron current I nA 

12 50 -0.5385 

13 80 3.7567 

14 120 -10.4525 

1s 80 -0.6864 

10 -2.6421 

17 0 -7.5876 

Table 7.2: Measured electron currents reaching each electrostatic lens element. 

Electron emission 

Before the oven was packed with CsCl, the porous disk at the ionizer tip was coated with 

1aBr; and the source heated to operating temperature in order to determine whether electrons 

traversing the ion lens system would be a problem when the tip and lenses were biased for 

negative ion transmission. The lenses were set to the approximate values which would be 

used to focus a 5 e V negative ion beam and electron currents to each lens were measured 

using a Keithley Model 486 picoammeter. The first lens is not included in the results shown 

in Table 7.3.1 since any electrons not entering the lens system strike this element giving rise 

to a large current signal, often up to several microamps. 

Sizeable electron currents to all of the lens elements were detected, with several nanoAmps 



collected on the final lens. This is comparable to the expected ion currents, indicating 

that electrons would form a significant component of any 'negative ion' beam and should 

he removed. Removal of the electron component can be achieved by either mass or ve

locity/momentum selection of the beam. Mass selection involves setting up a fairly weak 

magnetic field to trap the electrons. SIMION6.0 simulations indicated that a magnetic field of 

200-500 Gauss between the tip and the first ion lens should be sufficient to remove electrons 

from the beam, while the ions, with their much higher mass, would be unaffected by the 

field. This is consistent with measurements made by Vietzke et al139 for their halide ion gun. 

Several attempts were .made to establish such a field, but none were successfuL Initially a pair 

of ceramic magnets (Magnetic Supplies N.Z. Ltd.) were mounted on the first electrostatic 

lens element. The field strength between the pole faces was measured with a Hall probe to be 

280 Gauss. These magnets have a Curie temperature of around 400°C, though magnetisation 

begins to fall off irreversibly at around 150°C, and despite the fact that the lens was water 

cooled at that time demagnetisation was a problem. The same problem occurs if the magnets 

are mounted on the final lens element due to heat conduction along the mounting rods for 

the lens system, which are only insulated from the lenses themselves by a thin lip on the 

ceramic spacers which separate the lenses. At a later stage, when the ion source was installed 

iu the molecular beam machine, magnets were mounted on the scattering chamber side of 

the partition between the two chambers, eliminating the problem of overheating. However, 

uo ions were observed with this configuration and the ion imaging detector showed that the 

magnetically trapped electrons were forming a space-charge cloud around one magnet pole, 

preventing ions from entering the scattering chamber. 

Attempts to construct an electromagnet for the purpose were equally unsuccessfuL Such 

an electromagnet must not only fit the physical size restrictions which are imposed by the 

location of the ion source chamber dimensions, it must also produce a strong enough magnetic 

field to remove electrons from the beam despite the rather large pole separation imposed by 

the space limitations. In addition, it must be capable of running continuously in a vacuum 

without overheating. This requires a cooling system to remove not only the heat generated by 

the current flow through the electromagnet windings, but also the heat radiated from the tip 

of the ion source. These difficulties could not be readily overcome without major workshop 

involvement. 

There are several possible alternatives to magnetic field separation of electrons from ions 



based on velocity or momentum separation rather than mass selection. One possiblility would 

be to install a hemispherical velocity analyser tuned to the ion beam velocity between the 

ion source and the crossing region, though this would require significant modifications to 

thP cnrrent layout of the ion source and scattering chambers. A second approach would 

lH~ to separate the components of the beam via time of flight. A short flight tube with an 

electrostatic lens at each end should be sufficient to achieve this separation. The first lens 

element is used to gate the beam and send a pulse of ions down the flight tube. A second 

gating pulse on the element at the far end of the flight tube is delayed by a time equal to 

the flight time of the &elected ionic component of the beam. Provided the flight tube is long 

enough the electron and ion components of the pulse entering the flight tube will arrive at 

the far end at significantly different times, and only the component for which the delay is 

tuned will be transmitted. Again, fairly major modifications to the chamber layout would be 

required to aconnnodate the flight tube. Neither of the methods suggested above have been 

tested at the present time, but both may need to be examined in the future. 

Ion emission 

After the preliminary measurements described above, the silica oven was packed with CsCl 

(AnalaR Biochemical BDH Chemicals Ltd) and the ion source installed on axis with a Vacuum 

generators SXP300 quadrupole mass spectrometer. 

noted in Section 7.1 the observed positive ion signal is considerably larger than the 

negative ion signal; this may well be due at least in part to a lower detection efficiency of the 

mass spectrometer for negative ions. Reasonable signals for both Cs+ and Cl- can be detected 

down to energies well below 1 e V. Total ion emission curves were measured as a function of 

ion sonrce temperature by connecting a Keithley 486 picoammeter to the first electrostatic 

lens element and monitoring the ion signal to this lens as a function of the ion source tip 

temperature as the source was heated or cooled. It was found that the data measured as 

the ion source cooled was more reliable since the signal is not affected by instabilities in the 

high current supply which can cause fluctuations in the tip temperature during the heating 

cycle. The 0-2 V analogue output from the Keithley and the signal from the thermocouple 

nsf~d to monitor the tip temperature were taken through separate channels of a three channel 

isolation amplifier to a PC for data collection. Ion emission as a function of tip temperature 

is shown in Figures 7.7 for positive and negative ions. It should be noted that the emission 



curve for negative ions also includes a considerable contribution from electrons emitted from 

the hot LaB6 surface of the ion source tip. 
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Figure 7. 7: a) Positive and b) negative ion current reaching as a function of ionizer tip tempera-

ture for a CsCl packed oven. Tip potential 5 V, 1 1 -50 V, L2-L6 grounded. 

Positive ion emission begins at approximately 700°0, with the signal rising exponentially 

as the temperature is increased. The cutoff temperature of the curves corresponds to the 

maximum current which can be supplied to the source by the high current DC supply. This 

is initially around 60 A, but drops to below 50 A at high temperatures due to the increase 

in resistance of the graphite on heating. Negative signals also start to increase at around 

700°0. However, a Cl- ion signal cannot be detected at the quadrupole mass spectrometer 

until significantly higher temperatures are reached, indicating that electrons are the primary 

component of the beam at lower temperatures. The negative signal appears to level off at 

a temperature of around 1300°0. A possible explanation for the larger observed positive ion 

signal is given in Section 7 .1. 

·when the ion source lenses and tip are biased for transmission of Cl- ions several other 

negative ions, including o-, eN-, and oH- are observed at higher tip voltages. These 

ions are formed by electron impact ionization of background gas within the lens system by 

electrons emitted from the hot LaB6 surface. By adjusting the lens potentials these signals 

can b<., reduced, though ideally electrons should be removed from the beam before entering 

the lens system. 

Iuitially Cs+ was the only positive ion observed. However, over a period of several months 



of testing a significant K+ impurity in the beam signal became detectable. The origin of 

the is unknown, though a high temperature process involving the ceramic components 

or the fibreglass electrical insulation used in the source seems the most likely explanation, 

particularly t>ince the problem was first noticed after replacement of the water cooled first lens 

element. Thorough cleaning of the source reduced the K+ signal somewhat. No significant 

impurities have been observed in the negative ion beam. 



8. ION HviAGING AND DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

The crossed beam experiment described in this thesis utilizes the fairly new technique of 

ion imaging for product ion detection. The first part of this chapter details the principle 

of operation of an iof!. imaging system and provides a brief history of chemical dynamics 

experiments in which the technique has been employed. This is followed by a discussion of 

the Monte Carlo simulation and data fitting techniques used in the data analysis software 

developed for the crossed beam experiments, described in Chapter 10, and also in analysing 

data from the molecular beam characterisation experiments described in Chapter 5. Initial 

experience was gained in the use of both simulation and data fitting methods while involved 

in a study into the stereodynamics of the H+H20 reaction at Oxford University, where such 

techniques are extensively used in the extraction of dynamical information from Doppler 

resolved laser induced fluorescence profiles. The work carried out at Oxford will be included 

separately in Chapter 9. 

8.1 Literature review: the ion imaging technique 

Several experimental techniques are available for the measurement of velocity distributions 

and differential cross sections for bimolecular reactions and photo-ionization processes. In 

the dassic crossed beam experiment a moveable time-of-flight mass spectrometer is employed 

for mass seleetive detection of the products of a bimolecular reaction. ·while the complete 

(lifferential cro~s seetion, product velocity distribution and sometimes even product internal 

Htate information can be determined in this way, the method is time consuming since data 

must be eolleeted one angle at a time, and inaccuracies in the measurements can arise due 

to drift in experimental conditions over the long signal collection times involved. 

The increasing availability of lasers in recent years has introduced a range of spectroscopic 

< h:t(~<:t,ion techniques to the field of chemical dynamics. Schemes such as resonance-enhanced 

multiphoton ionization (REMPI), laser induced fluorescence (LIP) and coherent anti-Stokes 

Raman scattering (CARS) provide quantum state selective product detection, 157- 163 allow-
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inp; the determination of product quantum state distributions and integral cross sections. 

REfviPI is often combined with time-of-flight measurements, which give the one dimensional 

pro.iection of the product velocity distribution, to allow simultaneous extraction of product 

state information and product speed distributions.l64- 170 A specialised application of this is 

hydrogen Rydberg time-of-flight detection, 171- 173 which provides high translational energy 

resolution for reactions in which hydrogen or deuterium are formed. As explained in detail 

in Chapter 9, measurement of Doppler resolved LIF or REMPI spectra provides a means for 

obtaining information on vector correlations between reagent and product relative velocities 

aml angular momenta under certain conditions. 

The first experiments in which product spatial distributions were directly imaged were 

carried out by Solomon.174 In their 'photolysis mapping' experiments a glass hemisphere 

coated on the inside with a thin film of tellurium was used as the photolysis cell. Polarised 

light from a mercury lamp was used to photolyse bromine and iodine samples within the 

cell, and after some hours of exposure to the light an anisotropic lightening of the tellurium 

coating was observed due to etching by the halogen atom photofragments. The photolysis 

mapping technique has since been applied to several other molecules175 , 176 and provided the 

im;piration for the development of the much more sophisticated ion imaging technique to be 

discussed here. 

Ion imaging detection was originally developed for use in the study of photodissociation 

processes and is fast becoming the detection method of choice for a wide range of chemical 

dynamics experiments. The ion imaging technique allows the spatial distribution of a prod

net species to be directly visualised, and offers the previously unparalleled opportunity of 

recovering the entire three dimensional angular and velocity distribution of a photolysis or 

reaction product in essentially a single measurement. A schematic of an ion imaging detector 

is shown in Figure 8.1 

The first stage in the system is a pair of microchannel plates (MCP's) arranged in a 

chevron configuration. Each channel plate consists of an array of tiny laser drilled holes 

or 'channels' in a thin silica disk coated with a special resistive material. The principle of 

operation is identical to that of more conventional particle multipliers. When a charged 

particle strikes a channel wall at the fi:ont face of the plate secondary electrons are released 

from the surface. The secondary electrons propagate through the channel, producing further 

secondary electrons each time they collide with the coated surface. Each ion striking the 
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Figure 8.1: Schematic of an ion imaging detector. 
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front face of the MCP therefore gives rise to a small current pulse at the rear face. The gain 

under typical operating conditions can be up to 7 x 107 secondary electrons per ion strike. 177 

The burst of electrons strikes a fast phosphor screen and excites the phosphor, producing a 

flash of light. The resulting image on the phosphor screen is transferred through either a lens 

or a fibreoptic bundle, which usually forms the vacuum interface, to a CCD (charge~coupled 

device) or CID (charge-injection device) camera. Images can then be viewed on a monitor 

and/or captured on a PC equipped with a fi·ame grabber card for further processing. 

In a typical photofragment imaging apparatus the ion imaging detector forms part of 

a modified Wiley-McLaren time of flight mass spectrometer, with repeller and extractor 

field plateH followed by a flight tube positioned directly below the imaging detector. 177 A 

pulsed molecular beam enters the vacuum chamber containing the ion imaging optics and is 

intersected by two laser pulses as it passes below the detector. The first pulse dissociates the 

parent molecule, while the second ionises a selected rovibrational state of one of the fragments. 

After a short time delay of around 100 ns a voltage is applied across the extraction plates 

to accelerate the ion cloud towards the detector. vVith careful adjustment of the voltages 

applied to the two field plates the ion cloud will be flattened into a pancake as it strikes the 

detector. 
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This type of apparatus has been widely used to investigate the photodissociation dynamics 

of a large range of molecules. 177' 178 More recently the techniques have been extended to probe 

tlw products of reactive encounters. Walter et al179 • 180 studied translational energy release 

in dissociative electron attachment to small halocarbons such as C2Cl4, CFCl3 and CH3I. 

In these experiments a thermal energy potassium atom beam is passed through a collision 

chamber containing the halocarbon gas. A laser intersecting the beam at right angles is used 

to excite the atoms to high lying Rydberg states, in which the Rydberg electron behaves 

essentially as a fi·ee electron. On colliding with the target gas dissociative recombination 

rea.ctions of the type. e- +AB-+AB*- -+A-+B occur. Any negative ions formed in the 

proeess are extracted through a flight tube to a position sensitive detector situated above the 

plane of the atom and laser beams. The random orientation of the scattering gas means that 

angular information cannot be obtained, but translation energy distributions for the product 

ions can be extracted from the experimental data. For some of the molecules studied, such 

as CFCl:3, these distributions agree well with statistical theories of unimolecular decay, 

indicating that t;he excess energy of the bound complex is well distributed among internal 

modes before dissociation occurs. However, in other cases dissociative attachment results in a 

considerable fraction of the excess energy appearing as translation in the product, indicating 

rapid dissociation on a repulsive potential energy surface and implying that the electron is 

captured directly into an antibonding orbital localised on the ejected halide atom. 

Bontuyan et al181 were able to measure state to state differential cross sections for rota

tionally inelastic collisions of NO with Ar, in the first application of ion imaging to product 

ch-:tection in a crossed beam experiment. Pulsed molecular beams of two reagents are in-

tc·:rsected at right angles and scattered NO molecules are ionized state selectively via (1+1) 

R.EMPI using a tunable UV laser pulse propagated counter to the Ar beam. The resulting 

ions are extracted upwards through a flight tube to an ion imaging detector. The Ar beam 

is toggled on and off during the experiments and the difference images accumulated as the 

laser is scanned through the different product rotational states. The collision energy can be 

controlled by seeding the NO in different carrier gases and experiments were carried out at 

collision (~neq;ies of 0.1, 0.21 and 0.35 eV. It is possible to determine the collision energy 

from the Newton diagram for the crossed beams, which can be directly visualised by coun

terpropogating the ionizing laser beam, tuned to the major rotational component of NO in 

the beam, along each of the two beams in turn. For these measurements the Ar beam is 
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s<~e(led with a small quantity of NO to allow visualisation. Ions formed along the beam tracks 

a,ppear as a line on the image, while ions formed at the point where the two beams cross are 

displaced in the image due to the forward momentum of NO in the beam, and appear as a 

distinct spot on each beam axis. The resulting image allows both beam velocities, and there

fore the center of mass collision energy, to be determined. The crossed beam experiments 

show rotational rainbow peaks in the angular distributions of the scattered NO which move 

to backward scattering angles with increasing final rotational state. 

The first experiments for which ion imaging was used to detect the products of reactive 

scattering were those o.f Buntine et al, 182 who investigated the H+HI -t-H2+I reaction. In this 

study a supersonic expansion of HI is intersected by a tunable laser, producing translationally 

hot H atoms with a bimodal speed distribution* through HI photolysis. The nascent H2 

products are ionized through (2+1) REMPI and directed towards the ion imaging detector. 

The resulting images can be analysed to extract the product translational energy distribution, 

giving interesting insights into the possible reaction channels accessible, though as in the case 

of the dissociative recombination study of Walter and coworkers described above, the random 

orientation of the reagents means that angular information cannot be recovered. The same 

group have also carried out experiments on the H+D2 reaction.l83, 184 The reagents are 

prepared in separate beams; a beam of HI is crossed with a D2 beam and photolysed to 

produce the H atom reactant. In this case the well defined initial velocity vectors allow 

angular information to be extracted from the ion images. A beam of HI is crossed with 

a D2 beam and photolysed to produce the H atom reactant. This arrangement has the 

<Hlvantage that because the two velocity components of the photolytically produced H atoms 

hav<l orthogonal angular distributions, a single reagent velocity channel can be selected to 

collide with the D2 beam by choosing the appropriate photolysis laser polarisation. The 

D atom product was ionized by two colour (1+1) REMPI and imaged. The images show 

stwng forward scattering of the atomic fragment, with a small amount of sideways scattering 

thought to be due to products associated with internally excited HD coproduct. 

8.2 Image reconstruction and data analysis 

As <~xplained in Section 8.1, an ion image is a two dimensional projection of the three di

mensional product ion velocity distribution. The raw images alone contain a great deal of 

' The two H atom channels correspond to the IeP3; 2 ) and I(2P 1; 2 ) coproducts. 
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qualitative information on the process under study. 178 The outer edge of the image and 

an.v vinible rings within the image can be directly converted into the ma .. ximum velocity of 

the product ions and can also yield information about the internal energy of the unobserved 

coproduct, though contributions from different channels are likely to overlap. In experiments 

with angular resolution the general form of the differential cross section for the collision pro

cess is usually evident in the unprocessed images. However, in order to obtain quantitative 

information from an ion image it is usually necessary to use image transformation or sirnula-

t".ion techniques to reconstruct the three dimensional velocity and angular distribution for the 

observed products. In.polarized laser photolysis studies the angular distribution reflects the 

symmetry of the electronic transition involved in the dissociation, while in studies of reactive 

collisions the dimensional distribution can be used to determine the differential cross 

section and product velocity distribution for a collision process. It may also be possible to 

determine branching ratios for the various product quantum states by comparing the rela-

t.ive areas of visible rings in the reconstructed which correspond to different product 

internal states. 

8.2.1 The Abel inversion method 

If the three dimensional product distribution has an axis of symmetry, an inverse Abel trans

form can be carried out on the raw image to recover the initial distribution. For an experiment 

in which they axis defines the symmetry axis and the products are extracted the direc-

tion of the z the ion image i(x, y) is obtained from the product ion distribution P(x, y, z) 

by iutegrating over z 

i(x, y) =I: P(x, y, z)dz (8.1) 

A single row of the image is obtained from the projection of a slice .s( v' x 2 + z2) s(r) = 
P(:r:, '!Jo, z) taken perpendicular to the symmetry axis at some value Yo of y, onto the xy 

plane. 

/
·oc 1oo .f(:E) = 'i(:c, Yo)= .s( J x 2 + z2 )dz = 2 s( J x2 + z2)dz 

. -oo 0 
(8.2) 

Convmting to polar coordinates gives the Abel transform. 

(8.3) 
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wht-~n~ ·r 1 = :r:'L + z 2 . The inverse transform, 

s(T) = ~ rcc df(x)jdx dx 
7r .Jr J:r;2 _ 7'2 

(8.4) 

allows s(T: Yo) to be obtained for each row f(x ; Yo) of the projected image. There are several 

computer algorithms available for performing the inverse Abel transform. 185 

RAW IMAG E 
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of the Abel transform image reconstruction technique. 

Carrying out the inverse Abel transform on an ion image results in an image of a slice 

through the center of the three dimensional distribution, as shown in Figure 8.2. The Abel 

transform method has been widely used in many ion imaging studies of photodissociation 

processes and gives a unique solution for the three dimensional velocity distribution. 

8.2.2 Forward simulation m ethod 

While the Abel inversion method has the advantage that the transform is unique, it is also 

extremely sensitive to noise and it is difficult to deconvolute the effects of machine functions 

such as molecular beam or laser beam width181 from the image . The method can only be 

used for systems with an axis of cylindrical symmetry, and the difficulties mentioned above 

uwan it. is not always the method of choice even for these systems. An alternative strategy for 

n~r:rmstrnct.ion of the 3D scattering pattern is forward simulation of the images, in which an 

ima~Se is constructed by performing an iterative convolution over experimental parameters for 

various different trial functions in order to determine the trial funct ion which best matches the 

image under study. This type of method allows a much more accurate treatment of machine 
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parameters. though it does not yield a mathematically unique set of product distributions 

and can be computationally expensive. There are two different approaches to a forward 

simulation analysis. If integrable forms of the various experimental parameters are available 

the trial distributions can be directly integrated over the experimental parameters to simulate 

the observed results. 186,187 Alternatively, Monte Carlo simulations may be performed;188 

this is often the only choice when easily integrable forms of experimental parameters are not 

available. The Monte Carlo method has the advantage that the effect of varying experimental 

parameters may be easily investigated, making it a useful tool for experimental optimisation, 

though at a cost of inc_:reased computational time. 

8.3 Data analysis methods 

8.3.1 Monte Carlo simulation methods 

Simulation can be defined as a technique of performing sampling experiments on a model of 

a system under study.189 Because the sampling process involves the use of random numbers 

the method is often referred to as Monte Carlo simulationt 

Computer simulation was once regarded as almost a final resort method in the field of 

data analysis, to be tried only when all else had failed. However, advances in software 

and processing speed have made simulations an increasingly valuable tool which is widely 

used in a large number of disciplines. In cases where analytic solutions to the equations 

modelling a system cannot be found, Monte Carlo simulation is often the only option, and 

consequently it is now one of the most powerful and commonly used techniques for analyzing 

complex systems. The applications of the Monte Carlo simulation technique described in 

this thesis are essentially evaluations of multidimensional integrals over the various velocity 

distributions, laser and particle beam profiles, and machine parameters involved in a range 

of molecular dynamics experiments. 

Simulated data can be used in several ways. When applied to the interpretation of 

experimentally measured data, the simulation generally tries to replicate the experimental 

data set. The parameters which were used in the simulation to obtain the best fit result 

<m~ then assumed to be a good indication of the values of the corresponding parameters 

m the system being modelled. This is the strategy used in modelling beam velocities in 

The term was first introduced during the second World War as a code word for a project involving Monte 

Carlo simulations on problems related to the atomic bomb. 
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Chapter 5 and in the analysis software for the ion imaging experiments described in Chapter 

10. An application _of Monte Carlo simulation to the generation of a set of basis functions 

mH·xl in fitting data from reaction dynamics experiments is described in Chapter 9. Computer 

simulation of an experiment can also provide valuable guidance in the design and optimisation 

of an experimental system, allowing the effects of changes to the system to be investigated at 

the computer before they are tested in the laboratory. An example of this type of application 

is given in Chapter 10. 

In order to carry out a Monte Carlo simulation of a system, a well defined model is 

required, parameterise~ in terms of a finite set of variables. Initialization consists of selection 

of a large number of parameter sets using a random number generator. Trajectories are then 

run through the model system for each of the parameter sets. The required data is extracted 

from. each trajectory and averaged to give the final result. The functional dependence of the 

system on a particular variable can be investigated by carrying out simulations for a range 

of fixed values of the parameter. 

Convergence and vaTiance reduction methods 

For a number of sample points N, the basic theorem of Monte Carlo integration estimates 

the integral of a function f over a multidimensional volume V to be190 

j jdV ~< j > V± (8.5) 

in which the second term is a one standard deviation error estimate which gives a rough 

indication of the probable error in the integral. 

the N sample points. 

angled brackets indicate the mean over 

1 N 
<f> = N Lf(xn) 

n""l 
N 

< 12 > - ~ Lf2
(Xn) (8.6) 

n""l 

Essentially, Equation 8.5 states that the error in a Monte Carlo integral decreases as N-1/ 2 . 

A eheck should be made that enough points are included in a Monte Carlo calculation to 

t~mmre that the multidimensional integral over the various distributions included in the sim

nlat.ion has converged to the true value+. In the application of the Monte Carlo procedure 

t In practice, if a Monte Carlo simulation is not sufficiently converged then rerunning the simulation program 

with a higher value of N will change the result obtained. 
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to the extraction of differential cross sections and product translational energy distributions 

hom composite Doppler profiles and ion images described in Sections 9.1.2 and 10.2. 7, poor 

<:onvergence will lead to erroneous results. There are methods which can be used to im

prove the rate of convergence, such as importance sampling and stratified sampling, 189• 190 

but these were not easily adapted to the simulation problems described here and will not be 

discussed further. An alterative approach to improving the convergence is to use a quasi

random number generator for sampling from the various distributions involved in the Monte 

Carlo integraL This will be discussed in more detail iri the next section. 

Random number generators 

One of the most basic requirements for carrying out a Monte Carlo simulation is a reliable 

random number generator. A standard random number generator generally produces num

bers which are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, commonly called 'uniform deviates' 

These uniform deviates can be used to generate random numbers from any other distribution, 

such as a Gaussian velocity distribution, which might be required in the simulation. 

R.andom numbers generated by a computer program are not really random in the true 

sense of the word and are often called pseudo-random numbers. Each digit occurs with 

approximately equal probability, but by the very nature of a computer program, the next 

number in the sequence is precisely defined by the preceding value through the computer code, 

and the series of random numbers obtained from such a program is reproducible. There are 

Heveral statistical tests for randomness which a pseudo-random number generator should pass 

bd(m~ it is used in a Monte Carlo application. However, the main requirement is that the 

program that produces a random sequence should be different from and statistically uncorre

lated with the program that uses it. 190 Any two random number generators should give the 

same results when coupled to the simulation program. random number generators used 

in this work will now be discussed in more detail. The majority of these algorithms were 

obtained from the book NumeTical Recipes in Fortran. 190 

Uuifi>nn devi:ttes: The most commonly used uniform deviate generators use a recurrence 

relation to return a series of integers between 0 and m- 1, where m is some large number, 

given an initial arbitrary number as a starting point. This type of generator is known as a 
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linear congruential generator and the recurrence relation takes the form, 

Xi+l axi + c (mod m) (8.7) 

The uniform deviate returned is usually Xi+l/m and lies between 0 and 1. The series will 

eventually repeat itself. In the above equation m, a and c are positive integers called the 

modulus, multiplier and increment. The 'randomness' of the numbers returned depends 

heavily on the values taken by these three parameters, and they must be chosen carefully 

to ensure that the period of the sequence is of maximum length i.e. m random numbers 

will be returned before it repeats. If this requirement is satisfied then the repeat length 

is independent of the initial seed value. This type of random number generator has the 

advantage that it is very fast, but the disadvantage that there is a degree of sequential 

correlation on successive calls. Park and Miller191 have shown that with careful choice of m 

and a, increment c can be set to zero. The resulting algorithm 

Xi+l = axi (8.8) 

has passed all tests for randomness and has been widely and successfully used. It is currently 

accepted as a minimal standard against which to judge other random number generators. The 

main problem with this generator is that there are low order serial correlations present e.g. a 

very small random number tends to be followed by a smaller than average value, which could 

lead to problems in some applications. These can easily be removed by including a shuffling 

a,lgorithm so that a random deviate Xi is not output on the ith call but on some later call. 

This random number generator (rani from Numerical Recipes) passes the statistical tests the 

1mslmffied algorithm fails and was used in the majority of the applications described here. 

The period rani is around 108 , sufficient for most applications. Occasionally a value of 

N was required which exceeded this number, and a random number generator with a longer 

period (ran2) was substituted. This long period random number generator simply combines 

two sequences with different periods additively to give a sequence with a period equal to the 

h~ast c:ommon multiple of the two periods. 

All of the above random number generators ean be used to return uniform deviates lying 

between any two limits A and B by carrying out the simple transformation 

:r~ A+ (B - A)xi (8.9) 



GnHssi;w devi<:1tes: Several of the probability distributions which must be sampled in the 

applications described in this thesis have well defined functional forms. One strategy for 

dealing with this in the Monte Carlo integration would be to sample uniform deviates and 

weight each point with the corresponding probability from the appropriate distribution. This 

is the approach adopted in several cases, such as sampling of the velocity of a molecule 

travelling in a supersonic molecular beam. However, in some cases. in which the functional 

form of the distribution is particularly simple, the uniform deviate can be transformed to 

give mndom numbers distributed according to the new probability distribution. This is the 

ease for particle beall_l profiles and thermal velocities, which have a Gaussian probability 

distribution. The uniform deviates described in Section 8.3.1 have the following probability 

distribution: 

O<x<l 
P(x)dx (8.10) 

otherwise 

normalised so that P(x)dx = 1. If some function of xis taken, y(x). then the probability 

distribution of y satisfies 

IP(y)dyl = !P(x)dx! 

=} P(y) P(x) I~~ I (8.11) 

This can be used to generate an arbitrary distribution of y parameters. For a distribution 

P(y) f(y), where f is a positive function whose integral is unity, the equation that must 

be solved is 

dx 

dy 
f(y) (8.12) 

It is immediately apparent that x = J f(y)dy = F(y), so that the required transformation to 

take a uniform deviate x into one distributed as f (y) is 

(8.13) 

wlH~re F- 1 is the inverse of the indefinite integral of f(y). Obviously, the number of functions 

for which it is possible to calculate F- 1 is limited, but the Gaussian is one such function. 

Gaussian deviates with zero mean and unit variance can be generated with the algorithm 

gasdev190 and are easily transformed to give the required widths for the various probability 

distributions required for beam parameters. 



Quasi-random numbers: Quasi-random number generators are a special type of random 

number generator which are 'self-avoiding'. They will never pick the same point twice and 

tend to fill in the sample space more and more finely as N increases, without the clustering 

effects that tend to occur when pseudo-random number generators are used. These random 

number generators generally consist of some multidimensional mathematical sequence and are 

therefore not actually 'random' at all. The major advantage of quasi-random over pseudo

random number generators as far as Monte Carlo applications are concerned lies in the fact 

that they sample the space much more evenly. For this reason convergence of the Monte 

Carlo integral is much.faster, with the error term often approaching N- 1 dependence rather 

than the N-112 dependence obtained with a pseudo-random number generator. Several 

quasi-random number generators were tested for use in the simulations described in Chapter 

9, including the Halton sequence,190 Sobol sequence192 and eta sequences.l93 While the 

convergence properties seemed to be better for a given number of points sampled, the main 

disadvantage of these random number generators was their slow sampling speed. Both the 

Halton and eta sequences were far too time inefficient to be incorporated into the programs, 

and eventually it was decided to forfeit the faster convergence properties offered by the quasi

random number generators for the much faster sampling speed of a pseudo-random number 

generator. 

8.3.2 Fitting algorithms 

Fitting of experimental data involves setting up a model defined by a set of adjustable par 

rmneters and determining the set of parameters which give the best agreement with the 

data. A fitting problem is nearly always formulated in terms of minimisation of a 'figure

of~merit' funct.ion (often called a 'merit function' or 'fitting function'), which represents the 

agreement between the model and the experimental data. By convention, small values of the 

fitting function represent good agreement; large values represent poor agreement. The ad

justable parameters are then varied according to some algorithm until a 'best fit' parameter 

Het, cmTeHpomling to the lowest possible value of the fitting function, is obtained. Because 

<'XP!~rimental data is usually subject to measurement errors and noise it is only very rarely 

that an (~xact fit to any model can be achieved. 

One of the most commonly used fitting functions, and the one chosen for all of the fitting 

problems presented in this work, is the x2 function, the sum of the squares of the differences 
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between the experimental data and the model at each experimental point. 

N ( ( .expc fit) ) 
2 

x2 L Yi - Yi 

i=l rYi 

(8.14) 

where y~xpt are the experimental data points, yft = y(Xii al···ak···ard are the fitted data 

point and rYi is the standard deviation associated with each data point. In many cases rYi is 

not known and is simply set to unity. 

The two types of fitting procedure used in this work, namely least squares fitting and 

).';enetic algorithms. will be described in the following sections. 

Least squares fitting 

If the derivative of Equation 8.14 is taken with respect to each of the fitting parameters ak a 

set of (in general) non-linear equations is obtained which must hold at the x2 minimum. 

0 k=1, .... K (8.15) 

Linea.r least squares: The simplest type of least squares fitting problem is that for which the 

model has a linear dependence on the fitting parameters i.e. a problem for which the model 

is a linear combination of a set of fixed basis functions fk ( x). 

J( 

y(.1:) = a.lfl (x) + a2h(x) + ... + akfk(x) + ... + O.f< hdx) L ak.fk(x) 
k=l 

For this case x2 becomes 

and the set of simultaneous equations to be solved is 

0 N 1 ( £; Yi k = 1, ... ,K 

Equation 8.18 can be rearranged and formulated as a matrix equation. 

where 

J( 

LAkjO.:j = bk 
j=l 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 
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and 

N 

bk = 2:: .:;__;___~ (8.21) 
i=l 

The resulting simultaneous equations are known as the normal equations of the least 

squares fit, and can in many cases be solved by standard matrix methods such as Gauss

.Jmdan elimination to give a unique solution for the set of fitting parameters. However, there 

are a large number of cases where these methods will fail. This commonly occurs when a 

data set does not make a clear distinction between two or more of the ba...sis functions and the 

matrix A~.;1 becomes s~ngular. In these cases, alternative solution methods such as singular 

value decomposition190 may be employed. 

Non-linear least squares: ·when the model has a non-linear dependence on the set of ad

justable parameters ak the data fitting problem becomes more complicated and an iterative 

procedure is required to find the optimum parameters. In the case where the model function 

is linear in the fitting parameters, contours of constant x2 on the x2 surface are ellipsoids.194 

In the non-linear case the contours are distorted, but become almost elliptical in the vicinity 

of the minimum on the surface. There are two common approaches for solving the optimi

sation problem. In one method, sometimes referred to as the Gauss195 or Gauss-Newton 

method, 196 the model function f(x, a) is expanded in a Taylor series up to first order. 

(8.22) 

or in vector notation 

f = fo +Fa (8.23) 

where the vectors a and o the current best fit parameters and a correction vector. For an 

experimental data set represented by the vector y, the value of x2 predicted by the linearised 

equations above is 

N 

x2 = 'l:(Yi fd 2 (8.24) 
i=1 

Equatiorm ::S.22 and 8.23 are linear in the correction vector a and the correction can therefore 

bP found by the standard least squares method of solving the system of equations 

k l, ... ,K (8.25) 
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in a. manner similar to that for linear least squares fitting. 

Because the Taylor expansion is only an approximation to the true fitting function the 

new best fit parameters a.k + ok are only the next approximation to the true least squares 

best fit parameters. The steps outlined above are repeated iteratively until there is little or 

no fin·ther improvement, at which point it is assumed the optimum parameter set has been 

determined. It is fairly common for this method to suffer from failure to converge. 

An alternative strategy is the gradient or 'steepest descent' methods, which simply take 

a step down the x2 surface in the direction of the negative gTadient of X2 to determine the 

new best fit parameters at each iteration. These methods have the disadvantage that they 

tend to be slow to converge. 

The most widely used algorithm in non-linear least squares fitting was proposed by Mar

quardt, 191 based on an earlier suggestion by Levenberg and uses a combination of the two 

methods described above. The Levenberg-Marquardt method uses the steepest descent ap

proach at points far from the minimum on the x2 surface, and switches continuously to the 

Taylor series method as the minimum is approached. 

While gradient descent methods have many advantages, there are also a number of dis

advantages. They generally perform very well for simple surfaces with a single minimum. 

However. on more complicated surfaces, which may have several minima. there is no guar

antee that the parameter set to which the algorithm converges will be the global minimum, 

since the program will terminate at the first local minimum it reaches from its starting point 

on the surface. When fitting complex surfaces it is a good idea to try several different starting 

points on the surface to ensure the fit converges to the same point in each case. Steepest 

descent methods are also very sensitive to noisy data and attempts to fit a large number of 

parameters are often unsuccessful. A very real problem with calculus based fitting methods 

is the requirement that both x2 and its derivatives with respect to each fitting parameter 

are able to calculated, a condition which makes them unsuitable for a number of fitting 

problems. Many of the problems associated with steepest descent methods are overcome by 

1-!;enetic algorithms. 

Ge11etic algorithms 

A genetic algorithm (GA) is an iterative procedure based on the concept of Darwinian evo

lution and 'survival of the fittest'. In this context, the 'fittest' is the set of parameters which 
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Figure 8.3: Flow diagram representation of a generalised genetic algorithm. 
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minimize or some other fitness function and best reproduce the experimental data. Other 

than the set of best fit parameters that a genetic algorithm fitting procedure aims to identify, 

it has little in common with the calculus based methods described in Section 8.3.2. A flow 

diagram the basic steps comprising a generalised GA is shown in Figure 8.3. 

The various steps in the process are described in more detail below .197• 198 

1. The first step involves selection of sets of trial fitting coefficients. In genetic algorithm 

terminology each set of coefficients is known as a chromosome or string, each position 

within a string is called a gene and its value is an allele. The set of chromosomes make 

up the pop7tlai'ion. The minimum and maximum values for each adjustable parameter 

are speeified at the beginning of the program, and each string contains coefficients 

selected randomly from within these limits. The initial population or 'first generation' 

of strings therefore spans the entire x2 surface. 

2. x2 is caleulatecl for each string. The criterion for stopping the optimization is usu

ally either completion of a user specified number of generations, or a x2 below some 
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t.hreshold value. If either of these conditions have been met then the string with the 

low(~st x:: at this point in the program is selected as the 'best fit· set of parameters. 

Otherwise the x:: value for each string is converted to a 'fitness'. used later to determine 

which chromosomes will be selected for breeding to produce the population of the next 

generation. The relationship chosen between the quality of the string (embodied in x2 ) 

and its fitness is essentially arbitrary, but it must give good solutions a high fitness and 

poor solutions a low fitness. A good choice of this fitness relationship can increase the 

eonvergence rate of the algorithm significantly. 

;3. A subset of strings must now be selected for breeding, based on the fitnesses determined 

in step 2. By analogy with their biological counterpart, it would be unreasonable to 

simply choose every string with high fitness to reproduce. In nature poorly adapted 

individuals sometimes produce offspring where fitter individuals fail. The selection 

method should be biased in favour of fit strings while still allowing poor strings a 

chance of breeding. A commonly used option is known as the ·roulette wheel' .197 Each 

is allocated a section of an imaginary roulette wheel whose width is proportional 

to its fitness. \Vhen the roulette wheel is 'spun' using a random number generator, 

the number of times a string is picked is proportional to its fitness. Very fit strings 

are likely to be picked several times, while poorer strings may not picked at all. 

A second technique is known as 'stochastic remaindering'. strings are all scaled 

to an average fitness of unity. The integer part of the fitness determines the initial 

number of copies made for each string (note that at this point no strings of below 

average fitness are selected). The number of copies made is subtracted from the fitness 

so that all strings now have a fitness less than unity. The strings that will be used to 

make up the remainder of the required population are now selected probabilistically by 

selecting strings at random, generating a random number, and reproducing the string 

if the random number is less than the fitness value. Fitnesses are set to zero after a 

is selected to prevent a string being selected twice and the procedure is repeated 

nutil required population size is obtained. Unlike the roulette wheel method, for 

which them is some probability that the fittest strings will not be selected, the method 

of stodtastic rernainclering ensures the fittest strings will always be copied. Often a 

tmmll modification is made to the selection procedure to ensure the fittest string in a 

population always continues into the next generation, preventing crossover or mutation 
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from destroying the best string. This is usually achieved by flagging the best string in 

(~ach population. If the best of the new generation is of lower fitness than the best of 

the previous generation then the least fit string of the new generation is replaced with 

the best string of the previous generation. 

4. The next stage is breeding between the selected parent strings to produce a new gen

eration of offspring. The GA analogue to mating in nature is the 'cross-over' operator. 

Pairs of strings are picked at random, cut into two at a randomly selected point and 

the two halves crossed over between the strings§. As an example, the two strings 

(1,3,5,7,9) and (·2,4,6,8,10) may be crossed over at the third gene to give two child 

strings (1,3,5,8,10) and (2,4,6,7,9). The crossover operator ensures that on average 

each child string receives half of its genes from each parent, and inherits characteris

tics from both parent strings. If both parents were fit strings, there is a reasonable 

probability that one or both the offspring will be better than the parents. 

5. In analogy with nature, mutations are introduced into a small number the new 

chromosomes. A mutation consists of replacing a small number of randomly selected 

genes within the population with new, arbitrarily selected values. Without mutation, 

the available genes are limited to those in initial population. Mutations introduce 

variety and prevent the population from stagnating. While a small number of mutations, 

of the order of 0.1% of the genes, is helpful, increasing the probability of mutation too 

much can cause problems. Convergence will be slowed if mutation occurs too often, 

since fit genes will be constantly replaced by poorer mutated versions. 

After mutation the new population is saved as the next generation and reentered into 

the loop at step 2. 

Genetic algorithms have several advantages over the more conventional calculus based 

fitting methods. While standard least squares fitting methods perform a single point search 

and a.re susceptible to convergence to a false minimum, genetic algorithms search many 

regions of the surface at once and are consequently more likely to find the true global 

minimum. This is a particular advantage when dealing with complicated surfaces or noisy 

< lal;a, for which traditional 'hill climbing' methods often fail. The x2 surface often becomes 

umch more complicated as the number of adjustable parameters increases, and the genetic 

11 Two point, crossovers, in which each parent string is cut in two places, are also commonly used. 
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nlgorithm approach becomes more and more valuable as the scale of the problem grows. 

However. simply because the GA does not perform a calculus based minimization there is 

no guarantee that the absolute minimum of the surface will be found. though the best fit 

solution encountered will be very close to this value. For this reason GA's are sometimes used 

in conjunction with a steepest descent method. The genetic algorithm is used to approach 

the minimum in the x2 surface as closely as possible, and a gradient descent method starting 

from the best fit set coefficients is used to 'fine tune' the solution. 

A second important advantage genetic algorithms is that they only require knowledge 

of ; no derivative information is needed. This makes a GA accessible for a much broader 

range of problems than gradient descent methods, for which the gradient must be calculated · 

at each step in order to determine the direction in which the optimisation should move on 

the x2 surface. An important consequence of this insensitivity to the gradient of the surface 

at this point is that genetic algorithms are fairly insensitive to even quite high levels of noise 

on the data to be fitted. 

primary disadvantage of a GA program over a conventional fitting method is that 

run times are generally significantly longer, mostly due to the fact that each operation must 

be carried out on all the strings in the population rather than on only the current best-fit 

solution as is the case in the calculus based methods. While this can be a major consideration 

for large problems with many fitting parameters, there are many smaller applications where 

the cost is offset by the ease with which a GA can be set up and applied to a wide range of 

different ·problems with only small changes in computer code. 

Both types of fitting procedure considered above have different merits, and one will often 

ontperfonu the other for a particular problem. This is illustrated in the various data fitting 

problems encountered over the course of the work presented in this thesis. The extraction 

of cross sections for collisionally induced f:::...1VI1 transitions from molecular beam attenuation 

data, as described in Chapter 6, is well suited to conventional least squares fitting techniques. 

Chapter 10 includes a discussion of a method of fitting a set of basis functions to data from 

ion imaging experiments, in which the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used with great 

sncc<~Ns. Data from the reaction dynamics experiments carried out at Oxford (Chapter 9) 

mnlrl b<~ equally well analysed using the standard Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least 

Hqnaret:~ approach or a genetic algorithm. 



9. DYNA;'viiCS OF THE H+H20-+ OH+H2 REACTION 

This chapter details work carried out during six months spent in the research group of Dr 

l\Iark Brouard at University of Oxford. During this time software was developed to 

analyse data from las~r pump-probe experiments into the stereodynamics of photoinitiated 

bimolecular reactions*, specifically the reaction between translationally hot H atoms and H20. 

The experiments involved will be described, though the measurements themselves did not 

form part of the work carried out during the visit. The theory of photoinitiated bimolecular 

reactions is fairly involved and is presented separately in Appendix C. 

D.l Experimental: Laser pump-probe experiments and Doppler resolved laser 

induced fluorescence spectroscopy 

The intensity, well defined frequency and high degree of collimation of a laser beam make 

it ideal for applications in the study of reaction dynamics. A generalised laser pump-probe 

experiment requires two laser beams and consists of two main steps. 

1. A laser pulse from the first ('pump') laser is used to excite a reagent to a specific 

quantum state. 

2. After a short time delay, during which the excited atom or molecule undergoes reaction 

with another species present, one of the products is detected using the second ('probe') 

laser, most commonly by measuring its laser induced fluorescence (LIF) or resonance 

enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectrum. 

Iu the present application of this technique to the photoinitiated reaction of 'hot' H atoms 

with H20, the photolysis precursor H2S and target molecule H20 are present at approximately 

e(pml partial pressures inside the reaction cell, with a total pressure of around 200 mTorr. The 

pump (photolysis) and probe lasers are two frequency doubled tunable dye lasers, pumped 

by the same XeCl excimer laser. An optical delay of around 23 ns separates the times at 

'The software is not included in Appendix F but may be obtained on request. 
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which the pump and probe laser pulses enter the celL The linearly polarized pump laser is 

used to photo dissociate the H2S precursor at 225 nm (this is equivalent to the first stage 

of tht~ generalised experiment described above, except that the reagent is excited into the 

continuum rather than into a specific quantum state), producing atomic hydrogen with a 

high translational kinetic energy. Only H2S molecules with some component of their dipole 

lying along the laser polarization axis are dissociated, leading to the velocity of the H atom 

fragment being preferentially aligned along the polarization axis of the laser. The CM angular 

distribution of the photolysis products is generally fairly broad and is usually expressed in 

terms of an angular di.fferential cross section as follows. 

(9.1) 

in which a is the total cross section, Wt is the solid angle (Bt, (h) into which products are 

scattered, {3 is the translational anisotropy parameter (described in more detail in Appendix 

C), and (cos flt) is a second order Legendre polynomial in the cosine of the angle Bt between 

the fragment recoil direction and the photolysis polarization vector. 

trigger 

reagents 
tn 

XeCI excimer 
laser 

Figure 9.1: Schematic of the experimental apparatus 

Vfdocity aligned H atoms undergo reaction with H2 0 molecules to produce OH and H2 in 

a range of internal states. Detection of the OH product follows through measurement of its 

Diippler resolved laser induced fluorescence spectrum. OH is formed in the X 2II electronic 
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ground state. The probe laser is used to excite the nascent OH to the A 2I;+ state via 

one photon absorption, after which it relaxes back to the ground electronic state with a 

fluorescence lifetime of approximately 700 ns, emitting a single photon. The single photon 

involved in both the absorption and emission stages of the process earns this technique 

t.he name ( 1 + 1) LIF. A photomultiplier tube mounted above the reaction cell is used to 

detect the fluorescence, and the probe and photolysis laser intensities can be monitored 

using photodiodes which measure the intensity of scattered light from the Brewster windows 

through which the beams enter the cell. Two boxcar integrators collect the signals from the 

photon:mltiplier and probe photodiode and transfer the data to a PC. A schematic of the 

experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 9.1. 

In preliminary studies a coarse scan of the v=O band of the OH produced in the reaction 

is carried out at a laser bandwidth of 0.25cm-1 and the lines assigned199 in order to select a 

suitable rotational level for further investigation. In the current study the J=l and J=5 levels 

were selected. The J=5 level is split by an interaction between the electronic orbital angular 

momentum and nuclear angular momentum into two A-doublet components. In the classical 

high J limit, the A' component of the A-doublet corresponds to the unpaired electron density 

lying in the plane of the molecular rotation, while the A" component has the unpaired electron 

density lying perpendicular to the plane of rotation, along the j' vector. The determination of 

separate vector correlations for each component of the A-doublet requires that both a main 

line and a satellite line corresponding to each component are able to 

which is satisfied for the J=5 line. 

resolved, a condition 

Once a rotational state has been selected, an intra-cavity etalon is placed inside the laser 

cavity, narrowing the laser bandwidth to 0.08 cm-1. Doppler profiles can then be recorded 

by Hcarming the probe laser frequency over the line of interest. 

The ultimate aim of an experiment in reaction dynamics is to determine the full three 

dimensional centre of mass frame velocity and angular distribution. This cannot be directly 

measured in the experiments described here, but information on the lab frame product ve

locity can be extracted from the Doppler resolved LIF profiles of the state selected product 

since the Doppler shift is a measure of the projection of the product velocity vector along the 

propagation axis of the probe laser. The component of the product velocity along this axis, 

v1, iH given by the scalar product of the product velocity vector v and the unit vector along 
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the laser propagation axis ka. 

(9.2) 

By measuring these projections for several different relative orientations of the photolysis and 

probe lasers, information on several moments of the full distribution can be obtained using the 

theory described in Appendix C. Profiles must be recorded for three different orientations of 

the two laser beams and their polarization vectors. According to the convention of Di.>::on, 200 

these geometries are known as 'Case A', 'Case B' and 'CaseD' and are shown in Figure 9.2 

detector 

CASE A ~ ~ pcobo 

pump~ 

CASEB 

pump ~ 

CASE 0 ~ 
pump~ ~ probe 

Figure 9.2: Alignment of the polarization vectors and propagation directions of the pump and probe 

lasers for each of the three experimental cases used in the determination of polarization 

dependent dif:l:erential cross sections (PDDCS's) and the translational kinetic energy 

distribution (P(fr)). 

In order to use the established theory to extract information from the experiments, the raw 

data must be manipulated to form 'composite Doppler profiles'. Details of this procedure are 

given in Appendix D. composite profile contains information on an individual moment of 

three dimensional scattering probability distribution and reflects the velocity distribution 

of the OH product through the Doppler shift. These profiles can be directly fitted using the 

techniques described in Sections 8.3.1 and 9.1.2 in order to extract dynamical information on 

the reaction process. For ease of notation the following definitions are introduced for the five 
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commonly used composite Doppler profiles described in Appendix D. 

Poo(O, 0) = Psp 

f3zo(2,0) Pkv 

fJ2o(O, 2) - Pki' 

Poo(2, 2) -

/3zo(2, 2) = Pkvj' (9.3) 

The first profile, Psp contains information on the product speed distribution. This can be used 

in conjunction with to determine the product differential cross section and translational 

('llergy distribution P(fr). The remaining profiles, Pkj', Pvj' and Pkvj' yield information on 

rotational vector correlations. 

9.1.1 BaclcgTound collision theory 

In the simplest type of bimolecular reaction for which these experiments can be carried 

out, namely the reaction between an atom and a diatomic molecule, determination of the 

differential cross section is straightforward. The velocities of both the photolysis precursor 

and the molecular reagent can be neglected to a good first approximation201 so that the 

relative velocity vector k along the hot atom velocity vector and is parallel to the velocity 

of the centre of mass VCM· Since there is no internal excitation in atomic co-product, 

each lab frame product speed corresponds to a single CM frame scattering angle, as shown 

in Figure 9.3 

The lab frame product velocity v' is the vector sum of the CM product velocity W
1 and 

the velocity of the centre of mass VC!Vf· 

v' = VCM +w' (9.4) 

Sl1naring both sides and rearranging leads to an expression for the CM scattering angle. 

(9.5) 

The one-to-one relationship between the lab frame product speed v1 and the CM scatter-

angle fit leads to an expression relating two probability distributions. When combined 

with Equation !J.5, this gives an expression for the probability of scattering into a given angle, 
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k 

Figure 9.3: Newton diagram for A+BC, reaction. k is the relative velocity vector, vcM is the CM 

""''"'""" v 1 and w 1 are the lab and CM frame product velocities and Bt is the CJVI frame 

angle. 

i.e. the normalised differential cross section, in terms of the lab frame velocity distribution. 

P(cos Bt)d(cos Bt) 

=> P(cosOt) 

P( v')dv' 

21r dCJoo 
CJ dw1 

(9.6) 

where G is the total integrated cross section. In this case only the speed dependent profile 

is required to extract the differential cross section. It can be seen that the factor vc~;w' is 

sim.ply the Jacobiap. for the change of variables from lab frame product velocity to CM frame 

scattering angle. 

For the more general case of a molecular coproduct, which can be formed in a range of 

internal states, the relationship between lab frame product speed and CM scattering angle 

is no longer one-to-one. The 'energy budget' for the reaction is not uniquely determined by 

state selective probing of just one of the products and a new parameter, 

available energy channeled into product translation, is introduced. 

E' __ T_ 

Eavail 

the fraction of 

(9.7) 

vVhen all of the available energy appears in translation of the products, corresponding to 

the ;.;it.uation in which the coproduct is formed in its ground vibrational and rotational state, 

h· will be equal to unity. Conversely, if the coproduct is highly rotationally or vibrationally 

excited, will be very small, with a limiting value of zero when all the available energy is 

channeled into internal excitation of the coproduct. 
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The possibility of internal excitation in the coproduct means that the product speed dis

tribution can no longer be used alone to determine the differential cross section. However, 

the second moment, fho(2, 0), also contains information on the differential cross section, and 

when analysed together, the two profiles yield both the differential cross section and dis-

tribntion product translational energies P(fr). Similarly, the remaining three moments 

(0, 2), ,13oo(2, 2) and (322(2, 2) may be analysed simultaneously to give the three polariza-

tion dependent differential cross sections (PDDCS's) ~ dJu7
1
°, ~ d£}

1
-, and ~ described in 

Appendix C, which give insight into product rotational angular momentum polarization. 

9.1.2 Analysis 

The extraction information from composite Doppler profiles is achieved by generating 

a basis set of composite profiles and fitting a linear combination of these functions to the 

experimental data, using either a non-linear least squares procedure or a genetic algorithm 

to perform a minimization. 

To determine the differential cross section and distribution of product translational en

ergies P(.fr) a basis set consisting of simulated speed and Pkv profiles must be constructed. 

Consider a basis set which consists of an array of composite Doppler profiles, each of which 

correspond to ct specific single value of the CM scattering angle cos Bt and fraction of energy 

appearing as product translation If speed and /3kv profiles are formed at each of i scat-

tering angles and .i values .fr the result is a basis set of dimension i x .i. Each individual 

basis function can be written G Ko(x, cos eL #), which X is the Doppler shift and cos ef and 

.If are the values of scattering angle and respectively for the particular basis function. A 

linear combination of these functions can be fitted to experimental profiles according to the 

following expression, 

Dgo(x) = LLCijGKo(xp,cosBLff) 
j 

iu which each coefficient Ci,j corresponds to a discrete scattering angle and value of Jr. 

(9.8) 

In practice it is usually assumed that the probability distribution P(.fr, coset) is separable 

;md can b(~ written as the product of a pair of distribvtions, one in scattering angle and the 

other in .fr. 

P(.fr,cosBt) = P(.fr)P(coset) (9.9) 
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This assumes that the differential cross section does not depend on fr and vice versa. While 

this has not been rigorously tested, very good fits to the data are obtained by separating the 

angular and kinetic parts of the distribution in this way, both for the H + HzO system to be 

<lescrihed here, and also for several other reaction systems,202 indicating that the assumption 

is valid, or at least that the degree of inseparability is well within the limits of experimental 

noise inherent in the data. The coefficients of Equation 9.8 can now be written as the product 

of <t smaller set of parameters, one for each value of fr and cos Ot. 

(9.10) 

The coefficient Cij corresponds to the probability of a product being scattered into angle 

cos fJj with a fraction .f} of the available energy appearing in product translation. Once the 

(lata has been fitted, the optimised array of expansion coefficients provides the distribution 

P(cosOt,fr). i.e. 

P(cos Ot) (9.11) 

P(h·) 

(9.12) 

:-;o that the values of the ai and bi coefficients represent the differential cross section and 

P(.f'T) distribution respectively. 

A major problem with this procedure is the large number of basis functions, and therefore 

fitting parameters, required to analyse the experimental data. A minimum requirement for 

a standard data set is typically twenty values each of cos Ot and .fr, resulting in a basis set 

consisting of 400 Psp and profiles. This presents a two~fold problem. A basis set of these 

dimensions represents a sizeable data file for which storage can be a very real problem. Also, 

thEe~ s<~veral hundred fitting coefficients required mean that any fitting algorithm will struggle 

to find a minimum in the x2 surface due to the high number of degrees of freedom the problem 

presents. In order to reduce the number of fitting coefficients required the basis set can be 

contracted into a set of Legendre moments by numerically integrating the basis functions, 

weighted by the appropriate Legendre polynomials in fr and cos Ot, over the values of cos Bt 

and .fT. Contracted basis functions G'K~J(x) are then, 

Gf{3(x) L L Pn(Cm>rJt)PmU~)GI<o(x, easeL !Jr) 
.i 

(9.13) 
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iu which ffr = 2fr - L i.e. the parameter fT transformed to lie within the range from -1 to 

1 for which the Legendre polynomials form an orthogonal basis set. 

The basis set is now of dimension n x m, with n and m usually less than four, a much 

more tractable size for a fitting algorithm to handle. Originally the basis set contraction was 

carried out after the large basis set had been generated, but the software was later modified 

so that the basis functions are contracted as they are generated; this solves the data storage 

problem since the large uncontracted basis set is not printed to file. The functions in a typical 

basis set containing three Legendre moments each in cos Bt and fr are shown in Figure 9.4 

a) 0.4 
0.5 

0.1 0.3 

-0.2 0.1 
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-1 
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b) 0.10 
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0.02 
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xl 

Figure 9.4: Basis set for speed and ,Bkv composite Doppler profiles in the H+HzO --+ 

OH(v=0,.J=l)+H2 reaction, with three moments each in cosBt and fT· The indices 

n,1n. labelling the plots denote the contracted basis function corresponding to a Legen

dre polynomial of order n in cos Bt and order m in fT· 

The expression used to fit a linear combination of contracted basis functions to an exper

imental eomposite Doppler profile is now 

DKo(x) = '2: '2: anbmG[FJ(x) (9.14) 
n rn 

Substituting (9.13) into (9.14) gives 

DKo(:c) = L L :2:: L anPn(cos enbmPrnUt)GKo(x, cos e;, Jf) (9.15) 
j n m 

If this is eompa.red with Equation (9.8) it is seen that carrying out the contraction is 
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~quivalent t.o setting 

ai = :2.::: anPn(cose;) (9.16) 
n 

bj = :2.::: bmPm(f'~) 
m 

The Legendre contraction therefore has the effect of reexpressing the differential cross section 

and P(h) distributions as a linear combination of Legendre polynomi;3.ls. for which the 

expansion coefficients are the an and bn parameters obtained in fitting the experimental 

data with the contracted basis set. If these expressions are compared with Equation C.17 of 
I 

1\.ppendix C it is seen·that the normalised differential cross section is given by 

21r dO"oo 1 L -d = anPn(cos Ot) 
0' Wt 2 n 

(9.17) 

where an (2n + 1)S00 , while the PUT) distribution is 

(9.18) 
m 

Each contmcted basis function G[{o(x) is therefore the composite Doppler profile which 

\Vould be obtained in the case where the differential cross section was equal to Pn (cos Ot) and 

the P(h) distribution to Pm(ffr). 

The amount of detail obtained on the two distributions depends on the number of moments 

included in the expansion. Ideally, a large number of moments would be used in order to 

resolve any fine structure present in the two distributions. However, this must be balanced 

with the joint problems of ensuring that the basis functions are converged properly, discussed 

in Section 8.3.1, and the reduced sensitivity of the fitting procedure for higher order terms. 

Information on the remaining measurable PDDCS's is obtained from the experimental 

compo:oite Doppler profiles in a similar manner to that described above for the differential 

cro:os section and P(fr) distribution, except that in this case the profiles which are simultane

ou:oly fitted are those for the f3kj', (311p and !3kvj' moments of the distribution. From equation 

(C.l7) of Appendix C, the PDDCS's may be expressed as a linear combination of modified 

spherical harmonics. 

~ :2.::: mZ~±Ck1 ,-q(Ot, 0) 
kt 

(9.19) 

where 

(9.20) 
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The relationships between these PDDCS's and the bipolar moments which can be mea

smed experimentally are given in Table D.l. 

Again. separability of the kinetic energy and angular dependence of the probability distri

bution P(wt, Wn fT) is assumed; this simply infers that the three remaining PDDCS's have the 

same functional dependence on the product energy. Basis functions are constructed for fitting 

the . (3,p and composite Doppler profiles, each basis function being weighted as it is 

formed by integrating over the differential cross section and P(fr) distributions which have 

previously been determined using the analysis described above. A basis function generated for 

a specific scattering a~gle cos ei and a specific PDDCS ~ d~:~± is denoted G go(x, coset kq±). 

Since the PDDCS's are expressed as a linear combination of modified spherical harmonics, 

it is convenient to contract the basis functions in a series of spherical harmonics in order to 

reduce number of degrees of freedom for the fitting proceduret. 

G /;;1 
( kl ) .:rKo x, ,s (9.21) 

This is analagous to the Legendre contraction of the basis set carried out in the determination 

of the differential cross section and P(fr) distributions. A typical set of contracted basis 

functions is shown in Figure 9.5. 

Each of the bipolar moments flkj', f3vj' and is dependent on all three PDDCS's, just 

as the and f3kv dependent profiles are dependent on both the differential cross section and 

P(h) distribution. In the same way as these two profiles can be fitted simultaneously with 

contracted basis functions in coset and to return the differential cross section and P(JT) 

(listribution, the remaining composite Doppler profiles can be fitted simultaneously to return 

three polarization dependent differential cross sections. The contracted basis functions 

are fitted to the experimental composite Doppler profiles using the following expression, 

DKo(x) I>L m~~±G~~o(:c, e, kq±) (9.22) 

k' iql 

to return the coefficients for the expansion of the renormalised PDDCS's given in Equation 

D.l!J. Once the PDDCS's are known the alignment parameters discussed in Appendix C may 

t BecauHe the spherical harmonics have two indices, care is required to ensure the correct moments are 

included in the contraction. For example, if three moments were required for each PDDCS, the terms to be 

im:lmled for ~'~f~';' would be Co0 (81,0),C10 (11t,O) and 0 20 (01,0), the~~".,;'.' PDDCS would have moments in 

Cu (Ht, O), Cz1 ((:It, 0}, and C:H (Ot, 0), and for l ti1"
22 the moments would be Cn (Bt, 0), C32(0t, 0) and C42(8t, 0) .. 

Ef f. Wt 
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Figure 9.5: Basis set for , Pvj' and composite Doppler profiles in the H+H2 0 -+ 

OH(v=O,J=5,A')+H2 reaction with three moments in each PDDCS. The columns cor

respond to the three bipolar moments while the rows separate the PDDCS's. 

be determined by integrating over the scattering angle cos fh, and information can then be 

recovered on the various angular distributions described in Section C.l. 

D<J.ta fitting 

The basis functions are fitted to the experimental composite profiles using either a non-

linear squares or genetic algorithm fitting procedure. The principles behind these two 

methods are outlined Chapter 8. Both methods aim to minimise x2
, the sum of squares 

of the differences between the experimental data and the fitting function. 

For a given function f(:r:), expressed as a Legendre expansion of the form, 

f(x) = ~ 2:::: anPn(x) 
n 

the ana.lytie expression for the coefficient of the nth Legendre polynomial is 

(2n + l)(Pn(x)) 

(2n + 1) ./
1

1 
P11 (x)f(x)dx 

(9.23) 

(9.24) 

(9.25) 
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For fitting to the speed and Pkv profiles the first coefficient in the expansion of the dif

ferential cross section arid P(fr) distribution is fixed at unity to ensure that the returned 

distributions are normalised. 

Because the fitting coefficients correspond to the expectation values of the Legendre poly

nomials over the differential cross section and P(fr) functions (Equation 9.25). the maximum 

and minimum values that the fitting coefficients can take are well defined. In the most ex

t.reme case, corresponding to single angle scattering in the differential cross section or a single 

product translational energy in PUr), f ( x) could be a o function at the minimum or maxi

mum value of the Legendre polynomial, in which case the coefficient would be equal to this 

maximum or minimum value over the range x = -1 to x 1 multiplied by the scaling factor 

2n + 1. It is often desirable to constrain the fitting coefficients so that they do not exceed 

their physical limits, as discussed below. 

For the H+H20 system, the fitting procedure is reasonably sensitive to the form of the 

differential cross section, but it is much more difficult to extract information on the P (fr) 

distribution, and the coefficients of this distribution have a tendency to blow up to unaccept

able values, particularly for the higher Legendre moments used in the fit. This low sensitivity 

is largely due to the fact that the kinematics and small energy release for the reaction mean 

that the OH product is formed with fairly small lab frame velocities. As a result, the Doppler 

profiles are narrow when compared to reactions in which the energy release is larger, making 

it more difficult to detect changes in the width of the profile which reflect the distribution of 

fr values. 

The first attempts to fit the experimental data used the gradient descent method with 

no constraints imposed on the coefficients other than that the coefficients of the zeroth order 

moments were unity. When tested on simulated data, so that the differential cross section and 

P (.h) rlistribution were known exactly, the fitting procedure returned reasonable values of x2
, 

awl successfully fitted the differential cross section, but several of the coefficients returned 

vahms far outside their physical limits, giving large oscillations in the fitted distribution and 

iuclicating that the fitting program had found a local minimum outside the range for which 

tlH~ coefficients were meaningful. This is a common trap for gradient descent methods, and is 

especially problematic when attempting to fit noisy data. Imposing constraints on a calculus 

based fitting algorithm tends to interfere with the fitting procedure, since once a parameter 

has reached its maximum value the program will effectively stall if the 'downhill' direction 
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for the current set of coefficients involves exceeding this value. Solution of the non linear 

fitting equations indicates that the magnitude of the coefficient should be increased to obtain 

a b<~tter fit, yet this is not allowed by the constraint. It is unlikely that the coefficient will 

ever be reduced from its limiting value, which prevents the algorithm from locating other 

minima. In practice, constraints could be introduced with some success provided the number 

of coefficients in the fit was kept low. 

Genetic algorithms, described in Section 8.3.2, have the advantage that the minimum and 

maximum allowed values for each fitting parameter are required as input for the initialization 

procedure, so that cor:straining the coefficients to lie within their physical boundaries is a 

natural part of the code. Because there are a large number of complete sets of coefficients 

involved at each stage of the algorithm, it is more likely that a global minimum will be found, 

and therefore likely that the coefficients will become fixed at their maximum values. For 

this reason, even though the genetic algorithm has a longer run time than the Levenberg

Marquardt method, it is likely to become the method of choice for application to the fitting 

of composite Doppler profiles in systems which present a problem to the traditional gradient 

descent methods. 

Though they were not included in the final fits to the data presented here, it is also 

possible to impose other constraints on the fit by adding 'penalty' or 'smoothing' functions 

to x2 . A simple way to stop the higher order coefficients blowing up is to add the sum of 

the moduli of the coefficients, weighted by some empirically determined parameter, to x2 . If 

the penalty function is too high for a particular set of coefficients, this will be interpreted 

as a poor fitness, and the set will be discarded to make way for sets with a lower penalty 

function. Another possibility is to introduce a penalty function with the aim of preventing the 

differential cross section or P(.fr) distribution becomiug negative, which clearly represents 

an unphysical solution since both functions represent probability distributions. The use of 

r)(malty functions should be approached with caution, however, to ensure that the penalty 

function guides the coefficients in the right direction, but without dominating search for 

a bext fit. 

JI/Ionte-Carlo Error Analysis 

An extimate of the error limits on the differential cross section and P(fr) distribution returned 

from the fitting procedure is obtained using a separate error analysis program. As input 
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the program requires the basis functions used for fitting, the experimental profiles, and the 

optimized fitting coefficients. Initially, a cutoff value of x2 is determined. above which it is 

de1:med that a fit to the data is no longer being obtained. The coefficients are varied by 

adding randomly generated increments to each one, and x2 for the 'fit' is determined by 

:->mmning the basis functions using the new coefficents and applying Equation 8.14. If the 

valne of x2 is less than the cutoff value the differential cross section and PUT) distribution 

corresponding to the particular set of coefficients are calculated at a set number of points. 

This is repeated for a large number of sets of parameters, allowing the standard deviation 

associated with each point to be determined. The error limits on the two distributions are 

then taken as optimized function plus or minus one standard deviation of the sampled 

functions whose x2 lies below the specified limit. 

D.l.3 Results 

Simulated Data 

Before being used in the analysis of experimental data, the programs were tested on simu

lated composite profiles, for which the differential cross section and PUT) distributions were 

lmmvn. to ensure that the correct functions were returned by the fitting procedure. The 

polynomial function f,f(l fer) was used for the trial PUT) distribution, and various forms 

for the diff'erential cross section were generated using a combination of two Gaussians and 

a. baseline. The fits obtained using a genetic algorithm fitting program allowed to run for 

10,000 generations and a contracted basis set consisting of four Legendre moments in cos flt 

and fr are shown in Figures 9.6 to 9.10 

\Vith the exception of the f3kv moment in the case of backward scattering, the fitted 

composite Di:ippler profiles are indistinguishable from the original simulated profiles. The 

much smaller amplitude of the Pkv profile for backwards scattering compared with other types 

of differential cross section accounts for the slightly poorer fit to this data set. Comparison of 

the differential cross sections and translational energy distributions returned from the fitting 

procedure with those used in the simulation of the profiles indicates that the methods of 

analysis employed can be used to extract accurate dynamical information from composite 

Doppler profiles. 
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Figure 9.6: Simulated data (dotted lines) and fits (solid lines) for forward scattering, together with 

input and returned differential cross section and translational energy distribution. 
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Figure 9. 7: Simulated data (dotted lines) and fits (solid lines) for backward scattering, together with 

input and returned differential cross section and translational energy distribution. 
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Figure 9.8: Simulated data (dotted lines) and fits (solid lines) for forward-backward scattering, 

together with input and returned differential cross section and translational energy dis

tribution. 
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Figure 9.9: Simulated data (dotted lines) and fits (solid lines) for sideways scattering, together with 

input and returned differential cross section and translational energy distribution. 
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Figure 9.10: Simulated data (dotted lines) and fits (solid lines) for isotropic scattering, together with 

input and returned differential cross section and translational energy distribution. 

Experimental data 

Analysis experimental data from the reaction H+H20 -t OH+H2 presents some special 

difficulties. Because the reaction is endoergic by around 26 kJmol-1 the kinetic energy release 

is small. The OH product has a low CM speed and the sensitivity to the scattering 

angle is reduced. In addition, the low mass of the fast atom means that the velocity of the 

centre of mass is low, so that not only is the difference between the lab frame velocity vectors 

for forward and backward scattered OH products small, but the vectors themselves only have 

small magnitudes. This reducing the sensitivity further since the observed Doppler shifts are 

Hmall when compared those for reactions with more favourable kinetics. 

One <Ldvantage of the H+H2 0 system is that it presents a special case in which the 

intemal energy levels in the coproduct are widely spaced. This leads to the possibility of 

nsing two different two ways to generate basis functions. first ignores the quantization of 

the product translational energy and treats fr as a continuous function, generating random 

variables and integrating to produce the required number of moments for the contracted basis 

s<~t. The second method recognises that the values which fT can take for a given internal 

state of OH are limited to discrete values by the internal states which may be populated 

iu the H2 c:oproduct. At the collision energy of 1.43 eV used in the experiments only ten 
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rotational levels are accessible, so that only ten values of fr need to be considered. Basis 

fnnctions contracted in the cos ()t dimension can then be generated for each of these fr values 

and used to fit the experimental profiles. The fitted profiles obtained using both schemes, 

together with the returned differential cross section and P(fr) distributions and statistical 

errors for the fits, are shown in Figures 9.11 to 9.16 for the 

product. Both A~doublet levels of the J=5 level were fitted. 

and J =5 levels of the 0 H 

It was found that optimum fits were obtained using three moments each in the cos Bt 

and fr dimensions (when applicable) for the Legendre contraction of the basis sett. This 

represents a compron:J,ise between allowing enough degrees of freedom in the to obtain 

an optimum vane x2 and at the same time limiting the number of moments which the 

fitting procedure can handle without coefficients of the higher moments blowing up to 

unreasonable values. 
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Figure 9.11: Experimental composite Doppler profiles (dot,ted lines) and best fits (solid lines) for 

OHiv = 0, J 1), together with the returned differential cross section and P(fT) 

distribution using basis functions contracted in cos Bt and uncontracted in Jr. x2 for 

the fit was 2.408. Statistical errors are represented by dotted lines. 

Tlw number of moments required to obtain a satisfactory fit to a data set is highly dependent on the chemical 

system Hnder study. For example, in the H+N2 0 system at least five moments in /T are required to obtain a 

reac;onable fit to the composite Doppler profiles, though three moments are sufficient for the differential cross 
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Figure 9.12: Experimental composite Doppler profiles (dotted lines) and best fits (solid lines) for 

OH(v = 0, J 

distribution 

1), together with the returned differential cross section and P(fT) 

contracted basis functions in both cos Bt and fy. x2 for the fit was 

2.392. Statistical errors are represented by dotted lines. 
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Figure 9.14: As for Figure 9.12 but for the A' A-doublet of the (v 

product. x2 for the fit was 1.835. 
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Figure 9.16: As for Figure 9.12 but for the A" A-doublet of the (v = 0, J = 5) level of the OH 

product. for the fit was 1.756. 

The differential cross sections and P(Jr) distributions are very similar for all three product 

rotational states measured, with the distributions returned from the two levels of the J = 5 

A~doublet being virtually indistinguishable. When the differential cross sections for the J 1 

and J = 5 levels are compared, it is seen that the J = 5 product is slightly more forward 

scattered with respect to the incident H .atom direction, though the difference lies well within 

the error limits of the experimental data and the fitting procedure. 

The two dift'erent treatments of fr return very similar distributions. The differential cross 

section exhibits scattering over all angles in the center of mass frame, with a preference for 

sideways scattering. The fr contraction has a negligible eft'ect on the differential cross section 

and the general f()rm of the P(fr) distribution is clearly the same for both fitting methods, 

with most of the available energy appearing as product translation. Fitting with uncontracted 

basis functions does have the advantage of removing the 'tail' at low fr which is an artefact 

of the moment expansion method. Because the fr coefficients give the P(Jr) distribution 

directly. rather than just giving the weight for the corresponding Legendre polynomial in 

the expam;ion of this quantity, they may be constrained to be greater than zero so that 

the the returned P(fr) distribution can only take on positive values. This is not the case 

when fitting to contracted basis functions. It can be seen that in the moment expansion 
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the P(.fr) distribution function does pass below zero, which is physically unreasonable, but 

within the statistical errors of the fit. Despite the obvious advantages of using uncontracted 

ha~is functions for the fitting procedure, there are also several disadvantages. Because the 

fitting procedure must deal with a much larger number of coefficients it is usually necessary 

to run the fitting progTam several times to ensure that all the coefficients are converged to 

their final values. Also, it is only possible to use the method for a very limited number of 

reactions for which there are only a few accessible internal states for the molecular coproduct. 

If this is not the case a large number of uncontracted basis functions would be needed, and 

the fitting procedure ~ould be unlikely to converge to a reasonable solution. With just ten 

basis functions in fr it is already seen that the fits to the profiles, as measured by the value 

of x2 , are slightly poorer than for the fits using contracted basis functions with only three 

degrees of freedom in In the case of the H+H20 reaction however, for which the analysis 

is relatively insensitive to the distribution of product translational energies, the method has 

proved very useful as a check of the validity of the contraction technique. 

The product rotational polarization of the OH product was measured for both A doublets 

of the J=5 leveL The fitted Pkj', Pvj' and Pkvj' profiles, together with the returned PDDCS's 

for the two A~doublet components are shown in Figures 9.17 and 9.18. 

Figure 9.17: The i3k.J', Ovj' and f3kvj' experimental composite Doppler profiles (dotted lines) together 

with best fits (solid lines) and the returned polarization dependent differential cross 

:>ections for probing of the A' A-doublet level of OH(v = 0, J = 5). 
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Figure 9.18: As for Figure 9.17 but for the A" A doublet component. 

The corresponding distributions P(Br, ¢r) of j', calculated from Equation C.23 of Ap

pendix C, are shown in Figures 9.19 to 9.22. In these polar plots the z axis is along the 

direction of the reagent relative velocity vector k, which is essentially the direction of the 

hot H atom. The product relative velocity k' lies in the xz plane, with the x component 

lying along the positive x axis. Figures 9.19 and 9.20 show that for both components of the 

A doublet j' lies in the scattering plane. The previous analysis of the speed and Pkv depen

dent profiles suggested that the scattering is fairly isotropic, with a preference for sideways 

scattering, and a most probable scattering angle, lying slightly in the forward hemisphere, of 

around 75°. From Figures 9.21 and ~.22, which show the polarization of j' in the scattering 

plane, this implies that for the A' component j' is aligned approximately along the product 

relative velocity vector, while for the A" component the two vectors are perpendicular. The 

rotational motion of the OH in the A' A doublet state may be visualised as that of a 'pro

pellor' propagating along the product relative velocity vector. In contrast, the A" A doublet 

undergoes more of a 'cartwheel' type motion. 
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Figure 9.19: Polar plot of the rotational polarization of the OH(v = 0, J = 5,A.") product of the 

H+H20 reaction. 

Figure 9.20: As for Figure 9.19 but for the A." A doublet component. 
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Figure 9.22: As for Figure 9.21 but for the A11 A doublet component. 
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.9.2 Discussion 

9.2.1 Previous work on tlw H+H20 reaction 

The H+H20 reaction has attracted wide interest, both from experimentalists· and theoreti

cians. The reverse reaction is a key process in combustion203 and also plays a significant role 

in the chemistry of interstellar space. In addition, the H+H2 0 reaction represents one of the 

simplest four atom systems, and the small number of electrons involved has made it fairly 

easily accessible to ab init<io calculations of the potential energy surface, and therefore also 

to quasi-classical and quantum scattering calculations of the reaction dynamics. 

Theoretical studies 

The first attempt to calculate a potential energy surface for the reaction was made in 1979 

by Walch and Dunning, who used a triple zeta basis set with polarization functions to carry 

out high quality ab initio calculations which included configuration interaction. A saddle 

point was located in the exit channel with a barrier height of 26 kJmol-1. corresponding to 

a planar H-H-0-H transition state with an H-H-0 angle of 165°. 

Schatz et al204 used the ab initio points calculated by \iValch and Dunning to construct 

an analytic potential energy surface for the purpose of carrying out QCT calculations. They 

determined excitation functions as a function of reagent vibrational mode as well as overall 

thermal rate constants. Vibrational excitation in the H20 reagent was shown to lead to 

enhanced reaction probability, reflecting the presence of the late barrier in the potential 

energy surface§. 

Zhang and Light207 used the Schatz-Elgersma surface to carry out time dependent wave 

packet calculations to determine quantum state-to-state reaction probabilities for the system. 

They found that only about 25% of the collision energy appeared as internal excitation of the 

products, with the fraction going into H2 vibration being approximately forty times larger 

than that into vibration of the OH product. The rotational distributions for in the v=O 

statP were also strongly dependent on the collision energy, with higher collision energies 

leading to the population of higher rotational states in the H2 fragment. 

!i According to the widely used 'Polanyi rules' 205 , 206 vibrational excitation supplies energy in the correct 

degree of freedom to overcome a barrier in the exit channel, while translational excitation favours reactions 

with a barrier in the entrance channel. 
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Schatz-Elgersma surface was also used by Clary208- 210 for quantum mechanical scat

tering ealculations, yielding rate constants, integral cross sections and differential cross sec

tiom; for the reverse reaction of OH with D2 . The product HOD was scattered backwards 

respect to the incoming OH molecule, in agreement with the experimental measurements 

of Alagia et al. 211 

Experimented studies 

The practical importance of the reverse reaction, OH+H2 -+H+H20 has lead to its kinetics 

being widely studied,212 •213 with measurements of rate constants and isotope effects hav

ing been carried out over the temperature range from 250 to 1050 K. The reaction is very 

slow at room temperature, with a rate constant of 6.1 x 10-15 cm3molecule-1s-1 at 298 K, 

corresponding to a cross section of 3.6 x w-4 A 2 , but the rate increases dramatically at 

temperatures. The experimental activation energy depends on the isotopes present, and was 

found to be 16.9 k.Jmol- 1 for and 22.4 k.Jmol-1 for OH+D2. A marked isotope 

at low temperatures indicates that tunnelling of the H/D through the potential barrier 

becomes important as the temperature is decreased.214 

As well as kinetic studies, a range of dynamical experiments have been carried out on 

the system. The endoergic nature of the reaction means that energy must be supplied to 

overcome the barrier. in the present work, this is usually achieved using the hot atom 

technique, in which the H atom reagent is prepared by photolysis of a suitable precursor and 

is formed with considerable translational kinetic energy. Alternatively, the energy can be 

provided in the 

Several groups215 -218 have used the hot atom technique to obtain OH product internal 

state distributions and absolute reactive cross sections over the range of collision energies from 

3;1 to 58 kJmol- 1 (0.34-0.60 eV). was demonstrated by the theoretical studies, vibrational 

excitation of the H20 reagent strongly favours reaction. Zare and coworkers219 and Kessler 

and Kleinermann218 showed that excitation the fundamental OH and OD vibrations in 

HOD increased the reaction cross section by a faetor of up to 120 over the increase obtained 

lJy channeling <.L Himilar amount of energy into reagent translation. In fact, the eross section 

was found to be approximately constant with H atom energy for energies above threshold. 

mentioned earlier, this observation may be explained in terms of the Polanyi rules. An 

alternative explanation was offered by Zare with his 'cone of acceptance' model, which also 
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gives insight into the possible dependence of the reactivity on the H atom approach angle. 

For ground state HzO the model assumes that in order to abstract an H atom from the 

molecule, a fast H atom must impart enough energy along the bond to cause reaction. At 

a given energy this implies a limited range of impact angles which can lead to reaction, the 

so called 'cone of acceptance'. Inside this cone the momentum transfer from the H atom is 

:mfficient to cause reaction. while collisions resulting from impacts at angles outside the cone 

are non-reactive. Since vibration increases the energy along the reaction coordinate (the OH 

bond), less of the H atom translational energy is required to be directed along the bond. In 

consequence, the cone. of acceptance widens, so that collisions at higher angles can lead to 

reaction, and the reaction cross section increases. 

In addition to the above, Crim and coworkers,220- 228 and later Zare et al,224- 226 also 

showed that specific excitation of either the OH or OD fundamental stretching vibrations 

leads to selective cleavage of the corresponding bond, even when only a single quantum of 

energy is supplied. This example mode selectivity has been supported by both QCT and 

quantum scattering calculations. 227-230 

Kessler and Kleinermanns218 measured internal state distributions for the OH product at 

CM collision energies of 176 and 143 kJmol-1 (1.82 and 1.48 eV). No LIF signal from OH in 

the 7J = 1 state was observed, indicating that OH is formed almost exclusively in the ground 

vibrational state. The rotational distributions peaked at between J = 2 and J 3, so that 

only around 5% (at 176 kJmol-1) or 8% (at 143 kJmol-1) of the total available energy is 

channeled into rotational excitation of the OH product. This can be explained by a simple 

impulsive model in which the light departing H2 molecule is unable to exert a large repulsive 

force on the OH fragment. Coupled with the H-H-0 bond angle of 104° at the saddle point, 

the amount of torque exerted along the breaking bond is minimal so that only low rotational 

states of the product are populated. 

Alag;ia et al211 carried out a crossed beam study of the reverse reaction at an energy of 

26.5 kJrnol- 1
, very close to the threshold. These experiments showed that the H20 product 

is strongly backward scattered with respect to the initial OH direction. This was explained 

in terms of the rebound dynamics of a simple H atom transfer reaction, with cleavage of 

the H-H bond and formation of the new 0-H bond occuring simultaneously. As mentioned 

earlier, the experimental results were convincingly reproduced by Clary's quantum scattering 

<:alenlations. 229 In contrast to the forward reaction, approximately 65% of the available 
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energy is channeled into internal excitation of the products, whch may again be explained in 

t<-mns of the position of the barrier in the potential energy surface. For the reverse reaction 

t.he barrier appeR,rs in the entrance channel, and translational energy in the reactants, which 

favours reaction, is transformed into vibrational motion of the products. 

Studies by Kleinermanns and Wolfrum215 and Honda et al217 demonstrated a strong 

preference for population of the A' A-doublet component of the OH reaction product, in 

which the unpaired electron density lies in the plane of rotation. This is explained in terms 

of a direct stripping mechanism in which the H atom approaches in the plane of the H20 

molecule. Since any impulse delivered to the OH fragment during bond cleavage must be in 

this plane the OH product will possess rotation in the plane in which the transition state 

lies immediately before it dissociates into products. It would be expected that the unpaired 

electron density will lie along the direction of the breaking bond, i.e. in the plane of rotation. 

The state averaged A'/ A" ratio was measured to be 3.2. 

0.2.2 Present work 

Tile differential cross section and translational energy distribution 

Using either method for fitting the /3sp and !3kv profiles (i.e. contracted or uncontracted 

basis functions in .fT), the returned fT distribution shows that most of the available energy 

is channeled into product translation. This is in agreement with the previously determined 

product internal state distributions described in Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.1, and is typical of 

a reaction with a late barrier in the potential energy surface. When the present results 

an: compared with Zhang and Light's calculations of the product state distributions for the 

1'f'~ac:tion207 it is found that there is almost quantitative agreement.231 

To date, there has been little published about the differential cross section for the H + H2 0 

reaction. The study by Alagia et al of the reverse reaction211 showed that the H20 product 

is strongly backscattered with respect to the direction ofthe reagent OH molecule. Applying 

the principle of microscopic reversibiblity, it may be expected that the OH from the forward 

n!actiou would be forward scattered with respect to the direction of the incident H atom 

(backward scattered according to Alagia's convention). The present study shows that this is 

obviously not. the case, with significant amounts of scattering over all centre of mass angles 

and a preference for sideways scattering. The results for the J = 5 level show a slight shift 

towards forward scattering, but this is only a very small effect. One of the major differences 
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between the experiments of Alagia et al and the present study is the collision energy at which 

tlw work has been carried out. The study of the reverse reaction was carried out very close 

to threshold, at an energy lying just 0.03 eV above the barrier, while the present work is at 

a collision energy which lies around 0.6 eV above the barrier. An explanation for the broad 

angular scattering observed at this collision energy could lie in the cone of acceptance model 

described in Section 9.2.1. As the collision energy is increased, a wider range of approach 

of the hot H atom to the 0 molecule will lead to reaction, since the fraction of the H 

atom translational energy which must be delivered to the 0-H bond in order for reaction to 

occur is reduced. This, widening of the range of attack angles could be expected to manifest 

itself as a spreading out of the angles at which the product is scattered as the collision energy 

is increased. This idea is supported by QCT data232 and also by calculations using the simple 

modified line of centres model formulated by Smith.212 It would be interesting to measure the 

dependence of the differential cross section on the collision energy to see if this is indeed the 

ca;-;e. and if the product angular distribution becomes more forward scattered at low collision 

energies as the results of Alagia and coworkers might suggest. With the current experimental 

arrangement, it would be difficult to move to lower collision energies, due to the scarcity 

of suitable photolysis precursors which yield H atoms of a suitable energy, but it should be 

possible to move to higher energies. 

Rotational polarization the products 

Compared to other systems which have been studied233 the angular momentum polarization 

effects in the H+H2 0 system are fairly small, with the returned PDDCS's lying well within 

the physical limits defined by Aoiz and coworkers.234 The results presented in Section 9.1.3 

showed that for both A-doublet components of the J=5 level of the OH product j' lies in the 

scattering plane. The form of the differential cross section for the reaction suggests that for 

the .A' component j' is aligned approximately along the product relative velocity vector, and 

the product undergoes a 'propellor' type motion, while for the .A" component the two vectors 

an; perpendicular, resulting in a 'cartwheel' like motion of the OH fragment. 

The majority of studies of the H+H20 reaction system have been carried out at low 

collit:don energies, and indicate that the preferred approach direction of the H atom is along 

the direction of one of the OH bonds of the target H20 molecule. As the bond forms the 

0-H bond breaks via a coplanar transition state, so that any impulsive force transferred to the 
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OH product must act in this plane. The resulting OH rotation must then lie in the scattering 

plam~ and the product rotational angular momentum vector j' will be aligned perpendicular 

to this plane. The OH product is forward scattered with respect to the direction of the 

incident hot H atom. 

For a collision energy of 1.43 eV, at which the present work was carried out, this does 

not appear to be the case. Analysis of the speed and f3kv dependent profiles showed that the 

product OH is not strongly forward scattered, but that scattering occurs over all angles, with 

a preference for sideways scattering. In addition, the polarization of the product rotational 

angular momentum is found to lie in the xz plane, which is again inconsistent with the 

mechanism described above. As stated previously, the preferential polarization of the product 

rotational angular momentum vector is fairly small. The ratio of polarization in the scattering 

plane to polarization out of the plane, measured by the ratio of the 'waist' to the length of 

the distributions shown in the polar plots (Figures 9.17 to 9.22), is around 3:1 for the A' 

A-doublet component, and slightly more than 2:1 for the A" component. The difference 

in this ratio for the two components is probably due to the different levels of noise on the 

experimental profiles; the distribution for the A" component, with the lower polarization, is 

derived from much noisier data than for the A' A-doublet component. 

The preferentially in plane polarization of the product rotational angular momentum may 

be indicating that the target H2 0 molecule does not lie in the scattering plane. If only one 

of the 0-H bonds lay in the xz plane then the approach of the hot H atom and subsequent 

clit>sociation of the in plane bond would lead to product OH rotational angular momentum of 

the observed polarization. This would indicate that there is some barrier to the H20 molecule 

lying in the scattering plane, the source of which cannot readily be explained. 

It is important to bear in mind that the information which may be obtained from these 

experiments is limited to the preferred alignment of j' either in or out of the scattering 

plane, since only even moments of the distribution P(Br, ¢r) with k :::; 2 may be determined 

using linearly polarized probe radiation. It is always possible that there is an orientation 

of j' out of the plane of scattering, which cannot be detected using the currently available 

t(~dmiques. A complete study into the product angular momentum polarisation requires 

lmowledge of the odd moments of the distribution in addition to the even moments already 

determined. It is possible to calculate all the moments of the distribution using QCT methods, 

and calculations for the H+H2 0 system on the Scatz-Elgersma potential energy surface are 
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cmT<mtly underway. Also, if circularly polarized probe light is used it may be possible to 

mea:mre n. limited number of the odd moments, allowing information on the orientation of 

the angular momentum polarization to be extracted from the experimental data. These 

experiments are currently being developed. The present results therefore give a small insight 

into the possible dynamics of the H+H20 reaction at a higher collision energy than has been 

nsed in previous dynamical studies, and it is expected that the understanding of this system 

will be increased as more information is obtained on the various moments of the product 

rotational angular momentum distribution. 
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This r:hapt.er details the design and construction of an experimental system which will be used 

to study collisions between oriented symmetric top molecules and ions or electrons. In the 

planned experiments a beam of spatially oriented symmetric top molecules is intersected with 

a pulsed ion or electron beam and the ionic collision products directed towards an ion imaging 

detector. The experimental apparatus should allow the dynamics of both electron impact 

ionization and ion~molecule reactions, as well as their dependence on molecular orientation, 

to be studied in detail. Schematic diagrams of the crossed molecular beam machine are shown 

in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 

1 (J 1 Systems to be studied 

There are two projects for which the crossed beam apparatus described above will be used. 

The is an investigation into the stereodynamics of electron impact ionization, which 

will extend the work covered in Chapters 1 and 2. second involves studies of reactive 

scattering between oriented symmetric top molecules and either alkali metal or halide ions. 

The first reactions to be explored will be those of potassium and halide ions with the methyl 

halides CH3Cl, CH3Br and CH3I. 

The reactions of potassium ions with symmetric top alkyl halides have been studied previously 

by the drift tube teclmique. 112 There appear to be two primary reaction channels. 

K+ + CH3X -+ CHj + KCl 

K+ + CH3X -+ K+.CH3Cl 

The energetics of the halide transfer reaction can be calculated from tabulated heats of for

mation 1" 2 for the species involved. These reactions are found to be endoergic by around 

4.5 eV due to the greater affinity of the halide ion for the methyl group over the K+ ion. 
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Th~~rmod~'lmmic data are not available for the association reactions, and molecular orbital 

calculations were carried out to estimate the reaction energy. Molecular geometries were 

optimised at HF /Lan12DZ level and energy calculations using the Hartree-Fock geometries 

wr~re then carried out at B3LYP /Lan12DZ level. These calculations indicated that the asso

ciation is exoergic by an amount ranging from 0.22 eV for CH3I to 0.52 eV for CH3Cl. The 

geometry optimisations indicated that the product is a loosely bound ion-dipole complex, 

with th<~ K+ ion situated at a distance of 3-4 A from the halide atom along the symmetry 

axi8 of the methyl halide molecule. The CX bond is lengthened by a small amount relative to 

the neutral molecule a,nd the HCX bond angle is reduced slightly. The reaction exoergicities 

for the t\vo product channels are summarised in Table 10.1. Calculated geometries for the 

three methyl halides and the association complexes are given in Table 10.2. 

Table 10.1: Reaction exoergicities for halide transfer and association reactions of K+ ions with 

CHaCl . CHgBr and CH3L 

I Methyl halide 

I 

CH3Cl 

CH3Br 

CH3I 

'' r:akulared from tabulated data. 152 

1
' B3LYP /Lau12DZ calculations. 

Halide transfera 

eV kJmol-1 

4.54 443 

4.45 430 

4.50 434 

Association b 

eV kJrnol- 1 

-0.519 -50.1 

-0.374 -37.1 

-0.228 -22.0 

Produets of the exoergic association reactions should be observable at all ion energies, 

while the halide transfer products will be observed only at collision energies above the reaction 

threshold. The dynamics of the halide transfer reaction are expected to be similar to those 

of the nentral analogue, which is known to occur via a spectator stripping mechanism. If 

t ltis is the case. the product should be predominantly backwards scattered, receiving an 

impnlse from fission of the C-X bond as the KCl product continues in the original direction 

of the K~ iou. In the ease of the association reaction pathway, conservation of momentum 

dictates that the single collision product must be stationary in the centre of mass frame, and 

should simply travel along with the centre of mass of the reacting system. 
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Table 10.2: Geometries of CHaX and K+.CH3X association complexes calculated at HF /LanL2DZ 

level 

Species Bond lengths I A Bond angles I 0 Dihedral angles I a 

CH:~Cl CC11.8588 HCCl 107.1650 HCClH 120.0000 

1.0746 

K+.CHsCl CC11.9039 HCCl 105.0901 HCCIH 120.0000 
i 

CH 1.0725 KClC 180.0000 

KC13.0841 

CBr 2.0133 HCBr 107.1243 HCBrH 120.0000 

CH 1.0745 I 

K+.CH3Br CBr 2.0518 HCBr 105.0515 HCBrH 120.0000 

CH 1.0727 KBrC 180.0000 I 
KBr 3.3380 

CH3Cl CI 2.1808 HCI 107.3846 120.0000 

CH 1.0756 

.CH3Cl CI 2.2108 HCI 105.5734 HCIH 120.0000 

CH 1.0733 KIC 180.0000 

KI 3.7010 I 

10.1.2 x~ Y reactions 

SN 2 reactions 

A eonsiderable amount of theoretical work has been carried out on gas phase SN2 reactions, 

together with a number of experimental studies. Theoretical investigations have largely con

centrated on determination of the detailed energetics and geometries involved in the reaction 

proceBs2:>fi-245 with the result that the general form of the potential energy surface is now 

well established. The potential energy surface along the reaction coordinate consists of two 

potential wells separated by a central activation barrier. The potential wells correspond to 

ion-dipole association complexes of C3v symmetry in the entrance and exit channel for there

action. The height of the central barrier has been shown to decrease with increasing reaction 

exothermicity.240 

Qnassiclassieal trajectory studies246 • 247 have been used to probe the dynamics of the 
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Hca.tterinp; proceHs. and indicate two possible mechanisms for reaction. The trajectory studies 

w1~re earriecl out on an analytic potential energy surface237,2-18 derived from fits to experimen

tal and ab initio data. Provided there is significant vibrational excitation in the C-Y stretch 

mode of the reagent methyl halide, backside attack of the ion on the methyl halide at 

au angle of '""180° to the C-Y bond allows the reaction to occur via a direct substitution 

mechanism. :24() Otherwise, the reaction is thought to occur through an association mechanism 

involving trapping in the potential energy wells of the entrance and exit channel. Collisional 

associa.tion of the reagents to form the ion-dipole complex occurs through a translation to 

rotation (T-rR) energy transfer process, involving coupling between the orbital angular mo

mentum of the reactants and the rotational angular momentum of the methyl halide molecule. 

Collisions for which the dynamical stereochemistry does not allow for sufficient energy trans

fer into rotation do not form complexes,247 and consequently the calculated association rate 

constant is less than that of statistical ion-molecule capture theories. 249 Complex formation 

does not involve energy transfer to CH3 Y vibration and initially energy is only stored in the 

three low frequency intermolecular modes of the · · · CH3 Y complex, namely the x- · · · C 

stretch and degenerate bending modes. The dominant fate of the complex is dissociation back 

into the reactants. However, for the small number of complexes which survive, energy begins 

to transfer fi.'om the x- · · · CH3 Y intermolecular modes to the CH3 Y intramolecular modes, 

and eventually dissociation into the y-+CH3X products becomes possible. The dynamical 

barrier for energy transfer gives rise to the central barrier observed in the potential energy 

snrfaces for these reactions. The weak coupling between the intermolecular and intramolec

ular modes of the association complex means that the complex may remain trapped in the 

ncntraJ barrier region and undergo multiple crossings of the barrier before forming products 

or r·eturning to reactants. 

The relative importance of the two different mechanisms depends largely on the rotational 

fmergy of the CH1 Y reagent. If the methyl halide is rotationless the majority of collisions will 

have dipole orientation and reaction will occur predominantly through direct substitution 

if there is mwngh vibrational excitation in the C-Y bond. If the rotational temperature is 

raised the at~t~ociation mechanism quickly becomes dominant. 

Experimental studies seem to support the ab initio and trajectory simulation results. 

Reaction rates are often slow250 compared to many other gas phase ion-molecule reactions. 

This is thought to be a reflection of competition between product formation and dissociation 
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hack into reagents for the ion-dipole association complex due to the considerable activation 

barrier in the double well potential energy surface. Su and coworkers251 •252 measured rate 

r:onstants for the highly exothermic SN2 reactions of F- with CH3Cl, CH3Br and CH3I, 

nsing a variable temperature selected ion flow drift tube. Measurements were made as a 

function of collision energy at several temperatures. The rate constants obtained were found 

to lw much higher than the corresponding solution phase reactions, but were significantly 

lower than the capture rate constants for formation of the F- · · · CH3X association complex. 

This is consistent with the orientation condition on complex formation discussed above. The 

rate constant was also found to decrease with increasing average relative kinetic energy, 

reflecting the reduction in the time available for the ion and molecule to move into a favourable 

orientation for reaction as the relative velocity of the reagents increases. 

Li et al253 carried out high pressure mass spectrometric investigations into the reactions 

of Cl- and Br- with several alkyl halides. In these experiments the ion signals from the 

intermediate association complexes as well as the reaction products were able to be moni

tored as a function of residence time in the ion source of the mass spectrometer. This allowed 

equilibrium constants to be measured for the association equilibria, and consequently allowed 

a determination of the free energy change for formation of the complex and therefore the well 

depth on the potential energy surface. The overall rate of reaction could be used to determine 

the intermediate barrier height using a transition state theory analysis of the experimental 

data. For the cases in which theoretical data was available for comparison agreement was 

almost quantitative. It was also possible to determine a lifetime for the transient intermedi

ate complex, which was in excellent agreement with the results of the trajectory calculations 

described earlier. This series of experiments provided the first completely experimental ver

ification of the double well nature of the potential energy surface for the gas phase SN2 

reaction. 

DeTnri and coworkers254 measured excitation functions over the range 0-12 e V for reaction 

o(n Cl- with CH:j·5 Cl in a guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometry experiment. The cross 

sectiou for :l5 Cl production was found to rise steeply from a threshold of 0.47 eV to a plateau 

ncgion at collision energies of 3-5 e V, before rising to a peak at 8.5 e V and declining again 

at higher energies. 
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Otlwr rea.ction clumnels 

At Hnprathermal collision energies several additional reaction channels become accessible for 

t.he x- +CH:, Y system. The formation of Cl2 ions in collisions between Cl- and CH3 Cl at 

tmergies above 4.25 eV was observed by DeTuri et al, 25'* corresponding to the reaction 

(10.1) 

Zellerman and coworkers255 observed a products from a number of different reaction 

channels while carrying out measurements of the total reactive scattering cross sections for 

collisions of Br- and I-:- ions with CH3F. SN2 reaction for these systems is endothermic, with 

thresholds of 4.6 and eV for the and ions respectively. In addition to the F-

ion product of the nucleophilic substition reaction, the products FX- and CH2X,_ (X=Br,I) 

were observed, with H- also produced in the bromide reaction. The dihalide ion product 

corresponds to the process analagous to reaction 10.1, while the the CH2X- corresponds to a 

dehyclrohalogenation process in which HF is formed as the neutral partner. There are several 

possibilities production of the observed ions, and further reaction channels for F-

ion production also become accessible at high collision energies. A summary of the possible 

product channels for a generalised X+CH3 Y reaction based on the observations of Zellerman 

et al is below. 

+CH3Y --+ xY-+ 

--+ CH2X- +HY 

--+ y- +CH3X 

y- + +X 

y- +CHX+H2 

--+ +CI-hYX 

H- +CH2Y +X 

H- +CHY +HX 

+CHX+ 

H- +CHXY +H 

H- +CXY +H2 (10.2) 

AH discussed above, the SN2 reaction pathway proceeds through a five coordinate tran-
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Figure 10.1: Relative energies of accessible product channels for the Br- +CH3 Cl reaction. 
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sition state region of symmetry, with the two halogen atoms occupying a..'dal positions. 

The channels leading to and CH2X products are thought to pass through a transition 

state geometry of C8 symmetry in which the positions of the axial X atom and one of the 

equatorial protons are interchanged relative to the S N2 channel. 

While a great deal of theoretical work has been carried out on the SN2 reaction pathway, 

little or no attention seems to have been paid to the alternative higher energy pathways. 

!lb 'initio calculations were carried out on the Br- +CH3Cl reaction, one of the reactions of 

interest for the ion imaging studies, in order to further investigate these product channels. 

Geometry optimizations were carried out at MP2/6-31G* level for each of the product 

channels listed in Equation 10.2. The relative energies and geometries of the products are 

shown in Figure 10.1. The Sw2 products are by the lowest in energy, followed by the 

pathway leading to the dihalide SN2 reaction with fragmentation of the CHgBr product 

to atomic bromine CH3 is only slightly lower in energy than the channel leading 

to production. Reaction pathways leading to H- and/or carbene production are 

significantly higher in energy. These results are not necessarily indicative of the expected 

appearance energies of the various ionic products since there may well be activation barriers 

to be overcome for some or all of the possible reaction pathways, as is the case for the 

nucleophilic substitution reactions, and more detailed calculations are required to establish 

details of the potential energy surfaces which control these reactions. 

The effect of the approach direction of the ion to the CH3 Cl molecule on the energy 

of the system was also investigated. Potential energy curves were calculated for four different 

approaches of the Br- ion to the molecule as a function of the C-Br- internuclear separa

tion. At each point for which the energy was calculated the C-Br- distance was fixed and 

the remaining geometrical parameters optimised. The calculations were only performed at 

Hartree-Fock level, but do serve to illustrate significant differences for the four geometries 

considered. As expected, approach to the CH3 end of the molecule along the C-CI bond axis 

is the lowest energy pathway, and gives rise to the anticipated potential well corresponding 

to the ion-dipole association complex. A Br- ion approaching the Cl end of the molecule 

experiences a strongly repulsive potential at distances less than ,.__,3A from the Cl atom. This 

approach geometry is therefore highly unlikely to lead to reaction. Direct approaches to the 

carbon atom in a direction perpendicular to the C-Cl bond axis, either in the plane of a 

C-H bond or bisecting the planes between adjacent C-H bonds give rise to similar potential 
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(mergy curves. Both exhibit a potential well of around half the depth of that calculated for 

backside nttack. becoming repulsive at a slightly greater Br--C internuclear separation. It 

is possible that these sideways approach geometries could lead to formation of the Cs sym

metry transition state mentioned above. The calculations were repeated for approach of Cl

to CH:3Br. with similar results. Both sets of potential energy curves are presented in Figure 

10.2. 
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Figure 10.2: Dependence of interaction potential on direction for approach of a) Be to CH3 Cl and 

b) Cl- to CH3 Br. 

Pl<wnecl experiments 

There haw~ been no previous attempts to measure product angular and velocity distributions 

for any of the reactions discussed in Sections 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 above, and the proposed ion 

imaging experiments are expected to yield a good deal of information on the stereodynamics 

of thes(~ processes. In particular, a study into the effect of molecular orientation on both 

the identities of the products observed and their angular distribution should give data which 

mu be directly compared with the predictions of both ab 'initio and quasi-classical trajectory 

calculations. 
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10.2 Experiment design 

10.2.1 Neutral beam 

The production of a beam of oriented symmetric top molecules is discussed in some detail 

in Chapter 4. The molecular beam apparatus and beam characterisation are detailed in 

Chapters 3 and 5 and only a brief description will be given here. The molecular beam is 

produced from a piezoelectric supersonic nozzle source and collimated by a pair of skimmers 

before entering the first of two hexapoles. The resonance cell positioned between the pair of 

hexapoles plays no part in the crossed beam experiments at present, though at some time in 

the future it may be used for reagent state selection using the methods described in Chapter 

6. To prevent spatial scrambling of the state selected beam as it passes through the C field a 

DC potential of a few volts is applied across parallel plates of the cell. The beam is focused 

through the hexapole field and exits into a region of uniform field maintained between a pair 

of parallel plates which make up part of the field plate assembly described in Section 10.2.3. 

Using this arrangement the beam can be oriented with the molecular dipole pointing towards 

or away from the charged particle beam by applying a potential of the appropriate polarity 

across the parallel plates. 

10.2.2 Ion/ electron beam 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the electron gun and ion source can be interchangeably mounted 

on a Huntington Laboratories PM-600 xyz translator attached to the side of the ion source 

chamber. Translation in the vertical direction facilitates intersection of the two beams, while 

translating the source in the horizontal direction may be used to compensate for the centre 

of mass velocity component of the molecular beam during ion imaging experiments. 

Ion source 

The ion source to be used in the crossed beam work is capable of producing either alkali 

uH~tal ions or halide ions. Design and characterisation of the source formed a major part of 

this project, and was described in detail in Chapter 7. 
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Pierr.e electl'on gun 

The electron gun used in this work has been employed previously for crossed beam exper

iments investigating orientation effects in electron impact ionization.6- 8 It was designed to 

produce a near monochromatic beam of electrons at energies of > 100 e V. though reasonable 

beams can be obtained at significantly lower energies, and is shown in Figure 10.3. gun 

consists of a filament assembly and lens system mounted on a set offour 6BA rods. The lenses 

are machined from phosphor bronze and are electrically isolated from one another and from 

the support rods by ceramic spacers. The filament is a piece of 0.7 mm diameter, 0.076 mm 

thick rhenium ribbon which pokes through the aperture in the Pierce element. The surface of 

the filament is coated with BaZrOs in order to reduce its work function. The Pierce element 

is shaped so that when it is biased negative with respect to the cathode potential the emitted 

electrons are directed towards the entrance aperture of an Einzellens system (anode, L1 and 

L2 in Figure 10.3), which focuses the electrons into a narrow beam. A metal screen surrounds 

the lens syst~m to shield the scattering chamber from the lens potentials. 

filament 
holder 

Pierce 
element 

mounting rod 

0 

I 

filament ceramic 
spacers 

L2 

50mm 

Figure 10.3: Electron gun for use in crossed beam electron impact ionization experiments. 

The lens potentials required to focus the electron beam into the crossing region were 

uwdelled using SIMION6.0.:32 The potentials required to focus a beam of energy V0 into the 

croHsiug region in the model system are given in Table 10.3. 

In practice it is found that the Pierce element potential needs to be significantly higher 

than predicted to focus the electron beam onto the detector, usually around 1.4 Vo, and the 
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Table 10.3: Optimum electrostatic lens potentials for Pierce electron gun determined from SD.HON6.0 

simulations. 

Element Potential I V 

Cathode -Vo 

Pierce element -1.1Vo 

Anode 0 

11 2Vo 

L2 0 

Table 10.4: Electrostatic lens potentials used for the Pierce electron gun. 

Cathode IV Pierce IV Anode I V I L1 I V 12 1 v 
' 

-30 -41 0 79 0 

-40 -57 0 84 0 

-50 -72 0 105 0 

-60 -106 0 276 0 

-70 -105 0 280a 0 
I 

-80 -117 0 280 0 

-90 -127 0 280 0 

" Maximum potential available from power supply 

potential applied to also needs to be greater than the model potential, particularly as the 

electron energy is increased. Typical potentials used to obtain maximum signals at a Faraday 

plate detector for low energy electron beams are given in Table 10.4. 

Total emission curves were measured for the electron gun as a function of filament heat

current using a 12 V variable current supply from an emission controller unit made in 

the department's Electronics Workshop. The four electrostatic elements were held at 

ground potential and the filament floated to give the desired electron energy. A Keithley 486 

picoarnmeter was connected to the anode to measure the electron emission current. Emission 

cnrves at several electron energies are shown in Figure 10.4. The emission levels out at a 

filament heating current of around 3.5 A, corresponding to a heating power of 42 W. The 

total emission current is seen to be a linear function of the potential applied to the cathode. 
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Figure 10.4: a) Total emission curves for Pierce electron gun as a function of filament heating current 

at electron energies 

electron energy. 

Phosphor screen detector 

from 20 to 200 eV; b) Dependence of plateau emission on 

One of the principal requirements for carrying out a successful crossed beam experiment 

iH a well focused electron or ion beam. Adjusting the electrostatic lenses to maximise the 

electron current reaching a Faraday plate detector should in a reasonably focused beam. 

However. a detector which images the beam profile would be useful not only in focusing the 

beam; but also in aligning the axis to the centre of the crossing region. A small detector 

based on a cathodoluminescent phosphor was developed to fulfil these requirements. Initially, 

a modified commercial vacuum tube image intensifier was tested for the purpose, but it was 

found that the configuration of lens elements within the device resulted in beam always 

being focused to the axis, giving a bright spot in the center of the phosphor. The detector 

design which was finally implemented is shown in 10.5. 

detector is based around a circular glass plate which is fitted into a thin walled 

stainless steel tube and Torr sealed in place. The front face of the plate is coated with ZnS 

phosphor (BDH Laboratory Chemicals Group) and then aluminized by vacuum deposition. 

The phosphor is deposited by filling the small well formed by the rim of the steel tube with a 

:m;;peuHion of ZnS powder in ethanol and allowing the solvent to evaporate. aluminium 

forms a conducting layer over phosphor, allowing an electrostatic potential to be applied. 

Thi::; is necessary in order to accelerate electrons towards the detector so that they strike with 
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Figure 10.5: Phosphor screen detector designed for electron beam imaging. 

enough energy to excite the phosphor. 

The detector is mounted on the base of the scattering chamber in the path of the electron 

beam and positioned so that the phosphor can be viewed through a window in a 2r' ConFlat 

flange. In order to image the electron beam a potential of around 1-2 kV is applied to 

the phosphor until the beam spot becomes visible. The electrostatic lenses for the electron 

gun can then be adjusted to focus the spot and maximise its intensity and the gun can be 

translated to centre the beam to the width of the electron beam based on the size 

of the beam spot is approximately 2-3 mm after the beam has been focused. In principle the 

phosphor detector could also be used to image the ion beam, though in the case of ions mass 

sensitive detection is normally preferable and a quadrupole mass spectrometer is the detector 

of choice. 

10.2.3 Beam crossing region 

The scattering region for the crossed beam experiment was designed to meet the electric field 

requirements for production of an oriented molecular beam and extraction of product ions 

to the imaging detector situated above the crossing center, perpendicular to the scattering 

plane. The primary geometrical constraints were provision of a fairly weak homogeneous 

field parallel to the ion beam axis for orienting the molecular beam and a stronger field 

IH~rpendicular to the plane defined by the two beams to direct product ions towards the 
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microchannel plates of the ion imaging detection system. 

These requirements are satisfied by two pairs of plane electrostatic lens elements which 

the sides of an open ended box through which the molecular beam passes. All four 

plates are made of stainless steel sheet and are fixed to a pair of square perspex mounts 

which support the assembly and also provide electrical isolation for the elements. A pair 

of steel elbow mounts connected to the top and bottom of one of the perspex mounts bolt 

onto the inside of scattering chamber wall to position the assembly. Slots in the top and 

bottom the mounts allow the field plates to be centred in the vertical direction. The ion 

beam enters and exits the crossing region through sections of 90% transmitting nickel mesh 

(Buckbee Mears) in the homogeneous field plates. The top extraction plate incorporates 

a section of mesh through which ions are extracted to the detector. A short flight 

tnhe mounted on the top extraction plate provides a field free region for the ions as they 

travd towards the microchannel plates. The field plate assembly is shown in Figure 10.6. 

The Heparations of the homogeneous field plates and extraction plates were optimised by 

modelling the electric field lines within the region using SIMION6.0. 32 During the time when 

the molecular beam is being oriented between the homogeneous field plates the extraction 

plates are held at ground potential. At small plate separations edge effects due to field lines 

terminating on the grounded surfaces distort the field along the molecular beam axis. The 
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same con::;iderations hold for the field between the extraction plates when the homogeneous 

field plates are grounded. Separations of 50 mm for the extraction plates and 70 mm for the 

homogeneous field plates were chosen to minimise these effects. 

10.2.4 Scattering chamber lid 

The existing lid for the scattering chamber cannot be used for the crossed beam experiments 

sinc:e the geometry does not allow for the ion imaging detector to be mounted directly above 

the collision region. A second lid, shown in Figure 10.7 was designed and fabricated for these 

experiments. 

0 100 

TOP PLATE 
(Side view) 

TOP PLATE 
(top view) 

200mm 

6" conflats toP. and bottom for 
mounting ion imaging system 

ruler 

4 Yz" conflat on 
30mm spigot 

2 o/.'' conflats on 
30mm spigots 

Figure 10.7: The new scattering chamber lid, designed to allow translation of the ion imaging de

tector off the molecular beam axis. 

The m~w lid is in two seetions, a base and a rectangular plate onto which the ion imaging 

detection system is mounted. The plate can slide on an 0-ring seal over a large slit in the base 

of the lid to allow the detector to be translated along the axis of the ion or electron beam. In 

the study of ion-molecule collisions this translation is required so that the detector position 

can be adjusted to correct for the centre of mass velocity of the reacting system, which will lie 

predominantly along the ion beam axis due to the high velocity of the accelerated ion beam 
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compared to the molecular beam velocity. If required, the molecular beam velocity can be 

corrected for by horizontal translation of the ion source using the xyz translator. The base 

of the lid is fitted with one 4!" and two 
11 

ConFlat flanges mounted on short spigots used 

to mount an ion gauge and electrical feedthroughs. 

The sliding plate was initially designed with a short spigot terminating in a 6" flange 

welded into the top, to which the 611 flange carrying the microchannel plate (MCP) assembly 

of the ion imaging system is fitted. The plate was later modified to allow the flight length 

from the crossing region to the detector to be shortened for preliminary experiments in order 

to optimise the ion detection efficiency. For this purpose a second spigot and 6" flange were 

welded into the base of the plate. In the short flight path configuration the top face of the 

MCP seals to the ConFlat flange on a Viton 0-ring. The flight length from the center 

of the crossing region to the microchannel plates is either 75 mm or 235 mm, depending on 

which configuration is used. 

10.2.5 Pulse sequences ~:wd electronics 

The time-of-flight nature of ion imaging detection means that in order to carry out the 

crossed beam experiments a series of fast switching pulsed electric fields are required. The 

pulse sequence is shown in Figure 10.8. The experiment is initiated when a pulse of electrons 

or ions is allowed to enter the collision region by switching a gating potential on the final 

ion lens to ground potential. Immediately before the pulse is released, the homogeneous field 

plates between which the molecular beam is oriented are also switched to ground so that the 

collision region is field as the pulse charged particles enters. After a short delay, during 

which the two beams collide and the product ion cloud starts to expand from the scattering 

center, the extraction plates are energised to propel ionic products of the collision towards 

the detector. 

In practice the molecular beam is also pulsed in order to allow higher nozzle stagnation 

pressures to be used, maximising the particle density in the molecular beam. The piezo

dectric nozzle is typically run at a frequency of 500 Hz with an open time of 60 p,s. The 

nozzle driver provides a TTL output pulse with a variable delay of 0-5 ms from the nozzle 

upening; this pulse is used as the master trigger for the pulse sequence described above. A 

delay of around 3 ms is required to allow for the flight time of the molecular beam pulse 

from the nozzle to the crossing region. The electronics used to pulse the electron/ion beam, 
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Figure 10.8: Pulse sequence for crossed beam ion/electron-molecule experiments. 
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ION BEAM 

homogeneous field plates and extraction plates were all designed and built in the department's 

Electronics workshop. system consists of a master pulse generator together with two fast 

transistor switch units and assodated power supplies. The potentials for the homogeneous 

field plates are supplied to the master unit from a separate power supply. On receiving a 

trigger from the piezoelectric nozzle driver the unit switches the homogeneous field plates 

to ground and provides a TTL trigger to the first transistor switch unit which gates the 

electron/ion beam. The switching circuit is based around a BUZ92 transistor switch driven 

by a HCPL-3150 optoisolating high speed FET driver. The pulse width is variable from 

rv0.1 up to 3 !J,S. A second TTL pulse, with variable delay up to 40 JJ.S and variable width 

np to 100 fMi, triggers second transistor switch unit, which pulses the extraction field. 

Tlu" extraction field is controlled by a pair of Eurotech HTS-81 transistor switches rated to 

~:!witch np to 8000 V with a rise time of less than 10 ns. After the extraction field is returned 

to ground the homogeneous field plates are switched on to orient the molecular beam ready 

for the next cycle. 
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10.2.6 Product ion detection 

Ion imaging system 

Ions are detected using a custom built ion imaging system supplied by Photonic Science Ltd. 

The first stage of the system consists of a pair of 40 mm diameter microchannel plates in a 

chevron configuration mounted on the face of a 611 ConFlat flange. Potentials can be applied 

t.o the front and back faces of the MCP assembly and also to the face at which the two channel 

plates are joined. For detection of positive ions a potential of around -1.4 kV is applied to 

the front 'MCP connection from a Glassman Series EL 0-5000 V power supply and the 

back 'MCP out' connection is grounded. The 'MCP intermediate' lead is usually left floating 

between the two potentials. The second stage of the detector is a phosphor screen coated 

onto the front face of a fibreoptic bundle, which forms the vacuum interface. Secondary 

electrons exiting the MCP's are accelerated by a potential of around 3 kV from a Spellman 

HV power supply applied to a fine grid situated in front of the phosphor screen. These 

electrons excite the phosphor and form an image which is transmitted through the fibreoptic 

bundle and captured using a gated intensified CCD camera. The camera is a low light level, 

high resolution system which can be operated at wavelengths through the visible region and 

down to 250 nm. The image intensifier can be gated on to image only those ions arriving at 

the MCP's during the interval of interest. The gate width and delay can be incremented in 

:oteps of 10 ns up to a maximum of 10 ms using a fast pulse generator which is controlled by 

the Hame trigger as the ion/electron beam gating pulse unit. Both the intensifier gain and 

video gain can be varied from the camera controller unit to optimise the image obtained. 

Time of fl.igl1t detection 

A perspex light pipe is fitted alongside the camera lens to direct light from the fibreoptic 

bundle through to a CV 337 KB/E photomultiplier tube coupled to an Extranuclear Labora

tories 032-3 pulse counting preamplifier. When the photomultiplier output is connected to 

au oscilloscope the time of Hight mass spectrum of ions reaching the MCP's can be viewed 

aud used to determine the gate width and delay required for the image intensifier in order to 

image only ions corresponding to the peak of interest. 
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10.:.!. 7 Detta. analysis software 

The large number of machine parameters involved in the crossed beam experiments for which 

the current system has been designed, together with the fact that there is no guarantee that 

the product distribution will have an a..-x:is of symmetry, means that the inverse Abel transform 

method of image analysis is unsuitable. Instead, two different types of forward simulation 

software have been developed. Both are included in Appendix F as Fortran code. 

Amlly8is packt:1ge 1 

The techniques described in Chapter 9, in which experimentally measured Doppler profiles 

are fitted to a set of basis functions in order to extract the product differential cross section 

and translational energy distribution, can be readily adapted to analysis of ion images. 

The approach used is entirely analagous to that described in Section 9.1.2 and the procedure 

returns a differential cross section and translational energy distribution as a linear combina

tion of Legendre polynomials*. The basis functions are simulations of the ion images which 

1voulcl be obtained if the differential cross section and product translational energy distribu

tion were each described by a Legendre polynomial. If each distribution is to be fitted to a 

linear expansion of three Legendre polynomials this gives rise to a 3 x 3 array of basis func-

tions. Such a set of basis functions for the reaction CH3Cl+Br-

by program imagebas (Appendix F), is illustrated in Figure 10.9. As input, the program 

requires the reagent and product masses t, the reaction exoergicity, and the time of flight of 

the product ion to the detector after the collision takes place. The program uses a Monte 

Carlo procedure to calculate the spatial distribution of the product ions, which are binned 

into an array of 'pixels' to generate the simulated image. It should be noted that the basis 

functions do not take account of the product ion centre of mass velocity, which would cause 

the entire image to be shifted from the origin. This simply requires experimentally measured 

""""'""!','"" to be centred to the origin before being analysed. 

A non-linear least squares fitting program based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algo

ritlnn J!lO described in Chapter 8 is used to fit the experimental image to a linear combination 

· It shonlcl bt~ noted that the fitting coefficients cannot be related back to an established theory of the 

rc'ac:tivP scattering process in these experiments as they can for the laser pump probe experiments described 

in Chapter 9. 

i At present the program is limited to reactions of the type A+B-t-C+D, but could be modified to include 

other cases. 
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Figure 10.9: 3 x 3 basis set of ion images for the Be +CH3 Cl reaction generated using the program 

irnagebas listed in Appendix F. 

of the functions. To test the capabilities of the method a modified version of the 

function program was written to produce a simulated ion from a user specified differ-

ential cross section and translational energy distribution, which was then fitted to a set of 

image functions. An example of the fit obtained for a case where the product is forward 

scattered with approximately a third of the available energy released as product translation, 

;.;imilar to the expected product scattering for the SN2 reaction, is shown in Figure 10.10. 

The functions used as the input differential cross section and P ( fr) distribution to produce 

the simulated image were generated from a linear combination of two Gaussians and are 

functionally independent of the Legendre polynomials to which they are fitted. In order to 

obtain the fit shown, a basis set of dimension 4 x 8 was required. The fit is almost exact. 

programs were equally successful at fitting simulated images corresponding to other 

typ<,;.; of scattering. Ba:>ed on these results it would seem that this technique is viable as a 

method of extracting data fi·om ion images. Unfortunately, there is a very real problem asso

ciat<"ld with using the method for analysing experimental data. For the simulations described 
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Figure 10.10: a) Simulated and fitted images for the Br- +CH3Cl reaction obtained using the pro

grams imagebas and imagefit listed in Appendix b) input and returned differential 

cross section and P(h) distributions. 

above the images and basis functions are made up of a 10 x 10 array of points, and run times 

for the basis function program are already significant. Much larger arrays would be needed 

to realistically model experimental data collected on the 753x576 pixel array of the CCD 

sensor in the ion imaging system, making the analysis prohibitively time consuming since the 

run time of the programs scales with the array dimensions. Fitting of experimental profiles 

was therefore abandoned at this point and efforts were concentrated on writing an improved 

simulation package which would produce ion images for direct comparison with experiment. 

Analysis package 2 

Becam;e the kinematics are slightly different for the ion-molecule and electron-molecule ex

periments, two separate programs (ionsim and eisim of Appendix F) were written to sim

ulate the images obtained from each process. The aim was to carry out a full simulation of 

the entire experiment, taking as many machine parameters into account as possible, in order 

to accurately model the experimental images. Assuming the programs model the system 

faithfully it should be po::;sible to extract dynamical information from experimental data by 

varying the trial differential cross section and translational energy distribution to obtain the 

hest agreement with experimental images. 
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In addition to the trial functions for the differential cross section and translational energy 

distribution, input to the program consists of details of the energetics of the reaction to be 

imaged, used in determining the available product translational energy, timings for the pulse 

;;equence described in Section 10.2.5, the extraction voltage, and various parameters used in 

setting up the distributions from which the Monte Carlo procedure samples. The mean flow 

wdocity and parallel translational temperature of the molecular beam are used in calculating 

t.he beam velocity distribution, using Equation 4.15 of Chapter 4 from which to sample the 

velocity of the molecular The reagent ion velocity is selected from a Gaussian beam 

energy distribution sp~cified by the ion energy and full width at half maximum ( FWHM) of the 

distribution. The initial spatial coordinates of the two reagents are sampled from Gaussian 

beam profiles with widths defined by a user specified F'WHM for each beam. 

Each trajectory through the system follows a series steps. An ion (or electron) is 

from the ion source (or electron gun) at a time randomly selected within the 

specified pulse width with a position and velocity sampled from the Gaussian distributions 

mentioned above. After sampling a molecular velocity and position the flight time of the ion 

the collision takes place is determined and the relative velocity, velocity of 

the centre of mass and collision energy are calculated. Next total energy release for the 

reaction is determined from the collision energy, reaction threshold (or ionization potential in 

the case of the electron-molecule experiments) and product internal specified in the 

input. Product ion scattering angles e and ¢; are sampled and the centre of the mass frame 

product velocity is calculated. After transformation to the lab frame the product velocity, 

reagent ion flight time and extraction pulse delay are used to determine the position of the 

product ion when the extraction plates are switched on. The flight time of the ion to the 

detector is determined from the extraction potential and the z component of its lab frame 

velocity, and the position of the ion as it strikes the detector can now be calculated. Each 

iou trajectory is weighted according to the trial differential cross section and translational 

euerp;y distribution and binned into a 'pixel' as it strikes the detector. Ion strikes accumulate 

as the simulation proceeds to build up the final image. 

Iu addition to being used in the analysis of experimental data, the simulation program 

will also be very useful in the optimization of experimental conditions. As an example, the 

effect of the extraction delay, extraction voltage, and ion pulse width on the simulated im

ap;e.'l for the CRt ion product from the reaction of K+ ions with CH3Cl at an ion energy of 
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Figure 10.11 : Simulated ion images for the CHj product of the K + +CH3 Cl reaction at an ion energy 

of 15 e V: a) effect of extraction pulse delay on image at an extraction \·oltage of 1000 V; 

b) effect of extraction voltage on image with a pulse delay of 6 J-LS ; and c)effect of ion 

pulse width with an extraction pulse delay of 10 J-LS and an extraction voltage of 

1000 V. The trial differential cross section and translational energy distribution are 

inset. 
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15 tN is shown in Figure 10.11. The dynamics of this reaction are likely to be similar to 

tlw spectator stripping mechanism of the neutral K +CH3I reaction. with the CHj product 

backsca.ttered relative to the K+ velocity vector. However, for the purposes of these simula

tions an arbitrary differential cross section with scattering over a wide range of angles was 

chosen, together with a trial translational energy distribution function for which around 60% 

of the available energy appears as product translation. Changing the delay between release 

of the ion pulse and extraction of the product has a marked effect on the images, since it 

controls the amount of time for which the product ions are allowed to spread before being 

directed towards the detector. Longer expansion times allow greater differentiation between 
... 

product ions with different velocities and scattering angles and therefore greater resolution 

in the resulting image. The effect is similar to that of increasing the extraction voltage at a 

constant delay, and the two methods of controlling the expansion of the product ion sphere 

should be interchangeable. These effects have been observed in preliminary experiments 

in which background ions produced from collisions with beam electrons have been imaged. 

Increasing the width of the ion pulse has the expected effect of blurring the image. since 

temporal resolution of the collision event, and therefore spatial resolution of the product ions 

when they are extracted to the detector, is reduced. 

10.2.8 Preliminary experiments and future work 

The ion imaging system was initially tested before the field plate assembly was installed 

by using an electrostatic mirror to direct a Cl- ion beam from the ion source up to the 

microdmnnel plates. The images obtained for a nominally 1 eV Cl- ion beam as a function 

of the potential applied to the electrostatic mirror are shown in Figure 10.12. When a positive 

potential is applied the ions are accelerated towards the mirror and are scattered off the metal 

Hurface, leading to a diffuse image. As the potential applied to the mirror is decreased the 

ion beam is no longer scattered and is deflected at a sharper and sharper angle towards the 

MCP this is visible as the 'tail' of the bright ion spot in the images swinging round as the 

reflc"ction angle becomes closer to 90°. When the applied potential is equal to the ion energy 

the-: deflection angle is 90° and the ion beam strikes the detector head on. This appears to 

occur at around -2 eV in the current experiment. The diameter of the beam spot is less than 

2 nun, indicating a well focused ion beam even at low energies. As the potential becomes 

more negative than the ion energy the image quickly fades as ions are repelled back towards 
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Figure 10.12: Images of a 1 e V Cl- ion beam as a function of the potential applied to the electrostatic 

mirror. 

the source. 

After installation of the field plate assembly the complete system was tested by imaging 

pulses of ions from the ion source and checking that the images obtained, and also the time of 

Hight peaks measured using t he photomultiplier, respond correctly to changes in parameters 

such as the ion pulse width, extraction voltage and delay. Similar experiments have also been 

carried out with the electron gun in place , imaging ions from electron impact ionization of 

background gas. Additional peaks in the time of flight spectrum have been observed when a 

scattering gas is added to the chamber. However , attempts to observe products from crossed 

beam collisions have so far proved unsuccessful. The major problems which need to be solved 

<tppear to be high levels of background ion signals and poor resolution in the t ime of flight 

measurements. This is illustrated by an example of a time of flight signal obtained from 

d ectron impact ionization of background gas by an electron pulse, shown in Figure 10.13. 

Th<~ 40 e V electron pulse was 1 f.LS wide and there was no delay between passage of the 

<~lectron beam through the chamber and extraction of product ions. The voltage applied to 

the extraction plates was ±110 V. The first, sharp peaks correspond to ions formed within the 

crossing region which are extrac ted to the detector when the extraction plates are energised. 
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The resolution is very poor, with the two peaks spanning a mass range of around 100 mass 

units and making it impossible to isolate individual ions in the signaL The large 'hump' in 

the time of flight signal is thought to be the result of ions formed outside the crossing region 

which slowly leak in and are extracted to the detector over a wide range of times. Despite 

these problems, which will be discussed further below, the observation of time of flight peaks 

does indicate the system is working correctly. As expected, the peaks move to shorter time 

aH the extraction voltage is increased, and to longer time as the delay between the electron 

pulse and extraction pulse is increased. 

extraction 
pulse 

electron ____ _ 
pulse 

; 

photomultiplier~ 
signal 

noise spike from 
high voltage switch 

~ time of flight peaks from 
~ 

1 

~.::.xtracted ions 

I I I 

I If i\\ /'~·~~ 
I\ I , rJ 

.. ,\11 ~('; 
1 1 \ I J 

W"J'~~~ w LJ 

Figure 10.13: Time of flight signal of ions formed in collisions between electrons and background 

gas striking the ion imaging detector. 

The ion imaging experiments described in Section 8.1 all depend on laser photoionization 

for production of the ions to be imaged. In some cases the ionic products are imaged directly, 

as in the case where a neutral product is ionized and detected, while in others the photoion 
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reacts to form a new ionic product which is imaged. In either case, the only point at which ions 

are formed is at the scattering center. The experiments for which the apparatus described 

in Section 10.2 has been developed are rather different. In these experiments an ion or 

electron beam is crossed with a molecular beam and attempts are made to extract the primary 

ionic products formed. This presents some special difficulties. In the electron-molecule 

Ec~xperiments electron impact ionization of background gas leaves a trail of ions along the 

electron path, even at chamber pressures well below 10-7 Torr. When the extraction pulse 

is switched on, these ions are directed to the detector along with any ions formed from 

collisions with the molecular beam. Even though the particle density in the beam should 

be considerably higher than the background, the path length of the electron beam through 

the molecular beam is only around 2 mm, compared to the 70 mm between the field plates 

for which background gas ions can be extracted to the detector. In addition, the masses, 

e:md therefore the flight times to the detector, of the background ions are similar to those 

of the expected collision products, further reducing the chances of observing product ion 

peaks in the mass spectrum. In ion-molecule experiments any background ion signal is due 

to stray ions from the ion source, since the reagent ions do not react with the background 

gas. The principle problem in this case is that the primary ion beam must be allowed to 

dear the extraction region before the extraction plates can be energised, introducing a delay 

of around 15 ps between the beams colliding and extraction of products. Reactions which 

are to be studied must be chosen carefully to ensure that the velocity of the centre of mass 

is sufficiently different from the ion beam velocity that the product ions can be spatially 

separated from the primary ion beam. A second, related problem is the poor resolution of 

the time of flight spectrum measured using the photomultiplier. In previous ion imaging 

experiments, in which a laser pulse is used to initiate ion production, ions are only formed 

over the interval of the laser pulse, typically a few tens of nanoseconds. The ion pulse width in 

the current experiments is limited to the width of the gating pulse used for the ion/electron 

lH~am, which at present has a lower limit of around 150 ns. The short flight tube further 

limits temporal resolution since the short time between ion extraction and detection means 

that ions of widely differing masses are spaced apart by only a few microseconds. Clearly 

the experimental design must be modified somewhat in order to solve these problems and 

increase the chances of success. 

The first and probably most important requirement is to decrease the background level of 
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ions reaching the detector and eliminate the need for a lengthy delay between beam crossing 

and ion extraction in the case of the ion-molecule experiments. It is hoped that the field plate 

<LSHembly can be modified so that the ion beam is shielded from the extraction field along most 

of its flight path through the scattering chamber. However, some experimentation will be 

required to achieve this without affecting the uniformity of both the extraction and orienting 

fields. It may also be necessary to adopt the technique used by Bontuyan et al181 in their 

inelastic scattering experiments (Section 8.1), in which the molecular beam is modulated and 

difference images are accumulated. This approach should allow at least partial cancelling of 

the background signal_, but will require some modifications to the electronics which control 

the experiment. 

Resolution can be improved by increasing the length of the flight tube between the top 

extraction plate and the detector. Provision was made for this in the design of the new lid 

for the scattering chamber (Section 10.2.4). Moving the microchannel plate flange to the 

top of the sliding plate on the lid should increase the resolution by about a factor of three. 

A new flight tube assembly is currently being constructed in the department's Mechanical 

Workshop. 

It is envisaged that the problems discussed above should be overcome and the experiment 

operational within the next six to twelve months. 
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APPENDICES 



A .. THEORETICAL DATA FOR CALCULATION OF ELECTRON LMPACT 

IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS 

_-L 1 Data for ab initio calculations 

Table A.l: Optimized geometries, ionization potentials and critical 

energies at HF I6-31G* level for electrostatic model calculations of ma.;;;

imum molecular electron impact ionization cross sections. Experimental 

values for the ionization potential (in eV) are shown in parentheses. 

:\lolecule Geometry I Ionization Potential I Energy I 
A & degrees Hartrees eV Hartrees 

H2 HH = 0.73012 0.56226 15.300 (15.427) -1.68908 

N2 NN = 1.07837 0.66384 18.064 (15.576) -109.60780 

02 00 1.16772 0.47327 12.878 (12.063) -150.09117 

co co 1.11378 0.47245 12.856 (14.013) -113.21033 

CM 0.63644 from C 

NO NO= 1.14698 0.35824 9.748 (9.25) -129.60612 

CM = 0.60106 from N 

NOz NO= 1.17388 0.31949 8.694 (9.79) -204.29000 

CM onN 

HzO OH 0.94732 0.37669 10.250 (12.6) -76.38744 

HOH = 52.74584 

CIVI = 0.11469 from 0 

C02 co 1.14326 0.44679 12.158 (13.769) -188.08097 

CM on C 

NH:, NH = 1.00251 0.30322 8.251 (10.2) -56.48758 

HNX = 111.67621 

CM = 0.11087 from N 

CH4 CH 1.08366 0.44512 12.112 (12.6) -40.64029 

HCH 109.47097 

CM on C 

CH:,F CF = 1.36458 0.40955 11.144 -139.44416 

CH 1.08185 
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HCF 109.09040 

CM = 0.74126 from F 

CH3Cl CCI = 1.78452 0.34062 9.269 (11.22) -499.43377 

CH 1.07787 

HCCl 108.46085 

CM = 1.12742 &:om C 

CH3Br CBr = 1.94761 0.31410 8.547 -2609.81477 

CH = 1.07642 

HCBr = 107.68872 

CM 0.47068 from Br 

CHC!s I Cf[ = 1.07133 0.42196 11.482 -1417.29 

CCI = 1. 76268 

ClCH = 107.57865 

CM 1.52097 from H 

Table A.2: Results of ab initio calculations for ma.ximum electron im-

pact ionization cross section as a function of molecular orientation for 

several small molecules using calculated and experimental ionization po

tentials. 

~'V!olecule Direction Calculated Ionization Pot. Experimental Ionization Pot. I 
T'th I (jmax I rvlean O"max I I rth I antax I lVIean (imax I 

A A2 A2 A A2 A2 I 

H2 z 0.805 2.04 0.804 2.03 

X 0.357 0.40 0.95 0.355 0.40 0.94 

N2 z 1.227 4.73 1.258 4.97 

X 0.627 1.23 2.40 0.673 1.43 2.61 

(h z 1.344 5.68 1.360 5.81 

X 0.681 1.46 2.87 0.702 1.55 2.97 

co +Z(O) 1.206 4.57 1.238 4.82 

~Z(C) 1.429 6.41 1.409 6.23 

X I 0.718 1.62 2.91 0.691 1.50 2.84 

NO +Z(O) 1.327 5.53 1.388 5.62 

-Z(N) 1.439 6.51 1.451 6.61 

X 0.822 2.12 3.42 0.840 2.22 3.52 

C02 z 1.887 11.19 1.861 10.88 

X 0.949 2.83 5.62 0.906 2.58 5.35 

Nfh z 2.028 12.93 2.004 12.62 

X 

I 
1.054 3.49 6.63 1.018 3.26 6.38 

H20 +Z (H's) 0.763 1.83 0.702 1.55 
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NHa 

Molecule 

C:H_. 

CH3F 

CH:lCl 

CH.3Br 

C:HC:b 

-Z (0) 0.840 2.22 0.808 2.05 

X (in plane) 1.065 3.56 0.978 3.01 

y 0.731 1.68 2.42 0.698 1.53 

+Z (N) 0.869 2.37 0.841 2.22 

-z (H's) 0.793 1.98 0.745 1.74 

+X (H2) 1.469 6.78 1.404 6.19 

-X (H1, Ha) 0.930 2.72 0.873 2.39 

±Y 1.103 3.82 3.58 1.016 3.24 

Table A.3: Results of ab initio calculations for maximum electron im-

pact ionization cross section as a function of molecular orientation for a 

series of C:Xs Y molecules using calculated and experimental ionization 

potentials. 

2.11 

3.17 

Direction Calculated Ionization Pot. Experimental Ionization Pot. 

I 

Tth I ()max / Mean Gmax I Tth I Umax / :-lean Gmax / 

A A2 A A2 

+Z (H1) 1.580 7.84 1.571 7.75 

Z (H2, li4) 0.860 2.32 0.851 2.28 

+X (H2) 1.338 5.62 1.326 5.52 

-X (H3, H4) 0.858 2.31 0.849 2.27 

±Y 0.917 2.64 3.90 0.904 2.57 3.83 

+Z (F) 1.467 6.76 -

-Z 1.550 7 .. 55 - -

+X(H!) 0.702 1.55 ~ 

-X (B2, H3) 0.694 1.52 -

±Y 0.698 1.53 3.41 - -

+Z 1.793 10.10 1.735 9.46 

-z (H's) 2.129 14.24 2.064 13.38 

+X(Hl) 0.925 2.60 0.833 2.18 

-X (B2, H3) 0.914 2.62 0.838 2.21 

±Y 0.968 2.95 5.89 0.836 2.19 5.27 

+Z (Br) 1.708 9.17 -

-Z (H's) 2.565 20.68 -

+X(H!) 1.144 4.11 -

-X (H2, H:l) 1.142 4.10 --

±Y 1.142 4.11 7.71 - - -

+Z (H) 2.092 13.73 -

-z {Cl's) 0.580 1.06 -

+X (Ch) 2.775 24.19 - -

243 
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i 

-X (Cb,Cla 

±Y 

0.971 

2.031 

2.96 

12.~)6 11.31 

Table A.4: Effect of changing basis set and level of theory on the 

maximum electron impact ionization cross section of CO calculated using 

the ab initio model 

Level of theory I.P. Direction Tth I G'max / Tv I ean cr max I 
eV A -A'' 

HF I6-31G* 12.856 +Z 1.206 4.57 

I -Z I 
1.429 6.41 

X 0.718 1.62 2.91 

HF /6-311G** 12.875 +Z 1.193 4.47 

-Z 1.437 6.48 

X 0.728 l 1.66 2.93 

MP2/6-31G* 14.016 +Z 1.162 4.24 

-Z 1.423 6.36 

X 0.699 1.53 2.79 

MP2/6-311G** 14.164 +Z 1.157 4.20 

-z 1.4:~6 6.48 

X 0.699 1.56 2.82 

MP4/6-311G** 14.163 +Z 1.155 4.19 
I 

-Z 1.436 6.48 

X 0.702 1.55 2.81 

QCISD(T)/6-311G** 13.690 +Z 1.164 4.25 

-z 1.448 6.59 

X 0.715 1.61 2.88 

Table A.5: Effect of basis set and level of used on the maximum 

nb initio electron impact ionization cross section of HzO. 

l 

Level of theory I.P. Direction Tth I Cfn1ax / Mean CTmax / 

eV A A2 k 

HF/6-31G* 10.250 +Z 0.763 1.83 

-z 0.840 2.22 

±X 1.065 3.56 

±Y 0.731 1.68 2.42 

HF /6<H1G** 10.285 +Z 0.770 1.86 

-z 0.833 2.18 
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±X 1.os• I 3 -., .I~ 
I 

±Y 0.7371 1.70 2..!8 

MP4/6-311G* 11.602 +Z 0.734 1.69' 

-Z 0.830 2.16 

±X 1.047 3.45 

±Y 0.723 1.64 2.34 

CCSD(T)/6-311G** 11.568 +Z 0.734 1.69 

-Z 0.831 2.17 

±X 1.048 3.45 

±Y 0.724 1.65 2.34 

QCISD(T)/6-311G** 11.570 +Z 0.734 1.69 

-z 0.831 2.17 

±X 1.048 3.45 

±Y 0.724 1.65 2.34 

QCISD(T) /6-311G**(2df) 11.772 +Z 0.737 1.71 

-Z 0.837 2.20 

±X 1.043 3.42 

±Y 0.727 1.66 2.35 

QCISD(T) /6-311G**(3df) 11.772 +Z I 0.736 1.70 
l 

-z 0.840 2.22 

±X 1.040 3.40 

±Y 0.729 1.67 2.34 
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.4..2 Data for DM calculations 

Table A.6: .tl'lulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DM cross section calculation on H 2 . 

i'violecular E;n I Atomic Nnl T'nl / 9nl 7rNntT'~t9nl Scaling 

level eV shell A factor 

16.05838 H ls 1.0 0.52918 3.67647 3.23436 

I H 1s 1.0 0.52918 3.67647 3.23436 6.46871 

Table A. 7: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DM cross section calculation on N2. 

Molecular E;n I I Atomic 1Vnl Tnt I 9nl IrNnzT'~t9nl Scaling 

level eV shell A factor 

38.32781 N 1s l 0.00528 0.08 0.17370 1.84x 10-5 

N 2s 0.76188 0.52 0.98377 0.6367 

N 2p~ 0.23286 0.52 2.06469 0.40842 

N 1s 0.00528 0.08 0.17370 1.84x 

N 2s 0.76188 0.52 0.98377 0.6367 

N 2pz 0.23286 0.52 2.06469 0.40842 2.09028 

2au 19.79726 N 1s 0.00422 0.08 0.17370 1.47x10- 5 

N 2s 0.75422 0.52 0.98377 0.63055 

N 2pz 0.24116 0.52 2.06469 0.42298 

N 1s 0.00422 0.08 0.17370 1.47x1o-5 

N 2s 0.75422 0.52 0.98377 0.63055 

N 2pz 0.24116 0.52 2.06469 0.42298 2.10709 

17ru 14.92856 N 2px,y 2.00000 0.52 2.06469 3.50786 

N 2.00000 0.52 2.06469 3.50786 7.01572 

3a u 14.42922 N 1s 0.00054 0.08 0.17370 1.89x1o-6 

N 2s 0.23254 0.52 0.98377 0.19433 

N 2pz 0.76698 0.52 2.06469 1.34523 

N ls 0.00054 0.08 0.17370 1.89xl0-6 

j 

N 2s 0.23254 0.52 0.98377 0.19433 

N 2J>z 0.76698 0.52 2.06469 1.34523 3.07913 
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Table A.S: Mulliken population analyses. atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and muall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DIVI cross section calculation on 02. 

l\Iolecular I Ein I Atomic Nnl rnl I gnl rriVnl1';;_lgnl Scaling 
I 

A level eV shell factor 

2uy a 43.85612 0 1s 0.00243 0.07 0.13011 4.87x 10-6 

0 2s 0..±3819 0.46 0.70225 0.20456 

0 0.05937 0.43 2.20264 0.07598 

0 ls 0.00243 0.07 0.13011 4.87xlo-6 

0 2s 0.43819 0.46 0.70225 0.20456 

0 2p 0 0.05938 0.43 2.20264 0.07598 0.56107 

2au (t 29.72133 0 ls 0.00266 0.07 0.13011 5.33xlo-6 

0 2s 0.45414 0.46 0.70225 0.21201 
I 

0 2p0 0.04320 0.43 2.20264 0.05527 

0 ls 0.00266 0.07 0.13011 5.33x10-6 

0 2s 0.45414 0.46 0.70225 0.21201 

0 0.04320 0.43 2.20264 0.05527 0.53457 

11fu a 19.36350 0 2py 0 .. 50000 
l 

0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

lJru (I' 19.36350 0 2px 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

0 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

3ag Q 16.46084 0 1s 0.00022 O.D7 0.13011 4.4lxlo- 7 

0 2s 0.05915 0.46 0.70225 0.02761 

0 2p0 0.44058 0.43 2.20264 0.56371 

0 ls 0.00022 0.07 0.13011 4.41xlo-7 

0 2s 0.05915 0.46 0.70225 0.02761 

0 0.44064 0.43 2.20264 0.56379 1.18272 

lJr!l ct 11.30533 0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

lrr9 (J: 11.30533 0 2px 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

0 2p, 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

2a9 (3 40.28269 0 ls 0.00215 0.07 0.13011 4.31x10-6 

0 2s 0.42162 0.46 0.70225 0.19682 

0 2pz 0.07623 0.43 2.20264 0.09753 

0 1s 0.00215 0.07 0.13011 4.31x10-6 

0 2s 0.42162 0.46 0.70225 0.19682 

0 0.07623 0.43 2.20264 0.09753 0.58873 

2a, /3 24.47602 0 1s 0.00223 0.07 0.13011 4.47xlo- 6 

0 2s 0.43115 0.46 0.70225 0.20127 

I 
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0 2p" 0.06663 0.43 2.20264 0.08525 

I 0 ls 0.00223 0.07 0.13011 4.47xlo- 6 

0 2s 0.43115 0.46 0.70225 0.20127 

lll.57306 0 0.06663 0.43 2.20264 0.08525 

5.21xlo-7 
! 

3a9 f3 15.03495 0 ls 0.00026 0.07 0.13011 

0 2s 0.07598 0.46 0.70225 0.03547 

0 2pz 0.42377 0.43 2.20264 0.54220 

0 ls 0.00026 0.07 0.13011 5.21x10-7 

0 2s 0.07598 0.46 0.70225 0.03547 

0 0.42377 0.43 2.20264 0.54220 1.15534 

17fu /3 l;L.93991 0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

17ftt B 11.93991 0 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

I 0_2p, 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

Table A.9: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DIVI cross section calculation on CO. 

i'violecular E;n I Atomic Nni Tnl I 9ni <N.,c~,g"' I Scaling 

level eV shell A factor 

3a 39.32811 C ls 0.00320 0.09 0.24306 1.98xlo-5 

C 2s 0.28503 0.65 1.20555 0.45609 

c 2p, 0.14306 0.65 2.66430 0.50592 

0 ls 0.00782 O.D7 0.13011 1.57x1o- 5 

0 2s 1.36982 0.46 0.70225 0.63947 

0 2pz 0.14154 0.43 2.20264 0.18110 1.78261 

4a 18.96186 C ls 0.00468 0.09 0.24306 2.89x10- 5 

C 2s 0.53066 0.65 1.20555 0.84914 

c 0.00504 0.65 2.66430 0.01782 

0 ls 0.00218 0.07 0.13011 4.37xlo-6 

0 2s 0.46744 0.46 0.70225 0.21821 

0 1.00004 0.43 2.20264 0.127952 2.36473 

17f 14.69236 c 1.13572 0.65 2.6643 4.01635 

0 2.86432 0.43 2.20264 3.66481 7.68116 

;)a 12.11270 C ls 0.00340 0.09 0.24306 2.1xlo- 5 

C 2s 0.85886 0.65 1.20555 1.37431 

c 0.79300 

I 
0.65 2.66430 2.80435 

0 2s 0.00680 0.46 0.70225 0.00317 
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0 2pz 0.33790 0.43 2.20264 0.43233 4.61419 

Table A.lO: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a Dl'vi cross section calculation on NO. 

0.00207 0.08 0.17370 7.21xlo- 13 

N 2s 0.39225 0.52 0.98377 0.32780 

N 0.07482 0.52 2.06469 0.13I22 

0 Is 0.00242 0.07 O.I3011 4.84x10-6 

0 2s 0.47466 0.46 0.70225 0.22158 

0 2pz 0.0535I 0.43 2.20264 0.06846 0.14908 

-!erg a 24.76174 N 1s 0.00353 0.08 0.17370 1.23x 

N 2s 0.48700 0.52 0.98377 0.40699 

N 0.03838 0.52 2.06469 0.06732 

0 Is 0.002I5 0.07 0.13011 4.3x 

0 2s 0.40756 0.46 0.70225 0.19026 

0 0.06184 0.43 2.20264 0.07912 0.74369 

hr a 16.93732 N 0.57290 0.52 2.06469 1.00482 

0 2p:u 0.42740 0.43 2.20264 0.54685 1.55166 

27r a 14.36310 N 2py 0.90292 0.52 2.06469 1.58365 

0 2py 0.09710 0.43 2.20264 0.1242<1 1.70789 

5cr9 a 12.11270 N ls 0.00019 0.08 0.17370 6.64x 

N 2s 0.06881 0.52 0.98377 0.05750 

N 2pz 0.44320 0.52 2.06469 0.77734 

0 1s 0.00022 0.07 0.13011 4.31xl0- 7 

0 2s 0.05909 0.46 0.70225 0.02758 

0 0.42843 0.43 2.20264 0.54816 1.41058 

37r a 9.61140 N 2p,, 0.4274I 0.52 2.06469 0.74964 

0 2p, 0.57260 0.43 2.20264 0.73262 1.48226 

{3 38.59748 N 1s 0.00046 0.08 0.17370 1.59xio-e 

N 2s 0.12994 0.52 0.98377 0.10859 

N 2pz 0.06384 0.52 2.06469 0.11197 

0 ls 0.00419 0.07 0.13011 8.39xl0-6 

0 2s 0.76136 0.46 0.70225 0.35542 

0 2pz 0.04000 0.43 2.20264 0.05118 0.62717 

4cry {3 21.51839 N ls 0.00306 0.08 O.I7370 1.07x10-5 

N 2s 0.51986 0.52 0.98377 0.43444 
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N 2p: 0.00076 0.52 2.06469 0.00132 

0 ls 0.00105 0.07 0.13011 2.09x 10-6 

0 2s 0.18440 0.46 0.70225 0.08608 

0 2p: 0.29274 0.43 2.20264 0.37455 0.89376 

lr. i3 16.14355 N 2px 0.06885 0.52 2.06469 0.12076 

0 2px 0.93115 0.43 2.20264 1.19138 1.31214 

2r.{J 13.66213 N 2p11 0.10226 0.52 2.06469 0.17936 

0 2p)l 0.89773 0.43 2.20264 1.14863 1.32798 

,Ju Y i3 13.12089 N ls 0.00094 0.08 0.17370 3.28x10-6 

K 2s 0.25582 0.52 0.98377 0.21379 

N 2p. 0.39990 0.52 2.06469 0.70140 

0 1s 0.00000 0.07 0.13011 0.00000 

0 2s 0.01088 0.46 0.7022,') 0.00508 

0 2pz 0.33241 1 0.43 1 2.20264 0.42531 1.34588 

Table A.ll: Mulliken population atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a D1vl cross section calculation on H20. 

Molecular Ein / Atomic 1\rrd Tnl / 9ni I :v 2 
1 

T.'l niTnfgni Scaling 

level eV shell A ! I factor 

ZA1 34.70840 0 1s 0.00856 0.07 0.13011 1.71xlo-5 

0 2s 1.57130 0.46 0.70225 0.73352 

0 2p: 0.04894 0.43 2.20264 0.06262 

H ls 0.18558 0.53 3.67647 0.60023 

H ls 0.18558 0.53 3.67647 0.60023 1.99662 

lB2 16.15976 0 2py 1.07308 0.43 2.20264 1.37298 

H ls 0.46348 0.53 3.67647 1.49906 

H ls 0.46348 0.53 3.67647 1.49906 4.37110 

3Al 12.51001 0 ls 0.00130 0.07 0.13011 2.6xl0-6 

0 2s 0.26440 0.46 0.70225 0.12343 

0 1.36174 0.43 2.20264 1.74231 

H ls 0.18628 0.53 3.676t17 0.60250 

H 1s 0.18528 0.53 3.67647 0.60250 3.07073 

lEt 10.68374 0 2px 2.00000 0.43 2.20264 2.55895 2.55895 
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Table A.12: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DM cross section calculation on C02. 

Molecular Ein / Atomic Nnl rnz / 9nl rrNntr-;,_19nl I ., Scaling 

level eV shell A factor 

3<Tg 38.98957 C 2s 0.00513 0.65 1.20555 0.00821 

0 2s 0.54998 0.46 0.70225 0.25675 

0 2p 0 0.00353 0.43 2.20264 0.00452 

0 2s 0.64549 0.46 0.70225 0.30133 

0 2pz 0.07393 0.43 2.20264 0.09459 0.66540 
-

2<Tu 37.23278 C 2p 0 0.52136 0.65 2.66430 1.84373 

0 1s 0.00412 0.07 0.13011 8.25x10-6 

0 2s 0.69117 0.46 0.70225 0.32266 

0 2p 0 0.04404 0.43 2.20264 0.05635 

0 1s 0.00412 0.07 0.13011 8.25x10-6 

0 2s 0.69117 0.46 0.70225 0.32266 

0 2pz 0.04404 0.43 2.20264 0.05635 2.60176 

4<Tg 18.53139 C 1s 0.00430 0.09 0.24306 2.66x 10-5 

C 2s 0.44289 0.65 1.20555 0.70869 

0 1s 0.00153 0.07 0.13011 3.06x10- 6 

0 2s 0.30478 0.46 0.70225 0.14228 

0 2pz 0.47014 0.43 2.20264 0.60153 

0 1s 0.00153 0.07 0.13011 3.06x10-6 

0 2s 0.30478 0.46 0.70225 0.14228 

0 2pz 0.47014 0.43 2.20264 0.60153 2.19635 

1rr, 16.89286 c 2py 0.85541 0.65 2.66430 3.02506 

0 2py 0.57230 0.43 2.20264 0.73224 

0 2py 0.57230 0.43 2.20264 0.73224 4.48954 

11T u 16.89286 C 2px 0.85541 0.65 2.66430 3.02506 

0 2px 0.57230 0.43 2.20264 0.73224 

0 2p'" 0.57230 0.43 2.20264 0.73224 4.48954 

30', 15.86888 C 2pz 0.32531 0.65 2.66430 1.15042 

0 1s 0.00080 0.07 0.13011 1.6x 10-6 

0 2s 0.20922 0.46 0.70225 0.09767 

0 2pz 0.62732 0.43 2.20264 0.80264 

0 1s 0.00080 0.07 0.13011 1.6x10-6 

0 2s 0.20922 0.46 0.70225 0.09767 

0 2pz 0.62732 0.43 2.20264 0.80264 2.95104 

21Tu 10.54920 0 2py 1.00000 0.43 2.20264 1.27947 
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27ru 

' 

0 2py 1.00000 0.43 2.20264 1.27947 2.55894 

10.54920 0 2px 1.00000 0.43 2.20264 1.27947 

0 2p, 1.00000 I 0.43 2.20264 1.27947 2.55894 

Table A.13: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DIVI cross section calculation on N02. 

! I 
Eiu / Atomic Nnl Tnl / rriVnl'r~l9nl Scaling ! :\Iolecular Ynl 

! 
A level eV shell factor 

3u9 a 41.11700 N ls 0.00266 0.08 0.17370 9.29x1o- 6 

N 2s 0.45370 0.52 0.98377 0.37916 

0 1s 0.00127 0.07 0.13011 2.54x10- 6 

0 2s 0.23883 0.46 0.70225 0.11149 

0 2pz 0.03172 0.43 2.20264 0.04059 
i 

0 ls 0.00127 0.07 0.13011 2.54xlo-6 

0 2s 0.23883 0.46 l 0.70225 0.11149 I 

0 2pz 0.03172 0.43 2.20264 I 0.04059 0.68333 

2uu a 37.20234 N 2pz 0.24797 0.52 2.06469 0.43492 

0 ls 0.00201 0.07 0.13011 4.03xlo-a 

0 2s 0.35773 0.46 0.70225 0.16700 

0 2pz 0.01628 0.43 2.20264 0.02083 

0 ls 0.00201 0.07 0.13011 4.03x 

0 2s 0.35773 0.46 0.70225 0.16700 

0 0.01628 0.43 2.20264 0.02083 0.81059 

4a'l [l 22.97748 N 1s 0.00193 I 0.08 0.17370 6.74x1o- 6 

N 2s 0.29477 0.52 0.98377 0.24634 

0 1s 0.00134 0.07 0.13011 2.68xl0-6 

0 2s 0.24574 0.46 0.70225 0.11472 

0 2pz 0.10450 0.43 2.20264 0.13371 

0 1s 0.00134 0.07 0.13011 2.68xlo-6 

0 2s 0.24574 0.46 0.70225 0.11472 

0 2pz 0.10450 0.43 2.20264 i 0.13371 0.74320 j 

lr.li Ct 19.94338 N 2p, 0.62393 0.52 2.06469 I 1.09433 

0 2p, 0.18803 0.43 2.20264 0.24058 

0 0.18803 0.43 2.20264 0.24058 1.57549 

27fu <Y 17.34522 ]'\ 2py 0.53315 0.52 2.06469 0.93511 

0 2py 0.23343 0.43 2.20264 0.29867 

0 2py 0.23343 0.43 2.20264 0.29867 1.53244 

3uu n 16.60343 N 2p, 0.27255 0.52 2.06469 0.47803 
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0 1s 0.00048 0.07 0.13011 9.61 xlo-• 

0 2s 0.10743 0.46 0.70225 0.05001 

0 2pz 0.25612 0.43 2.20264 0.32770 

0 ls 0.00048 0.07 0.13011 9.61 X 10-7 

0 2s 0.10743 0.46 0.70225 0.05001 

0 2pz 0.25612 0.43 2.20264 0.32770 1.23345 

l1r11 
(1 13.65913 0 2px 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

0 2pr 0.50000 OA3 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

n 9.87128 0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 

0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 0.63974 1.27947 

3Jr, C1: 8.11232 N 0.37606 0.52 2.06469 0.65958 

0 0.31197 0.43 2.20264 0.39916 

0 2px 0.31197 0.43 2.20264 0.39916 1.45790 

3 39.76458 N 1s 0.00216 0.08 0.17370 7.54xl0-6 

N 2s 0.38876 0.52 0.98377 0.32489 

0 ls 0.00142 0.07 0.13011 2.84xl0- 6 

0 2s 026994 0.46 0.70225 0.12602 

0 2pz 0.03319 0.43 2.20264 0.04247 

0 ls 0.00142 0.07 0.13011 2.84xl0- 6 

0 2s 0.26994 0.46 0.70225 0.12602 

0 0.03319 0.43 2.20264 0.04247 0.66186 

2CTu 3 36.64777 I\' 2pz 0.24872 0.52 2.06469 0.43624 

0 1s 0.00198 O.Q7 0.13011 3.97xl0-6 

0 2s 0.35.598 0.46 0.70225 0.16618 

0 0.01771 0.43 2.20264 0.022266 

0 ls 0.00197 0.07 0.13011 3.97xl0-6 

0 2s 0.35598 0.46 0.70225 0.16618 

0 2pz 0.01769 0.43 2.20264 0.02263 0.81390 

4o-y (] 21.28437 N 1s 0.00186 0.08 0.17370 6.5x1o-6 

N 2s 0.28702 0.52 0.98377 0.23986 

0 ls 0.00111 0.07 0.13011 2.22x10- 6 

0 2s 0.20974 0.46 0.7022.5 0.09791 

0 2pz 0.14472 0.43 2.20264 0.18517 

0 ls 0.00111 O.D7 0.13011 2.22x 10- 6 

0 2s 0.20974 0.46 0.70225 0.09791 

0 2pz 1.14472 0.43 2.20264 1.46464 2.0855 

liru {3 16.54302 N 2py 0.44168 0.52 2.06469 0.77468 

0 2py 0.27916 0.43 2.20264 0.35718 

0 2py 0.27916 0.43 2.20264 0.35718 1.48903 
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aall f:J 16.49322 N 2pz 0.24452 0.52 2.06469 

0 ls 0.00046 0.07 0.13011 

0 2s 0.10538 0.46 0.70225 

0 2pz 0.27190 0.43 2.20264 

0 1s 0.00047 0.07 0.13011 

0 2s 0.10538 0.46 0.70225 

0 0.27190 0.43 2.20264 

21iu .d 15.57102 ::f 2p,, 0.41382 0.52 2.06469 

0 2p;v 0.29308 0.43 2.20264 

0 2px 0.29308 0.43 2.20264 

1r.g ,e Q.42368 0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 

0 2py 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 

2r.g {3 9.82230 0 2p, 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 

0 2px 0.50000 0.43 2.20264 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital 

a DM cross section calculation on NHs. 

Molecular Ein I Atomic Nnz Tnt I 9nl 

level eV shell A 
2Al i 29.57075 N ls 0.00810 0.08 0.17370 

N 2s 1.35878 0.52 0.98377 

N 2pz 0.06393 0.52 2.06469 

H 1s 0.18973 0.53 3.67647 

H ls 0.18973 0.53 3.67647 

H ls 0.18973 0.53 3.67647 

1E 15.28040 N 2py 1.05565 0.52 2.06469 

H ls 0.62956 0.53 3.67647 

H ls 0.15738 0.53 3.676<17 

H ls 0.15738 0.53 3.67647 

IE 15.28040 N 2p, 1.05565 0.52 2.06469 

H 1s 0.47216 0.53 3.67647 

H ls 0.47216 0.53 3.67647 

8A1 !.l.75534 N ls 0.00110 0.08 0.17370 

N 2s 0.25004 0.52 0.98377 

N 2p" 1.64501 0.52 2.06469 

H ls 0.03461 0.53 3.67647 

H ls 0.03461 0.53 3.67647 

0.42287 

9.21 X 10- 7 

0.04919 

0.34789 

9.2lx10- 7 

0.04919 

0.34789 0.87515 

0.72581 

0.37499 

0.37499 1.47579 

0.63974 

0.63974 1.27947 

0.63974 I 
0.63974 11.27947 

factors for 

r.1VntT~l9nl Scaling 

factor 

2.83xlo- 5 

0.13553 

0.11213 

0.61365 

0.61365 

0.61365 3.08865 

1.85154 

2.03622 

0.50902 

0.50902 4.90580 

1.85154 

1.52713 

1.52713 4.90580 

3.84x10- 6 

0.20896 

2.88523 

0.11194 

0.11194 
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H ls 0.03461 0.53 3.67647 0.11194 3.43002 

Table A.15: rdulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a D M cross section calculation on CH4 • 

I'violecnlar I I 
, 

' 1r1Vn1r';.lgnl Ein I Atomic lVnl l"nl I ' g,[ 
I 

level eV shell A 

2At 24.81943 C 1s 0.00880 0.09 0.24306 5.44x10- 5 

C 2s 1.16728 0.65 1.20555 1.86783 

H 1s 0.20602 0.53 3.67647 0.66634 

H 1s 0.20602 0.53 3.67647 0.66634 

H 1s i 0.20602 0.53 3.67647 0.66634 
! I 

I H ls 0.20602 0.53 3.67647 0.66634 

lT2 14.16337 c 3.08274 0.65 2.66430 10.90176 

H ls 0.72912 0.53 3.67647 
I 

2.35823 

H ls 0.72912 0.53 3.67647 i 2.35823 

H ls 0.72912 0.53 3.67647 2.35823 

Scaling 

factor 

4.53325 

H 1s 0.72912 0.53 3.67647 2.35823 20.33470 

Table A.l6: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DM cross section calculation on CH3F. 

Molecular Ein I Atomic Nnl 
I 

l"nl I 1r Nnl r~1 gn1 

I 
Scaling I 9nl 

level eV shell A factor 

3At 40.30328 F 1s 0.00894 0.06 0.101 l.02xlo- 5 

F 2s 1.74304 0.41 0.528 0.48603 

F 2pz 0.02140 0.38 1.722 0.01672 

C ls 0.00084 0.09 0.243 5.19x 

C 2s 0.13416 0.65 0.206 0.03668 

l C 2pz 0.08162 0.65 2.664 0.28861 

H ls 0.00316 0.53 3.676 0.01021 

H ls 0.00316 0.53 3.676 0.01021 

H ls 0.00316 0.53 3.676 0.01021 0.85869 

4At . 24.32247 F ls 0.00068 0.06 0.101 7.77x1o- 7 

F 2s 0.11410 0.41 0.528 0.03182 

F 2pz 0.12020 0.38 1.722 0.09390 

C ls I 0.00766 0.09 0.243 4.74xlo-·' 
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I 

C 2s 1.03588 0.65 0.206 0.28324 I 
I 

c 0.05272 0.65 2.664 0.18642 I 
HIs 0.22288 0.53 3.676 0.72029 

H ls 0.22288 0.53 3.676 0.72029 

H 1s 0.22288 0.53 3.676 0.72029 I 2.75629 

lE 16.35517 F 2py 0.59342 0.38 1.722 0.46357 

c 2py 0.82928 0.65 2.664 2.93232 

H 1s 0.38492 0.53 3.676 1.24396 

H ls 0.09624 0.53 3.676 0.31102 

H 1s 0.09624 0.53 3.676 0.31102 5.26190 

IE ~6.35517 F 0.59342 0.38 1.722 0.46357 

c 0.82928 0.65 2.664 2.93232 

H ls 0.28868 0.53 3.676 0.93294 

H ls 0.28868 0.53 3.676 0.93294 5.26177 

SA1 14.58102 F ls I 0.00038 0.06 0.101 4.34x10- 7 
! 

F 2s 0.09696 0.41 0.528 0.02146 

F 1.11134 0.38 I 1.722 0.86816 

C ls I 0.00006 0.09 I 0.243 ' 3.71x10-7 
I 

C 2s 0.00438 0.65 0.206 0.00120 

C 2pz 0.65664 0.65 2.664 2.32187 

H ls 0.04934 0.53 3.676 0.15945 

H ls 0.04934 0.53 3.676 0.15945 

H ls 0.04934 0.53 3.676 0.15945 3.68865 

lE 11.37814 F 2py 1.38096 0.38 1.722 1.07878 

c 2py 0.20600 0.65 2.664 0.72841 

H 1s f 0.27274 0.53 1 3.676 ! 0.88143 

H ls 0.06820 0.53 3.676 0.22041 

H ls 0.06820 0.53 3.676 0.22041 3.12943 

lE 11.37814 F 2px 1.38096 0.38 1.722 1.07878 

c 2p;r. 0.20998 0.65 2.664 0.74249 

H ls 0.20456 0.53 3.676 0.66109 

H 1s 0.20456 0.53 3.676 0.66109 3.14343 

Table A.17: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii. weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DM cross section calculation on CH3Cl. 

Moleeular Ein I Atomic Nnl 1·nl I ,9nl 1rNnlr;,l.9nl Scaling 

level eV shell A factor 
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5At 28.84947 Cl 1s 0.00021 0.03 0.025 1.46x 10-8 

Cl 2s 0.01189 0.19 0.072 9.71x10- 5 

Cl 2pz 0.00038 0.16 0.145 7.93x1o- 6 

Cl3s 1.12578 0.67 0.570 0.90496 

Cl 3pz 0.06771 0.75 1.696 0.20293 

C 1s 0.00386 0.09 0.243 2.39 X 10-5 

C 2s 0.56195 0.65 0.206 0.15365 

C 2pz 0.03013 0.65 2.664 0.10654 

H 1s 0.06594 0.53 3.676 0.21310 

H 1s 0.06594 0.53 3.676 0.21310 

H 1s 0.06594 0.53 3.676 0.21310 2.00751 

6...\.1 23.68607 Cl 2s 0.00818 0.19 0.072 6.68x10- 5 

Cl3s 0.71004 0.67 0.570 0.57077 

Cl 3pz 0.02232 0.75 1.696 0.06690 

C 1s 0.00480 0.09 0.243 2.97x10- 5 

C 2s 0.63776 0.65 0.206 0.17438 

C 2pz 0.11120 0.65 2.664 0.39320 

H 1s 0.16862 0.53 3.676 0.54494 

H 1s 0.16862 0.53 3.676 0.54494 

H 1s 0.16862 0.53 3.676 0.54494 2.84015 

2E 16.16478 Cl 2py 0.00131 0.16 0.145 1.53x1o-s 

Cl 3py 0.14575 0.75 1.696 0.43682 

c 2py 1.01576 0.65 2.664 3.59172 

H 1s 0.55772 0.53 3.676 1.80241 

H 1s 0.13945 0.53 3.676 0.45067 

H 1s 0·.13945 0.53 3.676 0.45067 6.73230 

2E 16.16478 Cl 2px 0.00131 0.16 0.145 1.53x1o-5 

Cl 3px 0.14575 0.75 1.696 0.43682 

C 2px 1.01550 0.65 2.664 3.5908 

H 1s 0.41872 0.53 3.676 1.35320 

H 1s 0.41872 0.53 3.676 1.35320 6.73403 

7At 13.16824 Cl 2s 0.00092 0.19 0.072 7.51 X 10-6 

Cl 2pz 0.01220 0.16 0.145 0.00014 

Cl 3s 0.09862 0.67 0.570 0.07928 

Cl 3pz 1.12676 0.75 1.696 3.37699 

C 2s 0.00670 0.65 0.206 0.00183 

C 2pz 0.64700 0.65 2.664 2.28778 

H 1s 0.03591 0.53 3.676 0.11605 

H 1s 0.03591 0.53 3.676 0.11605 
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H 1s 0.03591 0.53 3.676 0.11605 6.09419 

3E 10.35048 Cl 2pv 0.01973 0.16 0.145 0.00023 

Cl 3pv 1.82574 0.75 1.696 5.47189 

c 2py 0.04944 0.65 2.664 0.17482 

H 1s 0.07083 0.53 3.676 0.22890 

H 1s 0.01771 0.53 3.676 0.05723 

H 1s O.Dl771 0.53 3.676 0.05723 5.99031 

3E 10.35048 Cl 2p, 0.01973 0.16 0.145 0.00023 

Cl 3px 1.82574 0.75 1.696 5.47189 

C 2px 0.04972 0.65 2.664 0.17581 

H 1s 0.05240 0.53 3.676 0.16934 

H 1s 0.05240 0.53 3.676 0.16934 5.98661 

Table A.18: Mulliken population analyses, atomic orbital mean square 

radii, weighting factors and overall molecular orbital scaling factors for 

a DIVI cross section calculation on CH3Br. 

Molecular Ein I Atomic 1Vnl T'nl I 9nl 7rNnzr;,z9nl Scaling 

level eV shell A factor 

2E 187.1138 Br 2py 0.01453 0.07 0.01909 4.27x1o- 6 

Br 3py 1.96078 0.25 0.11476 0.04418 

Br 4py 0.02469 0.88 1.56118 0.09378 0.13796 

2E 187.1138 Br 2p, 0.01453 O.Q7 0.01909 4.27x10-6 

Br 3p, 1.96078 0.25 0.11476 0.04418 

Br 3d+l 0.00004 0.24 0.17801 1.29x10-6 

Br 4px 0.02469 0.88 1.56118 0.09378 

C 2px 0.00004 0.65 2.66430 0.00014 0.13782 

1A1 61.12312 Br 3s 0.00001 0.27 0.05344 1.22x1o-7 

Br 3pz 0.00003 0.25 0.11476 6.76xl0- 7 

Br 3do 1.99793 0.24 0.17801 0.06436 

C ls 0.00001 0.09 0.24306 3.71xl0-8 

C 2s 0.00111 0.65 1.20555 0.00178 

C 2pz 0.00115 0.65 0.22643 0.00407 0.06997 

3E 60.99222 Br 3py 0.00004 0.25 0.11476 9.01x 10-7 

Br 3d-! 1.99981 0.24 0.17801 0.06422 

c 2py 0.00018 0.65 2.66430 0.00064 0.06506 

3E 60.99222 Br 3px 0.00004 0.25 0.11476 9.01 X 10- 7 

Br 3d+l 1.99981 0.24 0.17801 0.06422 

c 2p, 0.00018 0.65 2.66430 0.00064 0.06506 

4E 60.63419 Br 3d+2 2.00000 0.24 0.17801 0.06442 0.06442 

258 
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4E 60.63419 Br 3d-2 2.00000 0.24 0.17801 0.06442 0.06442 

8A1 26.79361 Br 1s 0.00001 0.02 0.00519 6.52xlo-u 

Br 2s 0.00069 0.09 0.01192 2.09xlo- 7 

Br 2pz 0.00001 0.07 0.01909 2.94xlo- 9 

Br 3s 0.00321 0.27 0.05344 3.93x1o-s 

Br 3p= 0.00085 0.25 0.11476 1.92x1o- 5 

Br 3do 0.00043 0.24 0.17801 1.39x1o-·" 

Br 4s 0.55563 0.78 0.42017 0.44622 

Br 'lPz 0.07250 0.88 1.56118 0.27536 

C 1s 0.00661 0.09 0.24306 4.09xl0-5 

C 2s 0.93733 0.65 1.20555 1.49987 

c 0.00848 l 0.65 0.22643 0.02999 

H 1s 0.13808 0.53 3.67647 0.44660 

H ls 0.13808 0.53 3.67647 0.44660 

H 1s 0.13808 0.53 3.67647 0.44660 3.59135 

9Al 21.57328 Br 1s 0.00002 0.02 0.00519 1.3x10-10 

Br 2s 0.00172 0.09 ' 0.01192 5.22 X 10- 7 

Br 3s 0.00728 0.27 0.05344 8.91xl0-5 

Br 4s 1.22204 0.78 0.42017 0.98140 

Br 4pz 0.00031 0.88 1.56118 0.00118 

C ls 0.00211 0.09 0.24306 1.31x 10-5 

C 2s 0.25775 0.65 11.20555 0.41244 

c I 0.18981 0.65 0.22643 0.67124 

H ls 0.10632 0.53 3.67647 0.34388 

H ls I 0.10632 0.53 3.67647 0.34388 

H 1s 0.10632 0.53 3.67647 0.34388 3.09799 

5E 15.48480 Br 3py I 0.00089 0.25 0.11476 2.01xlo- 5 

Br 3d-l 0.00011 0.24 0.17801 3.54xl0- 6 

Br 4py 0.08598 0.88 1.56118 0.32656 

c 2p, 1.08281 0.65 2.66430 3.82923 

H 1s 0.58984 0.53 3.67647 1.90775 

H 1s 0.14746 0.53 3.67647 0.47694 

H ls 0.14746 0.53 3.67647 0.47694 7.01745 

5E 15.48480 Br 2px 0.00001 0.07 0.01909 2.94xlo-9 

Br 3p, 0.00089 0.25 0.11476 2.01x1o-s 

Br 3d+l 0.00011 0.24 0.17801 3.54x10-6 

Br 0.08598 0.88 1.56118 0.32656 

c 2p, 1.08281 0.65 2.66430 3.82923 

H ls 0.44238 0.53 3.67647 1.43082 
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H ls 0.44238 0.53 3.67647 I 0.43082 6.82436 

10At 11.83867 Br 2s 0.00021 0.09 0.01192 6.37x w-$ 
Br 2p 0 0.00022 0.07 0.01909 6.47xlo-s 

Br 3s 0.00070 0.27 0.05344 8.57xro-6 

Br 3pz 0.01285 0.25 0.11476 0.00029 

Br 3do 0.00031 0.24 0.17801 9.99x10- 6 

Br 4s 0.14814 0.78 0.42017 0.11897 

Br 4pz 1.02079 0.88 1.56118 3.87708 

C ls 0.00013 0.09 0.24306 8.04x1o-• 

C 2s 0.02015 0.65 1.20555 0.03324 

c 0.69724 0.65 0.22643 2.46571 

H ls 0.03309 0.53 3.67647 0.10703 

H 1s 0.03309 0.53 3.67647 0.10703 

H ls 0.03309 0.53 3.67647 0.10703 6.81539 



B. SOLUTION OF THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION FOR A SY.l\{\JETRIC TOP 

~IOLECULE 

This appendix outlines the solution of the Schrodinger wave equation for a freely rotating 

symmetric top molecule in order to determine the energy levels and rotational quantum 
,• 

numbers. The solutions for a symmetric top molecule in the presence of an electric field 

are usually obtained by including the Stark energy -t-L · E into the rotational Hamiltonian 

and using perturbation theory. From Equation 4.30 of Chapter 4, the Schrodinger equation 

(Ho Eo)?p 0 is: 

32. ?J E ?fJ -Eo 
- 2cot ecsce-a ·a + --2-?/J = 0 

cp x n 
(B.l) 

This may be solved by separation of variables using the following trial solution. 

(B.2) 

On substituting Equation B.2 into Equation B.l separability is attained and on dividing 

through by eil'd¢eiKx., an equation is obtained which depends only on e(e) and its derivatives. 

+ -.--- -- + -+cot (} K - 2cot8csc8K1\1- ---=~ 
') [ 2 d-e cos(} de M (IE 2 ) 2 2IEEo 

sme d8 sin2 8 Ic 
0 (B.3) 

This differential equation must be transformed into a different form which can be solved 

by conventional methods. A change of variables is introduced: 

X 

e(e) (B.4) 

The d<~rivatives involved may be determined in terms of the new variables using the chain 

rnle. 

de dedx 
dx de 

dx d (de dx) 
d() dx dx dB 

(B.5) 
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\,Yhen the:-~e expressions are substituted into Equation the transformed equation has the 

form of the hypergeometric equation, which can be solved using a power series expansion. 

d2 P dP 
x(1- x) dx 2 +(a- f3x) dx + ryP 0 (B.6) 

where 

n· - /K- .1\1/ + 1 

,11 /I<+ 111/ + jK- M/ + 2 

1. 21
BEo _ ~~ ~{2 + 1(2- (~IK +M/ + ~/K 1\!I/) (}!K +M/ + ~/K- M/ + 1) 

Any well behaved function may be expressed as a power series expansion. Solution of the 

above differential equation then corresponds to a determination of the coefficients of such an 

expansion. The generic solution and its derivatives are: 

P(x) 
00 

LAkxk 
k=O 
00 

= LkAkxk-l 
k=O 

= L k(k- 1)Akxk-2 

k=O 

Substituting these into Equation B.6 gives 

')C 00 00 .:xJ 00 

(B.7) 

L k(k- 1)Akxk-1 L k(k 1)Akxk +a L kAkxk- 1
- f3 kAkxk + 1 L Akxk = 0 

k=O k=O k=O k=O k=O 

(B.8) 

Collecting terms in and gives, 

00 00 

L[k(k 1) + ak]Akxk-l + L[-k(k 1)- f3k + ry]Akxk 0 (B.9) 
k=O 

In order to make both terms in xk-l the dummy index of summation k in the second term 

<:an be changed to /;; 1 without changing the sum. 

00 

[A:(k- 1) + crk]Akxk-J + L (k- l)(k- 2)- f3(k -1) + ry]Ak-lXIc-l = 0 (B.lO) 
/,;c::;;() 

The /;: = 0 term is equal to zero, and the two summations may be combined to give, 

= 
L[(k(k 1) + ak)Ak + ( -(k- 1)(k 2) - f3(k 1) + 7)Ak-1Jxk-l = 0 (B.ll) 
k=l 
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In order for the above expression to be true for all x, all the coefficients must be equal to 

zero. 

[k(k- 1) + akJAk + [-(k l)(k- 2) (3(k 1) + 1]Ak-1 = 0 (B.12) 

Rearranging the above equation yields a recursion relation for the coefficients of the series 

<-~xpansion. 

or, as it is more commonly written (substituting k + 1 for k) 

= [k(k- 1) + {Jk- 1] 
(k + a)(k + 1) 

The wavefunctions for a freely rotating symmetric top are therefore: 

~cos B) ~II<-MI 1 +~cos B) 
2 2 2 

X 

'Ak 
1 

- ~cos B)k 
L 2 2 · 
k=O 

where Ak are given* by Equation B.14. 

(B.l3) 

(B.14) 

(B.l5) 

For 1/; to be a normalizable wave function, the series must terminate and become a fi

nite polynomial. This requirement allows an expression for the rotational energy Eo to be 

determined. 

The definition of ~~ can be rearranged to give, 

-1111 + 1) 
(B.16) 

or in terms of rotational constants B 
8
rrqiB etc rather than moments of inertia, 

Eo 
h. [ ( 

1 1 ) (1 1 . )] r B 1+ 21K+l\III+
2

1K-MI 21K+MI+
2

1K-1\11J+1 +(C-B)K2 

(B.17) 

Frmn the recurrence relation (Equation B.14) 

1 = k(k 
Ak+l 

1) + (3k- (k + 1)(k +a)
Ak 

(B.18) 

The summation is from k 0 rather thank= 1 as in Equation B.ll due to the change of dummy variable 

nsed to convert Equation B.l3 to Equation B.l4 
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At>suming a finite sum, there will be some value krna.x of k, corresponding to the final term in 

the smnmation, for which Ak+l = 0. The expression for r is then 

(B.l9) 

Substituting this into Equation B.l7 gives 

Eo 
h B [k~m' kmax + !3kmnx + (~IK + 1\11 + ~ IK Ml) (~IK +All+ ~II{- Ml + 1)] + (C B)I(2 

B ( kmax + ~ IJ( + lVf! + ~~[(- Afl) (kmax ~ IK + 1111 + ~~J(- Mj + 1) + (C- B)K2 

BJ(J + 1) + (C B)I(2 (B.20) 

in which 

J 
1 1 

krnax + 2IK + M! + 2IK -1\11 (B.21) 

order for 'ljJ to be normalised and to give wavefunction phases (signs) consistent with 

the Condon and Shortley convention, the first term of the Ao, which can be thought 

of as a normalisation and phase factor for the wavefunction, must be 

A() 
iL IK- ~11 e 3 ... 1 

1 
2 

From Equation B.21 J must be a positive integer which is greater than or equal to IKJ or 

liV!l. i.e. 

J 0, 1, 2, ... 

K = 0, 

M 0, 

±2, ... ± J 

... ± J (B.23) 

By application of the appropriate operators it can be shown that J(J + 1)1i is the square 

of the total angular momentum, Kn is its projection on the molecular axis, and Mn its 

pm.i<"ctiou on the space fixed axis. 



C. THEORY OF PHOTOINITIATED BIMOLECULAR REACTION DYNAMICS 

s{~miclassica1ly, the dynamics of a reaction may be characterised by a probability density func

tion which gives the relative orientations of the linear and angular momenta of the reagents 

and products (i.e. the vectors k, k' and j1) known as the k k' j' distribution. This dis

tribution is in turn described by double and triple vector correlations between the individual 

vectors. 256-258 

Measurements are carried out in the lab frame, but the required quantities are the vector 

correlations in the centre of mass ( CM) frame. This creates the requirement for a reliable 

lab-+CM frame transformation method. Several different approaches have been developed for 

this purpose. theory has its origins in the semiclassical bipolar moment expansion formal

ism developed by Dixon200 to describe the correlation between the translational and rotational 

motion of products of photodissociation processes. This scheme has subsequently been 

extended by Aoiz et al259 for application to photoinitiated bimolecular reactions, in which 

first step in the reaction is the photodissociation of a precursor molecule. An alternative 

approach, developed by Shafer-Ray et al201, 260 and closely related to the method of Zare and 

Orr-Ewing2fil expands the CM angular momentum distribution in a series of spherical har

monics. In this formalism the expansion coefficients are known as the polarization dependent 

differential cross sections (PDDCS's) and provide a convenient link between the CM frame 

properties and the corresponding lab frame quantities. 

This Appendix will describe the theories used to extract information on CM vector corre

lations from Doppler profiles measured in the lab frame. It should be noted that the theory 

is lmtirely general and may be adapted for use in the analysis of crossed beam experiments. 

TlH~ following description applies to the state resolved probing of the diatomic AB fragments 

from a triatomic A+BC reaction, though it is fairly straightforward to extend the theory 

to (lesr:rihe atom - polyatomic molecule reactions by accounting for the spread of product 

energies due to varying levels of internal excitation in the molecular coproduct. It is based on 

the recent paper by Aoiz et al,234 which brings together the various approaches mentioned 
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above to provide a unified description of the current theory of photoinitiated bimolecular 

reactions. 

C.l 'Vector correlations 

C.l.l Cl\II ihune k- k 1 j' distribution 

For the reaction between an atom and a diatomic molecule the centre of mass frame product 

velocity Wi for a given product state is determined by energy conservation. The angular 

distribution function for this product state can be written 

P(wt,Wr,w) = o(w Wi)P(Wt,Wr) 

1 d2u 
- o(w- wi) 
u dwtdWr 

(C.l) 

where w is the CM frame product speed and Wi its value for a state i at a given total 

energy. The CM frame z axis is defined to be along the reagent relative velocity vector k. 

The angles Wt the coordinates of the unit vectors k' and j', 

the product relative velocity and rotational angular momentum as shown in Figure C.l. In 

terms of the reagent and product CM velocities the reagent and product relative velocities 

are k = VA VBC and k 1 = V AB - VC 

z=k 

X 

Figure C.l: Centre of mass frame coordinate system 

The moments of an angular distribution transform under rotation in the same way as 

the modified spherical harmonics C kq ( (}, (p) and these functions can be used as a basis set in 

which to expand any function of the angles e and ¢. The probability density function above 

is a double angular distribution. A suitable basis in which to expand this function is the set 
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of bipolar harmonics, which form a complete set in the space spanned by Wt and wr. The 

bipolar harmonics are related to the spherical harmonics by 

I:) -l)K-Q[K]l/2 ( kl 
Qlq2 ql 

xCk 1q1 (et, rPt)Ck2q2 (er, ¢r) 

]{ 

-Q 

(C.2) 

where [I<] = 2]{ + 1. The indices I<, Q denote the total angular momentum and projection 

of the total angular momentum, while the indices k1, q1 and k2, q2 denote the contributions 

from the product relative velocity vector and rotational angular momentum vector. 

In terms of the set of bipolar harmonics, the probability distribution function is 

by 

(C.3) 

The coefficients hKQ in the above expansion are the CM frame bipolar moments. These 

bipolar moments are just the expectation values of 

the k - k' j' triple vector correlation. 

bipolar harmonics which characterise 

The xz plane is defined as the plane which contains the product relative velocity vector 

k', so that rPt 0. This choice means that for P( Wt, Wr) to be real, Q must be zero, and also 

the bipolar moments must satisfy the relationship 

(C.5) 

Thi:o implies that (k1, k2) is real when K + k1 + is even, and pure imaginary when it 

i:o odd. Applying these restrictions, the expression for the probability distribution becomes 

I=: I=: [k1J[k2]hKo (klk2)BKo(kl, k2; WtWr) 

[(Q klk2 

(C.6) 

Several groups have expanded the probability distribution in basis sets other than the 

bipolar harmonics used here. Herschba.ch and coworkers used an expansion in Biederharn 

polynomials262 with a simple phase and scaling factor relating the moments of the expansion 
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to the bipolar moments described here. Shafer Ray et al201 expanded in modified spherical 

harmonics c;:q with the PDDCS's as expansion coefficients. In this expansion the first coef

ficient is proportional to the differential cross section and the higher order moments give its 

dipolar dependence, quadrupolar dependence and so on. 

The modified spherical harmonics differ from the standard spherical harmonics by the 

factor ( 47f / [k]) 112 . In the present coordinate system this expansion is of the form 

(C.7) 

The PDDCS's are obtained by multiplying both sides of Equation C.7 through by Ckq(Br, ¢r) 

and integrating over the solid angle Wr. 

(C.8) 

and the modified spherical harmonics are 

[
(k- )'] 1/2 

Ckq(O,¢) = (-l)q (k+~); P%(cosO)exp(im¢) (C.9) 

with the associated Legendre functions P% (cos 8) given by 

(1 - x2)q/2 dk+q 2 k 
Pkq(x) = 2kk! dxk+q (x - 1) (C.lO) 

Taking the complex conjugate of Equation C.8 shows that the PDDCS's have the same 

symmetry with respect to conjugation as the spherical harmonics, since the probability dis

tribution P(wt, Wr )dwr must be real, namely 

(C.ll) 

Substituting Equation C.6, describing P(wt, Wr) as a linear combination of bipolar harmonics, 

into Equation C.8, gives a relation between the CM frame bipolar moments and the PDDCS's 

where 

~ rlO'kq 
rT dwt 

4~ I>-1)[{[ki][KP/2 ( kl K 
K,kt q 0 

4~ .z= ( -1)l([k1Jsz~ckt,-q(et, o) 
K,kt 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 
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C.l.2 Consequences of reflection symmetry in the scattering plane 

The scattering of the probed product molecule will be symmetric above and below the scat

tering plane, with the only assumption being that the photon initiated reaction process is 

achiral. Using the set of axes defined above, the scattering plane, defined as the plane in 

1vllich both the initial and final relative velocity vectors lie, is the xz plane. The distribution 

of iutenmdear axes of the AB product is therefore invariant to reflection in this plane, leading 

to a number of simplifications. The product rotational angular momentum j' behaves as a 

pseudovector. Unlike normal vectors a pseudovector does not change sign under inversion of 

all its spatial coordinates. The x and z components of j' change sign under reflection of the 

nuclear coordinates in the xz plane, but the y component is invariant to the reflection. This 

c;m be expressed as follows. 

Combining this with Equation C.6 gives the result that 

~ dakq = (-l)k+q~ dak,-q = (-l)k~ dakq 
a dwt a dwt a dwt 

(C.l4) 

(C.15) 

where the second equality follows from Equation C.ll after multiplying on both sides by 

( -1) 1· . Using Equation C .11 this gives the following results for the various cases of k and 

q (J(lcl m even. ensuring that the distribution function is real. In the following expressions 

further 'sum and difference' PDDCS's are defined. 

~ dakq+ 
a dwt 

1 dakq 1 dak,-q ---+---
a dwt a dwt 

( )
k+q 1 dak,-q 1 dak,-q 

-1 ---+---
a dwt a dwt 

[( )
k+q ]1 dak,-q -1 +1---

a dwt 

0 

k odd 

k even, q odd or k odd, q even 
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~ do-kq - ~ do-k,-q 
o- dwt o- dwt 

[( -1)k+q- 1]~ do-k,-q 
a dwt 

0 

270 

(C.16) 

k even, q even or k odd, q odd. 

Substituting the index kq± for kq into Equation Equation C.12 allows the PDDCS's to be 

written in a shorter form as 

(C.17) 

in which 

Ski = "'(-1)K[K]l/2 ( kl K k ) [1±(-1)K+ki+k+q]h (k k) 
kq± ~ 1 + O KO 1' 

K q 0 -q qO 

(C.18) 

An expectation value expression may be formulated to evaluate the above equation. 

(C.19) 

C.1.3 The moments ofthe k- k' distribution 

If the angular distribution function of Equation C.6 is integrated over the j' angular coordi

nates Wt, removing the dependence of the distribution on this parameter, the moments of the 

k- k' distribution are obtained. These correspond to the hKo(kl, k2) moments with k2 = 0 

(no dependence on the spherical harmonic in er' ¢r of the bipolar harmonic basis function). 

The k- k' distribution is usually known as the angular differential cross section, and is given 

by 

P(wt) 

1 
47r L[kl]S~6 cklo(et, 0) (fromEquationC.12) 

kl 
1 

47r L[kl]hklo(kl, O)Pkl (coset) 
kl 

(C.20) 

From this it can be seen that the bipolar moments hk1o(kl, 0) are the expectation values of 

an expansion of the differential cross section in Legendre polynomials. 

(C.21) 
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C.Ll The moments of the k- j' distribution 

The moments describing the correlation between the initial relative velocity and final ro

tational angular momentum are determined in a similar way to the moments of the k - k' 

<lititrilmtion above by integrating the full distribution (Equation C.6) over the product relative 

vdocity vector coordinates Wt = flt, 1Yt· 

(C.22) 

(fromEquationC. 7) 

(integrating over ¢t) 

The quantity l 1d0' is the rotational solid angle differential cross section. the rotational a r w,. , 

angular momentum equivalent of the differential cross section, expressing the distribution of 

orientations of the product rotational angular momentum rather than the product relative 

velocity vector relative to the reagent relative velocity. The rotational solid angle differential 

cross section can be rewritten in terms of the polarization parameters a~ defined by Shafer 

Ray et al. These polarization parameters are the integrals of the PDDCS's over the k' 

coordinates Wt. 

k 11 1 dO'k aq=21f --d qd(coset) 
-1 0' Wt 

(C.23) 

Sum and difference polarization parameters are defined analagously to the sum and dif

±i~n~m:e PDDCS's in Equation C.16. 

k _ 2 ;·
1 

( 1 dO'kq 1 dO'k,-q)d( e) a ± - 1r --- ± ---- cos t 
q . -1 0' dwt 0' dwt 

(C.24) 

k 
aq+ 0 k even, q odd or k odd, q even 

k 
(J,IJ_ 0 k, q both even or both odd 

k 
(/,() 0 k odd 

As was the case with the PDDCS's a~±= a~. 
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T\H" rotational solid angle differential cross section can then be written in terms of these 

polarization parameters as 

1 deY 1 

4
n 'L)kJa~Ckq(e,, ¢,) ( C.25) 

kq 
1 

4
7r L L[k][a~± cos (q¢,)- a~'fi sin(q¢,)]Ckq(Br, 0) 

k q;::o 

In the sum over q in the second line of the above equation. the upper sign in the index 

of the polarization parameters applies when q is even and the lower sign when q is odd. By 

integrating Equation C.17 over Wt and using the expectation value expression for s;J: the 

relationship between the polarization parameters a~± and the CM frame bipolar moments 

Qkl . 1. . l 
o,

1
::l:c IS oota1nec . 

L [k1]SZ1± r+l ckl-q(Bt,O)d(cosBt) 
k 

2 q J -1 
'1 

(C.26) 

(Ck 1 lql(et, 0)2 cos q¢,) k even 

i(Ck 1 lqi(Bt,0)2sinq¢,) k odd 

· vVhen q = 0 this reduces to 

(C.27) 

In order to determine the preferential orientation of the product angular momentum with 

respect to the scattering plane experimentally, measurements of polarization parameters (or 

equivalently, PDDCS's) with k odd are required, since examination of the above equations 

shows that only these terms show a sin ¢r dependence. Terms with k even can give information 

on alignment of the rotational angular momentum, but not on its orientation. 

The k- j' correlation is obtained in terms of a~1 by integrating Equation C.26 over the 

angle (p,.. 

/

+1 
. _

1 
P(e,, cp,)dcp,. 

1 r27r 
4

n Jr L[k]a~Ckq(e,., ¢, )d¢, 
0 kq 

~ L[k]a~Pk(cos e,) 
k 

(C.28) 

iu which the coefficients are the expectation values of the Legendre polynomial expansion of 

the k- j' distribution ill COS e1'> Where eT is the angle between the VeCtOrS k and j. 

(C.29) 
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It has already been shown in Equations C.l6 and C.25 that all the terms in the above 

expansion for P(Br) with k odd are zero, so that the distribution must be even. 

The distribution of dihedral angles for the k - j' correlation can be found by integrating 

E(pmtion C.26 over the cos Br angle. 

(C.30) 

The integrals over the spherical harmonics disappear for those functions which are odd 

with respect to cos Or (i.e. the spherical harmonics for which k + q is odd). Apart from the 

case (k 0, q = 0), in which the integral is equal to 2, they also vanish when q 0. When 

combined with the rules the polarization parameters presented in Equation C.25, this has 

several implications for the dihedral angular distribution. Since only terms with k + q even 

survive. k and q must either be both odd or both even, so that all a~~ terms vanish and only 

a;J+ terms are involved in the distribution. The P( ¢r) distribution can therefore be expressed 

as a Fourier series with only odd terms in sines and only even terms in cosines, in which the 

Fourier coefficients an and bn are themselves sums over even k 2': n and odd k 2': n terms 

respectively, with only k, q+ contributions. 

P(¢r) 2~[1+ 2:: a11 cos(n¢r)+ 2:: bnsin(n¢r) 
evenn::?:2 oddn::?:2 

(C.31) 

0.1.5 The moments of tlle k' - j' distribution 

The distribution of the angle between the product relative velocity vector and rotational 

angular momentum vectors P( Btr) can be found by forming the tensor product in Equations 

C.3 and C.6 when K = 0, which means that k1 = k2 k. 

( C.32) 

The product of the two spherical harmonics can be evaluated using the spherical harmonic 

addition theorem,26:3 which states 

giving 

LCkq(Ot,O)Ci;;q(Br,c/Jr) = Pk(cosBtr) 
q 

P(e~.1') = ~I: 
k 

3 
2 hoo (k, k )Pk (cos Btr ). 

(C.33) 

(C.34) 
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From this it is seen that the hoo(k. k) centre of mass frame bipolar moments are propor

tional to the expectation values of the Legendre polynomials in cos Btr 

1 
h8(k,k) = - 1 (h(cosBtr)) 

[k]2 
(C.35) 

The planar symmetry constraints considered earlier for achiral systems mean that these 

moments are zero if k is odd, so that the distribution of Btr is even for these systems. 

C.l. 6 Other moments 

If only the projections of the product relative velocity and rotational angular momentum 

vectors onto the initial relative velocity vector k' · k and j' · k are measured, the joint Bt, Br 

distribution can be obtained. This is calulated from Equation C.6 by integrating over ¢r and 

the scattering plane azimuthal angle. 

27f .I P(wt,Wr)d¢r 

8~ L L [k1][k2]hKo(k1, k2) .I BKo(kl, k2; Wt, Wr )d¢r 
J( kl ,k2 

1 
S1r L L [kl][k2]hKo(kl, k2) 

J( kl ,k2 

X/ L(-1)J([Kjll2 ( kl K k
2) cklo(Bt,O)Ck20(er,¢r)d¢r 

' q),q2 ql 0 q2 

l L L (-1)K[K]~[k1][k2]hgo(k1,k2) ( k
1 

K k
2

) 
[( kJ,k2 0 0 0 

X pkl (cos Bt)Pk2 (cos er). 

(C.36) 

This can be rewritten in terms of the S~~o coefficients defined previously, and finally 

written in terms of the PDDCS 1 ddak2o. 
(]' Wt 

(C.37) 

2 ~ [k2] ~ d0'~; 2 o P ( e ) 
7f L d J,;., COS r 

k2 2 0' Wt -
(fromEquationC.17) 

TlH~ moments of the distribution are given by 

(C.38) 
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If Equations C.12 and C.38 are compared it is seen that these SZ~o coefficients are the 

Pxpansion coefficients for the PDDCS which has q = 0. i.e. 

(C.39) 

The definitions of the various polarization dependent differential cross sections given in 

Equation C.16 showed that if k is odd then the PDDCS with q = 0 is zero. This means that 

in the above expansion only st~o coefficients with k2 even are non zero. From Equation C.39 

Sf.A can also be expressed as 

+1 

Skl- 1 kO- 21f d 
-1 U Wt 

(cos fh)d( cos Bt). (C.40) 

For the case where k1 = 0 the Legendre polynomial has a value of unity over the entire 

range of cos Bt and the S20 coefficients are given by 

k ao 

1+1 1 duko 
27r --d-d(cos Bt) 

-1 U Wt 

hko(O, k) 

(Pk(cosB,)) (fromEquationC.21) 

where the aa are the rotational alignment parameters. 

C.2 Tile lab frame angular distribution 

(C.41) 

Expressions have now been formulated for several probability distributions in terms of an 

expausion in either the polarization dependent differential cross sections, or the polarization 

parmneters . Because experimental measurements cannot be carried out in the CM frame, 

it is not possible to determine these distributions directly. A reliable method of transforming 

between the CM and lab frames is required so that CM frame quantities can be extracted 

from lab frame measurements. 

A good approximation to the full 3D treatment of the transformation problem is to assume 

that the tar!!;et molecule velocity v 2 along the hot atom velocity vector VI· This leads to 

a dt~f!;ree of simplification since the relative velocity k is now parallel to VI and its magnitude 

'1! 1 iH jni'lt (~qnal to 'lit v2. This lD approximation leads to equations which can be fairly 

eaHily compared with those obtained previously by other groups such a..c; Shafer-Ray et al, 201 
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who assumed that the motion of both the photolysis precursor and the target molecule could 

he i~110n~d in their analysis. 

Fur experiments in which the photolysis precusor and molecular target are coexpanded in 

a molecular beam the approximation becomes essentially exact since the transverse velocity 

components in a molecular beam are very small. However, in general VI and v2 are not 

parallel, and analysis of experimental results obtained using bulb type experiments benefits 

fi:om the full 3D treatment. 

In orcler to carry out the transformation from the CM to the lab frame. a new reference 

frame~the v 1 frame--'is defined, with axes X, Y, Z. The v1 frame Z a..'Cis is parallel to the hot 

atom velocity VI and its X axis is in the VI - v 2 plane, so that the reactant relative velocity 

vector k lies in the X Z plane, making an angle ek with the Z axis. The CM scattering plane 

( :r;z plane) makes an angle cPt with the v1 frame X Z plane, this angle being defined so that 

c/Jt -+ ¢v when ek -+ 0. The relationship between the frames is shown in the diagram below. 

z (II k) 

v 

Figure C.2: Coordinates involved in the CM to v1 frame transformation 

If it is assnmecl that no collisional relaxation has occurred during the interval between 

formation of the uascent product and detection, which in practice means short delay times 

b(~twPeu the photolysis and probe lasers, the differential flux into a given product channel i in 

the 'IJ 1 frame is proportional to the ABi number density. For particular hot atom and target 
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velocities v1 and v2 this flux may be written as 

(C.42) 

where v is the magnitude of the product lab frame velocity vector v, Bv is its angular coordi

nate ( (Pu = r/Jt 0), and R is a factor which accounts for the number densities of the reagents 

«ml also for the reaction volume. 

The unit vector k, in the direction of the initial relative velocity, has cartesian coordinates 

(- sinBk, 0, cos ek) in the v1 frame and reM = (0, 0, 1) in the CM frame (since k lies 

along the z axis of this frame). X Z plane of the v1 frame forms an angle (Pt with the xz 

plane of the CM frame, so that the cartesian coordinates of the CM frame x in the v1 

fi·a.me are (cos ek cos sin c/Jt, sin B~;; cos ¢t). Both of these pairs of coordinates may be 

related by a unitary rotation matrix. 

(C.43) 

where the Euler angles 

at> follows. 264 

and 'Y and the direction cosine rotation matrix R(a,6"() are defined 

The CM cartesian axis system xyz is obtained by rotation of v1 frame a..xes. A vector u 

is defined which is perpendicular to the plane. The Euler angles are defined as a = L (yu), 

p L(Zz) ~~ = L(uY), as shown in C.3. 

z (II k) y 

y 

X£_.. 
~ u 

Figure C.3: Definition of the Euler angles for the CM to 111 frame transformation 

The rotation i1-1 as follows: 

1. Rotation by angle a about z, Rz(a), maps y onto u. 
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2. Rotation angle /3 about u, Ru (/3), maps z onto Z. 

:!. Rotation by angle ~t about Z, Rz(l), maps u onto Y. 

The combination of these three rotations maps the two coordinate systen1s onto each 

other*. 

R.( of!!') Rz (!' )Ru (,6)R, (a) 

( 

CJ'Cf3ea SJ'SO: 

qc,Bsa + SJ'CO: 

-qsf3 

(C.44) 

-SJ'c!3ecv. - CJ'SO: sBca ) 

-s7cf3sa CJ'CO: s!3sa 

SJ'S,f3 c,f3 

By applying this matrix to the transformations for the x and z a.;;:es the Euler angles for 

this system can be determined. For the transformation of the CM z axis: 

( 

CJ'Cf3ca - SJ'SO: -SJ'C,6ca CJ'SO: sf3ca ) ( 0 ) 

qc!3sa + s~rca -SJ'Cpsa - qca s;3sa 0 

-qs,8 S'YS8 c{3 1 

(C.45) 

This system of linear equations can be solved to give the two solutions ({3 = ()k, I' = 0) 

or (/7 -ek, ~, = rr). Substituting these sets of angles in for the transformation ofthe CM x 

axis gives a -¢t or a = rr (h The Euler angles defining the CM to v1 frame rotation are 

therefore 

( C.46) 

When dealing with angular momentum vectors lkq), the 2k + 1 eigenvalues of an angular 

momentum operator, the rotation matrices are 

(C.47) 

when~ 

(C.48) 

' In the following equations cos and sin are abbreviated to c and s. 
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U:-iing these definitions, the VI frame product differential flux becomes 

(C.49) 

where in the second line P(wt, Wr) has been substituted for using Equation C.7. The quantities 

w 1, and w.i are the angular coordinates of v and j in the VI frame and the Jacobian is defined 

below. 

l
d(cosev) 1-I -I'VCM'V (cosev ,.!-. • evl evl ) I 

,J - -- -.-
8
- COS '+'V Sill C M - COS C lvf 

UWi Wi Sln v 
(C.50) 

where e;gM is the angle between the CM velocity vector vcM and v1. 

This flux can also be expressed as a linear expansion in VI frame bipolar harmonics 

BKQ(kl, k'2; w,,, Wj ). 

The set of VI frame bipolar harmonics are given by 

L(-l)K-Q[K]l/2 ( ki 
q' ql 

K 

-Q 

xCk1 q1 (ev, ¢v)Ck2q2(ej, rP.i) 

and their corresponding bipolar moments by 

bKq(ki, k2; v) = / Bj<q(kl, k2: w11 , Wj)I(w 11 , Wj; v, VI, v2)dw11 dwj 

Snbstitution of Equations C.53 and C.50 for BKQ and I into Equation C.53 gives 

(C.51) 

(C.52) 

(C.53) 

(C. 54) 
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Ca.rryinp; out the integration over Wj and Bv 

RCTVr ;·I: ( -1 )K [KFI 2 

• ql 

(C.55) 

1 dCT!,oq' ,

1

' d(cosO~) I ~d~ 
X 2 ~v 

CT dwt . dwi wi 

wa:-; the case in the CM frame the v1 frame probability distribution has a plane of 

s~'mmetry, so that k1 + K must be even. Applying the above equation to the case where 

Q = 0 gives 

1 
x

CT 

K k) 
0 q 

(C.56) 

When the indices of the bipolar moments are even, Equation C.57 can be expressed in a 

more explicit form as 

RCTVr / L{ -l)K[K] 112 
( kl K k ) cki,-Ql (fJ~, 0) 

' q?_O q 0 q 
(0.57) 

(Bk) COS (q1¢t- q¢v) + ( -1)q' COS (q'</Jt + q¢v) 
X L ---'---'--------,----,----'-"-------

q'?_O 

In the above expression the plus sign in the PDDCS applies when q1 is even, and the 

minus sign when it is odd. As before l du,ko± l drrM 
· rr awt rr dwt · 

In order to obtain the differential flux in the lab frame all that is required is to integrate 

the v1 frame flux over the lab distributions of v1 and v2 . This corresponds to integrating over 

all the possible orientations of the v1 fi.·ame with respect to the lab frame. After carrying out 

tl1is iutegration the final expression for the lab fi.·ame angular distribution is 

(0.58) 
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where !3 is the translational anisotropy of the reagent atom A in the CM frame. This equation, 

describing the product flux from a bimolecular reaction, is very similar to that obtained for 

molecular photodissociation. The presence of j3 ensures that for this application the bipolar 

moments are referenced to the reagent atom velocity VI and not the electronic transition 

moment of the precursor, as would be the case in a photodissociation study. Dv and Dj are 

the angular coordinates of v and j in the lab frame as shown in Figure C.2. 

The bars over the bipolar moments indicate that these moments have now been averaged 

over the velocities VI and v2. These averaged moments are given by 

(C.59) 

where fk(vl) is the lab frame speed distribution of reagent atom velocities VI and g(v2) is 

the lab speed distribution of target molecule velocities v 2 . 

C.2.1 The reagent velocity distributions 

For bulb type experiments, in which the target molecule is present in a bulk sample of gas 

at room temperature, g(v2) is simply a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 

(C.60) 

where M is the mass of the target molecule and k is the Boltzmann constant. 

The velocity distribution for the hot atom is somewhat more complicated, and is depen

dent on not only the identity of the atom, but also the precursor and method of preparation. 

If the photolysis is carried out on a sample of stationary parent molecules the distribution 

has cylindrical symmetry and can be expressed as an expansion in Legendre polynomials265 

f{(v) = E Cnfn(v)Pn(cos e) (C.61) 
n 

where the fn (v) are normalized CM speed distribution functions and Cn are expansion coef

licieuts. A symmetry constraint is introduced by the fact that the hot atoms are prepared 

by one photon photolysis using linearly polarized light, so that only the coefficients co and 

r::! are non zero. 

The thermal velocity of the parent molecules can now be accounted for by convoluting 

the above distribution with the isotropic Maxwell Boltzmann distribution Gv of the parent 
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molecule::;. which ha::; the same form as the distribution in Equation C.60. 

(C.62) 

The solution to this integral has the form 

1 
fk(vl) = 

4
7r[fo(vl) + h(v),BP2(cos8)] (C.63) 

where 

(C.64) 

iu which ; = 21k~ and f ( v) is the centre of mass frame speed distribution. 



D. COMPOSITE DOPPLER PROFILES 

The projection ka · v of the product velocity vector v onto the laser propagation a..xis k can 

he used in conjunction with the lab frame product velocity distribution (Equation C.59 of 

Appendix C) to give the line shape function of the Doppler profile. In [1 + 1] LIF detection the 

lineshape function is dominated by a fairly small number of the bipolar moments bl\.Q(k1, k2). 

The relationships between these v1 bipolar moments and the PDDCS's are shown in 

Table D.l. Note that bipolar moments appearing in table are the more commonly 

used Tescaled bipolar moments' as defined below, and require multiplication by the factor 

Rcrv . "
2
, [ !!: cos e, I to obtain normalization. '·w; (/,wi 

f3oo(O, 0) = boo(O, 0) (D.l) 

!320 (2, 0) b2o(2, O) 

(0, 2) = b2o (0, 2) 

f3oo(2, 2) v'sboo(2, 2) 

f32o(2,2) {;b2o(2, 2) 

(4,2) {Ib2o(4, 2) 

lineshape function is usually expressed in terms of the Doppler shift, x, which is 

related to the product speed vp by the expression 

(D.2) 

in which cis the speed of light, v0 is the line centre of the transition or 'Doppler free' frequency, 

awl1.1 is the Doppler shifted frequency which corresponds to a shift of magnitude x. 

Equations C.59, C.59 and 9.2 lead to the following expression259•260 for the lineshape as 

a fnnction of the velocity projection Vp 

(D.3) 
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Table D.l: The relationship between commonly determined 3D v1 frame bipolar moments and the 

PDDCS's. 

go ( v) bo/1oo(O,O;v) +b1 qP2o(0,2;v) (D.4) 

.(J2(v) + + b4/12/12o(2, 2; v) 

The bi coefficients depend on rotational branch of the transition being probed and also on 

the relative spatial orientation of the photolysis and probe laser beams and polarizations. 

By nx:ording Doppler profiles several different experimental geometries and taking suitable 

liuear combinations, it is possible to construct 'composite Doppler profiles', which project 

()l!t the individual bipolar moment terms of Equations D.3 and D.5. It is not possible to 

completely separate the (4, 2) moment from the lower order moments, and corrections 

need to be made for this moment when attempting to simulate experimental profiles. Higher 

moments with k:2 equal to 4 or 6 make a negligible contribution to the Doppler profiles since 

the Iii coefficients on which they depend have extremely small magnitudes. The 91 and 93 
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tenus omitted from Equations D.3 and D.5 contain information on orientation. rather than 

jnst alignment, of the product velocity and rotational angular momentum vectors. It is not 

possible to measure these orientation moments with linearly polarized photolysis. so that for 

the present experiments the above sum is restricted to moments with even values of k1. 

Initially. the individual experimental profiles recorded at each experimental geometry are 

normalised to an intensity of unity. Weighted sums of these profiles can then be formed to 

givP the various composite Doppler profiles. The three geometries used are known as 'Case 

A'. B' and 'Case D' and are shown in Figure 9.2. Either the go or 92 term can be 

eliminated as required by summing profiles for Q and P or R branch trausitions. 202 This 

procedure is summarised in Table D.2 

Profile Geometry Rotational Branch Resulting Lineshape Function 

Q P/R f = q~Q) q~P/R) q(P/R)q(Q).X = !!£. 
2 0 . ' u I 

I a ,H +B+D) (P/R) 
-q2 q~Q) I f I 2~Poo(O.O;v)dv 

Ib t(A.+B+D) (P/R) 
-qo q~Q) f I .};i3oo(2 2 ;) (x)dv 

II a A. D (P/R) iQ) ~fiJI 2~P2o(2,0:v)P2(x)dv I q2 - 2 

IIb A. D (P/R) 
qo -q~Q) *fp I 2~,62o(0,2;v)dv 

III a D-B ' (P/R) -q~Q) 3 I 1 q2 -?)P 2vP2o(2, 0; v)P2(x)dv 

IIIh -B (P/R) -qaQ) ~fp I 2~,62o(2,2;v)P2(x)dv L__ 
qo . 

Table D.2: Construction of composite Doppler profiles by summing Doppler profiles according to 

rotational branch and experimental geometry 



SAGA OF THE COPPER LENS 

The water cooled copper lens was not part of the original design of the ion source, yet it 

caused more problems than every other part combined. 

Initially the circulating water was direct from the mains water supply. This was found 

to be unsatisfactory since a constant potential could not be maintained on the lens due to 

current leakage through the liquid. Christchurch water is apparently a fairly good electri

cal conductor. To solve this problem chilled nitrogen gas was tried as a coolant, with the 

result that the lens overheated and zinc from the easifl.ow weld vaporised and deposited on 

the inside of the ceramic insulators of the water feedthrough, which seriously compromised 

their insulating properties Several hours of scrubbing the inside of the feedtm:oughs with 

various solvents and eventually concentrated nitric acid failed to remedy the problem and 

the feedthrough was redesigned to preclude a repeat performance. The next coolant to be 

used was methanol. An ancient methanol circulator and its refrigeration unit were resur

rected from the basement of the chemistry department and installed beneath the scattering 

chamber of the molecular beam machine. It was quite a challenge to get the ageing pump 

initially circulating the methanol, generally requiring stringing plastic water lines halfway 

across the lab from the sink to a small water pump to prime the methanol pump. Once it 

was started, the pump would sometimes keep going, unless you happened to be in the middle 

of an important experiment using the ion source, in which case it would suddenly cut out, 

necessitating immediate switching off of the ion source in order to prevent the copper lens 

from overheating. The unreliability of the pump on the methanol circulator eventually led 

to t.he return of this piece of history to the basement. 

It wat~ then decided to try using water again with the now redesigned feedthrough. This 

HePmed to work reasonably well until it was discovered that the excellent conduction properties 

of the water were causing a partial short circuit between the lens and the tip of the ion source 

via the water cooling lines on the high current feedthroughs supplying the heating current 

to the tip. ThiB meant that the voltages on the tip and the first lens could not be varied 
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independently, which was slightly inconvenient considering extraction of ions from the source 

depends rather heavily on the potential difference maintained between these two elements. 

The solution to this seemed simple; just use a separate reservoir of cooling water for the 

lens. that was needed was a pump capable of circulating this coolant. Another senior 

citizen of pumps was revived fi:om the mechanical workshop for this purpose, cleaned up 

and connected to the system. The problem of the short circuit was solved, but relief was 

short lived since it soon became that though old, this pump did not lack in enthusiasm. 

and appeared to have missed its true calling as a fountain. One of its favourite tricks was 

to wait until there was noone in the room and then blow its outlet line off, directing the 

flow vertically upwards onto the underside of the molecular beam machine and consequently 

depositing the contents of the water reservoir all over the floor. 1\.s well as this meaning the 

water was no longer being pumped through the lens, it also meant that the occupants of the 

lab started com.plaining about the frequent rain showers as the water followed the call 

of and went through the floor. Several attempts at anchoring the outlet line more 

and more firmly to the pump, an elaborate system of wires and hose clamps, failed, 

but it was soon found that running the pump through a down transformer dropped the 

pumpmg to a more reasonable level. The only problem with the pump now was that 

it had the tendency to turn the water brown. Once it been taken apart for cleaning it 

waH that it was impossible to put it back together again so that it didn't leak, 

and another pump was placed back into retirement. Obviously a new pump was needed and 

this led to the purchase of a small submersible pump, which delivered an ideal water flow. 

There were a few moments of consternation when it was found that there was still current 

leakage from the lens to ground via the pump, but running the pump through an isolation 

transformer eliminated this problem. The current leakage problem was solved at last! 

, it was soon replaced by water leakage problems. First the water feedthrough 

start<~d to leak. Once it was determined that simply placing a beaker underneath it and 

emptying it at regular intervals was not going to be a satisfactory solution, this was remedied 

by a generous application of Torr seal and Araldite. Unfortunately this did not turn out to be 

a pnnnanent solution, and soon feed through mark III was designed, constructed and installed. 

Having (~liminatecl any reasonable chance of a water leak outside the vacuum chamber, the 

leak:; relocated to inside the vacuum system, which was a rather more serious problem. These 

va.rind from tiny leaks, which were remedied by simply tightening the pipe fittings inside the 
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:-;cattm-ing chamber, to major floods which required panic, copious quantities of paper towels. 

the pnlling of diffusion pumps and turbo pumps off the machine to empty litres of water out 

of the gate valves, and the replacement of five mechanical pumps worth of emulsified pump 

oil to fix. The lens leaked for the last time when the Teflon ferrules, which formed part of 

the seal to the flexible stainless steel bellows between the feedthrough and the lens inside 

the vacuum chamber. melted. This effectively destroyed the ends of the bellows. and caused 

the operator of the ion source to admit defeat completely and give up on the copper lens for 

good. A quick bit of research into high temperature materials led to the fabrication of a lens 

from molybdenum, which has a melting point of 2617° C, over 1000 degrees higher than the 

operating temperature of the ion source. The problems appear to be solved! 

!·i·'.~ ·.It/··.·/./ ·"""·'.· 'l~~\ .. !.) 

~ 



COrviPUTER PROGRAMS 

F.l used in beam characterisation experiments 

F.l.l beamvel - Beam velocity fitting program 
c Program to simulate falling adga of signal from a chopped molecular beam 
c for usa in fitting beam velocity measurements. 

progra!ll baamvel 

implicit double pracision{a-h,o-z) 
double precision mass, ionval, ionanergy 
parameter (noU1i""300, num=1000000) 
dimension "':;ime (nout) , v(nout) , vprob(nout) 
characterx20 

c num""nu.·r.ber of poin....-s to include in Monte Carlo integration. 
c nout""nwnber of points to output, 

external ran1 

000'·1.602d-19 

Avog•6. 022d23 
R•B .314d0 

! electron charge 
!Avogadro• s nun:.ber 

constant 
terr.p=298. OdO .stagnation temperature 
isaed=-27 ! seed for random number generator 
spread=200. OdO ! velocity 
quadlength = 0.4087d0 !length quadrupole 

open ( u.ni t=2, file= J beamvel. inp 1 , status= 1 old 1 ) 

c Set me:r::pt to 1 it you ;;ant to normalise dat~a to an experimental 
Hake sure tha experimental data set is in the same directory! 

read(2, ") ~exp"t 

if (rr.e:~pt. eq. 1) then 
anorn::='O. OdO 
read(2,"') titlai 
open(unit=4, file=ti tlalt status='old 1 ) 

do i=1,50 
read ( 4, *) dum1, dum2, valua 
anorm.=anormtvalue/50. OdO 

enddo 
close ( 4) 

end if 
read(2, -f<) outfile 

c titlel is a data !'ile containing the mass spec signal as a function o:f 
c time. Used t:o normalise the simulation to ~xperimental data for .fitting. 

read(2,*) dist 
:read(2,•) mass 

read(2.*) ionenergy 
read(2,*) tparr 
read(2,•) "tmin,tmax 

.::::lose\2) 

!Distanco from chopper to mass spoc ion source 
!mass of beam molecule 
!ion energy 
! parallel Mmperature I K 
! time range to calculate £or I s 

c ';Jorking out flo'OI velocity of beam. 

ganur.a•5. Od0/3. OdO 
gammafac~ga.mma/ (gamma ~1. OdO) 
J1'.a.ssoumass/1QOO. OdO 
f lowvel=dsqrt (2, OdO*R*temp*gi;!Jrl.llt,.fa.c/mass) 
tofav=1. Od6•dist/flo-Yval 

sumnorrn"'O. OdO 

do i=i.num 

c Picking a random velocity in tha range {flot~vel-spret'\d) to 
(flowvel+spread} and calculating flight time from chopper to detector 
(in 

VGl=2, OdO•spread•rani {iseed) -spraad+flowvel 
tof"" (dist/yel) •l. Od6 
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c Add correction :factor for time of flight through quadrupole, 

ionvel "" dsqrt(2.0dO*e*ionenergy*Avog/mass} 
carr = quadlangth*1. Od6/ ionvel 
tof = tof + corr 

c Calculate ve:1ghting factor :for tof from velocity distribution and 
c<\lculah no:rntaliz.a.-tion factor for distribution. 

argum=-mau• { ve 1-flo;;v.al) ••21 (2, OdO*I\*tparr} 
toft.teight= ( vel*•2) •-dexp{ argum) 
sumnoro=sumno:rm+tof1Jeight 

c vnlocity distribution for output 

dblak=( val-flovvel +spread) *nout I (2. OdO*spread) 
k=int (dblek} 

vprob (k) =vprob (k) +tof-weight 

c Pick a random time in the inttJrval tmin to tmax and bin for output. 
t= ( tmax-tc::in) •rani (iseed) +tmin 
dblen=nout*( t-tmin) I ( tmax-tmin) 
n=dint(dblen) 

if(t.lt.tof) then 
plot=l.OdO 

else 
plot~(J.OdO 

end if 

! signal measured at tha detector is equal 
~to 1 if t < tof and 0 if t > to£. 

s.ig (n} ~sig: ( n} -+-tofwe ight *plo't: 

enddo 

opsn(uni t=8, file~out:file. sta't:us=l unkno'lln J ) 

•.:rite{8,*) " '1 ,"V / ms-1 10
,

11 11 1 ~<Prob 11 ," 

1 11 time I .s"," 10
,

0 Signal" 

c :rormalising for veloclty distribution 

do n;.:i,nout-1 
v{n) "'-flot:ve l-spraad+dbla (n) •2. OdO*spread/ dble (nout) 
vprob (n)~vprob (n) I sm:morm 
time (r.) =dble (n) * ( tmax-tn:.in) I dble (nout) +tmin 
sig(n}=sig(n) I au.'lltlonn 
if (mexpt.ne.i) ~hen 

-wri"ta(8,180) v(n) ,vprob(n) ,tima(n) ,.sig(n) 

anddo 

c ;;ormal:ising tc experinen-tal ngnal amplitude i:£ raquirod. 

i:f (:naxpt.eq,l) then 
enorm=O, OdO 
do i=1.5C 

enorm~enorm+sig(i) /50. OdO 
enddo 

do n""i,nout:-1 
sig(n) =sig(n) *<mo:rm/ enorm 
~rita (8 ,180) v(n) , vprob (n), tin:e(n), sig(n) 

enddo 
ondif 

180 fornat(4(1pe15. 7 ,2x)) 
close(4) 

end 

c --------------------------- ~--------------
double precision function rani(idu!n) 

c Random number generator 

impliclt double pra.cision (a-h,o-z) 
int.ager idum, ia,im, iq, ir ,ntab ,ndiv 
parameter ( ia:::16807, irn:2147483647, iq=127773, ir=2836, 

"'ntab::32tndiv=i + (im-1) /ntab) 
parameter (am=LOdO/dble(im), eps=i. 2d-7 ,.r:ntttx=L OdO-eps) 
integer j ,k,i·l(ntab) ,iy 
save iv,iy 
data i v. /ntab•O/, iy /0/ 

if ((idum.le.O) .or. (iy eq.O)) then 
idum maxO (- idum, 1) 
do 11 j=ntah+8,1,-1 

k idum/iq 
idum ia• (idum~k•iq) -ir*k 
if (idum. . lt. 0) idum = idum+im 
if (j "le. ntab) iv(j) • idUlll 

11 continuo 
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iy=iv(i) 
endif 
k idum/iq 
~uum ia• (idum-k*iq) ~ir*k 
if (idum .lt. 0) idum = idum+im 
j = 1+iy/ndiv 
iy = iv(j) 
iv(j) = idum 
ran1 = dmini(am•dble{iy) ,rnmx) 

return 
end 

F.l.2 enhance - lvionte Carlo simulation of hexapole enhancements 

program enhance 

c Calcula:tes the co!!tposition o£ the molecular beam at various points 
the trajectory (end of A, C and B fields and detector) with the 

c C on or off. Also hexapol& enhancements for the tvo cases, 
c NB: 1. Check that the , vspraad defined near the 
c beginning of the program is large enough to includo the entire velocity 
c distribution. Trajectories are picked vith velocities from 

to vflow+vspread 
output (mode 0) outputs everything, short output (mode 1) is 

c limited "t:o enhancements :for each state. 

> 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-:z) 
charactar'!"20 outfila 
external velpick 
double precis-ion counts (0: i), totcoun"ts (0: 1 j 0: 1) ,spin(B), 

double precision 
double precision !<B,kTrot 

I dim/ dbms'top ,rbmstop, dnozskim, hax:rad, rskim, ax:i tap 
/fields/ dABfield, dCfield 
/detect/ dhaxms ,rdatact 

common /velocity/ vflow 

common/ omagafac/:factor 
com:non/ coun-cup/nup ,nupA ,nupB ,nupC ~nupdot 
common/ coun-clow Inlow, nlowA ,nlovB ,nlowC, nl owdet 
cornmon/ countzero/nzaro, nzeroA, nzeroB, nzeroC ,nzerodat 
corr_"flon/ countall/ncount ,ncountA, ncountB, ncountC 

data rg/8. 314d0/ 
data avogadro/t5.02214d23/ 
kB " 1. 3806d-23 
h~6,626d-34 

c=2. 998d10 
data pi/3, 141592654d0/ 
data convart/3. 3356d-30/ 
vspread<::t350. OdO 

dnoz.skim = 0. 110d0 
rskim 0. 75d-3 
dbmstop 0.535d0 
hexrad = 4. 74d-3 
dhexms ~ 0. 265d0 
rdetect = 3, Od-3 
dABfield = 0. 53 dO 
dCfidd ~ 0 .15d0 

!gas constant 
!Avogadro's numbar 
!Boltz.man..'l 1 s constant 
!Planck 1 s constant 

of light in em/ s 

! converts Dabyes to Cm 

!spread of molecular Yelocities 

! nozzle-skimmer distanca: 
! radius of skill\!Uar orifice: 
! distance from beginning of hexapole to boamstop 
!haxapole inscribed radius 
! dh;tance from end o:f haxapole to mass spec 
!radius of mass spec entrance aperture 
! length of A and B fields 
!length of C field 

c lnput data 

open( unit-=5, fila=' enhance, inp 1 , status=' old 1 ) 

read(5,*) jmax !maximum J value 
read.(5, *) out:file ! output filename 
read(5,'*') mode !long(O) or short(l) 
read(5,,.,) smass 
read(5, *) c:nas-S 
read(5, *) .seedfrac 
if(seedfrac.gt.l.OdO) then 

tmass of seed ga:; 
hna.sa of carrier gas (g/mol) 
!fraction of sead 

~o~rite(•,*) 1 saad fraction input error~ 
1000 

rea,d(5,*} tsource 

read(5,*) Tpar 
read(5, *) grunmasaed 
read(5,*) 
read(5,*) 
dipole=eonv6rt•dipola 
raad(5,•) A,B 

A""h"'c•A 

B"'h*C*B 
read(5,..,) Trot 
k'Trot=kB*Trot 

rllad(5,*) spinx,spiny 
raad{5,'~') exitap 

! stagnation temporaturo (-298K) 
!beam parallel tx-a.nslational T (K) 
! Ga.nuna "' Cp/Cv for seed and carrier gasGs 

!dipole moment {DePyQu) 

! rotational constants 

!rotational temperature 

! spin quantutl numbers for nuclai X and Y in CX3Y 
!radius of he.xa,pole exit apertur-o (m) 
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read (5. •) rbmstop 
re.a.d(S,*} haxvolts 
raad(S, *') ntraj 

close(5) 

radius of berunstop 
haxapolo voltage 
numbtJr of trajectories 

open(unito::7, fila=outfile~ status= 1 unknown 1 ) 

•..;rita{/ ,•) 1 ntra.j:= J ,n"traj 
•,.rrite(7,t(a20,f10.0,a2)'} 1haxapola voltage= ',hoxvolts, • V1 

alphmin~rbmstop/ ( dnoz.skim+dbmstop) 
alphmax=dat an (rskim/ dnoz.s-ki:.n) 

!minimum and maximum. angles for trajectories defined 
!by beam stop and second skimmer aperture size. 

c Calculating baa111 voalocity using equation for isenthalpic expansion of 
c a supersonic beam 

smass:::-smass/1000. OdO 
cmass~croass/1000. OdO 
avmass=seed£rac*-smass+(1. OdO-seedfrac}*cmass 
gamma.,.seadfrac*gammaseed+ ( 1. OdO- seed£rac) *gammacarr 
ga.rrunafac=gamma/ (grurur.a-1 .OdO) 
vfloi.izsqrt (2. OdO•rg .. gammafa.c•tsourca/ avmass) 

! convert masses to kg/mol 

!average mass of bean molecules 
! average gamma 

!most probable velocity 

c Experi:nentally measured flo-..r velocity for neat CH3F. Comment out this 
c line to usa a calculated valua.•or change for a dif:farent gas. 

~Jflo•.t=690. OdO 

•.;rite{7, '(a40, f6. 2) 1 } <~Average ~tass of beam gases (g/mol) l!, 

> avtnass*1000.0d0 
wrhe{7, '(a40,f6.2) 1 ) 11 A.verage gamma", gamma 
wri":"s{7, '{a40,f6. 2) 1 ) "Most probable velocity (m/s)". vflo;: 

c Statistical ~aighting "factors for JKM states 
c !JB: For a !llolecula CX3Y rJi th X and 'f both having spin there are 8 

combinations (some will be tha same i£ X and Y have the 
These ar~: 3x+y, 3x-y 1 -3x+y. -3x-y (each with veight of 1) 

c and x+y, 4-y, -x+y, -x-y (each vith a of 3}, The following 
calculation finds the average fJK ov<:Jr these possibilities. 

! calculating tho possible spin 
! combinations. 

spin( 6 )'4spinx-spiny 
spin(7) =-spinz+spiny 
spin(8) ""-spinx-spiny 

do ~=1 ,8 !weighting factor for each spin combination 
if (i, le, 4} 'then 

spin-.;eight ( i) 
else 

l.Gd0/16 OdO 

spinweight(i)=3 Od0/16.0d0 
endif 

enddo 

q=O.OdO ! calculation of partition function 
do 

5 k=-j,j 
Ezero=B•dble(j• (j +1)) +(A-B) •dblo (k••2) 
a:r..pfac=dexp ( -Ezero/kTrot) 
do ispin=t,n 

if(k.eq.O) then 
SIK=4.0dO•sp1n(ispin) "'(spin(ispin}+ 1. Od0)+3. OdO 

else if (3*(k/3) ,eq.k) than 
SIK=2. OdO* ( 4. OdO*spin( ispin) **2+4 .OdO* 

spin( 1.spin) +3. OdO} 
elsa 

SIK=8. OdO*spin(ispin)* (spin(ispin) +1. OdO) 
endif 
q=q+spinweight (ispin)*SIK• (2 OdO*j+ i.OdO) •axpfac 

enddo 
continue 

enddo 

do j:::t1 1 jnta:x: 
do 6 k=-j ,j 

Ezero•B•dble (j• (j+l)) +(A-B) •dble(k••2) 
ax?:fac=dexp ( -Ezero/kTrot) 
do ispin«1, 8 

if(k.eq.O) thon 

1 calculation of matrix of 
! statisti<;al tJaighting 
! factors for the rotational 
! states 

SIK=4. OdOo~<spin(ispin)•{spin{ispin) +1, Od0)+3 .OdO 
else if (3*k/3.eq.k) than 

SIK""2. Od0*(4 .OdO*spinU.spin) **2+4.0d0* 
spin(i•pin)+3. OdO) 

else 
S!K=8. OdO*spin( ispin) * ( spin(ispin}+ 1. OdO) 

endif 
fJK( j ,k)=spinvaight (i.spin) •SIK*axpfac/q 

end do 
•nita( 16,' (213, flO. 5) ') j ,k,fJK(j ,k) 
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continue 

enddo 

do 10 , jt:lax 
do k=-j,j,l 

do 30 m=-abs(k} ,abs{k) ,1 

•,.;rite(7, •) 
write(7,x) Jli,ot:ational state= I 1 ,J,k,m,'> 1 

do 100 ncfield=0,1 !LOOP OVER C FIELD Oil OR OFF 
do 150 ihex=O, 1 !LOOP OVEI\ HEXAPOLE ON OR OFF 

if ( ihe:c eq .1) then ! hexapola voltage 
haxv=hexvolts 

else 
hexv=O.OdO 

ondif 

! seed for random number generator 

ncount=O 
ncountA""O 
ncountB=O 
ncountC""O 

!zeroing <.::ounters fo-r successful trajectories 
! a;: each point along track 

!zeroing counters for beam: composition at 
! each point along traj eetory 

nlovA::::::Q 
nlowC=O 
nlmJB'='O 

nlo-;.:det""O 

nzaro"'O 
nzeroA=O 
nze:roC=O 
nz.aroB:::::O 
nzerodet=O 

counts(ihex)=O OdO 

do 200 n<:=l ,ntraj ! LOOP OVER TRAJECTORIES 

jstate-..j ! JKH state and omega 
kstate=k 
if(ihe:r.:.eq.1) than 

mstata=m 

rho 

elsa 
mstate""O 

ondif 

vel=vflov+{ v£lo'J+spread) '*ran2 (isead) -2. OdO*vspread 
a:rg"'nta.ss* ( vel-vflow) **2/ (2. OdO*kB*Tpar) 
velwaight=(vel*•2) *dexp( -arg) 

alpha.=.alphmax*ran2 (iseed) -alphmin !sample alpha (nozzle e.:r.it angle) 

c Trajectory calculation 

call traject ( val,alpha, omega, isaed,ncfield ,ihex, 
j state ,kstata ,ms:tate, if lag) 

if(~flag.eq.1) than 

counts ( lhaY.) ""Counts ( ihex) +veh:eight 
endi£ 

200 cont1nua 

! calculate v~nghted sum of 
~trajectories for haxapole 

! enhancement 

c Calculating percentage of beam in aach state at end of A, C and B fields 
c and at detector. 

if (moda. aq. 0) then 
writa(7 ,*) 1 1 

if {ncfield.aq.i) then 
vrita(7, *) , ### BEA!i CONPOSITIOH C :fi&ld on ##tP 

elsa 
vrita(7 ,*) 'tt## BEAM COHPOSITIOU - C field off ~## 1 

endif 
if (ihex.aq.O) then 

•.tri te (7 1 •) 
1Hexapole off 1 

else 
"'rite(7,•) 1 Haxapole voltage t,hexv,'V' 

endif 

write(?,•} 1 1 

~rite{7,'(a15,4a1-Q) 1 ) 1 ~. 1 Uppa:r 1 , 1 Lo1Jer', J!-1:=0' 1 
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fupA:::lOO, OdO*dble (nupA} /dble(ncountA} ! end of first hexapola 
flouA::1 00. OdO*dble (nlowA) I dble { ncountA) 
fzaroA:lQO. OdO*dbla {nzeroA) I dbla (ncountA) 

'.friteC'T, '(a15,4f10.2} 1 } 'A field' ,:fupA,flovA,izoroA. 
100. OdO•dble (neountA) I dble (ntraj} 

if (nceountC.e-q.O} then 
rupC=O.OdO 
flm:C>ttQ.OdO 
fzeroC:Q. OdO 

e.lse 
rupG=lOO. OdO•dble (nupG) I clbl• (ncountG) 
flowC=lOO. OdO*dbla-(nlowC) I dble (ncountC) 
:fzaroC=100. OdO•dble{nzeroC) /dbla(ncountC) 

end if 

! end of C .field 

write(7,' (a15,4-f!0.2) 1 ) 'C field' ,fupC,flovG,fze-roC, 
100. OdO•dble(ncountC} /dbla(ntraj) 

if(ncountB.eq.O) then 
fupB=O.OdO 
flovB"-0. OdO 
fzeroB=O. OdO 

else 
fupB=< 100. OdO•dble (nupB} I dbl a (ncountB) 
floYB=100. OdO*dble (nlo'o/'B) I dble (ncountB) 
fziiroS=100.0dO*dble (nzeroB) /dblo (ncountB) 

and if 

! end of second hexapolG 

write (7, 1 {a15, 4£10. 2) 1 } 1B field' ,fupB 1 flovB ,fzeroB. 
100. OdO•dble {nc;ountB} /dble (ntra.j) 

if (ncount. eq. 0) then 
fupdet=O. OdO 
flowdet"'O. OdO 
fzerodet:::;Q. OdO 

elsa 

!det&ctor 

:fupdet=100. OdO*dble (nupdat) I dble (ncount) 
:flr>t.det=100, OdO•dble (nlowdet) I dble {ncount) 
fzarodet=lOC. OdO*dbla (nzarodat) / dbla (ncount) 
elldif 
write (7, 1 (a15 ,4f10. 2) 1 ) 'Detectorl ,fupdet ,flowdet, 

fzerodet ,100, OdO*dble (ncount) I dble(ntraj) 

c '1. of total traj ec1iories reaching detector in each state 
fup.,100. OdO'"'dbla(nupdat) /dbla (ntraj) 
flo':J=100. OdO*dble (::tlovdat) /dble(ntraj) 

fzaro:::lOO. OdO*dble (nzerodet) I dble (ntraj) 
>Jrite (7, 1 {a15 ,3f10. 2) ') 'total percent 1 ,fup ,flow ,£zero 

if(moda.aq.O) vrite{7 .*} 

end if 

150 continue 

100 
30 
20 
IC 

enhancament=counts(1) /countn(O) ! HEXAPOLE El!HAUCENEIIT 

1
) ~hexe.pole enhancement (C field on) 1 , 

enhancement 
else 

Jtrite(7, 1 {a35,f5.2)') 'hexapole enhancement (C field off)', 
enhancement 

end if 

tot counts (nctield,1)=totcounts (ncfield, 1) +fJK(j ,k) •counts ( 1) 
tot counts { ncfield, 0} =tot counts (ncfield, 0 )+:f JK(j ,k) *counts ( 0) 

c:ontinue 
continue 
continue 
continua 

totEnon'="totcounts (1,1 )/totcounts(1,0) 
totEnoff=totcounts:(O, 1) /totcaunts (0 ,0) 

:.:rita(7,'*) 1 ' 

!AVERAGE HEXAPOLE ENHANCEMENT 

•.trite(7.'"') ,.,*"" AV£RAGE HEXAPOLE E.NHANCEMEN'I' ***' 
<.~rite{7,'(a16,f8.3}') C field on,~ totBnon 
"rita(7, 1 (a.15,f8.3)'} C fiald of:P, totEnoff 

c Outputting 
~..,.rita{7,*) 1 1 

•Jrite(7 ,-") :total unsealed signal haxapola on' 
o,;rite(7, 1 (a16,e15.3) 1 } 1 C fi&ld on 1 , totcounts(1,1)/1,0d6 
._...rite(7,'(a16,ei5.3)>) 1 C field off 1 , totcounta(0,1)/1.0d6 

close(7) 
1000 end 
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c----------------------.. ---------... --~------ ... -
doubla precision function ran2(iseed) 

c- ------------------- ------------------------
c Long period {>2.0d18) random number generator of L'Ecuyer with 
c Bays-Durham shuffle and added saXe guards. Returns a unifom 
c random deviate bat\.'een 0.0 and 1.0 (exclusive of the endpoints). Call 
c ·~·ith isaed a negative integer to initializ-e. Do not alter iseed 
c batYean successiVe deviates in a sequence. RNMX should approximate the 
c largest :floating valu& that is <1. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

paramotar(im1=21474B3563, im2=214 7483399, ill'llnl-=iml-1, iat-:::40014. 
1 ia2,40692,iq1"53668, iq2"52774, ir1"12211 ,ir2=3791, 

ntab=32, ndiv=1 +imm1/ntab) 
para.tteter(am=dble{LOQQ/imi) ~aps:el. 2d-7, rnmx=L OdO-aps) 
dimension iv(ntab) 
save iv ,iy ,idwn2 
data idum2/l23456789/ ,iv/ntab•O/ ,iy/0/ 

c Initialize (ensure is:ead.na.O) 

if (iseed.la.O} than 
iseed"'~max( -iseed,l) 
idum2=iseed 
do 11 jj#ntab+S,l,-1 

kk=isaed/iql 
iseed=ial *( iseed-kk*iql) -kk*irl 
i:f (isaed.lt.O) inod=iseed+imi 
if (jj .le.ntab) iv(jj)=iseed 

11 continue 

return 
end 

c--- ~-- ~---- ---------------- ~ ----~ ------ ---- -~--- ---- ~- -------
subroutine 

c--- -------------------------------------- ------------------ --
c ?lies molecules through the hexapole and C field regions. Determines 
c ;:he S.:ark state composition o:f the baa."'!l at the end of the A, C and B 
c field regions and at the detector, 

i:nplicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
common/ dim/ dbmstop, rbmstop, dnozskim.hexrad. rskim, axitap 
cor::mon/ omaga:fac/factor 
common/ fiold.s/ dABfield, dCfield 
co:tnr=~on/ detect/ dhexms 1 rdatect 
cormnon/ countup/nup ,nupA ,nupB, nupC, nupdat 
com:non/ count lov /nlov, nlowA ,nlowB, nlotJC ,nlo?dat 
COt:'.mon/ count?.aro/nz.ero ,nzeroA, nz.eroB ,nzeroC, nzarodet 
common/ count-all/ncount ,ncountA ,ncountB, ncountC 

iflag=O 

c P.adial distance and radial velocity on antaring ha:xapole. 

rin=dnozakim*dt an (alpha) 
rdot in =vel• sin (alpha) 

thexl,..dAB:fiald/vel 
bata3"'orcega*thex1 

if (mm•kk. eq. 0} then 

!radial distance and radial velocity <>n 
! entering hexapole 

!omega•t for flight through first hexapolo 

rAC rin + rdotin•(dABfield/val) !radial distance and velocity at and 
rdotAC rdotin ! of A fiald 

~lse if (tnrn•kk.lt.O) then 
rAC = rin*dcos(beta3} + (rdotin/omega)*dsin(beta3) 
rdotAC -rin"'"omega•dsin(beta3) + rdotin•cos(bata3) 

else 
rAC = 0. 5d0• ( rin+rdot in/ omega) *dexp (beta3) + 

0. 5d0• (rin-rdotin/ omega) *dexp (-bet a3) 
rdotAG = 0. 5dO*(rin•omega+rdotin) •dexp(beta3)-

0. 5d0*( tin•omega-rdotin) *dexp( ~beta3) 
end if 

if {rA.C.lt.he:t.rad) then 
ncountA""ncountA+l 
if (r.un•kk.gt.O) then 

!Determine number of upper Stark states. lower Stark 
!states and KM=O staten making it through tir.st hexapola 
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nlo~o~A=nlowA+1 

else if (l'f'.m•kk.lt. 0) then 
nupA-=nupA.+t 

else 
nzeroA::<nzeroA+1 

andi.t 
else 

return 
andif 

if {icfield.aq.1) then !C field on or off'? If on molecule stays in 
goto 15 !sa:ne stataj i:f off it scrambles. 

elsa 
if (ihexap.eq.O) goto 15 
test=ran2{iseed) 
mdegan=2*abs (kk) +1 

mm=mtast- (abs {kk) + 1) 
rho = dble(mm•kk)/dbla(jj•(jj+l)) 
omega=sqrt (dabs (factor*rho)) 
beta3=omega•thex1 

andif 

15 rCB rAC + rdo1:AC•(dCfiald/vel) !radial distance and vt;;locity at and of 
!C field (constant radial .velocity) rdotCB rdotAC 

i.f (rCB~lt.he:xrad) t:hen !Counting .states entering B fiald 
ncountC'*ncountC+t 
if (mm*kk.gt. 0) then 

nlo-wC=nlowC+1 
else if (mm•kk.lt. 0) then 

nupC=nupC+! 
else 

nzaroC=nzaroC+ 1 
end if 

else 
return 

endif 

if (r.mt*kk.lt.O) then !radial distance and veloci,;y at end of B field 
rout :rCS.,.dcos(beta3) + (rdotCB/omega)*dsin(bata3) 
rdo-.::out -rCB'*'c:nega*dsin(beta3) + rdotCB*cos (beta3) 

if (rr,.'n•kk.aq.O) then 
rout = :::CB rdotCB..,(dABfield/vel) 
rdotout rCBdot 

<also. 
rout = 0.5dO*(:rC8+rdotCB/omega)*doxp(beta3)+ 

0 .SdO*(rCE-rdotCB/nmaga} *dexp( -beta3) 
rdotout .. 0. 5d0* (:rCB•omega+rdotCB) *dexp (beta3)-

0. 5d0* (rC8i<omega-rdotCB}*dexp( -beta3) 
end if 

if (dabs(rout) .ls.exitap) then 
ncountB""ncou.'ltB+ 1 
if (mm•i<k.gt .0) than 

nloYB=nlovB+1 
elsa if (mm,..kk.lt 0) then 

nupB=nupB+l 
else 

nzaroB=nz:eroB+1 
end if 

else 

return 
endif 

!count trajectories getting through exit aperture 

rend = rout + rdntout*(dhax:ms/vel) !radial distance at detector 

it (dabs(rend), lt .rdatact} then !sue if traj0ctory is detocted 
ncount-=ncount+ 1 

then 
nlowdet=nlovdett1 

else i:f (mrn*kk.lt.O) then 
nupdat=nupdet+l 

else 
nzarodet=nzerodet+i 

andif 
elsa 

rat urn 
endif 

return 
and 
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F.:l Analysis software for ion imaging experiments 

These programs are described in Chapter 10 

1 image bas - Basis function program 
program imagebas 

c Program to make a set" of basis functions in Legendre polynomials for 
c fitting ion images. Each basis function is the image which would be 
c obtained with a differential cross section and P{fT) distribution set to a 
c Legendre polynomial. 

c :::1 is tha mol~cular reagant and m2 is the ionic reagent. mlp is the 
c detec'ted i-on and m2p is the partner product. 

c The single parameter mpt governs the convergence of the simulation and 
c corra sponds to the number of ions in the image. Check that" increasing 
c =:pt doesn't change the simulation. 

'the lab frat!la is defined with the x axis along th" molecular beam and the 
c y axis along the ion beam. The z axis: is up to the detector. The CM 
c frame has the X axis the reagent relat.ive velocity vector, the Z 
c axis up to the detector the Y axis lying in the lab frame xy plane. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
double precision m1,m2,o1p.m2p,jae 
character*30 title! 
parameter{nxpi:x$1 0, nypi:x-=10) 
pa:ramet er (net=1. nplcm=4, nplq=4) 

n:r.pix and nypix = number o:f pixels in in x and y dimt1nsions. 
JiB: The program assumes: that the MCP fits into the CCD and 

touches the edges. 
net, nplcm, nplq are the number of Legendre moments in energy, cos co 

and fT 

dir:tension aioage (net~ nplq .nplc::n, 
- (nxpix/2): (nxpix/2),- (nypix/2): (nypix/2)) 

dimension weight (nat, nplq 1 nplcrn) 
dime-nsion v1 (3) ~ v2(3) ,xl(SO) ,x2(50) 
common /dat./ eO 
external pft,cmang,sigma,ran2 

c READ Il!G INPUT 

opan(unit=S,file"~'' image bas .inp 1 , status= 1 old 1 ) 

read(S,'"'} titlei ! basis sat output file 

opan(unit=10,fila=titlel,status-..: )unknown') 
open{unit=12 ,fila"' 1 image bas. out 1 ,status= tunkn.own') 

data conv/1.0364132d-08/ !converts (m/s}**2 to eV 
data rg/8.31451d0/ constant 
data rmcp/0 .02dO/ of MCP (2cm) 
pi = dacos(-1.0d0) 

read(5 1 *) mpt 
read(5, *) m1,m2 ,m1p ,m2p 
if ((ml+m2).na.(mlp+m2p)) then 

Yrite(•,•) 1 Check masses I 
ondif 

!numbar of points in sinulation 
!masses of reactants and products (g/mol) 

!Reaction exoergicity 

read(5,*) 1:of 
read(5.~) eO 

closa(5) 

! qmax=Eint (reactants:) -d<tl tall (T=O) -Eint (products) 
!Flight time from reaction to hitting MCP. 
!Excitation functl.on threshold 

write(12, 10000) nxpix,nypix,mpt 
writa(12,11000) m1,m2,mip,m2p 

IUPUT FINISHED 

c iiass relations. NS These are only correct for the cana ~hera only two 
c produc';s ara formed. Otherwise nead to change rmp and epc. 

rm = m1•m2/(ml+m2) 

rmp = rn1p•m2pl (mlp+m2p) 
uc "' rm•conv/2.0d0 
epc = 5.0d-01*m1p•(m1p+m2p)*conv/m2p 

c Initializing parameters: for calculating relativa mean velocity,muan 
c squared velocity, average kinetic energy, and standard deviation of 
c collision energy. 
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vrmin 1. Od6 
O.OdO 

c Initializing sums over velocities 
sumnorm=O. OdO 
sumvr O.OdO 
sumv:r:sq = 0, OdO 
sumcm Q, OdO 
ndiscard j¢ 0 

i:seed=~13 lsaed for random number generator 

c LC>OP ING OVER HPT {number of integration stops) 

do 130 n-::::l,mpt 

call v1pick(isaed,v1) !molecular rGagant velocity 
vlmag=dsqrt(vi (1 )*•~Hv1 (2)•-*2+v1 (3) *'*''2) 

call v2pick(isead, v2) ! ionic reagent velocity 
v2mag=dsqn ( v2 (1) ••2+v2(2) ••2+v2 (3) ••2) 

phi tn-2. OdO*pi•ran2 { isoad) 
cost::m=2. OdO•ran2( isead) -1 .'OdO 
ft*ran2(iseed) 

vxr v1(1}-v2(1} 
vyr vi (2) -v2 (2) 

v1(3)-•t2(3) 

dsqr't ( vxr•v.x.r+vyr*vyr+vzr*vzr) 
if ( vr Vrt::lax) vrroax=vr 
if ( vr •.:rmin) vrmin=vr 

vxcm :.: (m1w.v1(1)+m2•v2(1))/(m1+m2) 
vycm 0 (m1•v1(2)+m2*V2(2)) / (nt1+m2) 
vzcm (m1•v1 (3)tm2•v2(3)) I {m1+m2) 
vcm dsqrt(vx:cm**2+vycm**2+vzt::nt**2) 

surnnortt.=sumnoro+v 1mag-"'v2rnag 
su:nvrs q sut:;·,.rr sq+vr*Vr'"' v 1 mag*v2mag 
sumvr sumvr+vr*v1mag*v2mag 

sumcm+vcm""'v1mag*v2mag 

theta=dacos (co scm) 
sincrn = dsin(dacos(coscm)) 

! setting up fT, co scm 
!and phi values for Monte 
!Carlo integrat-ion 

!calculating relative 
!velocity 

!Velocity of CI1 (in lab frame). 
!This is the vector connaeting 
! the origins of CM and lab :frames. 

! Integrals to g!llt average properties 
! (calculated after mpt loop) 

e=uc*vr*•;r !Collision energy 

epmx ft*(e.o-qrnax) !E :release into translation 
if (ep:n:t.lt.O.OdO) then 

Yrita(* ,*) 1Discarding trajectory - negative energy' 
goto 130 

end if 

ap dsq_rt (epmz:/epc) !mip product velocity in CM frame 

WXC!n :::: Wp*COSC1':1 !x,y,z of CH frame product 
uycm t.•p•s~ncm,.cosphit !velocity along initial relative V$locity 
·,;zcm up•sinc;n"'sinphit !vector, z up to detector) 

WXCJ!l'!'tof 
.rycm wycm•tof 
rzcm = wzcm•tof 
rc:n = Yp•to:f 

!Convert velocities to radial displaceaents by 
!multiplying by flight time. tof includes time 
!delay betvaen ion formation and svitching on 
!extraction plates and time to reach detector after 
! switching. 

fra<::X"'-rxcm/rmcp rDetermine 'W'hich pixel this corresponds to. This 
£racy=rycru/rmcp !automatically integrates over z direction. 
nx=nint (fracx*dbla{nxpix/2)) 
ny=nint (fracy•dble (nypix/2)) 

(nxpix/2). or. abs (ny). gt. (nypix/2)) then 
= ndiscard+i 

write(* 1 t(a21,i5,a26) 1 ) 1 £Hscarding trajectory 1 ,n, 
'!i 1 product ion missing MCP 1 

goto 130 
end if 

do nenl,net !Weight the pixel according to the DCS and 
sig""sigma(ne, e) !P(fT) distribution. 
do nf"'-i, nplq 

pxt:.:pft (nf, ft} 
do nc"<! i, nplcm 

dcsowcmang(nc, cos em) 
ueight (ne ,nf ,nc}=sig•pxt*dcs•(t. Od0/2, OdO*pi) 
aimago (na 1 nf ,nc ,nx,ny)=aimaga(ne ,nf ,nc,nx:,ny) + 

<Jeight (ne ,nf ,nc) 
anddo 

anddo 
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end do 

130 continue 

c Calculating average properties: 
vravr = swnvr/sumnorm !relative mean velocity 
trcmavr :t s-umcm/ sumnorm ! average CJl velocity 
•:r2av sumvrsq/sumnorm !mean squared velocity 

dsqrt{~:r2av) !root moan sq_uared velocity 
ea '"' uc•vr2av ! average kinetic anergy 

'= uc*(vrmin••2) 
= uc•(vrmax•-*2) 

!nin and max collision onergies 

·.;rlta(12,15000) vravr, vr2av, vrms, vcmavr 1 a a 
;;rite ( 12, 15500) a min 
·.;rita(12,15600) emax 
•;rite ("", *) 1 Uumber of discarded trajectories =1 )ndiscard 
percant=lOO. OdO•(dble (ndiscard)/dble (mp-c)) 
•;rita{ *, 1 (a12,!8. 2) 1

) 'Percilntage ""',percent 
•.;rite(12, '(a38,i'3.2) 1 ) 'Percentage of trajectories discarded 
~.percent 

delta-= (rmcp/ dblo (nxpixJ) **2: ! Normalising intensity 
do ne=i ,n'lt ! (delta is the area) 

do nf=i 1 nplq 
do nc""1,nplcm 

do nx:-nxpix/2,ru:pix/2 
do ny=-nypix/2,nypix/2 

su:nimag~ sumiit:aga+aimaga (n(>~nf ,nc ,nx, ny)>~<delta 
sumimage sumimaga+a.image(ne ,n:f ,nc,nx, ny) 

anddo 
enddo 

emido 
enddo 

anddo 

;;rite ( *, "') ':s:u.·mtorm 1 
, sumnom 

:.rite(*,*) 'Su.'"llimage' ,suoimaga 

do 194 na=l,net 
do 193 nf=-1,nplq 

do 192 nc=i,nplcm 
do 191 m:.=-nxpix/2,nxpix/2 

do 19-0 nV''-nvn:lV2. 

190 continue 
i91 continua 
192 corrt~nue 

193 continue 
194 continua 

c Output basis functions 

do nc'"' ,np.ccm 

do n:r.=-nxpix/2 ,n:x:pix/2 
do ny=-nypix/2,nypix/2 

aimage (ne ,nf ,nc,nx,ny) /sumimage 

write(10, 1 (2i5 ,f15. 8) ') nx,ny ,aimage(ne ,nf ,nc ,nx ,ny} 
enddo 

end do 

end do 
onddo 

anddo 

c FGRHATS 

:0000 format{t10, 'Integration ,/ 
~ }m:pix = 1 

, i4/, 1 nypix = 1 'mpt=', i10/) 
11.000 format (/t10, 1 i1asses of raactants and products • .f 

'}'m1 =1 ,f5.1,5x,'m2 ""' ,f5.1,5x, 1t:t1p = 1 ,f5.1,5x, 1m2p ,f5.1/) 
15000 format(//5x, 'Mean relative velocity (m/s) ""'' ,lpe12.5/ 

')5::<, 1Hean square velocity (m••2/s*•2) = 1 ,1pa12.5/ 
'~5Y.., 'Root mean square velocity (m/s) = 1 ,1pe12.5/ 
'}5::.::, 'Maan CM ·.relocity (m/.s) =1 ,1pe12.5/ 
:i5z, 1Hean collision anergy (ev) =1 ,1pe12.5/) 

:5500 format(/t5, 1 Em1.n '= 1
1 lpe12.5/) 

15600 format(/t5, 'Elnax ""', 1pe12.5/) 

<:::lose(10) 

•nd 

c -- ------------------------------- -----------
double precision function ran2(isaed) 

c ------- ~ ----- ----- --------------------- -----
c Long period (>2.0d18) random nu:nber gonerator of L'Ecuyer vith 
c Ba::s-Durham !lh.uffla and added safeguards. R-eturns a uniform 
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c random deviate batvun 0.0 and LO (exclusive ot tho endpoints), Call 
c >Ji1:h iseed a negative integer to initialize. Do not alter iaeed 
c betYsen successive deviates in a sequence, RtiMX should approximate the 
c ln.rgast floating .,alue that is <1. 

implicit double pracision (a-h,o-z) 

paramotar( iml =214 7483563. im2=2147483399, imm1=iro1-1, ia1 ::t40014, 
1 ia2•40692, iq1=53668, iq2=52774, ir1•122i1 ,ir2•3791, 

ntab:<:32 ,ndi v::e1 +imml/ntab) 
paramatar(ant=dbla(i .OdO/iml) , aps::r1.2d-7 ,rnmx=l, OdO-ops) 
dimension iv(ntab) 

iv 1 iy,idum2 
data idum2/123456789/ ,iv/ntab•O/ ,iy/0/ 

Initialize (ensure isaad.ne,O} 

if (isead.l~LO) than 
iseed=max( -isaod,1) 
idum2-""'isaad 
do 11 )""ntab+8 1 1 1 -1 

l{1::1-i7Jead/iql 

i seed=ia1 * (isned-k•iql) -k*ir1 
i:f (iseed.lt.O) isaad""isead+im1 
if (j.le.ntab) iv(j)=iseed 

11 continue 
iy=iv(il 

endif 

if (iduro2 .lt .0) idum2=idum2+im2 

i •; (j) =is:eed 
(iy .lt .1) iy•iy+imm1 

ra<"!2=t:::lin(am>~<iy ,rr.nx) 
return 
end 

c~- ----------- --------------------------------
subroutine vipick(isaed, vvl) 

c-- ~~- --------------- ------ -------------------
c Generates molecular velocities. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension vv1(3) 

nl(1)=603.0d0 
•rti(2)=0.0d0 
w1(3)•0.0d0 

return 
end 

c--- ----- -------------------------------------
subroutine v2pick(iseed, vv-2) 

c- --------------------------------------------
c Gon<Jrates ion velocities. 

double precision (a-hfo-z) 
vv2(3) 

w2(1)•0.0d0 
w2(2)•7424.76d0 
•tv2(3)=0.0d0 

return 
end 

double precision function pl(l,x) 

c Legendre Polynomials. 
i:nplicit double precision (a~h,o-z) 

if (dabs(x) .gt.l.} pause 1 bad arguments• 
prcn = l.OdO 
if (l.eq.O) then 

pl pmnl 

p:rmpi <~ x•prr.m 
if (! .eq.i) th•n 

pl pmrnp1 
el.se 

do 12 11 2,1 
pll = (x•dble (2•11-1) •pmmp1-dble (11-1) *pmm) /dble(ll) 

p!T'-'ll = pmmpl 
pmmp1 pll 
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12 continue 
pl pll 

endif 
~ndif 

return 
and 

c- ~ ~ ------------------------------ ----------------
double precision function cmang(nc, coscm.n} 

c- ------------ ------------------------------------
Differential c:ross section as a sum of Legendre polynomials 
implicit double precision (a-h.,o-z) 
external pl 

if (coscrnn.lt.-LOdO) coscrnn=-1.0d0 
if (coscmn.gt.l.OdO) coscem=-l.OdO 
cmang"' {2. OdO*dbla (nc-1) +1. OdO) *Pl (nc-1, coscmn) 

cmang=pl(nc-1 1 coscmn) 

return 
and 

c-- ---------------------------~----- -- -------------
double precision funCtion p:tt (nf ,.ftm) 

?(f':t) distribution as a su.m o:f Legendre polynomials 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
external pl 

-:ransforming ft to lie in the :range -1 to 1 

ftn=2. OdO*ft:n-1. OdO 
if (ftn.lt.-LOdO) ftrt ~ -LOdO 
if {ftn.gt.l.OdO) ftn LOdO 
pft~ (2. OdO•dble (nf-1) +1. OdO) •pl (nf -1,ftn) 
pft:pl(nf-l,ftn) 

return 
end 

double precision :function sigma(ne,en) 

c !:;:citation function - aftan set to unity. 

implicit double precision {a-h,o-z) 
common /dat/ eO,amax,net 
external pl 

i:f (en .gt. eO) then 
sigrna=i.OdO 

elsa 
sigma 0. OdO 

end if 

return 
end 

F.2.2 imagefi t - non-linear least squares fitting program 

program imagafit 

c !l~n linear fitting program for ion images basad on numerical recipes. 

1mplici t double precision (a-h, o-z) 
double prec:tsion max.,min 
character*30 titlai, title2 
integer ord 
e:x.ternal pl 
external fun<.:t 

parame tar(npl=-2000 ,nxaxpt=10 ,nyaxpt""10 ,nxpix..,lO, 
t!!nypix.,:;iQ ,maa=ii ,runmax=28) 

c npl"'numbar of points to usa in finding max and min values for a(n) 
number of fitting paramil:t•n:s 

c nmmax number of contracted ba~is functions (nplcm) (nplq) 
c nraxpt,nyaxpt = number .:.f pixels in image in x and y dimensions. 
c nxpix,nypix = number of pixels used to make the basis functions. 

dimension amax.(maa) ,runin(maa) ,plpt (npl) ,x{npl) 
dimension xpos ( -nxe:xpt/2:nxexpt/2) ,ypos( -nyexpt/2:nyaxpt/2), 

.~z( -nxaxpt/2 :nxox.pt/2,-nyexpt /2 :nyex.pt/2), a(maa) , 
·¢: ia(maa), coa{l!laa,maa), alpha(maa,maa) ,gues(maa} 1 dum(maa) 

dimension aimage (nmmax, -nxplx/2: nxpix/2, -nypix/2: nypix/2) 
common/ const/pi, sqpi 
common/ dat/nplcm, nplq 
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common/data/aimage ,mode 
common/datal/nangpl ,nftpl,modec 
common/data2/ sum, sumac as, sumbft, em cos, ft 
common/data3/fmax ,delft ,ftmin, delcm, cosmin 
common/pos/x,dx 
conunon/vp/vpmin, vpmax 
common/del ta/delx.expt, delyex.pt, delxbas, delybas 

pi = dacos(-1.0d0) 

sqpi = dsqrt (pi) 
c=2. 997925d8 
dmcp=0.04 ! diameter of HCP 1 s 

c Reading input parameters 

open(unit=5 ,file: 1 imagefit, inp 1 , status= 1 old') 
open(unit=9 ,file=' data. out 1 , status= 'unknown') 

read(S,*) titlel !data file 
read(5, *) title2 !basis functions 
read(5, *) mode ! separable or non separable fitting 
read(5, *) nplcm !number of Legendre expansion terms for DCS 
read(5,*) nplq !number of Legendre expansion terms for P(fT) 
read(5,*) fmin,fmax !min and max fT (usually 0 and 1) 
do 10 i=1 ,maa 

read(5,*) gues(i) !Initial guesses for fitting coefficients 
10 continue 

close (5) 

c Ph:el size in basis functions - used in subroutine funct to interpolate 
c the basis functions to the experimental data. 

delxexpt=dmcp/dble(nxexpt+i) !Pixel size in basis functions 
delyexpt=dmcp/ dble (nyexpt+1) 
delxbas=dmcp/ dble (nxpix+i) 
delybas=drncp/ dble (nypix+i) 

if (mode .eq. 1.or.mode.eq.2) then 
if Cnplcm+nplq .ne. maa) then 

'i'rl te ( *, *) 1 Check parameter input - maai' 
go"to 999 

endif 
if (nrrunax .ne. (nplcm)*(nplq)} then 

'..'rite(*,*) 'Check parameter input - nnunax' 
goto 999 

endif 
else 

if (nplcm*nplq . ne. maa) then 
write ( *, *) 1 Check parameter input - maa2 1 

go"to 999 

end if 
if (nmrna:r.. (nplcm) * (nplq)) then 

! Checking parameter 
! inputs 

write (", ") 1 Check parameter input - mnmax 1 

goto 999 
end if 

endif 

modec=mode 
nangpl=nplcm 
nftpl=nplq 

open(unit=5 ,file=title2, status=' old 1 } 

do 20 run=1 ,runmax 
do 30 nx=-nxpix/2 ,ro:.pix/2 

do 35 ny=-nypix/2 ,nypix/2 
read(5, *) dU!Dilly, dummy, aimage (nm,nx ,ny) 

35 continue 
30 continue 
20 continue 

close(5} 

!Reading in basis functions 

open( unit=7, file= 1 param. out 1 , status= 'unknown I) 

open(unit=B, file=title1, status= 1 old 1 ) 

open(unit=11, file= 1 fit. dat 1 , status= 'unknown 1 ) 

do nx=-nxexpt/2,nxexpt/2 !Reading in experimental data 
do ny=-nyexpt/2,nyexpt/2 

read(B,*) xpos(nx} ,ypos(ny} ,z(nx,ny) 
enddo 

enddo 

s~g=l. OdO ! Assume noiseless profiles so standard deviation is unity. 

close (8) 
close(lO) 

mfit = maa !number of fitting parameters 

do i=l,maa ! Initializing fitting coeff 1 s 
a(i)=gues(i) 

enddo 

do 100 i=l,mfit 
ia(i) = 1 

!Program only fits parameter a(i) if ia(i) is 
!non-zero. To fix parameter put ia(i)=O. 
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100 :::ont inue 
ia(1)•0 
ia(5)•0 

x:nin•-1. Od0+1.0d0/dble (npl) 
xrnax•!. Od0-1.0d0/dble (npl) 
dx= (:t .. mar.:-xmin} I dblo (npl) 
do i::ol,npl 

x(i) =xmin+dble(i -1) *dx 
anrldo 

do 13 n=l,maa 
if \n.le .nplcm) then 

ord=n-1 
else 

ord=n-1-nplcm 
endif 

max=O.OdO 

min=O.OdO 
do 11 j=1,npl 

plpt (j) =pl(ord,x(j)) 
if (plpt (j l.gt.max) then 

max=plpt(j) 
andif 
if (plpt (j) .lt .min) then 

min=plpt (j) 
andif 

11 com:inuo 

!Setting up constraints on max and 
!min values of 'fitting coe:f£ 1 s to 
!k~ep vithin alloved boundaries of 
! (2n+1)Pnm:ax and (2n+1)Pnmin {Prunax 
! and Pnmin are the max and ::nin values 
! of the nth Legendre polynoml.al in 
!the im:erval -1 to 1). 

a<"llax(n)=(2.0d0"'dbla (ord) +1. OdO)•max 
a.min(n)..,(:;LQdO•dble (ord)+1. OdO)*min 

13 continue 

initial call to fitting routine. mrqmin does one iteration to rat urn 
:ne;.r sat o:,f coefficients and chisq. 

ala.'Uda = -1. OdO 
call mrqrnin(xpos, ypos, z, .sig. nxexpt ,nyaxpt, a., ia,.c.fit, co a, 

alpha ,maa, chisqt funet, alamda, amax, amin) 
~ 1 

itst : 0 

c ::.oop over mini~ization of chisq 

101 ..,.rite(9,1000) k,chisq.alamda 
write(9,1010) 
·,;rite(9, 1020) (a(i), i=l.maa) 

~ -:; k+1 
ochisq chi sq 

call mrq:nin(xpos, ypos-, z, sig,m:expt ,nyexpt ,a, ia,m:fit. co a, alpha, 
maa. chisq, funct, ale.nda, a:nax, amin) 

if , gt. ochisq) then 
itst 

elsa 

if (dabs{ochisq-chisq) .lt. !.Od-04) then 
itst "" itat + 1 

andif 
endif 
if (itst .lt. 20) than 

goto 101 
endif 

c final ca,ll to minimization routines. alamda nat to 0 so covar returns 
c the covar~ance matrix and al the curvature matrix. 

alamda = 0. OdO 
call mrqw.in(:xpos, ypos, z, s.ig ,nxexpt ,nyexpt ,a,ia,rnfit ,coa, alpha, 

maa, chinq,funct • alamda 1 amax. amin) 

c :alculation of the final iittad distribution. Funct constructs th~ 
c final fitted profiles, res are the residuals. 

i13 continue 
do 120 i=-nr..expt/2,n:xexpt/2 

do 125 j=-nyaxpt/2,nyexpt/2 
ca:i.l funct(xpos(i), ypos (j) 1 a,fi t ,dum,maa) 
res = z.(i,j)-fit 
.,.r1.ta (11, 1 (4(1pe13.3)) 1 ) xpos(i},ypos(j},tit.ras 

125 continue 
120 continua 

".J:dta(9,•) 1 Final coe:fficien'ts and uncertainties 1 

write(9,*) 'chisq = ',chisq 
do 130 j=l.maa 

aa = dsqrt(dabs(eoa(j 1 j))) 
>rr~ta(9,1030) a(j),aa 

130 continuo 

do i"~l,maa 
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vrita (9 ,6769} ( coa(i, j), j=i,maa) 
anddo 

! output covariance matrix: 

call distgen(a) !Generates fT and angular distributions and outputs 
'to files 1ft.dat 1 and 1 CM.dat 1 

c Forna"ts 

lOCO fornat(i:x, 'iteration # =' fi2,t20, 1 chi-s-q_uarad "'" 1 ,ipe12.4, 
li t48, 'alamda "" 1 ,lpa9.2) 

c1010 format (1::r.. t7, 'a(i) 1 , t19, 'a(2) 1 , t31, 'a(3) 1 • t43, 1 a(4) 1 , 

t55, 1 a(5) 1 , t67, 1 a(6) J ,,;79, 'a(7) ') 
1010 fon.at(10x, 'the coaffic:ientsJ) 
1020 format(1x.13(1pe12.4)) 
1030 fo:rmat(1pa12.4,3x, '+I-' ,3x ,1pe12.4) 
1040 forcat (1pa12. 4,3x,, +I- 1 , 3x, ipei2, 4) 
6789 foroat(7f10.4) 

999 closa(6) 
closa(13) 
close (7) 

end 

subroutine funct (xp ,j-p ,a, zfit ,dzfitda,na) 

c Sum o:f Basis functions - trial solution 

implicit double precision {a-h,o-z) 
paramate:r(nxpix=10, nypix=10 ~ maa=11 ;rur:max=28) 
dimension a(na), d:tfitda(na), anm(maa,maa) 
diml'>nsion aimage (nnmax. -nxpix/2: nxpix/2, -nypix/2: nypix/2) 
cor:nn.on/ dat/nplcm,.nplq 
common/ data/ aimage ,mode 
common/delta/delxaxpt ,delyexpt ,delxbas ,delybas: 

c Interpolating basis filllctions to experimental data using 'WGighted 

= xp/delxbas 
dky "" yp/delybas 

c ;Yhen tast data from basis function progxam so that actually 
c reading indices tor x: and y not distances, 

dkx .. xp*delxaxpt/ delxbas 
dk)'""YP*dal yexpt I del ybas 

L~ -= idint {dk:x) 
ky = idint(dky) 
t'racx = dkx-dbl&(kx) 
frac; = dky-dbb(ky) 

z:fit O.OdO 
do 10 j = 1 ,na 

dzfitda(j) O.OdO 
10 continue 

c For separable fitting: 
i:f (mode , eq. l) then 

do 40 m=l jnplq 
m-1 

do 50 n=1.nplcm 
n-1 

mmo*nplcm+n 
npm -'~" m+nplcm 

c Interpolating; basis functions 
term=(!. Od0-'fracz:)•(1. OdO-fracy) •aitnage(nm.kx.ky) +tracx• 

( 1. OdO-tracy) *aimage (nm,kx'f'i ;Jt,y} +f.racx,..fracy* 
aimage(nm,kx+1 ,ky+i) +(1. Od0-fracx)*fracy*aimage(run,kx.ky+1) 

c Sum of basis functions 
Zeroth order fT moment so fT coefficient is unity. 

zfit = afit+a(n)*a(npm)*t'e:rm 
dzfitda(n} = dzfitda(n)+a(npm)*t0rnt 
dzfi tda{npm) = dzfitda(npm)+a(n) +'term 

SO continue 
40 continue 

c For n-on-separable fitting: 
alse 

do 70 n=l, nplcm 
do BO m"'"i,nplq 

nm (m-l)*nplcm+n 
anm(n,m) = a(n.m) 

80 cont1n.ue 
70 continue 
do 100 n=l. .nplcm 

110 m=l,nplq 
n.'n = (m-1} "'nplcm+n 
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c Interpolation 
term=(l. Od0-fl:'acx:) * (1. OdO-:fracy) •a.i;naga (nm.kx, ky) +frae.x* 

(1.0d0-fracy) •a image (nm,kx+i,ky) +:fracx•fracy• 
a image (nm,kx:+1, ky+1) + ( 1-fracx) *fracy•aimage (run, kx ,ky~l) 

c Sum of basl.s :functions. 
zfit :.;;fit+anm(n,rn)*t$rn 
dzfitda(nm) "' dzfitda(nm)+term 

!.iC continue 
100 continue 

ftndif 

return 

•nd 

c --------- ~--- ------------------------- --------------------------
subroutine mrqmin(xp ,yp ,2, sig, nx,ny, a, ia,mf ,co, al,nc, chisq, 

Q tunes, alamda,amax, amin) 

c L.avenberg-Marquardt method. attempting to reduce the value of chisq 
c of a tit batvaan a set of data points xp,yp,.z vith individual standard 
c deviations sigca and a nonlinear .function dependent on oaa coefficients 
c a. Returns current but fit values for the paramotars a and chisq. 

itnplici t 
parameter 
e-xternal funcs 

(a-h,o-z) 

dioansion a(mf), ia(mf}, co(nc ,nc), al (nc ,nc), atry(maa), b(rr.aa), 
•.n ,yp(-ny/2:ny/2) ,z(-nx/2:nx/2,-ny/2:ny/2) 1 

,amax:(nc} ~a.min(nc) 
common/ dat/nplcm, nplq 
save ihit 

i:f (alamda .lt. 0, OdO) than 
ihit .. 0 
do 11 k=i,mf 

if (ia(k) 0) ihit = ihit+1 
11 continue 
alac.da "" 2.0d0 

c Calculate gradient (beta 'Hoctor), Hessian (alpha) matrix, and chisq. 
call mrqcof (.xp .yp ,z, sig,mc,ny ~a ,ia,m.f .al, b ,nc, chisq, funcs) 
oc:hisq chisq 
do 12 

a(j) 
12 continue 

endif 

do 14 1""1 ,nf 
if (ia(l) .ne. 0) than 

de 13 tn=l ,mf 
if(ia(m) .ne.O)then 

k .. k+1 
co(j ,k) = al(j ,k) 

endi:f 
13 continua 

co(j ,j) = al(j,j)•(1.0dO+alrunda) 
da(j) b(j) 

end if 
14 continue 

c Gauss-Jordan elimination to find increrr.ents by vhich to altor coeff 1 s 
c fer n'6xt itera'tion. 

ca~l gaussj(co,ihit,nc,da,l,1) 

c Sort matr:l.X: t:o true order ot fittir.g coaff 1 s and set variances 
c and covariance a to zero in alpha for any frozen variables. 

~f (alamda .aq. O.OdO) then 
call covsrt(co,nc,m:i,ia,ihit) 
return 

and if 

J=O 
do 15 l""l,mf 

if{ia(l) .ne.O)the.n 
]""j+l 

c Incretn~nting trial coa:('f 1 s for nt'Xt iteration 
atry(l)•a(l)+da(j) 

andif 

Constraining coeffs to lie within alloved range 
if (atry(l).gt.amax(l)) then 

atry(l.) •amax(l) 
and if 
if (atry(l}. lt. apin(l)) then 

a.try( l}=amin{l) 
endif 

15 cont1nua 
call n:.rqcof(xp, ;,·p ,z, s~g.n-x.,ny, a try, ia,mt, co ,da,nc, chinq, 

1 funcs) 
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if 
alat:da 

, lt. ochisq) then 

ochisq chisq 
j=O 
do tS l=t,mf 

if{ia(l) .na. O)thon 

do 17 m=1 ,mf 
if(ia(m) .ne.O)thon 

i\:=k+1 
d(j ,k) co(j ,k) 

end if 
17 com:inue 

nnd,if 

da(j) 
atry(l) 

18 continue 
e~se 

ala;;:da 1. Odi'•alamda 
chisq ochisq 

andif 

return 
end 

subroutine mrqcof (xp, yp ,z, sig,nx,ny, a, ia,mf, al, b, na, 
chisq,funcs) 

c Co:nputes alpha matrix and beta vector. 

i:nplicit double precision (a-h, o-z) 
external func-s 
parameter (maa=11) 
dimension al(na,na} ,b(mf) ,dzda(maa) 

1 xp( -nx/2:nx/2) ,yp( -ny/2:ny/2) 

common/pos/Yw, dx 

ihit=O 

1.1 continua 
do 13 j=1, ihit 

do l2 
al(j O.OdO 

12 continue 
b{j) = O.OdO 
13 continue 

.ne.O)then 
j=j+l 
wt dzda(l)x~:lig2i 
k=O 

do 14 m=l,l 
i:f(i.a(m) .ne.O)then 

/;=k+i 
al{j,k) 

end if 
14 continue 

b(j) b(j)+dz•wt 
endi:f 

15 continue 
chis:q chisq"'dz•dz"'sig2i 
17 contirme 
16 continua 

do 

al(j ,kJ 
19 continua 
18 continua 

return 
•nd 

subroutine gaussj (a,n,np, h,m,rnp} 

c Sobes matrix equation (alpha) (da)::obeta to find incrementa to chang~ 
c fitting coeff 1 s hy for next i toration. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z.) 
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parame'ter (mma~-:100) 

dirr.ension a(np ,np). b(np ,mp), ipiv(m!:lax}, indxr{t'!!!ax}, indxc lt:mtax) 

do 11 j=l,n 
iplv(j) 0 
11 continue 

do 22 i:=l ,n 
big = O.OdO 
do l3 

if 
do 

if (ipiv(k) .eq. 0) then 
if (dabs(a(j,k)) .ge. big) then 

big dabs(a(j ,k)) 
irov j 
icol k 

andif 
elsa if (ipiv(k} .gt. 1) then 

pause • singular matrix) 
endit 

12 
end if 

13 continue 
ipi•:{icol) 

(irm.' .ne. 
do 14 l=l,n 

dum = a(irov.l) 
a(irow,l) ""' a(icol,l) 
a(icol,l) = dum 

14 continue 
do 15 1=-l.m 

du:n1 b(iro~,l} 

b(iroY,l) ""' b(icol,l) 
b(icol,l) dum 

15 continue 
endif 
incl"tr( i) irow 
ind:tc(i) "'" icol 
if (a(icol,icol) .eq. O.OdO) p~use }singular r=at:rix.l 

1. OdO/a(icol, icol) 
l.OdO 

:ic :6 l=i,n 
a( icol,l) a{icol,l) ~t<pivinv 

16 continue 
etc :7 l=t,m 

O(icol,l} b(icol,l)*pivinv 
1'7 continue 
do 21 ll=l,n 

if (11 .ne. icol) then 
dum =- a(ll,icol} 
a(ll,icol) O.OdO 
do 18 l=-1 ,n 

a(U,l) a(ll,l)-a(icol,l)•dum 
18 continue 

do 19 1=1 ,t:. 
b(ll,l) ""' b(ll,:)-b(:icol,l}:wdU1t'. 

19 continue 
end if 

21 continue 
22 continue 

do 24 l=n,l.-1 
1f :"ind:xr(l) .ne. indxc(l)} then 

do 23 k""1,n 
dum • a(k, indxr(l)) 
a.(k,indx:r(l)) = a(k,indxc(l}) 
a(k,indx:c(l)) = dum 

23 continue 
end if 
24 continue 

return 
•nd 

c --~--------------------------------------------

do 

subroutine covsrt (co ,nc ,m:f ,ia, ihit) 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension co(nc.nc) ,ia(mf) 

12 i=ihit+1 ,mf 

0 .OdO 

13. continua 
12 continue 

it"'"ihit 
do 15 J=rr.f,l,-1 

~f!ta(j) .ne.O)then 
do 13 
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i3 continua 

14 continue 
<•<-1 

end it 
15 continue 

return 
end 

C.oubla precision function pl(l,x) 

c Le-=:endre Polynomials. 
~ i:nplicit double precision (a-h,o-z} 

(dabs(x).gt.l.) pause 1 bad argumenta 1 

l.OdO 
(l.aq.O) thon 

pl ~ pmm 
else 

prru:":.p1 X*ptnm 
if (L eq, 1) than 

pl = pmmpl 
else 

do 12 11 2,1 
pll (x•dble (2<11-1) •pmmp!-dble (11-1) *pmm) /dble (11) 

plt!In = pmmp1 
pmmpl = pll 

12 continue 

"'ndif 

return 
.end 

c --------------- -------------------------
subrou"tine distgan(a) 

c --------------- --------------·-----------
c Ge:::.erates di:fferential cross section and P(f'r) distribution. 

parameter 
din:ansion a{maa) 
d.imQnsion ft(ncm:ft) ,cm(ncmft) ,pft(m:mft) ,dcs{nc:n:ft) 

de 1 tao:::;1. OdO/ dble (ncmft) 
::io i=1,ncrntt 

cm(i)=2. OdO• (dble (i )/dble(nomft)) -1. OdO 
ft(i)=cm(i) 

nnddo 

do i=l ,ncmft 
des ( i) =0. QdO 
do n;;:1,nplc::n 

des ( i)=dcs (i)+a(n) •dbl•(2*(n-1 )+1) *pl (~-1 ,cm(i)) /2 .OdO 
enddo 

anddo 
do i=l,ncmft 

pft(i)=O.OdO 
do n""'nplc:m+1,lllaa 

pft(i) 'pft ( i) +a(n)•dble(2• (n-1-nplcm) +1) •pl (n-1-nplcm, ft (i)) 
enddo 
ft(i)•O SdO•(ft(i)+LOdO) 

onddo 

:>oen(unit=3,fila= 1 em. dat 1 , sta'tius='unknown') 
-::~en(unite4-,file= 1ft. dat' , statU$= 1 unknown') 

do 

cm(i) ,dcs(i} 
·,;rite(4,'(2f15.6) 1 ) ft(i),pft(i) 

P.<nddo 

rat:urn 
snd 

eisim - Inwge simulation program for electron imp<:1ct ionization experiments 
program l')isim 

c Program to simulate an ion imago resulting from elect-ron impact 
ionization of a ;nolecular beam given a differential cross section 

c and P(f1'} distribution, The distributions are rnade up of a sum o:f 
c t·.ro gaussians and a baseline. Chango coaff 1 s ci-7 in functions 
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c des and pft to get the desired functions. Othervise put in a function 
c of your choice in place of these functions. 

c Includes spatial distribution (beam profiles) for electron and molecular 
c beam and velocity distributions along the beam axis for each beam. 
c Transverse velocity distributions are not included (this would be easy 
c to modify by including them in the subroutines epick and molpick). 

c mmol is the mass of the molecular reagent and mion (and mneut) the 
c masses of the product ion (and neutral if fragmetation occurs) formed. me 
c is the electron mass. 

c The single parameter mpt governs the convergence of the simulation and 
c corresponds to the number of ions in the image. Check that increasing 
c mpt doesn 1 t change the simulation. 

c The lab frame is defined vith the x axis along the molecular beam and the 
c y axis along the ion beam. The z axis is up to the detector. The CM 
c frame has the X axis along the reagent relative velocity vector, the Z 
c axis up to the detector and the Y axis lying in the lab frame xy plane. 

c NB: Uormalised distributions for DCS and P(fT) are not required. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
double precision mmol,mion,mp.eut ,me, ip ,kB ,mbwidth 
character*30 titlei 
parameter (nxpix=10, nypix=10) 

nxpix and nypix = number of pixels in image in x and y dimensions. 
liB: The program assumes that the NCP image fits into the CCO and 

touches the edges. 

dimension aimage (- (n.xpix/2): (nxpix/2),- (nypix/2): (nypix/2)) 

common /consts/ me,qe,kB,Av 
common /mb/ mbwidth, Tpar ,flowvel, dgunscat ,mmol, velvidth 
common I alec/ pwidth, ee 1 ewidth,EEwidth 
external pft, apick,molpick, dpick, dcsl, sigma,rani, gasdev, 

a xygauss 

qe"1. 602d-19 
kB"1. 3806d-23 
me=-9. 102d-31 
Av"6. 022d23 

! electronic charge 
!Boltzmann 1 s constant 
! electron mass 
! Avogadro 1 s number 

temp=298. OdO !nozzle stagnation temperature 
convmass=1.0d0/(1000.0d0*Av) !converts g/mol to kg 
pi = dacos(-1.0d0) 

c **..-Beam characteristics*** 
ewidth=3. Od-3 ! FWHM of electron beam 
mbwidth:2. Od-3 ! FWHM of molecular beam 
EE•,ddth=O. 7d0 ! FWHM of electron energy distribution // axis 

c ***Hachine geometry*** 
rrncp=2.0d-2 !radius of MCP 1 s. 
dgunscat=B. Od-2 ! distance from electron source to scattering centre. 
dscatext=2. Sd-2 
dscatfp=3. 5d-2 
nnesh=-2.3d-2 
dscatmcp=7. Sd-2 

c READ DIG I!lPUT 

! distance from scattering centre to extraction plates, 
! distance from scattering centre to field plates. 
!radius of mesh in top extraction plate. 

open(unit=5, file= 1 eisim. inp I , status=' old I) 

read(5,*) title1 !output file 

open(unit=!O ,file=title1, status= 1 unknolln 1 ) 

open(unit=12 ,file= 1 eisim. out 1 , status=-'unknolln I) 

read(5,*) mpt !number of points to simulate (=no. of ions) 

read(5, *) mmol,mion,mneut !mass of beam molecule, product ion and 
mmol=mmol*convmass !neutral in g/mol (program alloYs for 
mion=m~on*convmass !fragmentation in which an ion and neutral 
mneut=mneUt*convmass ! are produced. If looking at molecular 
if (rrunol. ne. (mion+mneut)) then ! ion put rnneut=O. OdO 

'..lrite(*,*) "Check masses" 
stop 

end if 

c l·!olecular beam flow velocity and width of velocity distribution (this 
c g~·1es the lim~ts between which velocities are selected for the simulation 
c so make sure you cover the entire distribution - can check this by 
c gett~ng the program to output the beam velocity distribution and checking 
c it 1-sn 1 t cut off at the edges.) 

read(5,*) flovvel, velvidth 

read(5,*) Tpar 
read(5, *) ip 

!parallel translational temperature of molecular beam. 
!molecular ionization potential / eV 
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read(S,"'} efrag !fragmentation energy I eV 
read(S, *) ! electron energy I eV 
read(S, "') piint ,p2int !product internal -energies (reagent internal 

pintE=p1int1+p2int ~E's assumed to be kT) 

raad(5.•) pvidth 
raad(5,*) tdelay 
read(5 1 *) extractV 

!width of elactron beam pulse I s 
l delay between electron pulse and extraction pulse I s 
! voltage applied to each extraction plate 

rt<~ad(5,•) mode lmodf)l!ll for gated intensifiert 0 for ungated (camera 
if then !al11ays on) 

mcpdelay !delay for 
read(S, *) mcpYidth !gate otidth intensifier I s 
r;;cpof:f=mcpdelay+ntcpwidth 

endif 

close(5) 

:·in.tl.ng input data 

•.;rite(12, 10000) n:x:pix,nypix,mpt 
;.;rite{12,11000) mmol,:nion~mneut 

c HiPUT fiNISHED 

rm = rnrnol*m~/(:m.mol+ma) !reduced ma,ss of reaetan:\>.s. 

c Need to work out CM velocity to superi:npose on product ion velocities. 

c lh.ss factor :for fraction of total available product translational anergy 
c into each tragment (from conservation of mocentum the fragments travel 
c in opposite directions P=O,.p1+p2). These are the factors to multiply the 
c available translation by to get the squares o:t the 
c individual and neutral 

if (mneut.aq.O.OdO) than 
fion=l. OdO 
fnaut=O. OdO 

else 
fionl!02. OdO*mion/ (mneut*mmol) 
fnaut=2 .OdO*mneut/ (mion,.,mmol) 

end if 

v:rmin 1. Od5 
vrmax O.OdO 
iseod:13 ! .seed for random number generator 

n.plates=O 
n.-niss=O 
ngate=O 

counters for lost ions that hit field 
plates, miss MCP's o:r :fall outside 

!gate. 

tmin=1000. OdO 

tmaX""O.OdO 

c LOO?IUG OVER l1PT (number of integration steps) 

do 130 n""i ,mpt 

Release an elaetron from the electron gun. Position is defined by the 
c electron beam profile and electron energy (~>velocity) from the energy 
c distribution. Electrons are released over a. time from 0 to pvidth 
c seconds during the gating pulse applied to the cathode. 

10 call l.!lpick(iseed 1 ax,ez,vex.·:ey,vez"etimo) 
vemag2""VeX**2+vey•*2+vez•*2 
'temag=dsqrt ( vemag2) 

c Assumes a Gaussian beam profile for tho electron beam and ignores 
c transverse velocity core.ponent. 

c Ionization occurs atte:r the electron has covered the :flight path from the 
c filament to the crossing region. This distance is dependent on the 
c rr.olacular bean: profile. 

call dpick(iseed, az, diony ,dist ,if lag) 
(iflag.aq.1) goto 10 

tof dist/vey 

Holecular :reagent voloci ty. 
call molpick( isead, vmolx. vmoly, vmolz,Yprob) 
vmo lmag=dsqrt ( vmolx**vmolx+vmoly**Vmoly+vmolz••vmolz} 

vmolx-vex !Calculating relative velocity. 
vy:r vmoly~vay 

vzr vmolz-vez 
dsqrt ( vxr••2+vyr*•2+vzr••2) 

if ( vr vrmax) vrmaX""'Vr 
if (vr v:rmin) vrmin=vr 

(mmol•vmolx+me*vax) I (mmol-+me) 
·;ycm o::: (mmol*vmoly+me•vey) I (mmol+me) 

(mmol•vmolz+me•vaz) I (mmol+me) 

lab frame voloci ty of 
canter of rnass (vector 
connecting CM and lab 
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vern "'- dsqrt ( vxcm••2+vycm••2+vzcm••2) ! frame origins) 

ecoll=O. SdO•rm•vr•vr/qe !Collision energy I eV 

ft=ran1 (iseed) ! Calculating energy release into translat1.on. 
epmx = ft* (ecoll+ (kB*temp/qe) -ip-efrag-pintE) 
if (epmx.lt.O.OdO) then 

1Jrite ( '!', •) 1 Discarding trajectory - negative energy 1 

goto 130 
endif 
epmx=epmx•qe ! Convert to Joules 

if (mneut. eq. 0. OdO) then 
Yion = dsqrt (2. OdO•epmx/mion) 

else 

Yion=dsqrt ( epmx•fion) 
•..tneut=dsqrt ( epmx•fneut} 

end if 

! Product veloci tes in CM frame. 

theta=2. OdO*pi•ranl (iseed) 
phi=pi•ranl (iseed) 
costh=dcos(theta) 
sinth=dsin(theta) 
cosphi=dcos (phi) 
sinphi=dsin(phi) 

! Product scattering angle. Theta is 
!the angle anticlockvise from the 
!positive x axis (MB direction) in the 
! scattering plane. phi is the angle 
!betveen the product velocity vector 
! wion and the z axis. 

r.:eight=pft (ft) *des (cost h) *vprob !Weighting factor for each ion. 

vionx = vion*sinphi,.,costh 
wiony = 'io1ion*sinphi*sinth 
wionz = 'io1ion*cosphi 

}components of product ion velocity in 
! CM frame (same axes as lab frame, 
!positive direction in beam direction) 

vionx=t.tionx+vxcm 
viony=wiony+vycm 
vionz=wionz+vzcm 

!Transform to lab frame (add CM velocity) 

tfly=tdelay-tof-etime !Time to go before extraction plates 
if(tfly.lt.O.OdO) then !svitched on. 

write ( *, *) 1Extraction began before ions t,tere formed 1 

goto 130 
endif 

dionx=ex+vion:;<:*tfly !xyz position of product ion vrt origin 
diony=diony+viony*tfly ! at center of scattering region when 
dionz=ez+vionz*tfly !extraction plates svitch. 
rionxy=dsqrt (dionx**2+diony**2) 

if (dabs (dionz). gt. dscatext. or. dabs (diony). gt. dscatfp) then 
nplates=nplates+1 
goto 130 

else if (rionxy. gt. rmesh) then 
nplates=nplates+1 
goto 130 

endif 

dplat e=dscatext-dionz 
fracgap=dplate/ (2. OdD*dscatext) 
Eion=2. OdO*extractV*fracgap 
"!elext=dsqrt (2. OdO*qe-*Eion/mion) 
VJ.onz=vionz+valext 

!Eliminating ions vhich hit 
! extraction/field plates or 
!don't make it through mesh. 

!z component of ion velocity aiter 
!extraction plates svitch on. 

ddetect=dscatmcp-dionz 
tde"tect=ddetect /vionz 
ttot=tdelay+tdetect 

! Flight time to detector (assuming no 
! field penetration from MCP 1 s) 

if(ttot.gt.tmax) tmax=ttot !find range of times at vhich ions 
if(ttot.lt.tmin) tmin=ttot !hit detector. 

dionx=dionx+tdetect*vionx !x,y positions of ions at detector. 
diony=diony+t dat ect *vi on y 
rionxy=dsqrt (dionx**2+diony**2) 

if (rionxy. gt. rmcp) then 
nrniss=nmiss+1 
goto 130 

endif 

! eliminate ions vhich miss MCP 1 s 

fracx=dionx/rmcp ! Work out which pixel ion hit corresponds 
fracy=diony/rmcp !to on CCC chip. 
nx=nJ.nt (fracx*dbla (nxpix/2)) 
ny=nint (fracy*dbla (nypix/2)) 

c To get an ion image need to integrate over the z direction (since 
inage is flattened onto detector), weighting each velocity vector 

c according to the DCS and P(fT) distribution. Effectively just bin the 
c ·factors into pixels. 

if(mode.eq.O) than 
aimage(nx,ny)=aimage(nx,ny) + weight 

else if (mode.eq.i) then 
if(tdetect. gt .mcpdelay. and. tdetect .lt .mcpoff) then 

aimage(nx,ny)=aimage(nx,ny) + veight 
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else 
ngate=ngate+l 

endif 
endif 

130 continue 

fracplates=dble (nplates) /dble (rnpt} ! Fractions of ions that didn't 
fracmiss=dble (nmiss) /dble (mpt) !make it to detector. 
fracgate=dble (ngate) I dble (ropt) 
fraclost=fracmiss+fracplates+fracgate 

emin = 0.5dO*rm*(vrrnin**2) 
emax = 0.5dO*rm•(vrmax••2) 

·,;rita(12,15500) amin 

'"'rite(12,15600} ema:x. 

!Min and max collision energies. 

.,.rite(•, '(a1B,f6.2,a4,f6.2,a3)' ) 'Ion arrival from ', 
«< tm~n"'l.Oe6,' to ',tmax•l.Oe6,' s' 
t.rrite(12, 1 (a18,£6.2,a4,f6.2,a3)' ) 'Ion arrival from 1 , 

t!l trnin•1.0e6,' to ',tmax•l.Oe6, 1 s' 
write(12,' (a12,f6.2,a3) 1 ) 'interval = 1 , (tmax-tmin)•1.0d6, 1 s' 

... rite(12, '(a38,f6.2) ') 'Y. o:t trajectories to field plates' 1 

100. OdO*fracplates 
i:f(mode,eq.1) vrite(12 1 '(a38,f6.2)') ''l. of trajectories 

~ missing gate 1 
1 100. OdO*fracgate 

vrita(12, '(a38,f6.2) ') '?. of trajectories missing MCPs' 1 

~ 100. OdO*fracmiss 
write(12,'(a38,f6.2}') 'total 'l. of trajectories lost', 

100. OdO*fraclost 

write(*,'(a38,f6.2}') ''/,of trajectories to field plates', 
a 100. OdO*fracplates 

if(mode.eq.1) •.;rite(*, '(a38,f6.2} 1 ) ''/, of trajectories 
@ missing gate ', 100, OdO*fracgate 
..-rite(*,'(a38,f6.2)') ''/.of trajectories missing MCPs', 

Iii 100. OdO*fracmiss 
•_.yrite(*,'(a38,f6.2)') 'total 'l. of trajectories lost', 

~ 100. OdO*fraclost 

aimax=O. OdO !Normalising image intensity 
do nx=-nxpix/2 ,nxpix/2 

do ny=-nypix/2 ,nypix/2 
if(aimage(nx,ny).gt.aimax) then 

aimax=aimage (nx , n y) 
endif 

enddo 
enddo 

do nx=-nxpix/2 ,nxpix/2 
do ny=-nypix/2 ,nypix/2 

if (aimage(nx,ny) .ne .aimax) then 
sumimage = sumimage+aimage (nx, ny) 

end if 
enddo 

enddo 

write(*,*) 'sumimage' ,sumimage 

do 190 nx=-nxpix/2 ,nxpix/2 
do 191 ny=-nypix/2, nypix/2 

aimage(nx,ny) = aimage(nx,ny)/sumimage 
191 continue 
190 continue 

c Output l.mage 

aimax=aimax/ sum image 
do nx=-nxpl.x/2, nxpix/2 

do ny=-nypix/2,nypix/2 
if(al.mage(nx,ny) .ne.aimax) then 

•,.;rl.te(10, '(2i5,f15.8) 1 ) nx,ny,aimage(nx,ny) 
endif 

end do 
enddo 

c FORHATS 

10000 format (t10, 'Integration parameters' ,I 
~'nxpix =',i4/, 'nypix =' ,i4/ 'mpt=' ,itO/) 

11000 format(/tlO, 'Masses of reactants and products',/ 
(}'nunol =' ,f5.1,5x, 'rnion =',£5.1) 

15000 format(//5x,'Mean relative velocity (m/s) = 1 ,1pe12.5/ 
t05x, 1 Mean square velocity (m**2/s**2) = 1 ,1pe12.5/ 
~5x, 'Root mean square velocity (m/s) = 1 ,1pe12.5/ 
(~5x, 'Mean CH velocity (m/s) = 1 ,1pe12.5/ 
t05x, 'Mean collision energy (ev) = 1 ,1pe12.5/) 
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15500 format(/t5, 1Emin =1 ,1pe12.5/) 
15600 format(/t5, 'Emax =' ,1pe12.5/) 

close(10) 

close(12) 

end 

double precision function sigma(ee) 

Ionization efficiency curve 

implicit double precis~on (a-h, o-z) 

sigma(ee) =1. OdO 

return 
end 

c--------------------------------------------
double precision function ran2(iseed) 

c---------------------------------'-----------
c Long period (>2.0d18) random number generator of L'Ecuyer vith 
c Bays-Durham shuffle and added safeguards. Returns a uniform 
c random deviate betw-een 0.0 and 1.0 (exclusive of the endpoints). Call 
c with iseed a negative integer to initialize. Do not alter iseed 
c bettJeen successive deviates in a sequence. RUMX should approximate the 
c largest floating value that is <1. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

parameter (im1=214 7483563, irn2=214 7483399, imm1=im1-1, ia1=40014, 
1 ia2=40692, iq1=53668, iq2=52774,ir1=12211,ir2=3791, 
2 ntab=32,ndiv=1+imm1/ntab) 
parameter(am=dble (1. Od0/im1) ,eps=l. 2d-7 ,rnmx=l. OdO-eps) 
dimension iv(ntab) 

iv,iy,idum2 
data idum2/123456789/,iv/ntab*O/,iy/0/ 

c Initialize (ensure iseed.ne.Q) 

if (iseed.le.O) then 
iseed=rnax( -iseed,1) 
idum2=iseed 
do 11 j=ntab+8,1,-1 

k=iseed/iq1 
iseed=ial* ( iseed-k:o:iq1) -k*ir1 
if (iseed.lt.O) iseed=iseed+im1 
if (j .le .ntab) iv(j)=iseed 

11 continue 
iy=iv(!) 

end if 

k=iseed/iql 
iseed=ial* ( iseed-k*J.ql) -k:o:ir 1 
if (iseed .lt. 0) iseed=iseed+iml 
k=idurn2/ iq2 
idum2=ia2* (idum2-k*iq2) -k*ir2 
if (idum2.lt. 0) idum2=idum2+im2 
j =1 +i y /ndi v 
iy=iv(j)-idum2 
iv(j)=iseed 
if (iy.lt.l) iy=iy+i1Illll1 
ran2=min(am*iy, rnmx) 
return 
end 

c-------------------------------------------
double precisJ.on function gauss (iseed) 

c-------------------- -----------------------

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

r1=ran2{iseed) 
r2=ran2 (iseed) 
if (rl.le. 2. Od0/3. OdO) then 

gauss=!, SdO*rl 
w=O. 5dO*gauss**2 

else 
gauss=1. Od0-0. 5dO•dlog(3. Od0-3. OdO•r1) 
w=O, SdO* (gauss-2. OdO) **2 

endif 

if ((1.0d0-r2).gt.w) goto 12 
if ((1.0dO/r2)-1.0dO.le.w) goto 1 
if (-1.0dO*dlog(r2) .le.v) goto 1 

12 r3=ran2{iseed) 
if (r3.ge.0.5d0) gauss=-LOdO*gauss 
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return 
end 

c---------------------------------------------
subroutine molpick(iseed, vx., vy, vz, pro b) 

c---------------------------------------------
c Generates molecular velocities and probabilities. Currently only 
c includes parallel velocity from equation Brett Cameron's thesis and 
c assumes zero for transverse components. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
double precisl.on kB ,me ,mmol ,mbvidth 
common /consts/ me ,qe ,kB ,Av 
common /mb/ mbvidth, Tpar ,flowvel, dgunscat ,mmol, vehddth 

vx = flowvel + velwidth*ran1(iseed)-velW'idth/2.0dO 
arg: mmol*(vx-flowvel)**2/(2.0dO*kB*Tpar) 
prob=vx*vx*dexp( -arg) 

vy=O. OdO 

vz=O. OdO 

return 

and 

c------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine epick(iseed,x ,z, vx, vy, vz, etime) 

c------------------------------------------------------------
c Generates electron parameters (velocity, position and release time) 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
double precision me, kB 
common /consts/ me,qe,kB,Av 
common /elec/ pwidth, ee, evidth,EEwidth 
external xygauss, gasdav 

etime""'pwidth*ran1 (iseed) ! time at Yhich electron is released from 
! filament (inside gate vidth pwidth). 

call xygauss(iseed,x,z) 
x: (ewidth/2. OdO) *X 

!offsets from beam axis, assumes a 20 
!Gaussian beam profile with FWHM=ellidth 

z= ( ewidth/2. OdO) *Z 

vx=O. OdO 
e lecE=ee+EEYidt h* gasdev (is eed) 
•;y=dsqrt (2. OdO*qe*ele cE/me) 
vz=O. OdO 

return 
and 

!electron velocity distribution, uses 
! a Gaussian energy distribution of 
!1,o;idth EEwidth £or parallel velocity. 
!Perpendicular velocity not included. 

c------ -------------------------------------------------
subroutine dpick(idum, z, ycornp, d, if lag) 

c D1stance from electron beam source until electron hits a beam molecule. 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
double precision mbwidth,mmol 
common /mb/ mbwidth, Tpar ,flowvel, dgunscat ,mmol, vehlidth 

c Picks the radius from the axis of a molecule in the beam according to a 
c Gaussian distribution, then determines the y component at the z position 
c of the electron in order to get d, the distance the electron flies from 
c the filament before a collision. Randomly puts the molecule on one side of 
c the beam or the other. Exits if electron misses molecular beam. 

iflag=O 
rad = (mbwidth/2. OdO) *gasdev(idum) 
arg=rad**2-Z*""2 
if (arg.lt.O.OdO) then 

iflag=1 
return 

end if 
:rcomp = dsqrt (arg) 
p1-ck=2, OdO*rani ( idum) -1 OdQ 
picksign=pick/ dabs (pick) 
ycomp = ycomp*picksign 
d = dguns cat -ycomp 

return 
end 

double precision function des (coscm) 

c Hodel differential cross section made up of t'Jo Gaussians and a baseline 
cl,c2 are weights of Gaussians (cl+c2=1) 1 c3,c4 are their centres and 
c5, c6 are the widths. c7 is the baseline. co scm is the cosine of 

c the Ct1 scattering angle. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
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c1=1. OdO 

c2=0.0d0 
c3,!.0d0 
c4=0. OdO 
c5=0.3d0 
c6=0.3d0 
c7=0.0d0 

pi ~ dacos{-LOdO) 
ap=-O.SdO 

osoi = ((c3-coscm)/e5) 
oso2 = ((c4-coscm)/c6) 
rosoi=ap*oso1 •oso 1 
roso2=ap*oso2*oso2 

<: The Gaussians ... 
{rosoi .lt. -2.2d2} than 

tmpi=O. OdO 
else 

tmp1=c1"'d-ttxp(roso1) 
!lndif 
if' (roso2.lt -2.2ti2) 'then 

<mp2•0.0d0 
else 

tmp2=c2*dexp{roso2) 
and if 
dcs.,tmpl +tmp2+c7 

return 
and 

! Setting up arguments of the exponential in 
!the Gaussians. 

double precision .function pft (ftm) 

c Hodel P(fT) made up of two Gauuians and a baseline 
c c1,c2 are 11eights of Gaussians (c1-.r-c2,.,.1), c3,c4 are thair centres and 
c cS, c6 are 1:he :.1idths. c7 is the baseline. 

im.plicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

:ftn=2. OdO*_ftm-1,. OdO 

c1=LOd0 
c2=0.0d0 
c3=-0. 95d0 
c4=0. OdO 
c5=0. 01d0 
c6=0. 2d0 
cT=O,OdO 

pi dacos(-1 OdO) 

ap=-0. 5d0 

oso! = ((c3-ftn)/c5) 
oso2 ( ( c4-ftn) /c6) 
roso1"'fi:ip*oso1*oso1 
roso2,ap*oso2•oso2 

c The Gaussians ... 

!in the 

if (:ros:o1 .lt. -2.2d2) then 
tmpl=O.OdO 

elsa 
tmp1=c1-"'dexp(roso1) 

endif 
if (roso2.lt.-2,2d2) then 

trr..p2"'0 .OdO 
i.ilse 

tmp2=c2•dexp(ro so2) 
end if 
pft=tmpl +tmp2+c7 

re'turn 
end 

up the arguments of the exponential 

c - -----------------------~------- ----------
double precision function ranl(idum) 

c ------------------------------------------
c Random number generator 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
integer idu.m, ia, im,iq, ir ,ntab 1 ndiv 
parameter (ia.~'>l6807, itn=2147483647, iq=127773 ,ir=2836, 

¥ntab=32, ndi v= 1 + ( im-1) /ntab} 
para.1neter (am=l. OdO/dbh(im}, eps"'i. 2d-7 ,rnmx=i. OdO-ops) 
integer jjk,iv(ntab) ,iy 
save iv,iy 
data iv /ntab•O/, iy /0/ 

if ((idum.le.O} .or. (iy.eq.O)) then 
idum ""max0(-idum,1} 
do 11 j"'ntab+S,i,-1 

k ~ idum/iq 
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idum = ia*(idum-k*iq)-ir*k 
if (idum .lt. 0) idu.m = idum+im 
if (j .le. ntab) iv(j) = idum 

11 continue 
iy=iv(l) 

endif 
k = idum/iq 
idum = ia* (idum-k*iq) -ir*k 

if (idum .lt. 0) idum = idum+im 
J = l+iy/ndiv 
iy = iv(j) 
iv(j) = idum 
rani = dminl(am•dble(iy} ,rrunx) 

return 
end 

subroutine xygauss(iseed, devl, dev2) 

c Generates a 2 dimensional Gaussian distribution, 2 points betveen -1 and 
c +1. 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
external rani 

c Generates 1 velocity components' for molecular reactant on interval -1 
c to +1 using a random number generator. 

1 v1=2.0dD*ran1(iseed)-1.0dO 
v2=2. OdO*rani (iseed) -1. OdD 
rsq=v1**2+v2**2 
if (rsq. ge .1.0d0. or .rsq. eq. 0, OdO) go to 

c Transforms from random velocities in range -1,1 to a Gaussian distribution 
c of full width Ydth, 

fac=dsqrt ( -2. OdO*dlog(rsq) /rsq) 
devi=vi*fac 
dev2=v2*fac 
return 
end 

c---------------------------------------------------
double precision function gasdev(idum) 

c---------------------------------------------------
c Picks a random number from a Gaussian distribution between -1 and 1 

implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
save is at ,gset 
data iset/0/ 
if(iset .eq.O) then 

·r1=2. OdO*ran1 (idum) -1. OdO 
-,2=2. OdO*ran1 (idum} -1. OdO 
rsq=v1**2+v2*"'2 
if(rsq.ge.l.OdO.or.rsq.eq.O.OdO) goto 1 
fac=dsqrt ( -2. OdO'~<dlog (rsq) /rsq) 
gset:vl*fac 
gasdev=v2*fac 
iset=i 

else 
gasdev=gset 
iset=O 

endif 
return 
end 

F.2.4 ionsim- Image simulation program for ion-molecule experiments 

program 

Program to simulate an ion image resulting from a crossed beam 
Hm-molecule react1on g1ven a differential cross section and P(f,T) 

c d1stribution. The distributions are made up of a sum of 
t-.to gaussians and a baseline. Change coeff's cl-7 in functions 

c des and pft to get the desired functions. Otherwise put in a function 
c of your choice in place of these functions. 

c Includes spatial distribution (beam profiles) for ion and molecular 
c beam and velocity distributions along the beam axis for each beam. 
c Transverse velocity distributions are not included (this would be easy 
c to modify by including them in the subroutines ionpick and mol pick). 

c rrunol and mien are the masses of the molecular and ionic reagents and 
c mmolp and mionp, the masses of the products 

c The single parameter mpt governs the convergence of the simulation and 
corresponds to the number of ions in the image. Check that increasing 

c mpt doesn't change the s~mulation. 

The lab frame is defined uith the x axis along the molecular beam and the 
'f axis along the ion beam. The z axis is up to the detector, The CM 
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c frame has the X axis along the raagont relative velocity vector, the Z 
c axis up to the detector and the Y axis lying in the lab frame xy plane. 

c HB: :.rormalised distributions for DCS and P(fT) are not required. 

Claire Vallance 22/9/98 

i.mplic:lt double pracision (a-h,o-z) 
double precision IM'Iol,mion,mmolp ,mionp ,mtot ,kE ,mbvidth 
double precision ionx, ionz ,iontime ,ion£, ionEE, ionvidth,ionEwidth 
cbn:ractur•30 titlei 
parameter(nxpix=10 ,nypix=lO) 

nxp~.x and nypix number o£ pixels in 
tlB: The program assumes that tha 

touches the edges. 

in x and y dimensions, 
fits into the ceo and 

dimension aimaga ( -(nxpix:/2): (nxpix/2),- (nypix/2): (nyph:/2)) 

common /consts/ :nion,qe,kB,Av 
coU'Ul'lon /mb/ mbt.tidth, Tpar ,flovvel,dgunscat ,mmol, ·,.ralo,:idth 
common I alec/ pwidth, ion£, ionwidth ,ionEvidth 
external pft, ionpick,molpick,dpick ,dcs1, sigma,ran1 ,gasdov, 

~ xygauss 

qa~l, 602d-19 
kE=l. 3806d-23 
Av=6.022d23 

! ahct:r<mic charge 
! Boltzmann l s constant 
!Avogadro 1 s number 

"'''gnatl,on temperatura 
! converts glmol to kg 

pi -"' dacos(-l.OdO) 

c ""**Beam characteristieS'~"'"* 
ionvidt:h,.3.Qd-3 !FWHM of ion beam 
:nbwidth=2.0d-3 !FWHM of :nolecular beam 
ionEwidth=<1. OdO !FWHM of ion energy distribution I I axis 

c *"'"'!4achina geometry~** 
rmcp=2.0d-2 !radius of XCP's 

ldistancu :from ion source L7 to scattering centre. 
! distance from scattering cant:re to extraction plates. 
! distance 'from scattering center to field plates. 
!radius of mesh in top extraction plate:. 

dscat:::cp=-7, 5d-2 

c fiEAD HfG IHPUT 
opan(uni~""-5 ,file"'" 1 ionsim. inp 1 , status='old 1 ) 

raad(S,*) titlal ~output filename 

open(unit=iO ,:file=titla! t status='unknoTJn 1 ) 

open(unit=12 ,file=' aisirr:.. out', status= 1 unknown 1 ) 

"!:'i:>ad(5,*) mpt !number of points for Monte Carlo integration 
read(5, *) mmerl ,roion,mmolp ,mionp !masses of reagents and products I g/mol 
,;rita("' 1 *) (mmol+mion}, (mroolp-tmionp) 
if ( (mmol+mion) .ne, (rnmolp+mionp)) than 

'.i'rita("',*) "Check massesn 
stop 

end if 
mmol""'1tl.mol*convrnass 
mion"'*mion ... convmas:s 
mrnol.po.:mmolp*convmass 
mionp=mionp*convmas s 
r.tt:Ot"'mr,;ol+mion 

l1olecular beam flow velocity and ~r:idth of velocity distribution (this 
c g:t•tes the limits batween \l'hich velocities are selected for the simulation 

so make- sure you cover th& entire distribution - can check this by 
the program to output the beam velocity distribution and checking 

isn 1 t cu--:: off at the edges,) 

read(5, ~) flowvel, velwidth 

read(S, .. ) Tpar !parallel translational tewparaturo of molecular beam 
read(S,*) Ethresh !threshold energy for reaction (positive for endoergic) 
raad(5,•) ionE !ion beam energy 
read(5, •} plint ,p2int ! product internal energies (reagent anergy asLsumed to 

pintE.:::p1int1+p2int !ba kT) 

rea.d(S, •) pYidth 
road(5 1 *) tdalay 
read(5,"} axtractiJ 

then 

!width of ion beaJU pube I s 
! delay between ion pulse and u::tract1.on pulse I s 
! voltage to each extraction plate, 

!mode=! for gated intensifier, 0 tor ungatad (camera always on) 

!delay and 
mcpwidth ! (measured 

mcpoff=rncpdalay+t:lcpvidth 

width for image intensifier I s 
ion pulse) 

and if 
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close(5) 

r,;rite ( 12,10000) nxpix,nypix,mpt !writing input data 
\./rite (12, 11000) mmol,mion,nunolp ,mionp 

c INPUT FINISHED 

rm = rnmol"'rnion/(mmol+mion) !reduced mass of reagents 

fmolp=2. OdO•mionp/ (mmolp*rntot) 
fionp=2. OdO•mmolp/ (mionp*mtot) 

vrmin = 

vrmax = 
l.Od6 
O.OdO 

!mass factors for fraction of total available 
!product translational E into each fragment 
! (used to calculate CM frame product velocities) 

iseed=13 ! seed for random number generator 

nplates=O 
runiss=O 

ngate=O 

!zeroing counters for ions lost through hitting field 
!plates, missing the detector or arriving outside the 
! intensifier gate. 

tmin=1000. OdD 
tmax=O.OdO 

c LOOPING OVER MPT (number of integration steps) 

do 130 n=l,mpt 

c Release an ion from the ion gun. Position is defined by the 
c ion beam profile and ion energy (->velocity) from the energy 
c distribution. Ions are released over a time from 0 to pvidth 
c seconds during the gating pulse applied to the final ion lens. 

10 call ionpick(iseed, ionx, ionz, vionx, viony, vionz, ion time) 
vionmag2=vionX**2+viony•*2+vionz**2 
vionmag=dsqrt ( vionmag2) 

c Collision occurs after the ion has covered the flight path from the 
c filament to the crossing region. This distance is dependent on the 
c molecular beam profile. 

call dpick(iseed,ionz,diony, dist, if lag) 
if (if lag. eq.i) got a 10 
tof = dist/viony 

c :·Iolecular reagent velocity. 
call molpick(iseed, vmolx, vrnoly, vmolz, vprob) 
vmolmag=dsqrt ( vmo lx * *vmolx+vmol Y* *Vmol y+vmolz* *Vmolz) 

= vmolx-vionx 
vyr = vmoly-viony 

!Calculating reagent relative velocity 

vzr = vmolz-vionz 
vr = dsqrt (vxr**2+vyr•*2+vzr**2) 
if ( vr . gt. vrmax) vrmax=vr 
if ( vr . lt. vrmin) vrmin=vr 

(mmol*vmolx+mion•vionx) / (mmol+mion) ! Calculating lab frame velocity of the 
yycm = (nunol*vmoly+mion*viony)/(mmol+mion) !centre of mass 
vzcm = (mmol*vmolz+mion*vionz) I (mmol+mion) 
vern = dsqrt ( vxcm**2+vycm**2+vzcrn**2) 

ecoll=O. 5dO*rm*vr•vrlqe ! collision energy I eV 

ft=-ran1 (iseed) 
epmx = ft*(ecoll+(kB*ternplqe)-Ethresh-pintE) 
if (epmx.lt.O.OdO) then 

! energy release into translation 

TJrite(*,*) 1 Discarding trajectory -negative energy 1 

goto 130 
end if 
epmx=epmx•qe ! convert to Joules 

TJionp=dsqrt (epmx*fionp) 
wmolp=-dsqrt (epmx*fmolp) 

theta=2. OdO*pi*rani ( iseed) 
phi=pi*ran1 (iseed) 
costh=dcos (theta) 
sinth=dsin(theta) 
cosphi=dcos (phi) 
nnphi=dsin(phi) 

!product Cf1 frame velocities 

!product scattering angles, Theta is 
!the angle anticlockwise from the positive 
!x axis (MB direction) in the scattering 
! plane. phi is the angle between the product 
!velocity vector vionp and the z axis. 

ueight=pft (ft) *des (costh) *vprob ! weighting factor for each ion. 

uionx "" uionp*sinphi>~<costh 

wiony uionp•sinphi*sinth 
= •..tionp•cosphi 

components of product Cf1 frame velocity 
(same axes as lab frame, positive direction 
in beam direction) 

·rionX""Wionx+vxcm 
'riony=wiony+vycm 
lftonz=uionz+vzcm 

!transform to lab frame (add CM velocity) 
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tfly=tde lay-tof ~ion time 
if(tfly.lt .O.OdO) then 

!time to go before extraction 

write(*, •) 1 ExtractJ.on began before ions .,ere forrned 1 

goto 130 
andif 

dionx=ionx+vionx*t:fly ! xyz position of product ion 11.r. t. origin 
diony=diony+viony*tfly ! at centre of scattering region vhen 
dionz=ionz+vionz•tfly !extraction plates switch. 
rionxy=dsqrt ( dionx**2+diony**2) 

if (dabs (dionz). gt. dscatext. or, dabs (diony) .gt. dscatfp) then 
nplates=nplates+l 
goto 130 

else i:f(rionxy.gt.rmesh) then 
!eliminating ions which hit extraction 
!or field plates or don't make it 

nplates=nplates+l 
goto 130 

! through mesh. 

end if 

dplate=dscatext -dionz 
fracgap=dplate/ (2. OdO*dscatext) 
Eion=2. OdO*extractV*fracgap 
valext=dsqrt (2. OdO*qa*Eionlmionp) 
vionz=vionz+valext 

!z component of ion velocity after 
!extraction plates svitch on. 

ddetact=dscatmcp-dionz !flight time to detector (assuming no field 
tdetact=ddetect/.vionz !penetration from MCP 1 s) 
ttot=tdelay+tdetect 

if(ttot.gt.tmax) tma:x:=ttot 
if(ttot.lt.trnin) tmin=ttot 

!range of times over which ions hit 
! detector 

dionx=dionx+tdatect*vion:x: !x and y positions of ions at detector 
diony=diony+tdetect*viony 
rionxy=dsqrt ( dionx**2+diony**2) 

if (rionxy. gt. rmcp) then 
nmiss=nmiss+i 

! eliminating ions which miss MCP' s 

goto 130 
endif 

fracx=dionxlrmcp 
fracy=dionylrmcp 

!ldorking out which pixel hit corresponds 
!to on ceo chip. 

nx=nint (fracx*dhle (nxpix/2)) 
ny=nint (fracy*dble (nypix/2)) 

c To get an ion image need to integrate over the z direction (since 
image is flattened onto detector), weighting each velocity vector 

c according to the DCS and P(fT) distribution. Effectively just bin the 
c ·;actors into pixels. 

if(mode.eq.O) then 
aimage(nx,ny)=aimage(nx,ny) + weight 

else if (mode.eq.1) then 
if ( tdetect. gt .mcpdelay. and. tdetect .lt .mcpoff) then 

aimage(nx,ny)=aimage(nx,ny) + weight 
else 

ngate=ngate+i 
endif 

endif 

130 continue 

fracp lates=dble (np lat es) I dble (rnpt) 
fracmiss=dble (nmiss) I dble (mpt) 
fracgate=dble (ngate) I dble (-mpt) 
fraclost=fracmiss+fracplates+fracgate 

em in 0. SdO*rm* ( vrmin**2) 
emax = O.SdO*rm*(vrrnaX**2) 

-..rite(12,15500) emin 
wri ta ( 12, 15600) emax 

! calculating fraction of ions 
!which don't reach detector 

!min and max collision energies 

"'rite(*, 1 (a18,f6.2,a4,f6.2,a3) 1 ) 'Ion arrival from', 
~ tmin*1.0a6,' to ',tmax*l.Oe6, 1 s' 
•..trite(12,' (a18,f6.2,a4,f6.2,a3)' ) 'Ion arrival from ', 

~ tmin*l.Oe6,' to 1 ,tmax*1.0e6,' s' 
'.irite(12,'(a12,f6.2,a3)') 'interval"" 1 , (tmax-tmin)*l.Od6,' s' 

•.;rite (12, '(a38, f6. 2) ') 1 '!. of trajectories to field plates 1 , 

·~ 100. OdO*fracplatas 
if(mode.eq.i} write(12,'(a38,f6.2} 1 ) ''/.of trajectories 

{~ missing gate 1 , 100. OdO*fracgate 
•..trite(12,'(a3B,f6.2) 1

) 'Y, of trajectories missing MCPs', 
~~ 100. OdO>~<fracrniss 
•..rrita(12,'(a38,f6.2}') 'total'!. of trajectories lost', 

~ 100, OdO>~<fraclost 

write(*,'(a38,f6.2)') ''/.of trajectories to field plates', 
ro 100. OdO*fracplates 

J.f(mode.eq.1) write(•,'(a38,f6.2) 1 ) ''/.of trajectories 
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100. OdO*fr~cgate 
1

) •Y. of trajectories missing HC?s 1 , 

'total Y. of trajectories lost'. 
100. OdO•fraclost 

aimax=:O, OdO ! nomalising image 
do nx""-nXp:.tx/2,nxpix/2 

do ny•->WPU/ 

endif 
end do 

enddo 

end do 

enddo 

wri ta ( *, *) 'sur.doa:gG' , sUJI.image .. 
!Jormalization 

do 190 nx=~nxpix/2 ,nxpix/2 
do 191 ny:=-nypix/2,nypix/2 

aimaga(nx,ny) -= aimage(nx,ny)/sum.image 
191 continua 
190 continue 

c Output i:nage 

aimax:::::aimax/ sumimage 
do nx=-nxpix/2,nxpix/2 

do ny~'-n'IPix/2 

endif 
and do 

anddo 

c FORHATS 

10000 format(t10, 'Integration paramet:ars 1 ,/ 

:~ 1 mcp1x ,14/, 'nypix ,., ,i4/ ':npt"" 1
1 i10/) 

11000 fo::mat{/t10, 1 i,tasses of .I 

1 He an relative vsloci ty 
~5:x:, 1 Maan squa:r-a velocity (m••2/s**2) ,.,, 
~5>::, 1Root mean square velocity (m/s) = 1 ,1pel2.5/ 
tU5x, 'Mean CM velocity (m/s) ""' ,1pe12.5/ 
€15x, 1Maan collision energy {ev) :::J t1pa12.5/) 

15500 format(/t5, 1 Emin "'' ,lpa12.5/) 
15600 format(/t5,'Emnx =',1pe12.5/) 

closa(10) 

clo.se{i2) 

and 

double precision function sigma(ae) 

c ------------------------------------------------~ 

Ionization efficiency cur•1e 

implicit double pracis1.on (a-h, o-:z) 

sigma(aa)=t.OdO 

rot urn 
and 

c-- ------------ ---- ~- ------------------------
double precision function ra.n2(iseed} 

1,5x, 

(>2.0d18) random number generator of L'Ecuyer 11ith 
shuffle and added Returns a uniform 

c random daviata between 0.0 and of the endpoints). Call 
c with need a negative integer to im.tialize, Do not alter iseed 
<: between successive del/iates in a sequonca, RUMX should approximate the 
c largeut floating value that is <1. 

implicit double precision (a-h.<>-z) 
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parameter ( im1=2147483563, im2=2147483399, iromi""iml-1, ia1 =40014, 
ia2=A0692,iq1=53668, iq2=52774, ir1=12211,ir2=3791, 
ntab=32 ,ndi v=l +im."lll/ntab) 

para.matar(am=dble (1. Od0/im1) ,aps""l. 2d-7 ,rrunx=-1. OdO-eps} 
dimension iv(ntab) 
save iv,iy,idum2 
da<a idum2/1234567B9/,iv/ntab•O/,iy/O/ 

c Initialize (ensure iseed.ne.O) 

if (isaed.h.O) then 
iseed=max( -iseed,i) 
idutn2=iseed 
do 11 j=ntab+8,1.-1 

i:f (isaed, lt. 0) isf.led-=iseed+iml 
if (j .le.ntab) iv(j)=iseed 

11 continue 
iy=iv(i) 

end if 

j=i+iy/ndiv 
iy=iv(j)-idwn2 
iv(j)=iseed 
i£ (iy.lt.l} iy=iy+immi 
ran2=min(am•iy ,rnltl.lC) 
return 
and 

c-----------------~~--- -------- -~-------- ---
double precision function gau.ss(iseed) 

c-- ----------------------~------------ ------

implicit double precision (.a,_-h,o-z.) 

r1""ran2(iseed) 
r2"'ran2(iseed) 

(rl.le.2.0d0/3.0d0) then 
gauss=l. 5dO*r1 
w=O. 6dO*gauSS**2 

else 
gauss=!. Od0-0. 5d0*dlog(3 Od0-3. OdO*r1) 
•.;:::::.0, 5d0"' (gauss-2. OdO) **2 

endif 

i:f ((1.0d0-r2l.gt .w) goto 12 
if ((1.0dO/r2)-1.0dO.le.v) goto 
if (-1.0dO•dlog(r2).1e.") goto 1 

12 r3.,.ran2(isaad) 
if (r3.ga 0.5d0) gauss:::o-1.0dO•gauss 

return 
end 

c-- ---- -- ---- --- ------- -----------------------

subroutine molpick(isea<!. vr., ''Y, vz, pro b) 

c Genera"tes molecular velocities and probabilities. Currently only 
includes parallel velocity from equation Brett Cameron 1 s thesis and 

c assU."tl(ls zero for transversa components. 

double precision (a.-h,o-z) 
precision kB ,me ,mmol,mbvidth,mion 

common /c.onsts/ mion,qe,kB,Av 
common /mb/ mbwidth. Tpar ,flovval ,dgunscat ,In!Ilol, valvidth 

vx = flouval + 1/~lvidth*ran1(ise-ed) -velwidth/2. OdO 
arg = rrunol•(v:x:-flowvel)**2/(2.0dO*kB•'l'par) 
prob=•rx*V-X-"'da:xp( -arg) 

''Y"'O .OdO 
vz=C, OdO 

r<r~:turn 

and 

c--- ------------ -~ -- --- ------~------ -------------------------
subroutine ionpick(isaad, x, z, vx, vy, vz., iontima) 

c-- -- ~~ ----------~ ------------------------~-~~- --------------
('; Gone rates ion pat"antetars {velocity, position and release time) 

implicit double precision (a-h.o-z) 
doubl~ precision kB ,mion;ionE,ionEE, ionvidth, ionEwidth 
common /consts/ miQn,qe,kB.Av 
common /else/ puidth, ionE, ionlol'idth. ionE11idth 
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external xygauss 1gasdev 

!time at which ion leaV'es L7 

call xygauss(iseed, x, z) 
x=(ionYidth/2.0dO) '""X 

z=( ionvidth/2. OdO) *z 

!offset from beam axis. Beam profile 
!assumed to be 20 Gaussian vith F\i'H.'f 
! equal to lonvidth 

c !on velocity distribution. Uses a Gaussian ;;;n&rgy distribution of 
c wi(ith ionEt.ridth :for parallel velocity. Perpendicular Yelocity not 
c included. 

VX""O.OdO 
i onEE.= ionE +i onEvidth *ga.sdev (is ee d) 
V}'"'dsqrt ( 2. OdO*qa*i onEE/mion) 
vz=O.OdO 

return 
and 

lion velocity distribution.· Uses a 
!Gaussian energy distribution of vidth 
!ionE.vidth for parallel velocity. 
!PerpendiGular velocity not included. 

;;;---------~----~----------------------------------------

subroutine dpick(idu:n,z., ycomp. d, i:flag) 
c---------------------------------------~---------------

c Distance from alee'tron bea.tn source until electron hits a beam :molecule. 
doubla precision(a-h,o-z.) 

precision mbitidth,mmol 
common /mb/ mb'llidth, Tpa.r ,.floYvel, dgunscat ,mmol, volvidth 

c Picks the radius from t<ha axis of a molecule in the beam according to a 
c Gaussian distribution, then determines the y component at tho z position 
c of the beam ion in order to get d, the distance the ion flies frol'tt 
c the source before a collision~ Randomly puts the molecule on one side of 
c ;;he beam or the other. E.~its i:f ion misses aolecular beam. 

iflag~t 

return 
end if 
ycomp ,. dsqrt (arg) 
pick=2. Od0*4an1 (idum) -1 OdO 
picksign=pic~ldabs {pick) 
ycomp = ycomp*picksign 
d "" dgu."lscat-ycomp 

return 
end 

double precision function des(coscm) 

c Model differential cross section made up ot tvo Gaussians and a baseline 
c c1,c2 are :.;e1-ghts of Gaussians (c1+c2,..1), c3,c4 are their cent:res and 
c c5, c6 are the widths. c7 is the baseline. cosctn is the cosine o:f 
c the CM scattering angle. 

implicit double precision {a-h,o-z) 

d=O. 5d0 
c2=0, SdO 
c3=1.0d0 

c4=-1. OdO 
c5=0.3d0 
C6"'0, 3d0 

c7=0. OdO 

pi dacos(-1 OdO} 
ap=-0. 5d0 

c Setting up the argumonts of the exponential in the Gaussians 
oso1 ( (c3~coscm)/cS) 
oso2 -m ( (c4-coscm)/c6) 
roso1=ap,.oso1 •oso1 
roso2=ap*oso2*oso2 

c The Gaussians 
if (roso-1 .lt. -2.2d2) then 

tmp1~0.0d0 

else 
tmpl=c1•dexp{roso1) 

endif 
if {roso2.1t -2 2d2) then 

tmp2=0.0d0 
else 

tmp2~c2*dexp (ro.so2) 
and if 

dcs"'tmpi +tmp2+c7 

return 
end 
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double praci:non funct2on pft (:ftm} 

c Hodel P (fT) made uu of t-wo Gaussians and a baseline 
c ct.c2 are ~eights ~f Gaussians (c1+c2""1), c3,c4 are their centres and 
c c5,c6 are the widths. c7 is the baseline. 

implicit double p:rfSeision (a-h,o-z} 

ftn=2.0d0*ft:n-1 OdO 

cl•LOdO 
c2=0.0d0 
c3=0.3d0 
c4=0.0d0 
c5=0.1d0 
c6=0. OdO 
c7=0 OdO 

pi dacos(-1 OdO) 
ap=-O.SdO 

c Setting up the arg\l!llents of the a>::ponentia.l in the Gaussians 
osoi = ((c3-ftn)/cS) 
osc2 = ((c4-ftn)/c6) 
roso1=ap•oso1•osol 
roso2=ap•oso2+oso2 

c The Gaussians 
if (rosal .lt, -2.2d2) then 

tmp1=0.0d0 
else 

tmp1=c1 "'dexp (rosoi) 
andi:f 

if (roso2.lt.-2.2c!2) then 
tmp2=0. OdO 

elsa 
tmp2,.c2*daxp (ros:o2) 

and i:f 
pftl':ttnp1+tmp2+c7 

return 
end 

double- precision function rani (idum) 

c Random number generator 

implicit double precision (a-h.o-z) 
integer idum, ia, im, iq_,ir ,n-t:ab,ndiv 
para.J:Ce'::er (ia=i6807, in:.=2147483647, iq=127773 ,ir=2836 1 

•ntab=32 ,ndiv=i + (im-1) /ntab) 
para.Ir.atar {am=1.0d0/dbla {im) , eps=1. 2d-7,rrun::<:""1. OdO-.,ps) 

,k,iv(ntab) ,iy 

i;r lot 

if ( (idu:n.le 0) .or. (ij·.aq.O)) than 
idum = max0{-tdum,1) 
do 11 j=ntab+8,1,-1 

k ""' idwn/iq 
idur.t = ia*-(iti'IJ..m-k•iq)-ir•k 
i:f (idum. .lt. 0) idum = idum+im 
i:f {j .le. ntab} iv(j) ::< idum 

11 continue 
'Y•iv(l) 

end if 
= idwr./iq 

idum -= ia• (idum-k•iq) -i:::._k 
if (.ldrnr. . lt, 0) idure = tdum+im 

J " 

return 
and 

subroutine xygaus.:s ( iseed, dev 1, dGV2) 

G Generates a 2 dimenuonal Gaussian distribution, 2 points bet\leen -1 and 
+1. 

implicit double preci:non (a-h,o-z) 
external rani 

c Generate$ 1 't()locity C"omponants 1 tor molecular reactant on interval -1 
c to +1 using a random number generator. 

•;1:2. OdO*ran1 (iseed} -1. OdO 
v2=c2 .Od0*-ran1 (isfled) -1.0d0 
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rsq4;v1*-*2+v-2**2 
if{rsq, ga, 1. OdO .or. rsq.<~q. 0. OdO)goto 

c Transforms from :random velocities in range -1,1 to a Gaussian distribution 
of full vidth r..rdth. 

£ac=-dsqrt ( -2, OdO•dlog(rsq) /rsq) 
devl=vi*fac 
dav2=V2*f&c 
return 
and 

c----------------~~----~----------------------•-----
double precision function gasdev(idum) 

c- ---------- ------- ---------------------------------
c Picks a random number from a Gaussian distribution bet'oleen -1 Md. 1 

implic:it double pracision(a-h,o-z) 
save iset ,gset 
data iset/0/ 
if {is at. eq. 0) thon 

v1=2.0d0*rani (idum) -1, OdO 
v2=2. OdO•rani (idum) -1. OdO 
rsq=vi*-*2+v2*-*2 
if(rsq. ge .1. OdO .or. rsq. aq. 0. OdO) go to 
fac=dsqrt ( -2. OdO•dlog(rsq) /rsq) 
gsat'!lfrvl •fac 

else 
gasdev=gset 
iset=O 

endi:f 

return 
and 
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